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1 Introduction

String theory has been the leading candidate over the past years for a theory that consis-

tently unifies all fundamental forces of nature, including gravity. In a sense, the theory

predicts gravity and gauge symmetry around flat space. Moreover, the theory is UV-

finite. The elementary objects are one-dimensional strings whose vibration modes should

correspond to the usual elementary particles.

At distances large with respect to the size of the strings, the low-energy excitations can

be described by an effective field theory. Thus, contact can be established with quantum

field theory, which turned out to be successful in describing the dynamics of the real world

at low energy.

I will try to explain here the basic structure of string theory, its predictions and prob-

lems.

In chapter 2 the evolution of string theory is traced, from a theory initially built to

describe hadrons to a “theory of everything”. In chapter 3 a description of classical bosonic

string theory is given. The oscillation modes of the string are described, preparing the scene

for quantization. In chapter 4, the quantization of the bosonic string is described. All three

different quantization procedures are presented to varying depth, since in each one some

specific properties are more transparent than in others. I thus describe the old covariant

quantization, the light-cone quantization and the modern path-integral quantization. In

chapter 6 a concise introduction is given, to the central concepts of conformal field theory

since it is the basic tool in discussing first quantized string theory. In chapter 8 the

calculation of scattering amplitudes is described. In chapter 9 the low-energy effective

action for the massless modes is described.

In chapter 10 superstrings are introduced. They provide spacetime fermions and real-

ize supersymmetry in spacetime and on the world-sheet. I go through quantization again,

and describe the different supersymmetric string theories in ten dimensions. In chapter 11

gauge and gravitational anomalies are discussed. In particular it is shown that the super-

string theories are anomaly-free. In chapter 12 compactifications of the ten-dimensional

superstring theories are described. Supersymmetry breaking is also discussed in this con-

text. In chapter 13, I describe how to calculate loop corrections to effective coupling

constants. This is very important for comparing string theory predictions at low energy

with the real world. In chapter 14 a brief introduction to non-perturbative string con-

nections and non-perturbative effects is given. This is a fast-changing subject and I have

just included some basics as well as tools, so that the reader orients him(her)self in the

web of duality connections. Finally, in chapter 15 a brief outlook and future problems are

presented.

I have added a number of appendices to make several technical discussions self-contained.
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In Appendix A useful information on the elliptic ϑ-functions is included. In Appendix B,

I rederive the various lattice sums that appear in toroidal compactifications. In Appendix

C the Kaluza-Klein ansatz is described, used to obtain actions in lower dimensions after

toroidal compactification. In Appendix D some facts are presented about four-dimensional

locally supersymmetric theories with N=1,2,4 supersymmetry. In Appendix E, BPS states

are described along with their representation theory and helicity supertrace formulae that

can be used to trace their appearance in a supersymmetric theory. In Appendix F facts

about elliptic modular forms are presented, which are useful in many contexts, notably

in the one-loop computation of thresholds and counting of BPS multiplicities. In Ap-

pendix G, I present the computation of helicity-generating string partition functions and

the associated calculation of BPS multiplicities. Finally, in Appendix H, I briefly review

electric–magnetic duality in four dimensions.

I have not tried to be complete in my referencing. The focus was to provide, in most

cases, appropriate reviews for further reading. Only in the last chapter, which covers

very recent topics, I do mostly refer to original papers because of the scarcity of relevant

reviews.

2 Historical perspective

In the sixties, physicists tried to make sense of a big bulk of experimental data relevant

to the strong interaction. There were lots of particles (or “resonances”) and the situation

could best be described as chaotic. There were some regularities observed, though:

• Almost linear Regge behavior. It was noticed that the large number of resonances

could be nicely put on (almost) straight lines by plotting their mass versus their spin

m2 =
J

α′
, (2.1)

with α′ ∼ 1 GeV−2, and this relation was checked up to J = 11/2.

• s-t duality. If we consider a scattering amplitude of two→ two hadrons (1, 2→ 3, 4),

then it can be described by the Mandelstam invariants

s = −(p1 + p2)2 , t = −(p2 + p3)2 , u = −(p1 + p3)2 , (2.2)

with s+ t+ u =
∑
im

2
i . We are using a metric with signature (−+ ++). Such an ampli-

tude depends on the flavor quantum numbers of hadrons (for example SU(3)). Consider

the flavor part, which is cyclically symmetric in flavor space. For the full amplitude to

be symmetric, it must also be cyclically symmetric in the momenta pi. This symmetry

amounts to the interchange t ↔ s. Thus, the amplitude should satisfy A(s, t) = A(t, s).

Consider a t-channel contribution due to the exchange of a spin-J particle of mass M .
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Then, at high energy

AJ(s, t) ∼ (−s)J
t−M2

. (2.3)

Thus, this partial amplitude increases with s and its behavior becomes worse for large

values of J . If one sews amplitudes of this form together to make a loop amplitude, then

there are uncontrollable UV divergences for J > 1. Any finite sum of amplitudes of the

form (2.3) has this bad UV behavior. However, if one allows an infinite number of terms

then it is conceivable that the UV behavior might be different. Moreover such a finite sum

has no s-channel poles.

A proposal for such a dual amplitude was made by Veneziano [1]

A(s, t) =
Γ(−α(s))Γ(−α(t))

Γ(−α(s) − α(t))
, (2.4)

where Γ is the standard Γ-function and

α(s) = α(0) + α′s . (2.5)

By using the standard properties of the Γ-function it can be checked that the amplitude

(2.4) has an infinite number of s, t-channel poles:

A(s, t) = −
∞∑

n=0

(α(s) + 1) . . . (α(s) + n)

n!

1

α(t)− n . (2.6)

In this expansion the s ↔ t interchange symmetry of (2.4) is not manifest. The poles

in (2.6) correspond to the exchange of an infinite number of particles of mass M 2 =

(n − α(0)/α′) and high spins. It can also be checked that the high-energy behavior of

the Veneziano amplitude is softer than any local quantum field theory amplitude, and the

infinite number of poles is crucial for this.

It was subsequently realized by Nambu and Goto that such amplitudes came out of the-

ories of relativistic strings. However such theories had several shortcomings in explaining

the dynamics of strong interactions.

• All of them seemed to predict a tachyon.

• Several of them seemed to contain a massless spin-2 particle that was impossible to

get rid of.

• All of them seemed to require a spacetime dimension of 26 in order not to break

Lorentz invariance at the quantum level.

• They contained only bosons.

At the same time, experimental data from SLAC showed that at even higher energies

hadrons have a point-like structure; this opened the way for quantum chromodynamics as

the correct theory that describes strong interactions.
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However some work continued in the context of “dual models” and in the mid-seventies

several interesting breakthroughs were made.

• It was understood by Neveu, Schwarz and Ramond how to include spacetime fermions

in string theory.

• It was also understood by Gliozzi, Scherk and Olive how to get rid of the omnipresent

tachyon. In the process, the constructed theory had spacetime supersymmetry.

• Scherk and Schwarz, and independently Yoneya, proposed that closed string theory,

always having a massless spin-2 particle, naturally describes gravity and that the scale α′

should be identified with the Planck scale. Moreover, the theory can be defined in four

dimensions using the Kaluza–Klein idea, namely considering the extra dimensions to be

compact and small.

However, the new big impetus for string theory came in 1984. After a general analysis of

gauge and gravitational anomalies [2], it was realized that anomaly-free theories in higher

dimensions are very restricted. Green and Schwarz showed in [3] that open superstrings in

10 dimensions are anomaly-free if the gauge group is O(32). E8×E8 was also anomaly-free

but could not appear in open string theory. In [4] it was shown that another string exists

in ten dimensions, a hybrid of the superstring and the bosonic string, which can realize

the E8×E8 or O(32) gauge symmetry.

Since the early eighties, the field of string theory has been continuously developing and

we will see the main points in the rest of these lectures. The reader is encouraged to look

at a more detailed discussion in [5]–[8].

One may wonder what makes string theory so special. One of its key ingredients is that

it provides a finite theory of quantum gravity, at least in perturbation theory. To appreciate

the difficulties with the quantization of Einstein gravity, we will look at a single-graviton

exchange between two particles (Fig. 1a). We will set h = c = 1. Then the amplitude is

proportional to E2/M2
Planck, where E is the energy of the process and MPlanck is the Planck

mass, MPlanck ∼ 1019 GeV. It is related to the Newton constant GN ∼ M2
Planck. Thus, we

see that the gravitational interaction is irrelevant in the IR (E << MPlanck) but strongly

relevant in the UV. In particular it implies that the two-graviton exchange diagram (Fig.

1b) is proportional to
1

M4
Planck

∫ Λ

0
dE E3 ∼ Λ4

M4
Planck

, (2.7)

which is strongly UV-divergent. In fact it is known that Einstein gravity coupled to matter

is non-renormalizable in perturbation theory. Supersymmetry makes the UV divergence

softer but the non-renormalizability persists.

There are two ways out of this:

• There is a non-trivial UV fixed-point that governs the UV behavior of quantum

gravity. To date, nobody has managed to make sense out of this possibility.
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a) b)

Figure 1: Gravitational interaction between two particles via graviton exchange.

• There is new physics at E ∼ MPlanck and Einstein gravity is the IR limit of a more

general theory, valid at and beyond the Planck scale. You could consider the analogous

situation with the Fermi theory of weak interactions. There, one had a non-renormalizable

current–current interaction with similar problems, but today we know that this is the IR

limit of the standard weak interaction mediated by the W± and Z0 gauge bosons. So

far, there is no consistent field theory that can make sense at energies beyond MPlanck and

contains gravity. Strings provide precisely a theory that induces new physics at the Planck

scale due to the infinite tower of string excitations with masses of the order of the Planck

mass and carefully tuned interactions that become soft at short distance.

Moreover string theory seems to have all the right properties for Grand Unification,

since it produces and unifies with gravity not only gauge couplings but also Yukawa cou-

plings. The shortcomings, to date, of string theory as an ideal unifying theory are its

numerous different vacua, the fact that there are three string theories in 10 dimensions

that look different (type-I, type II and heterotic), and most importantly supersymmetry

breaking. There has been some progress recently in these directions: there is good evidence

that these different-looking string theories might be non-perturbatively equivalent2.

3 Classical string theory

As in field theory there are two approaches to discuss classical and quantum string theory.

One is the first quantized approach, which discusses the dynamics of a single string. The

dynamical variables are the spacetime coordinates of the string. This is an approach that

is forced to be on-shell. The other is the second-quantized or field theory approach. Here

the dynamical variables are functionals of the string coordinates, or string fields, and we

can have an off-shell formulation. Unfortunately, although there is an elegant formulation

2You will find a pedagogical review of these developments at the end of these lecture notes as well as

in [9].
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of open string field theory, the closed string field theory approaches are complicated and

difficult to use. Moreover the open theory is not complete since we know it also requires

the presence of closed strings. In these lectures we will follow the first-quantized approach,

although the reader is invited to study the rather elegant formulation of open string field

theory [11].

3.1 The point particle

Before discussing strings, it is useful to look first at the relativistic point particle. We

will use the first-quantized path integral language. Point particles classically follow an

extremal path when traveling from one point in spacetime to another. The natural action

is proportional to the length of the world-line between some initial and final points:

S = m
∫ sf

si
ds = m

∫ τ1

τ0
dτ
√
−ηµν ẋµẋν, (3.1.1)

where ηµν = diag(−1,+1,+1,+1). The momentum conjugate to xµ(τ ) is

pµ = − δL

δẋµ
=

mẋµ√
−ẋ2

, (3.1.2)

and the Lagrange equations coming from varying the action (3.1.1) with respect to Xµ(τ )

read

∂τ

(
mẋµ√
−ẋ2

)
= 0. (3.1.3)

Equation (3.1.2) gives the following mass-shell constraint :

p2 +m2 = 0. (3.1.4)

The canonical Hamiltonian is given by

Hcan =
∂L

∂ẋµ
ẋµ − L. (3.1.5)

Inserting (3.1.2) into (3.1.5) we can see that Hcan vanishes identically. Thus, the constraint

(3.1.4) completely governs the dynamics of the system. We can add it to the Hamiltonian

using a Lagrange multiplier. The system will then be described by

H =
N

2m
(p2 +m2), (3.1.6)

from which it follows that

ẋµ = {xµ,H} =
N

m
pµ =

Nẋµ√
−ẋ2

, (3.1.7)

or

ẋ2 = −N2, (3.1.8)
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so we are describing time-like trajectories. The choice N=1 corresponds to a choice of scale

for the parameter τ , the proper time.

The square root in (3.1.1) is an unwanted feature. Of course for the free particle it is not

a problem, but as we will see later it will be a problem for the string case. Also the action

we used above is ill-defined for massless particles. Classically, there exists an alternative

action, which does not contain the square root and in addition allows the generalization

to the massless case. Consider the following action :

S = −1
2

∫
dτe(τ )

(
e−2(τ )(ẋµ)2 −m2

)
. (3.1.9)

The auxiliary variable e(τ ) can be viewed as an einbein on the world-line. The associated

metric would be gττ = e2, and (3.1.9) could be rewritten as

S = −1
2

∫
dτ
√

detgττ(g
ττ∂τx · ∂τx−m2). (3.1.10)

The action is invariant under reparametrizations of the world-line. An infinitesimal repa-

rametrization is given by

δxµ(τ ) = xµ(τ + ξ(τ ))− xµ(τ ) = ξ(τ )ẋµ +O(ξ2). (3.1.11)

Varying e in (3.1.9) leads to

δS = 1
2

∫
dτ

(
1

e2(τ )
(ẋµ)2 +m2

)
δe(τ ). (3.1.12)

Setting δS = 0 gives us the equation of motion for e :

e−2x2 +m2 = 0 → e =
1

m

√
−ẋ2 . (3.1.13)

Varying x gives

δS = 1
2

∫
dτe(τ )

(
e−2(τ )2ẋµ

)
∂τδx

µ. (3.1.14)

After partial integration, we find the equation of motion

∂τ(e
−1ẋµ) = 0. (3.1.15)

Substituting (3.1.13) into (3.1.15), we find the same equations as before (cf. eq. (3.1.3)).

If we substitute (3.1.13) directly into the action (3.1.9), we find the previous one, which

establishes the classical equivalence of both actions.

We will derive the propagator for the point particle. By definition,

〈x|x′〉 = N
∫ x(1)=x′

x(0)=x
DeDxµexp

(
1

2

∫ 1

0

(
1

e
(ẋµ)2 − em2

)
dτ
)
, (3.1.16)

where we have put τ0 = 0, τ1 = 1.
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Under reparametrizations of the world-line, the einbein transforms as a vector. To first

order, this means

δe = ∂τ(ξe). (3.1.17)

This is the local reparametrization invariance of the path. Since we are integrating over

e, this means that (3.1.16) will give an infinite result. Thus, we need to gauge-fix the re-

parametrization invariance (3.1.17). We can gauge-fix e to be constant. However, (3.1.17)

now indicates that we cannot fix more. To see what this constant may be, notice that the

length of the path of the particle is

L =
∫ 1

0
dτ
√

detgττ =
∫ 1

0
dτe, (3.1.18)

so the best we can do is e = L. This is the simplest example of leftover (Teichmüller)

parameters after gauge fixing. The e integration contains an integral over the constant

mode as well as the rest. The rest is the “gauge volume” and we will throw it away. Also,

to make the path integral converge, we rotate to Euclidean time τ → iτ . Thus, we are left

with

〈x|x′〉 = N
∫ ∞

0
dL

∫ x(1)=x′

x(0)=x
Dxµexp

(
−1

2

∫ 1

0

(
1

L
ẋ2 + Lm2

)
dτ
)
. (3.1.19)

Now write

xµ(τ ) = xµ + (x′µ − xµ)τ + δxµ(τ ), (3.1.20)

where δxµ(0) = δxµ(1) = 0. The first two terms in this expansion represent the classical

path. The measure for the fluctuations δxµ is

‖ δx ‖2=
∫ 1

0
dτe(δxµ)2 = L

∫ 1

0
dτ (δxµ)2, (3.1.21)

so that

Dxµ ∼
∏

τ

√
Ldδxµ(τ ). (3.1.22)

Then

〈x|x′〉 = N
∫ ∞

0
dL

∫ ∏

τ

√
Ldδxµ(τ )e−

(x′−x)2

2L
−m2L/2e−

1
2L

∫ 1

0
(δẋµ)2

. (3.1.23)

The Gaussian integral involving δẋµ can be evaluated immediately :

∫ ∏

τ

√
Ldδxµ(τ )e−

1
L

∫ 1

0
(δẋµ)2 ∼

(
det

(
− 1

L
∂2
τ

))−D
2

. (3.1.24)

We have to compute the determinant of the operator −∂2
τ/L. To do this we will calcu-

late first its eigenvalues. Then the determinant will be given as the product of all the

eigenvalues. To find the eigenvalues we consider the eigenvalue problem

− 1

L
∂2
τψ(τ ) = λψ(τ ) (3.1.25)

with the boundary conditions ψ(0) = ψ(1) = 0. Note that there is no zero mode problem

here because of the boundary conditions. The solution is

ψn(τ ) = Cn sin(nπτ ) , λn =
n2

L
, n = 1, 2, . . . (3.1.26)
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and thus

det
(
− 1

L
∂2
τ

)
=
∞∏

n=1

n2

L
. (3.1.27)

Obviously the determinant is infinite and we have to regularize it. We will use ζ-function

regularization in which3

∞∏

n=1

L−1 = L−ζ(0) = L1/2 ,
∞∏

n=1

na = e−aζ
′(0) = (2π)a/2 . (3.1.28)

Adjusting the normalization factor we finally obtain

〈x|x′〉 =
1

2(2π)D/2

∫ ∞

0
dLL−

D
2 e−

(x′−x)2

2L
−m2L/2 = (3.1.29)

=
1

(2π)D/2

(
|x− x′|
m

)(2−D)/2

K(D−2)/2(m|x− x′|).

This is the free propagator of a scalar particle in D dimensions. To obtain the more familiar

expression, we have to pass to momentum space

|p〉 =
∫
dDxeip·x|x〉 , (3.1.30)

〈p|p′〉 =
∫
dDxe−ip·x

∫
dDx′ eip

′·x′〈x|x′〉

=
1

2

∫
dDx′ei(p

′−p)·x′
∫ ∞

0
dL e−

L
2

(p2+m2) (3.1.31)

= (2π)Dδ(p− p′) 1

p2 +m2
,

just as expected.

Here we should make one more comment. The momentum space amplitude 〈p|p′〉 can

also be computed directly if we insert in the path integral eip·x for the initial state and

e−ip
′·x for the final state. Thus, amplitudes are given by path-integral averages of the

quantum-mechanical wave-functions of free particles.

3.2 Relativistic strings

We now use the ideas of the previous section to construct actions for strings. In the case

of point particles, the action was proportional to the length of the world-line between

some initial point and final point. For strings, it will be related to the surface area of the

“world-sheet” swept by the string as it propagates through spacetime. The Nambu-Goto

action is defined as

SNG = −T
∫
dA. (3.2.1)

3You will find more details on this in [13].
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The constant factor T makes the action dimensionless; its dimensions must be [length]−2

or [mass]2. Suppose ξi (i = 0, 1) are coordinates on the world-sheet and Gµν is the metric

of the spacetime in which the string propagates. Then, Gµν induces a metric on the

world-sheet :

ds2 = Gµν(X)dXµdXν = Gµν
∂Xµ

∂ξi
∂Xν

∂ξj
dξidξj = Gijdξ

idξj , (3.2.2)

where the induced metric is

Gij = Gµν∂iX
µ∂jX

ν . (3.2.3)

This metric can be used to calculate the surface area. If the spacetime is flat Minkowski

space then Gµν = ηµν and the Nambu-Goto action becomes

SNG = −T
∫ √
−detGijd

2ξ = −T
∫ √

(Ẋ.X ′)2 − (Ẋ2)(X ′2)d2ξ, (3.2.4)

where Ẋµ = ∂Xµ

∂τ
and X ′µ = ∂Xµ

∂σ
(τ = ξ0, σ = ξ1 ). The equations of motion are

∂τ

(
δL

δẊµ

)
+ ∂σ

(
δL

δX ′µ

)
= 0. (3.2.5)

Depending on the kind of strings, we can impose different boundary conditions. In the

case of closed strings, the world-sheet is a tube. If we let σ run from 0 to σ̄ = 2π, the

boundary condition is periodicity

Xµ(σ + σ̄) = Xµ(σ). (3.2.6)

For open strings, the world-sheet is a strip, and in this case we will put σ̄ = π. Two kinds

of boundary conditions are frequently used4 :

• Neumann :
δL

δX ′µ

∣∣∣∣∣
σ=0,σ̄

= 0; (3.2.7)

• Dirichlet :
δL

δẊµ

∣∣∣∣∣
σ=0,σ̄

= 0. (3.2.8)

As we shall see at the end of this section, Neumann conditions imply that no momentum

flows off the ends of the string. The Dirichlet condition implies that the end-points of the

string are fixed in spacetime. We will not discuss them further, but they are relevant for

describing (extended) solitons in string theory also known as D-branes [10].

The momentum conjugate to Xµ is

Πµ =
δL

δẊµ
= −T (Ẋ ·X ′)X ′µ − (X ′)2Ẋµ

[(X ′ · Ẋ)2 − (Ẋ)2(X ′)2]1/2
. (3.2.9)

4One could also impose an arbitrary linear combination of the two boundary conditions. We will come

back to the interpretation of such boundary conditions in the last chapter.
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The matrix δ2L
δẊµδẊν has two zero eigenvalues, with eigenvectors Ẋµ and X ′µ. This signals

the occurrence of two constraints that follow directly from the definition of the conjugate

momenta. They are

Π ·X ′ = 0 , Π2 + T 2X ′2 = 0 . (3.2.10)

The canonical Hamiltonian

H =
∫ σ̄

0
dσ(Ẋ ·Π− L) (3.2.11)

vanishes identically, just in the case of the point particle. Again, the dynamics is governed

solely by the constraints.

The square root in the Nambu-Goto action makes the treatment of the quantum theory

quite complicated. Again, we can simplify the action by introducing an intrinsic fluctuating

metric on the world-sheet. In this way, we obtain the Polyakov action for strings moving

in flat spacetime [12]

SP = −T
2

∫
d2ξ

√
−detg gαβ∂αX

µ∂βX
νηµν . (3.2.12)

As is well known from field theory, varying the action with respect to the metric yields

the stress-tensor :

Tαβ ≡ −
2

T

1√−detg

δSP
δgαβ

= ∂αX · ∂βX − 1
2
gαβg

γδ∂γX · ∂δX. (3.2.13)

Setting this variation to zero and solving for gαβ, we obtain, up to a factor,

gαβ = ∂αX · ∂βX. (3.2.14)

In other words, the world-sheet metric gαβ is classically equal to the induced metric. If

we substitute this back into the action, we find the Nambu-Goto action. So both actions

are equivalent, at least classically. Whether this is also true quantum-mechanically is not

clear in general. However, they can be shown to be equivalent in the critical dimension.

From now on we will take the Polyakov approach to the quantization of string theory.

By varying (3.2.12) with respect to Xµ, we obtain the equations of motion:

1√−detg
∂α(

√
−detggαβ∂βX

µ) = 0. (3.2.15)

Thus, the world-sheet action in the Polyakov approach consists of D two-dimensional scalar

fields Xµ coupled to the dynamical two-dimensional metric and we are thus considering

a theory of two-dimensional quantum gravity coupled to matter. One could ask whether

there are other terms that can be added to (3.2.12). It turns out that there are only two:

the cosmological term

λ1

∫ √
−detg (3.2.16)

and the Gauss-Bonnet term

λ2

∫ √
−detgR(2), (3.2.17)
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where R(2) is the two-dimensional scalar curvature associated with gαβ. This gives the

Euler number of the world-sheet, which is a topological invariant. So this term cannot

influence the local dynamics of the string, but it will give factors that weight various

topologies differently. It is not difficult to prove that (3.2.16) has to be zero classically. In

fact the classical equations of motion for λ1 6= 0 imply that gαβ = 0, which gives trivial

dynamics. We will not consider it further. For the open string, there are other possible

terms, which are defined on the boundary of the world-sheet.

We will discuss the symmetries of the Polyakov action:

• Poincaré invariance :

δXµ = ωµνX
ν + αµ , δgαβ = 0 , (3.2.18)

where ωµν = −ωνµ;

• local two-dimensional reparametrization invariance :

δgαβ = ξγ∂γgαβ + ∂αξ
γgβγ + ∂βξ

γgαγ = ∇αξβ +∇βξα,

δXµ = ξα∂αX
µ,

δ(
√
−detg) = ∂α(ξα

√
−detg); (3.2.19)

• conformal (or Weyl) invariance :

δXµ = 0 , δgαβ = 2Λgαβ. (3.2.20)

Due to the conformal invariance, the stress-tensor will be traceless. This is in fact true

in general. Consider an action S(gαβ, φ
i) in arbitrary spacetime dimensions. We assume

that it is invariant under conformal transformations

δgαβ = 2Λ(x)gαβ , δφi = diΛ(x)φi . (3.2.21)

The variation of the action under infinitesimal conformal transformations is

0 = δS =
∫
d2ξ

[
2
δS

δgαβ
gαβ +

∑

i

di
δS

δφi
φi

]
Λ. (3.2.22)

Using the equations of motion for the fields φi, i.e. δS
δφi

= 0, we find

T αα ∼
δS

δgαβ
gαβ = 0 , (3.2.23)

which follows without the use of the equations of motion, if and only if di = 0. This is

the case for the bosonic string, described by the Polyakov action, but not for fermionic

extensions.
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Just as we could fix e(τ ) for the point particle using reparametrization invariance, we

can reduce gαβ to ηαβ = diag(−1,+1). This is called conformal gauge. First, we choose a

parametrization that makes the metric conformally flat, i.e.

gαβ = e2Λ(ξ)ηαβ. (3.2.24)

It can be proven that in two dimensions, this is always possible for world-sheets with trivial

topology. We will discuss the subtle issues that appear for non-trivial topologies later on.

Using the conformal symmetry, we can further reduce the metric to ηαβ. We also work

with “light-cone coordinates”

ξ+ = τ + σ , ξ− = τ − σ. (3.2.25)

The metric becomes

ds2 = −dξ+dξ−. (3.2.26)

The components of the metric are

g++ = g−− = 0 , g+− = g−+ = −1

2
(3.2.27)

and

∂± =
1

2
(∂τ ± ∂σ) . (3.2.28)

The Polyakov action in conformal gauge is

SP ∼ T
∫
d2ξ ∂+X

µ∂−X
νηµν. (3.2.29)

By going to conformal gauge, we have not completely fixed all reparametrizations. In

particular, the reparametrizations

ξ+ −→ f(ξ+) , ξ− −→ g(ξ−) (3.2.30)

only put a factor ∂+f∂−g in front of the metric, so they can be compensated by the

transformation of d2ξ.

Notice that here we have exactly enough symmetry to completely fix the metric. A

metric on a d-dimensional world-sheet has d(d+1)/2 independent components. Using

reparametrizations, d of them can be fixed. Conformal invariance fixes one more compo-

nent. The number of remaining components is

d(d + 1)

2
− d − 1. (3.2.31)

This is zero in the case d = 2 (strings), but not for d > 2 (membranes). This makes an

analogous treatment of higher-dimensional extended objects problematic.

We will derive the equations of motion from the Polyakov action in conformal gauge

(eq. (3.2.29)). By varying Xµ, we get (after partial integration):

δS = T
∫
d2ξ(δXµ∂+∂−Xµ)− T

∫ τ1

τ0
dτX ′µδX

µ. (3.2.32)
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Using periodic boundary conditions for the closed string and

X ′µ|σ=0,σ̄ = 0 (3.2.33)

for the open string, we find the equations of motion

∂+∂−X
µ = 0. (3.2.34)

Even after gauge fixing, the equations of motion for the metric have to be imposed. They

are

Tαβ = 0, (3.2.35)

or

T10 = T01 = 1
2
Ẋ ·X ′ = 0 , T00 = T11 =

1

4
(Ẋ2 +X ′2) = 0, (3.2.36)

which can also be written as

(Ẋ ±X ′)2 = 0. (3.2.37)

These are known as the Virasoro constraints. They are the analog of the Gauss law in the

string case.

In light-cone coordinates, the components of the stress-tensor are

T++ = 1
2
∂+X · ∂+X , T−− = 1

2
∂−X · ∂−X , T+− = T−+ = 0. (3.2.38)

This last expression is equivalent to T αα = 0; it is trivially satisfied. Energy-momentum

conservation, ∇αTαβ = 0, becomes

∂−T++ + ∂+T−+ = ∂+T−− + ∂−T+− = 0. (3.2.39)

Using (3.2.38), this states

∂−T++ = ∂+T−− = 0 (3.2.40)

which leads to conserved charges

Qf =
∫ σ̄

0
f(ξ+)T++(ξ+), (3.2.41)

and likewise for T−−. To convince ourselves that Qf is indeed conserved, we need to

calculate

0 =
∫
dσ∂−(f(ξ+)T++) = ∂τQf + f(ξ+)T++

∣∣∣
σ̄

0
. (3.2.42)

For closed strings, the boundary term vanishes automatically; for open strings, we need

to use the constraints. Of course, there are other conserved charges in the theory, namely

those associated with Poincaré invariance :

P α
µ = −T

√
detggαβ∂βXµ , (3.2.43)

Jαµν = −T
√

detggαβ(Xµ∂βXν −Xν∂βXµ). (3.2.44)
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We have ∂αP
α
µ = 0 = ∂αJ

α
µν because of the equation of motion for X. The associated

charges are

Pµ =
∫ σ̄

0
dσP τ

µ , Jµν =
∫ σ̄

0
dσJ τµν . (3.2.45)

These are conserved, e.g.

∂Pµ
∂τ

= T
∫ σ̄

0
dσ∂2

τXµ = T
∫ σ̄

0
dσ∂2

σXµ

= T (∂σXµ(σ = σ̄)− ∂σXµ(σ = 0)). (3.2.46)

(In the second line we used the equation of motion for X.) This expression automatically

vanishes for the closed string. For open strings, we need Neumann boundary conditions.

Here we see that these conditions imply that there is no momentum flow off the ends of

the string. The same applies to angular momentum.

3.3 Oscillator expansions

We will now solve the equations of motion for the bosonic string,

∂+∂−X
µ = 0 , (3.3.1)

taking into account the proper boundary conditions. To do this we have to treat the open

and closed string cases separately. We will first consider the case of the closed string.

• Closed Strings

The most general solution to equation (3.3.1) that also satisfies the periodicity con-

dition

Xµ(τ, σ + 2π) = Xµ(τ, σ)

can be separated in a left- and a right-moving part:

Xµ(τ, σ) = Xµ
L(τ + σ) +Xµ

R(τ − σ), (3.3.2)

where

Xµ
L(τ + σ) =

xµ

2
+

pµ

4πT
(τ + σ) +

i√
4πT

∑

k 6=0

ᾱµk
k
e−ik(τ+σ),

(3.3.3)

Xµ
R(τ − σ) =

xµ

2
+

pµ

4πT
(τ − σ) +

i√
4πT

∑

k 6=0

αµk
k
e−ik(τ−σ).

The αµk and ᾱµk are arbitrary Fourier modes, and k runs over the integers. The

function Xµ(τ, σ) must be real, so we know that xµ and pµ must also be real and we

can derive the following reality condition for the α’s:

(αµk )∗ = αµ−k and (ᾱµk )∗ = ᾱµ−k (3.3.4)
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If we define αµ0 = ᾱµ0 = 1√
4πT

pµ we can write

∂−X
µ
R =

1√
4πT

∑

k∈Z
αµke

−ik(τ−σ), (3.3.5)

∂+X
µ
L =

1√
4πT

∑

k∈Z
ᾱµke

−ik(τ+σ). (3.3.6)

• Open Strings

We will now derive the oscillator expansion (3.3.3) in the case of the open string.

Instead of the periodicity condition, we now have to impose the Neumann boundary

condition

X ′µ(τ, σ)|σ=0,π = 0.

If we substitute the solutions of the wave equation we obtain the following condition:

X ′µ|σ=0 =
pµ − p̄µ√

4πT
+

1√
4πT

∑

k 6=0

eikτ(ᾱµk − αµk), (3.3.7)

from which we can draw the following conclusion:

pµ = p̄µ and αµk = ᾱµk

and we see that the left- and right-movers get mixed by the boundary condition.

The boundary condition at the other end, σ = π, implies that k is an integer. Thus,

the solution becomes:

Xµ(τ, σ) = xµ +
pµτ

πT
+

i√
πT

∑

k 6=0

αµk
k
e−ikτ cos(kσ). (3.3.8)

If we again use αµ0 = 1√
πT
pµ we can write:

∂±X
µ =

1√
4πT

∑

k∈Z
αµke

−ik(τ±σ). (3.3.9)

For both the closed and open string cases we can calculate the center-of-mass position

of the string:

Xµ
CM ≡

1

σ̄

∫ σ̄

0
dσXµ(τ, σ) = xµ +

pµτ

πT
, (3.3.10)

Thus, xµ is the center-of-mass position at τ = 0 and is moving as a free particle. In the

same way we can calculate the center-of-mass momentum, or just the momentum of the

string. From (3.2.45) we obtain

pµCM = T
∫ σ̄

0
dσẊµ =

T√
4πT

∫
dσ
∑

k

(αµk + ᾱµk)e−ik(τ±σ)

=
2πT√
4πT

(αµ0 + ᾱµ0 ) = pµ . (3.3.11)
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In the case of the open string there are no ᾱ’s.

We observe that the variables that describe the classical motion of the string are the

center-of-mass position xµ and momentum pµ plus an infinite collection of variables αµn
and ᾱµn. This reflects the fact that the string can move as a whole, but it can also vibrate

in various modes, and the oscillator variables represent precisely the vibrational degrees

of freedom.

A similar calculation can be done for the angular momentum of the string:

Jµν = T
∫ σ̄

0
dσ(XµẊν −XνẊµ) = lµν + Eµν + Ēµν , (3.3.12)

where

lµν = xµpν − xνpµ , (3.3.13)

Eµν = −i
∞∑

n=1

1

n
(αµ−nα

ν
n − αν−nαµn) , (3.3.14)

Ēµν = −i
∞∑

n=1

1

n
(ᾱµ−nᾱ

ν
n − ᾱν−nᾱµn) . (3.3.15)

In the Hamiltonian picture we have equal-τ Poisson brackets (PB) for the dynamical

variables, the Xµ fields and their conjugate momenta:

{Xµ(σ, τ ), Ẋν(σ′, τ )}PB =
1

T
δ(σ − σ′)ηµν . (3.3.16)

The other brackets {X,X} and {Ẋ, Ẋ} vanish. We can easily derive from (3.3.16) the PB

for the oscillators and center-of-mass position and momentum:

{αµm, ανn} = {ᾱµm, ᾱνn} = −imδm+n,0 η
µν ,

{ᾱµm, ανn} = 0 , {xµ, pν} = ηµν . (3.3.17)

Again for the open string case, the ᾱ’s are absent.

The Hamiltonian

H =
∫
dσ(ẊΠ− L) =

T

2

∫
dσ(Ẋ2 +X ′2) (3.3.18)

can also be expressed in terms of oscillators. In the case of closed strings it is given by

H = 1
2

∑

n∈Z
(α−nαn + ᾱ−nᾱn), (3.3.19)

while for open strings it is

H = 1
2

∑

n∈Z
α−nαn. (3.3.20)
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In the previous section we saw that the Virasoro constraints in the conformal gauge

were just T−− = 1
2
(∂−X)2 = 0 and T++ = 1

2
(∂+X)2 = 0. We then define the Virasoro

operators as the Fourier modes of the stress-tensor. For the closed string they become

Lm = 2T
∫ 2π

0
dσ T−−e

im(τ−σ) , L̄m = 2T
∫ 2π

0
dσ T++e

im(σ+τ) , (3.3.21)

or, expressed in oscillators:

Lm = 1
2

∑

n

αm−nαn , L̄m = 1
2

∑

n

ᾱm−nᾱn . (3.3.22)

They satisfy the reality conditions

L∗m = L−m and L̄∗m = L̄−m . (3.3.23)

If we compare these expressions with (3.3.19), we see that we can write the Hamiltonian

in terms of Virasoro modes as

H = L0 + L̄0. (3.3.24)

This is one of the classical constraints. The other operator, L̄0 − L0, is the generator of

translations in σ, as can be shown with the help of the basic Poisson brackets (3.3.16).

There is no preferred point on the string, which can be expressed by the constraint L̄0 −
L0 = 0.

In the case of open strings, there is no difference between the α’s and ᾱ’s and the

Virasoro modes are defined as

Lm = 2T
∫ π

0
dσ{T−−eim(τ−σ) + T++e

im(σ+τ)} . (3.3.25)

Expressed in oscillators, this becomes:

Lm = 1
2

∑

n

αm−nαn. (3.3.26)

The Hamiltonian is then

H = L0.

With the help of the Poisson brackets for the oscillators, we can derive the brackets for

the Virasoro constraints. They form an algebra known as the classical Virasoro algebra:

{Lm, Ln}PB = −i(m− n)Lm+n ,

{L̄m, L̄n}PB = −i(m− n)L̄m+n , (3.3.27)

{Lm, L̄n}PB = 0 .

In the open string case, the L̄’s are absent.
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4 Quantization of the bosonic string

There are several ways to quantize relativistic strings:

• Covariant Canonical Quantization, in which the classical variables of the string mo-

tion become operators. Since the string is a constrained system there are two options here.

The first one is to quantize the unconstrained variables and then impose the constraints in

the quantum theory as conditions on states in the Hilbert space. This procedure preserves

manifest Lorentz invariance and is known as the old covariant approach.

• Light-Cone Quantization. There is another option in the context of canonical quan-

tization, namely to solve the constraints at the level of the classical theory and then

quantize. The solution of the classical constraints is achieved in the so-called “light-cone”

gauge. This procedure is also canonical, but manifest Lorentz invariance is lost, and its

presence has to be checked a posteriori.

• Path Integral Quantization. This can be combined with BRST techniques and has

manifest Lorentz invariance, but it works in an extended Hilbert space that also contains

ghost fields. It is the analogue of the Faddeev-Popov method of gauge theories.

All three methods of quantization agree whenever all three can be applied and com-

pared. Each one has some advantages, depending on the nature of the questions we ask

in the quantum theory, and all three will be presented.

4.1 Covariant canonical quantization

The usual way to do the canonical quantization is to replace all fields by operators and

replace the Poisson brackets by commutators

{ , }PB −→ −i[ , ].

The Virasoro constraints are then operator constraints that have to annihilate physical

states.

Using the canonical prescription, the commutators for the oscillators and center-of-mass

position and momentum become

[xµ, pν ] = iηµν, (4.1.1)

[αµm, α
ν
n] = mδm+n,0η

µν ; (4.1.2)

there is a similar expression for the ᾱ’s in the case of closed strings, while αµn and ᾱµn
commute. The reality condition (3.3.4) now becomes a hermiticity condition on the oscil-

lators. If we absorb the factor m in (4.1.2) in the oscillators, we can write the commutation

relation as

[aµm, a
ν†
n ] = δm,nη

µν , (4.1.3)
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which is just the harmonic oscillator commutation relation for an infinite set of oscillators.

The next thing we have to do is to define a Hilbert space on which the operators act.

This is not very difficult since our system is an infinite collection of harmonic oscillators

and we do know how to construct the Hilbert space. In this case the negative frequency

modes αm, m < 0 are raising operators and the positive frequency modes are the lowering

operators of L0. We now define the ground-state of our Hilbert space as the state that

is annihilated by all lowering operators. This does not yet define the state completely:

we also have to consider the center-of-mass operators xµ and pµ. This however is known

from elementary quantum mechanics, and if we diagonalize pµ then the states will be also

characterized by the momentum. If we denote the state by |pµ〉, we have

αm |p〉 = 0 ∀m > 0. (4.1.4)

We can build more states by acting on this ground-state with the negative frequency

modes5

|p〉 , αµ−1|pµ〉 , αµ−1α
ν
−1α

ν
−2|pµ〉 , etc. (4.1.5)

There seems to be a problem, however: because of the Minkowski metric in the commutator

for the oscillators we obtain

| α0
−1|p〉 |2 = 〈p|α0

1α
0
−1|p〉 = −1 , (4.1.6)

which means that there are negative norm states. But we still have to impose the classical

constraints Lm = 0. Imposing these constraints should help us to throw away the states

with negative norm from the physical spectrum.

Before we go further, however, we have to face a typical ambiguity when quantizing

a classical system. The classical variables are functions of coordinates and momenta. In

the quantum theory, coordinates and momenta are non-commuting operators. A specific

ordering prescription has to be made in order to define them as well-defined operators in

the quantum theory. In particular we would like their eigenvalues on physical states to

be finite; we will therefore have to pick a normal ordering prescription as in usual field

theory. Normal ordering puts all positive frequency modes to the right of the negative

frequency modes. The Virasoro operators in the quantum theory are now defined by their

normal-ordered expressions

Lm = 1
2

∑

n∈Z
: αm−n · αn : . (4.1.7)

Only L0 is sensitive to normal ordering,

L0 = 1
2
α2

0 +
∞∑

n=1

α−n · αn . (4.1.8)

5We consider here for simplicity the case of the open string.
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Since the commutator of two oscillators is a constant, and since we do not know in ad-

vance what this constant part should be, we include a normal-ordering constant a in all

expressions containing L0; thus, we replace L0 by (L0 − a).

We can now calculate the algebra of the Lm’s. Because of the normal ordering this has

to be done with great care. The Virasoro algebra then becomes:

[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n +
c

12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0, (4.1.9)

where c is the central charge and in this case c = d, the dimension of the target space or

the number of free scalar fields on the world-sheet.

We can now see that we cannot impose the classical constraints Lm = 0 as operator

constraints Lm|φ〉 = 0 because

0 = 〈φ|[Lm, L−m]|φ〉 = 2m 〈φ|L0|φ〉+
d

12
m(m2 − 1)〈φ|φ〉 6= 0 .

This is analogous to a similar phenomenon that takes place in gauge theory. There,

one assumes the Gupta-Bleuler approach, which makes sure that the constraints vanish

“weakly” (their expectation value on physical states vanishes). Here the maximal set of

constraints we can impose on physical states is

Lm>0|phys〉 = 0 , (L0 − a)|phys〉 = 0 (4.1.10)

and, in the case of closed strings, equivalent expressions for the L̄’s. This is consistent

with the classical constraints because 〈phys′|Ln|phys〉 = 0.

Thus, the physical states in the theory are the states we constructed so far, but which

also satisfy (4.1.10). Apart from physical states, there are the so-called “spurious states”,

|spur〉 = L−n| 〉, which are orthogonal to all physical states. There are even states which

are both physical and spurious, but we would like them to decouple from the physical

Hilbert space since they can be shown to correspond to null states. There is a detailed

and complicated analysis of the physical spectrum of string theory, which culminates with

the famous “no-ghost” theorem; this states that if d = 26, the physical spectrum defined

by (4.1.10) contains only positive norm states. We will not pursue this further.

We will further analyze the L0 condition. If we substitute the expression for L0 in

(4.1.10) with p2 = −m2 and α′ = 1
2πT

we obtain the mass-shell condition

α′m2 = 4(N − a) , (4.1.11)

where N is the level-number operator:

N =
∞∑

m=1

α−m · αm . (4.1.12)

We can deduce a similar expression for (L̄0 − a), from which it follows that N̄ = N .
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4.2 Light-cone quantization

In this approach we first solve the classical constraints. This will leave us with a smaller

number of classical variables. Then we quantize them.

There is a gauge in which the solution of the Virasoro constraints is simple. This is

the light-cone gauge. Remember that we still had some invariance leftover after going to

the conformal gauge:

ξ′+ = f(ξ+) , ξ′− = g(ξ−) .

This invariance can be used to set

X+ = x+ + α′p+τ . (4.2.1)

This gauge can indeed be reached because, according to the gauge transformations, the

transformed coordinates σ′ and τ ′ have to satisfy the wave equation in terms of the old

coordinates and X+ clearly does so. The light-cone coordinates are defined as

X± = X0 ±X1 .

Imposing now the classical Virasoro constraints (3.2.37) we can solve for X− in terms of

the transverse coordinates X i, which means that we can eliminate both X+ and X− and

only work with the transverse directions. Thus, after solving the constraints we are left

with all positions and momenta of the string, but only the transverse oscillators.

The light-cone oscillators can then be expressed in the following way (closed strings):

α+
n = ᾱ+

n =

√
α′

2
p+δn,0 ,

α−n =
1√

2α′p+




∑

m∈Z
: αin−mα

i
m : −2aδn,0



 , (4.2.2)

and a similar expression for ᾱ−.

We have now explicitly solved the Virasoro constraints and we can now quantize, that

is replace xµ, pµ , αin and ᾱin by operators. The index i takes values in the transverse

directions. However, we have given up the manifest Lorentz covariance of the theory.

Since this theory in the light-cone gauge originated from a manifest Lorentz-invariant

theory in d dimensions, one would expect that after fixing the gauge this invariance is

still present. However, it turns out that in the quantum theory this is only true in 26

dimensions, i.e. the Poincaré algebra only closes if d = 26.

4.3 Spectrum of the bosonic string

So we will assume d = 26 and analyze the spectrum of the theory. In the light-cone gauge

we have solved almost all of the Virasoro constraints. However we still have to impose
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(L0 − a)|phys〉 = 0 and a similar one (L̄0 − ā)|phys〉 for the closed string. It is left to the

reader as an exercise to show that only a = ā gives a non-trivial spectrum consistent with

Lorentz invariance. In particular this implies that L0 = L̄0 on physical states. The states

are constructed in a fashion similar to that of the previous section. One starts from the

state |pµ〉, which is the vacuum for the transverse oscillators, and then creates more states

by acting with the negative frequency modes of the transverse oscillators.

We will start from the closed string. The ground-state is |pµ〉, for which we have the

mass-shell condition α′m2 = −4a and, as we will see later, a = 1 for a consistent theory;

this state is the infamous tachyon.

The first excited level will be (imposing L0 = L̄0)

αi−1ᾱ
j
−1 |p〉 . (4.3.1)

We can decompose this into irreducible representations of the transverse rotation group

SO(24) in the following manner

αi−1ᾱ
j
−1 |p〉 = α

[i
−1ᾱ

j]
−1 |p〉 +

[
α
{i
−1ᾱ

j}
−1 −

1

d − 2
δijαk−1ᾱ

k
−1

]
|p〉 +

+
1

d− 2
δijαk−1ᾱ

k
−1|p〉 . (4.3.2)

These states can be interpreted as a spin-2 particle Gµν (graviton), an antisymmetric

tensor Bµν and a scalar Φ.

Lorentz invariance requires physical states to be representations of the little group of

the Lorentz group SO(d-1,1), which is SO(d-1) for massive states and SO(d-2) for massless

states. Thus, we conclude that states at this first excited level must be massless, since the

representation content is such that they cannot be assembled into SO(25) representations.

Their mass-shell condition is

α′m2 = 4(1 − a) ,

from which we can derive the value of the normal-ordering constant, a = 1, as we claimed

before. This constant can also be expressed in terms of the target space dimension d via ζ-

function regularization: one then finds that a = d−2
24

. We conclude that Lorentz invariance

requires that a = 1 and d = 26.

What about the next level? It turns out that higher excitations, which are naturally

tensors of SO(24), can be uniquely combined in representations of SO(25). This is consis-

tent with Lorentz invariance for massive states and can be shown to hold for all higher-mass

excitations [5].

Now consider the open string: again the ground-state is tachyonic. The first excited

level is

αi−1|p〉 ,
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which is again massless and is the vector representation of SO(24), as it should be for a

massless vector in 26 dimensions. The second-level excitations are given by

αi−2|p〉 , αi−1α
j
−1|p〉 ,

which are tensors of SO(24); however , the last one can be decomposed into a symmetric

part and a trace part and, together with the SO(24) vector, these three parts uniquely

combine into a symmetric SO(25) massive tensor.

In the case of the open string we see that at level n with mass-shell condition α′m2 =

(n − 1) we always have a state described by a symmetric tensor of rank n and we can

conclude that the maximal spin at level n can be expressed in terms of the mass

jmax = α′m2 + 1 .

Open strings are allowed to carry charges at the end-points. These are known as Chan-

Paton factors and give rise to non-abelian gauge groups of the type Sp(N) or O(N) in the

unoriented case and U(N) in the oriented case. To see how this comes about, we will attach

charges labeled by an index i = 1, 2, · · · ,N at the two end-points of the open string. Then,

the ground-state is labeled, apart from the momentum, by the end-point charges: |p, i, j〉,
where i is on one end and j on the other. In the case of oriented strings, the massless

states are aµ−1|p, i, j〉 and they give a collection of N 2 vectors. It can be shown that the

gauge group is U(N) by studying the scattering amplitude of three vectors.

In the unoriented case, we will have to project by the transformation that interchanges

the two string end-points Ω and also reverses the orientation of the string itself:

Ω|p, i, j〉 = ε|p, j, i〉 (4.3.3)

where ε2 = 1 since Ω2 = 1. Thus, from the N2 massless vectors, only N(N+1)/2 survive

when ε = 1 forming the adjoint of Sp(N), while when ε = −1, N(N-1)/2 survive forming

the adjoint of O(N).

We have seen that a consistent quantization of the bosonic string requires 26 spacetime

dimensions. This dimension is called the critical dimension. String theories can also be

defined in less then 26 dimensions and are therefore called non-critical. They are not

Lorentz-invariant. For more details see [8].

4.4 Path integral quantization

In this section we will use the path integral approach to quantize the string, starting from

the Polyakov action. Consider the bosonic string partition function

Z =
∫ DgDXµ

Vgauge
eiSp(g,Xµ) , (4.4.1)
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The measures are defined from the norms:

||δg|| =
∫
d2σ
√
ggαβgδγδgαγδgβδ ,

||δXµ|| =
∫
dσ
√
gδXµδXνηµν .

The action is Weyl-invariant, but the measures are not. This implies that generically in the

quantum theory the Weyl factor will couple to the rest of the fields. We can use conformal

reparametrizations to rescale our metric

gαβ = e2φhαβ .

The variation of the metric under reparametrizations and Weyl rescalings can be decom-

posed into

δgαβ = ∇αξβ +∇βξα + 2Λgαβ = (P̂ ξ)αβ + 2Λ̃gαβ, (4.4.2)

where (P̂ ξ)αβ = ∇αξβ +∇βξα − (∇γξ
γ)gαβ and Λ̃ = Λ + 1

2
∇γξ

γ . The integration measure

can be written as

Dg = D(P̂ ξ)D(Λ̃) = DξDΛ

∣∣∣∣∣
∂(Pξ, Λ̃)

∂(ξ,Λ)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.4.3)

where the Jacobian is
∣∣∣∣∣
∂(Pξ, Λ̃)

∂(ξ,Λ)

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
det


 P̂ 0

∗ 1



∣∣∣∣∣∣

= |detP | =
√

det P̂ P̂ † . (4.4.4)

The ∗ here means some operator that is not important for the determinant.

There are two sources of Weyl non-invariance in the path integral: the Faddeev-Popov

determinant and the Xµ measure. As shown by Polyakov [12], the Weyl factor of the

metric decouples also in the quantum theory only if d = 26. This is the way that the

critical dimension is singled out in the path integral approach. If d 6= 26, then the Weyl

factor has to be kept; we are dealing with the so-called non-critical string theory, which we

will not discuss here (but those who are interested are referred to [8]). In our discussion

here, we will always assume that we are in the critical dimension. We can factor out the

integration over the reparametrizations and the Weyl group, in which case the partition

function becomes:

Z =
∫
DXµ

√
detPP †eiSp(ĥαβ ,X

µ) , (4.4.5)

where ĥαβ is some fixed reference metric that can be chosen at will. We can now use the

so-called Faddeev-Popov trick: we can exponentiate the determinant using anticommuting

ghost variables cα and bαβ, where bαβ (the antighost) is a symmetric and traceless tensor:

√
detPP † =

∫
DcDbei

∫
d2σ
√
ggαβbαγ∇βcα . (4.4.6)

If we now choose hαβ = ηαβ the partition function becomes:

Z =
∫
DXDcDbei(Sp [X ]+Sgh[c,b]) , (4.4.7)
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where

Sp[X] = T
∫
d2σ∂+X

µ∂−Xµ , (4.4.8)

Sgh[b, c] =
∫
b++∂−c

+ + b−−∂+c
− . (4.4.9)

4.5 Topologically non-trivial world-sheets

We have seen above that gauge fixing the diffeomorphisms and Weyl rescalings gives rise

to a Faddeev-Popov determinant. Subtleties arise when this determinant is zero, and we

will discuss the appropriate treatment here.

As already mentioned, under the combined effect of reparametrizations and Weyl rescal-

ings the metric transforms as

δgαβ = ∇αξβ +∇βξα + 2Λgαβ = (P̂ ξ)αβ + 2Λ̃gαβ, (4.5.1)

where (P̂ ξ)αβ = ∇αξβ + ∇βξα − (∇γξ
γ)gαβ and Λ̃ = Λ + 1

2
∇γξ

γ . The operator P̂ maps

vectors to traceless symmetric tensors. Those reparametrizations satisfying

P̂ ξ∗ = 0 (4.5.2)

do not affect the metric. Equation (4.5.2) is called the conformal Killing equation, and

its solutions are the conformal Killing vectors. These are the zero modes of P̂ . When a

surface admits conformal Killing vectors then there are reparametrizations that cannot be

fixed by fixing the metric but have to be fixed separately.

Now define the natural inner product for vectors and tensors:

(Vα,Wα) =
∫
d2ξ

√
detggαβVαWβ (4.5.3)

and

(Tαβ, Sαβ) =
∫
d2ξ

√
detggαγgβδTαβSγδ. (4.5.4)

The decomposition (4.5.1) separating the traceless part from the trace is orthogonal. The

Hermitian conjugate with respect to this product maps traceless symmetric tensors Tαβ to

vectors:

(P̂ †t)α = −2∇βtαβ. (4.5.5)

The zero modes of P̂ † are the solutions of

P̂ †t∗ = 0 (4.5.6)

and correspond to symmetric traceless tensors, which cannot be written as (P̂ ξ)αβ for any

vector field ξ. Indeed, if (4.5.6) is satisfied, then for all ξα, 0 = (ξ, P̂ †t∗) = −(P̂ ξ, t∗). Thus,

zero modes of P̂ † correspond to deformations of the metric that cannot be compensated for
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by reparametrizations and Weyl rescalings. Such deformations cannot be fixed by fixing

the gauge and are called Teichmüller deformations. We have already seen an example of

this in the point-particle case. The length of the path was a Teichmüller parameter, since

it could not be changed by diffeomorphisms.

The following table gives the number of conformal Killing vectors and zero modes of

P̂ †, depending on the topology of the closed string world-sheet. The genus is essentially

the number of handles of the closed surface.

Genus # zeros of P̂ # zeros of P̂ †

0 3 0

1 1 1

≥ 2 0 3g − 3

The results described above will be important for the calculation of loop corrections to

scattering amplitudes.

4.6 BRST primer

We will take a brief look at the BRST formalism in general. Consider a theory with

fields φi, which has a certain gauge symmetry. The gauge transformations will satisfy an

algebra6

[δα, δβ] = fαβ
γδγ . (4.6.1)

We can now fix the gauge by imposing some appropriate gauge conditions

FA(φi) = 0 . (4.6.2)

Using again the Faddeev–Popov trick, we can write the path integral as

∫ Dφ
Vgauge

e−S0 ∼
∫
Dφδ(FA(φ) = 0)DbADcαe−S0−

∫
bA(δαFA)cα

∼
∫
DφDBADbADcαe−S0−i

∫
BAF

A(φ)−
∫
bA(δαFA)cα

=
∫
DφDBADbADcαe−S , (4.6.3)

where

S = S0 + S1 + S2 , S1 = i
∫
BAF

A(φ) , S2 =
∫
bA(δαF

A)cα . (4.6.4)

Note that the index α associated with the ghost cα is in one-to-one correspondence with

the parameters of the gauge transformations in (4.6.1). The index A associated with the

6This is not the most general algebra possible, but it is sufficient for our purposes.
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ghost bA and the antighost BA are in one-to-one correspondence with the gauge-fixing

conditions.

The full gauge-fixed action S is invariant under the Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyupin (BRST)

transformation,

δBRST φi = −iεcαδαφi ,

δBRST bA = −εBA , (4.6.5)

δBRST c
α = −1

2
εcβcγfβγ

α ,

δBRST BA = 0 .

In these transformations, ε has to be anticommuting. The first transformation is just the

original gauge transformation on φi, but with the gauge parameter replaced by the ghost

cα.

The extra terms in the action due to the ghosts and gauge fixing in (4.6.3) can be

written in terms of a BRST transformation:

δBRST (bAF
A) = ε[BAF

A(φ) + bAc
αδαF

A(φ)] . (4.6.6)

The concept of the BRST symmetry is important for the following reason. When we

introduce the ghosts during gauge-fixing the theory is no longer invariant under the original

symmetry. The BRST symmetry is an extension of the original symmetry, which remains

intact.

Consider now a small change in the gauge-fixing condition δF , and look at the change

induced in a physical amplitude

εδF 〈ψ|ψ′〉 = −i〈ψ|δBRST(bAδF
A)|ψ′〉 = 〈ψ|{QB, bAδF

A}|ψ′〉 , (4.6.7)

where QB is the conserved charge corresponding to the BRST variation. The amplitude

should not change under variation of the gauge condition and we conclude that (Q†B = QB)

QB|phys〉 = 0 . (4.6.8)

Thus, all physical states must be BRST-invariant.

Next, we have to check whether this BRST charge is conserved, or equivalently whether

it commutes with the change in the Hamiltonian under variation of the gauge condition.

The conservation of the BRST charge is equivalent to the statement that our original gauge

symmetry is intact and we do not want to compromise its conservation in the quantum

theory just by changing our gauge-fixing condition:

0 = [QB, δH] = [QB, δB(bAδF
A)]

= [QB, {QB, bAδF
A}] = [Q2

B, bAδF
A] . (4.6.9)
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This should be true for an arbitrary change in the gauge condition and we conclude

Q2
B = 0 , (4.6.10)

that is, the BRST charge has to be nilpotent for our description of the quantum theory to

be consistent. If for example there is an anomaly in the gauge symmetry at the quantum

level this will show up as a failure of the nilpotency of the BRST charge in the quantum

theory. This implies that the quantum theory as it stands is inconsistent: we have fixed a

classical symmetry that is not a symmetry at the quantum level.

The nilpotency of the BRST charge has strong consequences. Consider the state QB|χ〉.
This state will be annihilated by QB whatever |χ〉 is, so it is physical. However, this state

is orthogonal to all physical states including itself and therefore it is a null state. Thus, it

should be ignored when we discuss quantum dynamics. Two states related by

|ψ′〉 = |ψ〉+QB|χ〉

have the same inner products and are indistinguishable. This is the remnant in the gauge-

fixed version of the original gauge symmetry. The Hilbert space of physical states is then

the cohomology of QB, i.e. physical states are the BRST closed states modulo the BRST

exact states:

QB|phys〉 = 0 ,

and |phys〉 6= QB|something〉 . (4.6.11)

4.7 BRST in string theory and the physical spectrum

We are now ready to apply this formalism to the bosonic string. We can also get rid of the

antighost B by explicitly solving the gauge-fixing condition as we did before, by setting

the two-dimensional metric to be equal to some fixed reference metric. Expressed in the

world-sheet light-cone coordinates, we obtain the following BRST transformations:

δBX
µ = iε(c+∂+ + c−∂−)Xµ ,

δBc
± = ±iε(c+∂+ + c−∂−)c± , (4.7.1)

δBb± = ±iε(TX± + T gh± ) .

We used the short-hand notation TX± = T±±(X), etc. The action containing the ghost

terms is

Sgh =
∫
d2σ

(
b++∂−c

+ + b−−∂+c
−
)
. (4.7.2)

The stress-tensor for the ghosts has the non-vanishing terms

T gh++ = i(2b++∂+c
+ + ∂+b++c

+) ,

T gh−− = i(2b−−∂−c
− + ∂−b−−c

−) , (4.7.3)
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and its conservation becomes

∂−T
gh
++ = ∂+T

gh
−− = 0 . (4.7.4)

The equations of motion for the ghosts are

∂−b++ = ∂+b−− = ∂−c
+ = ∂+c

− = 0 . (4.7.5)

We have to impose again the appropriate periodicity (closed strings) or boundary (open

strings) conditions on the ghosts, and then we can expand the fields in Fourier modes again:

c+ =
∑

c̄ne
−in(τ+σ) , c− =

∑
cne
−in(τ−σ) ,

b++ =
∑

b̄ne
−in(τ+σ) , b−− =

∑
cne
−in(τ−σ) .

The Fourier modes can be shown to satisfy the following anticommutation relations

{bm, cn} = δm+n,0 , {bm, bn} = {cm, cn} = 0 . (4.7.6)

We can define the Virasoro operators for the ghost system as the expansion modes of

the stress-tensor. We then find

Lghm =
∑

n

(m− n) : bm+nc−n : , L̄ghm =
∑

n

(m− n) : b̄m+nc̄−n : . (4.7.7)

From this we can compute the algebra of Virasoro operators:

[Lghm , L
gh
n ] = (m− n)Lghm+n + 1

6
(m− 13m3)δm+n,0 . (4.7.8)

The total Virasoro operators for the combined system of Xµ fields and ghost then become

Lm = LXm + Lghm − aδm , (4.7.9)

where the constant term is due to normal ordering of L0. The algebra of the combined

system can then be written as

[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n +A(m)δm+n , (4.7.10)

with

A(m) =
d

12
m(m2 − 1) +

1

6
(m− 13m3) + 2am . (4.7.11)

This anomaly vanishes, if and only if d = 26 and a = 1, which is exactly the same result

we obtained from requiring Lorentz invariance after quantization in the light-cone gauge.

This can also be shown using the BRST formalism. Invariance under BRST transfor-

mation induces, via Noether’s theorem, a BRST current:

jB = cTX + 1
2

: cT gh := cTX+ : bc∂c : , (4.7.12)
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and the BRST charge becomes

QB =
∫
dσjB .

The anomaly now shows up in Q2
B: the BRST charge is nilpotent if and only if d = 26.

We can express the BRST charge in terms of the Xµ Virasoro operators and the ghost

oscillators as

QB =
∑

n

cnL
X
−n +

∑

m,n

m− n
2

: cmcnb−m−n : −c0 , (4.7.13)

where the c0 term comes from the normal ordering of LX0 . In the case of closed strings

there is of course also a Q̄B, and the BRST charge is QB + Q̄B.

We will find the physical spectrum in the BRST context. According to our previous

discussion, the physical states will have to be annihilated by the BRST charge, and not

be of the form QB| 〉. It turns out that we have to impose one more condition, namely

b0|phys〉 = 0 . (4.7.14)

This is known as the “Siegel gauge” and although it seems mysterious to impose it at

this level, it is needed for the following reason7: when computing scattering amplitudes of

physical states the propagators always come with factors of b0, which effectively projects

the physical states to those satisfying (4.7.14) since b2
0 = 0. Another way to see this

from the path integral is that, when inserting vertex operators to compute scattering

amplitudes, the position of the vertex operator is a Teichmüller modulus and there is

always a b insertion associated to every such modulus.

First we have to describe our extended Hilbert space that includes the ghosts. As far

as the Xµ oscillators are concerned the situation is the same as in the previous sections,

so we need only be concerned with the ghost Hilbert space. The full Hilbert space will be

a tensor product of the two.

First we must describe the ghost vacuum state. This should be annihilated by the

positive ghost oscillator modes

bn>0|ghost vacuum〉 = cn>0|ghost vacuum〉 = 0 . (4.7.15)

However, there is a subtlety because of the presence of the zero modes b0 and c0 which,

according to (4.7.6), satisfy b2
0 = c2

0 = 0 and {b0, c0} = 1.

These anticommutation relations are the same as those of the γ-matrix algebra in two

spacetime dimensions in light-cone coordinates. The simplest representation of this algebra

is two-dimensional and is realized by b0 = (σ1 + iσ2)/
√

2 and c0 = (σ1 − iσ2)/
√

2. Thus,

in this representation, there should be two states: a “spin up” and a “spin down” state,

7Look also at the discussion in [5].
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satisfying

b0| ↓〉 = 0 , b0| ↑〉 = | ↓〉 ,

c0| ↑〉 = 0 , c0| ↓〉 = | ↑〉 .

Imposing also (4.7.14) implies that the correct ghost vacuum is | ↓〉. We can now create

states from this vacuum by acting with the negative modes of the ghosts bm, cn. We cannot

act with c0 since the new state does not satisfy the Siegel condition (4.7.14). Now, we are

ready to describe the physical states in the open string. Note that since QB in (4.7.13)

has “level” zero8 , we can impose BRST invariance on physical states level by level.

At level zero there is only one state, the total vacuum | ↓, pµ〉

0 = QB| ↓, p〉 = (LX0 − 1)c0| ↓, p〉 . (4.7.16)

BRST invariance gives the same mass-shell condition, namely LX0 −1 = 0 that we obtained

in the previous quantization scheme. This state cannot be a BRST exact state; it is

therefore physical: it is the tachyon.

At the first level, the possible operators are αµ−1, b−1 and c−1. The most general state

of this form is then

|ψ〉 = (ζ · α−1 + ξ1c−1 + ξ2b−1)| ↓, p〉 , (4.7.17)

which has 28 parameters: a 26-vector ζµ and two more constants ξ1,ξ2. The BRST condi-

tion demands

0 = QB|ψ〉 = 2(p2c0 + (p · ζ)c−1 + ξ1p · α−1)| ↓, p〉 . (4.7.18)

This only holds if p2 = 0 (massless) and p · ζ = 0 and ξ1 = 0. So there are only 26

parameters left. Next we have to make sure that this state is not Q-exact: a general state

|χ〉 is of the same form as (4.7.17), but with parameters ζ ′µ, ξ′1,2. So the most general

Q-exact state at this level with p2 = 0 will be

QB|χ〉 = 2(p · ζ ′c−1 + ξ′1p · α−1)| ↓, p〉 .

This means that the c−1 part in (4.7.17) is BRST-exact and that the polarization has the

equivalence relation ζµ ∼ ζµ+2ξ′1pµ. This leaves us with the 24 physical degrees of freedom

we expect for a massless vector particle in 26 dimensions.

The same procedure can be followed for the higher levels. In the case of the closed

string we have to include the barred operators, and of course we have to use QB + Q̄B.

5 Interactions and loop amplitudes

The obvious next question is how to compute scattering amplitudes of physical states.

Consider two closed strings, which enter, interact and leave at tree level (Fig. 2a).
8By level here we mean total mode number. Thus, L0 and L−nLn both have level zero.
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a) b)

Figure 2: a) Tree closed string diagram describing four-point scattering. b) Its conformal

equivalent, the four-punctured sphere

By a conformal transformation we can map the diagram to a sphere with four in-

finitesimal holes (punctures) (Fig. 2b). At each puncture we have to put appropriate

boundary conditions that will specify which is the external physical state that participates

in the interaction. In the language of the path integral we will have to insert a “vertex

operator”, namely the appropriate wavefunction as we have done in the case of the point

particle. Then, we will have to take the path-integral average of these vertex operators

weighted with the Polyakov action on the sphere. In the operator language, this ampli-

tude (S-matrix element) will be given by a correlation function of these vertex operators

in the two-dimensional world-sheet quantum theory. We will also have to integrate over

the positions of these vertex operators. On the sphere there are three conformal Killing

vectors, which implies that there are three reparametrizations that have not been fixed.

We can fix them by fixing the positions of three vertex operators. The positions of the

rest are Teichmüller moduli and should be integrated over.

What is the vertex operator associated to a given physical state? This can be found

directly from the two-dimensional world-sheet theory. The correct vertex operator will

produce the appropriate physical state as it comes close to the out vacuum, but more on

this will follow in the next section.

One more word about loop amplitudes. Consider the string diagram in Fig. 3a. This

is the string generalization of a one-loop amplitude contribution to the scattering of four

particles in Fig. 2a. Again by a conformal transformation it can be deformed into a

torus with four punctures (Fig. 3b). The generalization is straightforward. An N-point

amplitude (S matrix element) at g-loop order is given by the average of the N appropriate
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x
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Figure 3: a) World-sheet relevant for the one-loop contribution to four-point scattering; b)

Its conformal transform where the holes become punctures on a torus.

vertex operators, the average taken with the Polyakov action on a two-dimensional surface

with g handles (genus g Riemann surface). For more details, we refer the reader to [5].

From this discussion, we have seen that the zero-, one- and two-point amplitudes on

the sphere are not defined. This is consistent with the fact that such amplitudes do not

exist on-shell. The zero-point amplitude at one loop is not defined either. When we will

be talking about the one-loop vacuum amplitude below, we will implicitly consider the

one-point dilaton amplitude at zero momentum.

6 Conformal field theory

We have seen so far that the world-sheet quantum theory that describes the bosonic string

is a conformally invariant quantum field theory in two dimensions. In order to describe

more general ground-states of the string, we will need to study this concept in more detail.

In this chapter we will give a basic introduction to conformal field theory and its application

in string theory. We will assume Euclidean signature in two dimensions. A more complete

discussion can be found in [13].

6.1 Conformal transformations

Under general coordinate transformations, x→ x′, the metric transforms as

gµν → g′µν(x
′) =

∂xα

∂x′µ
∂xβ

∂x′ν
gαβ(x) .

The group of conformal transformations, in any dimension, is then defined as the subgroup

of these coordinate transformations that leave the metric invariant up to a scale change:

gµν(x)→ g′µν (x′) = Ω(x)gµν(x) . (6.1.1)

These are precisely the coordinate transformations that preserve the angle between two

vectors, hence the name conformal transformations. Note that the Poincaré group is a
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subgroup of the conformal group (with Ω = 1).

We will examine the generators of these transformations. Under infinitesimal coordi-

nate transformations, xµ → x′µ = xµ + εµ, we obtain

ds′2 = ds2 − (∂µεν + ∂νεµ)dxµdxν .

For it to be a conformal transformation, the second term on the right-hand side has to be

proportional to ηµν , or

∂µεν + ∂νεµ =
2

d
(∂ · ε)ηµν , (6.1.2)

where the proportionality factor can be found by contracting both sides with ηµν . If we

act on both sides of this equation with ∂µ we obtain

�
εν +

(
1− 2

d

)
∂ν(∂ · ε) = 0 ,

or if we act on both sides of (6.1.2) with
�

= ∂µ∂
µ we obtain

∂µ
�
εν + ∂ν

�
εµ =

2

d
ηµν

�
(∂ · ε) .

With these two equations, we can write the constraints on the parameter as follows

[ηµν
�

+ (d − 2)∂µ∂ν] ∂ · ε = 0 . (6.1.3)

We can already see in (6.1.3) that d = 2 will be a special case. Indeed for d > 2, (6.1.3)

implies that the parameter ε can be at most quadratic in x. We can then identify the

following possibilities for ε:

εµ = aµ translations ,

εµ = ωµνx
ν rotations (ωµν = −ωνµ) , (6.1.4)

εµ = λxµ scale transformations

and

εµ = bµx2 − 2xµ(b · x) , (6.1.5)

which are the special conformal transformations. Thus, we have a total of

d+ 1
2
d(d − 1) + 1 + d = 1

2
(d+ 2)(d + 1)

parameters. In a space of signature (p, q) with d = p + q, the Lorentz group is O(p,q).

Exercise: Show that the algebra of conformal transformations is isomorphic to the

Lie algebra of O(p+1,q+1).
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We will now investigate the special case d = 2. The restriction that ε can be at most of

second order does not apply anymore, but (6.1.2) in Euclidean space (gµν = δµν) reduces

to

∂1ε1 = ∂2ε2 , ∂1ε2 = −∂2ε1 . (6.1.6)

This can be further simplified by going to complex coordinates, z, z̄ = x1 ± ix2. If we

define the complex parameters ε, ε̄ = ε1 ± iε2, the equations for the parameters become

∂ε̄ = 0 , ∂̄ε = 0 , (6.1.7)

where we used the short-hand notation ∂̄ = ∂z̄. This means that ε can be an arbitrary

function of z, but it is independent of z̄ and vice versa for ε̄. Globally, this means that

conformal transformations in two dimensions consist of the analytic coordinate transfor-

mations

z → f(z) and z̄ → f̄(z̄) . (6.1.8)

We can expand the infinitesimal transformation parameter

ε(z) = −
∑

anz
n+1 .

The generators corresponding to these transformations are then

`n = −zn+1∂z , (6.1.9)

i.e. `n generates the transformation with ε = −zn+1. The generators satisfy the following

algebra

[`m, `n] = (m− n)`m+n , [¯̀m, ¯̀
n] = (m− n)¯̀

m+n , (6.1.10)

and [¯̀m, `n] = 0. Thus, the conformal group in two dimensions is infinite-dimensional.

An interesting subalgebra of this algebra is spanned by the generators `0,±1 and ¯̀
0,±1.

These are the only generators that are globally well-defined on the Riemann sphere S2 =

C ∪∞. They form the algebra of O(2,2)∼SL(2,C). They generate the following transfor-

mations:

Infinitesimal Finite

Generator transformation transformation

`−1 z → z − ε z → z + α Translations

`0 z → z − εz z → λz Scaling

`1 z → z − εz2 z → z
1−βz Special conformal

with equivalent expressions for the barred generators. From this, it is immediately clear

that the generator i(`0− ¯̀
0) generates a rescaling of the phase or, in other words, it gener-

ates rotations in the z-plane. Dilatations are generated by `0 + ¯̀
0. These transformations

generated by `0,±1 can be summarized by the expression

z → az + b

cz + d
, (6.1.11)
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where a, b, c, d ∈ C and ad− bc = 1. This is the group SL(2,C)/Z2, where the Z2 fixes the

freedom to replace all parameters a, b, c, d by minus themselves, leaving the transformation

(6.1.11) unchanged. We will call this finite-dimensional subgroup of the conformal group

the restricted conformal group.

6.2 Conformally invariant field theory

A two-dimensional theory will be called conformally invariant if the trace of its stress-

tensor vanishes in the quantum theory in flat space. Such a theory has the following

properties:

1) There is an (infinite) set of fields {Ai}. In particular, this set will contain all the

derivatives of the fields.

2) There exists a subset {φj} ⊂ {Ai}, called quasi-primary fields, that transforms under

restricted conformal transformations

z → f(z) =
az + b

cz + d
, z̄ → f̄ (z̄) =

āz̄ + b̄

c̄z̄ + d̄
(6.2.1)

in the following way,

Φ(z, z̄)→
(
∂f

∂z

)h (
∂f̄

∂z̄

)h̄
Φ
(
f(z), f̄ (z̄)

)
. (6.2.2)

As we shall see later all fields that are not derivatives of other fields are quasi-primary.

3) Finally there are the so-called primary fields, which transform as in (6.2.2) for all

conformal transformations; h, h̄ are real-valued (h̄ is not the complex conjugate of h). Note

that this transformation property is very similar to the transformation property of tensors.

As for tensors, the expression

Φ(z, z̄)dzhdz̄h̄

is invariant under conformal transformations; (h, h̄) are the conformal weights of the pri-

mary field.

The theory is covariant under conformal transformations. Consequently, the correlation

functions satisfy

〈
N∏

i=1

Φi(zi, z̄i)

〉
=

N∏

i=1

(
∂f

∂z

)hi

z→zi

(
∂f̄

∂z̄

)h̄i

z̄→z̄i

〈
N∏

j=1

Φj

(
f(zj), f̄ (z̄j)

)〉
. (6.2.3)

As we shall see later on, the conformal anomaly spontaneously breaks the invariance of the

full conformal group. On the sphere, the unbroken subgroup is the restricted conformal

group and (6.2.3) is, thus, valid only for SL(2,C). However, there will be Ward identities

that will encode the full conformal covariance of the theory.
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Infinitesimally, under z → z + ε(z) and z̄ → z̄ + ε̄(z̄), a primary field transforms as

δε,ε̄Φ(z, z̄) =
[
(h∂ε+ ε∂) + (h̄∂̄ε̄+ ε̄∂̄)

]
Φ(z, z̄) , (6.2.4)

and the two-point function G(2)(zi, z̄i) = 〈Φ(z1, z̄1)Φ(z2, z̄2) 〉 transforms as

δε,ε̄G
(2)(zi, z̄i) = 〈 δε,ε̄Φ1,Φ2 〉 + 〈Φ1, δε,ε̄Φ2 〉 = 0 .

If we put these two together, it results in the following differential equation for the two-

point function

[(ε(z1)∂z1 + h1∂ε(z1) + ε(z2)∂z2 + h2∂ε(z2)) + (barred terms)]G(2)(zi, z̄i) = 0 . (6.2.5)

We can now use the series expansion of ε(z) to analyze this equation. If we first take ε(z) =

1 and ε̄(z̄) = 1 (remember, this corresponded to translations), then (6.2.5) tells us that

G(2)(zi, z̄i) only depends on z12 = z1−z2, z̄12 = z̄1−z̄2. This is not very surprising because in

a translationally invariant theory we would expect the correlation functions to only depend

on the relative distance. If we next use ε(z) = z, ε̄(z̄) = z̄ (rotational invariance), we find

G(2) ∼ 1/(zh1+h2
12 z̄h̄1+h̄2

12 ) and if we finally use ε(z) = z2 (special conformal transformation)

we find the restriction h1 = h2 = h and h̄1 = h̄2 = h̄. The conclusion is that the two-point

function is completely fixed up to a constant:

G(2)(zi, z̄i) =
C12

z2h
12 z̄

2h̄
12

. (6.2.6)

This constant can be set to 1, by normalizing the operators.

A similar analysis can be done for the three-point function and it turns out to be also

completely determined up to a constant:

Exercise: Solve the Ward identities and show that the most general form allowed

for the three-point function is

G(3)(zi, z̄i) =
C123

z∆12
12 z∆23

23 z∆31
31 z̄∆̄12

12 z̄∆̄12
12 z̄∆̄12

12

, (6.2.7)

where ∆12 = h1 + h2 − h3, ∆̄12 = h̄1 + h̄2 − h̄3, etc.

The next correlation function, however, the four-point function, is not fully determined.

Conformal invariance restricts it, using the procedure outlined above, to have the following

form

G(4)(zi, z̄i) = f(x, x̄)
∏

i<j

z
−(hi+hj)+h/3
ij

∏

i<j

z̄
−(h̄i+h̄j)+h̄/3
ij , (6.2.8)
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where h =
∑
hi, h̄ =

∑
h̄i. The function f is arbitrary, but only depends on the cross-ratio

x = z12z23/z13z24 and x̄.

The general N-point function of quasiprimary fields on the sphere

GN (z1, z̄1, . . . zN , z̄N ) =

〈
N∏

i=1

Φi(zi, z̄i)

〉
(6.2.9)

satisfies the following constraints coming from SL(2,C) covariance

N∑

i=1

∂i G
N = 0 , (6.2.10)

N∑

i=1

(zi∂i + hi) G
N = 0 , (6.2.11)

N∑

i=1

(z2
i ∂i + 2zihi) G

N = 0 (6.2.12)

and similar ones with zi → z̄i, hi → h̄i. These are the Ward identities reflecting SL(2,C)

invariance of the correlation functions on the sphere.

6.3 Radial quantization

We will now study the Hilbert space of a conformally invariant theory. We start from a

two-dimensional Euclidean space with coordinates τ and σ. (Note that we can go from

a two-dimensional Euclidean space to Minkowski space by means of a Wick rotation,

τ → iτ .) To avoid IR problems we will compactify the space direction, σ = σ+2π, and the

two-dimensional space becomes a cylinder. Next, we make the conformal transformation

z = eτ+iσ , z̄ = eτ−iσ ,

which maps the cylinder onto the complex plane (topologically a sphere) as shown in Fig.

4.

Surfaces of equal time on the cylinder will become circles of equal radius on the complex

plane. This means that the infinite past (τ = −∞) gets mapped onto the origin of the

plane (z = 0) and the infinite future becomes z =∞. Time reversal becomes z → 1/z∗ on

the complex plane, and parity z → z∗.

We already saw that `0 was the generator of dilatations on the cylinder, z → λz so

`o + ¯̀
0 will move us in the radial direction on the plane, which corresponds to the time

direction on the cylinder. This means that the dilatation operator is the Hamiltonian of

our system9

H = `0 + ¯̀
0 .

9Since we are in Euclidean space the term Hamiltonian may appear bizarre. The proper name should

be transfer operator, which upon Wick rotation becomes the Hamiltonian. Similarly the exponential of

the transfer operator gives the transfer matrix, which would become the time evolution operator upon

Wick rotation.
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σ1

σ0
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Figure 4: The map from the cylinder to the compactified complex plane

An integral over the space direction σ will become a contour integral on the complex

plane. This enables us to use all the powerful techniques developed in complex analysis.

Infinitesimal coordinate transformations are generated by the stress-tensor, which is

traceless in the case of a Conformal Field Theory (CFT)10,

Tµ
µ = 0. (6.3.1)

In complex coordinates this means that the stress-tensor has non-vanishing components

Tzz and Tz̄z̄, while Tzz̄ = 0 since Tzz̄ is the trace of the stress-tensor. This can be shown

by expressing them back in Euclidean coordinates, z = x+ iy,

Tzz̄ = Tz̄z = 1
4
(T00 + T11) = 1

4
Tµ

µ .

The conservation law ∂µTµν = 0 gives us, together with the traceless condition,

∂zTz̄z̄ = 0 and ∂z̄Tzz = 0 , (6.3.2)

which implies that the two non-vanishing components of the stress-tensor are holomorphic

and antiholomorphic respectively:

T (z) ≡ Tzz and T̄ (z̄) ≡ Tz̄z̄ . (6.3.3)

Thus, we can construct an infinite number of conserved currents, because if T (z) is con-

served, then ε(z)T (z) is also conserved, for every holomorphic function ε(z).

These currents produce the following conserved charges

Qε =
1

2πi

∮
dzε(z)T (z) , Qε̄ =

1

2πi

∮
dz̄ε̄(z̄)T̄ (z̄) . (6.3.4)

10This is only true in flat space. In general Tµ
µ ∼ cR(2) where c is a number known as the conformal

anomaly and will appear also in the Virasoro algebra; R(2) is the two-dimensional curvature scalar.
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These charges are the generators of the infinitesimal conformal transformations

z → z + ε(z) , z̄ → z̄ + ε̄(z̄) .

The variation of fields under these transformations is given, as usual, by the commutator

of the fields with the generators:

δε,ε̄Φ(z, z̄) = [Qε +Qε̄,Φ(z, z̄)] . (6.3.5)

We know that products of operators are only well-defined in a quantum theory if they

are time-ordered. The analog of this in radial quantization on the complex plane is radial

ordering. The radial-ordering operator R is defined as:

R(A(z)B(w)) =





A(z)B(w) |z| > |w|
(−1)FB(w)A(z) |z| < |w|

. (6.3.6)

In the case of fermionic operators, there appears of course a minus sign if we interchange

them. With the help of this ordering we can write an equal-time commutator of an operator

with a spatial integral over another operator as a contour integral over the radially-ordered

product of the two operators:
[∫

dσB,A
]

=
∮
dzR(B(z)A(w))

as shown in Fig. 5. This means that we can rewrite (6.3.5) as

δε,ε̄Φ(z, z̄) =
1

2πi

∮ (
dzε(z)R(T (z)Φ(w, w̄)) + dz̄ε̄(z̄)R(T̄ (z̄)Φ(w, w̄))

)

=
[
(h∂ε(w) + ε(w)∂) + (h̄∂̄ε̄(w̄) + ε̄(w̄)∂̄)

]
Φ(w, w̄) ,

where the last line is the desired result copied from (6.2.4). This equality will only hold if

T and T̄ have the following short-distance singularities with Φ:

R(T (z)Φ(w, w̄)) =
h

(z − w)2
Φ(w, w̄) +

1

z − w∂wΦ(w, w̄) + . . . , (6.3.7)

R(T̄ (z̄)Φ(w, w̄)) =
h̄

(z̄ − w̄)2
Φ(w, w̄) +

1

z̄ − w̄∂w̄Φ(w, w̄) + . . . , (6.3.8)

where the dots (which we write at first, but end up being implicit) denote regular terms.

From now on we shall drop the R symbol and assume that the operator product expansion

(OPE) is always radially ordered. The OPE with the stress-tensor can be used as a

definition of a conformal field of weight (h, h̄) instead of (6.2.2).

We will describe here the general Ward identities for insertions of the stress-tensor.

Consider the correlation function

FN(z, zi, z̄i) =

〈
T (z)

N∏

i=1

Φi(zi, z̄i)

〉
, (6.3.9)
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Figure 5: Rearrangement of contours relevant for commutators.

where Φi are primary fields. Viewed as a function of z, FN is meromorphic with poles

when z → zi. The residues of these poles can be calculated with the help of (6.3.8). A

meromorphic function on the sphere is uniquely specified by its poles and residues. Thus,

we obtain

FN(z, zi, z̄i) =
N∑

i=1

(
hi

(z − zi)2
+

∂zi
z − zi

)〈
N∏

i=1

Φi(zi, z̄i)

〉
. (6.3.10)

This Ward identity expresses correlation functions of primary fields with an insertion of

the stress-tensor in terms of the correlator of the primary fields themselves. Multiple

insertions can also be handled using in addition (6.5.1).

In general, the product of two operators can be expanded in terms of a complete set

of orthonormal local operators

Φi(z, z̄)Φj(w, w̄) =
∑

k

Cijk(z − w)hk−hi−hj (z̄ − w̄)h̄k−h̄i−h̄jΦk(w, w̄) , (6.3.11)

where the numerical constants Cijk can be shown to coincide with the constants in the

three-point function 〈ΦiΦjΦk 〉. This is true in any quantum field theory; here, however,

because of conformal invariance there is no mass scale that appears in the OPE. This

type of expansion can be thought of as a way to encode the correlation functions, since

knowledge of (6.3.11) determines them completely in a unitary theory and vice versa.

6.4 Example: the free boson

The action for a non-compact free boson in two dimensions as we encountered it in string

theory is

S =
1

4π

∫
d2z ∂X∂̄X . (6.4.1)

The field X(z, z̄) has the propagator

〈X(z, z̄)X(w, w̄) 〉 = − log(|z − w|2µ2) . (6.4.2)

This is obtained by taking the massless limit of the massive scalar propagator in two

dimensions; µ is an IR cutoff. Equation (6.4.2) can be obtained by starting with the
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massive propagator, with mass µ, and taking the limit µ → 0, keeping terms that do not

vanish in the limit. The dependence on µ should disappear from correlation functions.

Note that X itself is not a conformal field since its correlation functions are IR-divergent.

Its derivative ∂zX, however, is well behaved. The OPE of the derivative with itself is

∂zX(z)∂wX(w) = ∂z∂w〈XX〉+ : ∂zX∂wX :

= − 1

(z − w)2
+ : ∂zX∂wX : (6.4.3)

and ∂zX is a conformal field of weight (1, 0). Note that µ has disappeared. We will now

calculate its OPE with the stress-tensor.

According to the action (6.4.1) the stress-tensor for the free boson is given by

T (z) = −1
2

: ∂X∂X := −1
2

lim
z→w

[
∂zX∂wX +

1

(z − w)2

]
, (6.4.4)

T̄ (z̄) = −1
2

: ∂̄X∂̄X := −1
2

lim
z̄→w̄

[
∂z̄X∂w̄X +

1

(z̄ − w̄)2

]
. (6.4.5)

Using Wick’s theorem, we can calculate

T (z)∂X(w) = −1
2

: ∂X(z)∂X(z) : ∂X(w)

= −∂X(z)〈∂X(z)∂X(w)〉+ . . .

= ∂X(z)
1

(z − w)2
+ . . .

=
∂X(w)

(z −w)2
+

1

z − w∂
2X(w) + . . . , (6.4.6)

where the dots indicate terms that are not singular as z → w. Similarly we find T̄∂X =

regular. Thus, ∂X is a (1, 0) primary field. In the same way we find that ∂̄X is a (0, 1)

primary field.

Are there any other primary fields? The answer is yes. There are certainly several,

constructed out of products of derivatives of X. We will consider another interesting class,

the “vertex” operators Va(z)=: eiaX(z) :. The OPE with the stress-tensor is

T (z)Va(w, w̄) = −1
2

: ∂X(z)∂X(z) :
∞∑

n=0

inan

n!
: Xn(w, w̄) : . (6.4.7)

For all terms in the expansion there can be either one or two contractions. We obtain

T (z)Va(w) = −1
2

[ia∂〈XX〉]2 eiaX(w)− 1
2
2ia : ∂X(z)∂〈XX〉eiaX(w) : + . . .

=
a2/2

(z − w)2
eiaX(w) +

ia∂X(z)

z − w eiaX(w) + . . .

=
a2/2

(z − w)2
Va(w) +

1

z −w∂Va(w) + . . . . (6.4.8)
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Thus, the vertex operator Va is a conformal field of weight (a2/2, 0).

Consider now a correlation function of vertex operators

GN =

〈
N∏

i=1

Vai(zi, z̄i)

〉
= exp


1

2

N∑

i,j=1;i6=j
aiaj〈X(zi, z̄i)X(zj, z̄j)〉


 , (6.4.9)

where the second step in the above formula is due to the fact that we have a free (Gaussian)

field theory. Using the propagator (6.4.2) we can see that the IR divergences cancel only

if ∑

i

ai = 0. (6.4.10)

This a charge-conservation condition.

For the two-point function we obtain

〈Va(z)V−a(w)〉 = 〈: eiaX(z) : : e−iaX(w) :〉

= e−a
2 log |z−w|2 =

1

|z − w|2a2 , (6.4.11)

which confirms that a2 = 2h = 2h̄.

In this theory the operator i∂X is a U(1) current, which is chirally conserved. It is

associated to the symmetry of the action under X → X + ε. The zero mode of the current

is the charge operator. From

i∂zX Va(w, w̄) = a
Va(w, w̄)

(z − w)
+ finite (6.4.12)

we can tell that the operator Va carries charge a. The charge-conservation condition

(6.4.10) is precisely due to the U(1) invariance of the theory. In the case of string theory,

this type of U(1) invariance is essentially momentum conservation.

6.5 The central charge

The stress-tensor Tµν is conserved so it has scaling dimension two. In particular T (z) has

conformal weight (2,0) and T̄ (z̄) (0,2). They are obviously quasiprimary fields. From these

properties we can write the most general OPE between two stress-tensors compatible with

conservation (holomorphicity) and conformal invariance.

T (z)T (w) =
c/2

(z − w)4
+ 2

T (w)

(z −w)2
+
∂T (w)

z − w + . . . . (6.5.1)

The fourth-order pole can only be a constant. This constant has to be positive in a unitary

theory since 〈T (z)T (w)〉 = c/2(z − w)4. There can be no third-order pole since the OPE

has to be symmetric under z ↔ w. Finally the rest of the singular terms are fixed by the
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fact that T has conformal weight (2,0). We have a similar OPE for T̄ with z → z̄ and

c→ c̄ and

T (z)T̄ (w̄) = regular . (6.5.2)

Comparing (6.5.1) with (6.3.8) we can conclude that T (z) itself is not a primary field

due to the presence of the most singular term. The constant c is called the (left) central

charge and c̄ the right central charge. Modular invariance implies that for a left-right

asymmetric theory c − c̄ = 0( mod 24) and two-dimensional Lorentz invariance requires

c = c̄.

We will calculate the value of c, c̄ for the free boson theory. With the stress-tensor

T (z) = −1
2

: ∂X∂X : we can calculate the OPE

T (z)T (w) = 1
4

{
2 (∂∂〈XX〉)2 + 4 : ∂X(z)∂X(w) : ∂∂〈XX〉 + . . .

}

=
1/2

(z − w)4
+

2

(z − w)2
T (w) +

1

z − w∂T (w) + . . . , (6.5.3)

and we see that a single free boson has central charge c = c̄ = 1. In the bosonic string

theory we have d free bosons, consequently the central charge is c = c̄ = d.

Exercise: Consider another (2,0) operator

T̃ = −1
2

: ∂X∂X : +iQ∂2X ,

where the second term is a total derivative. This is the stress-tensor of a modified theory

for the free boson where there is some background charge Q. Follow the same procedure

as above and show that the OPE of the two stress-tensors is again of the same form as

(6.5.1), but with central charge:

c = 1− 12Q2 . (6.5.4)

Verify that the conformal weight of the vertex operator Vα is now ∆ = α(α − 2Q)/2.

In particular, Vα and V−α+2Q have the same conformal weight. The charge neutrality

condition (6.4.10) now becomes
∑
i αi = 2Q.

6.6 The free fermion

We will now analyze the conformal field theory, which describes a free massless fermion.

In two dimensions, it is possible to have spinors that are both Majorana and Weyl, and

these will have only one component. The gamma matrices can be represented by the Pauli
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matrices, i.e. γ1 = σ1, γ2 = σ2, so that the chirality projectors are 1
2
(1 ± σ3). The Dirac

operator becomes

∂/ = σ1∂1 + σ2∂2 =


 0 ∂1 − i∂2

∂1 + i∂2 0


 ∼


 0 ∂

∂̄ 0


 . (6.6.1)

The action for a Majorana spinor


 ψ

ψ̄


 is

S = − 1

8π

∫
d2z(ψ∂̄ψ + ψ̄∂ψ̄). (6.6.2)

The equations of motion are

∂̄ψ = ∂ψ̄ = 0, (6.6.3)

which means that the left and right chiralities are represented by a holomorphic and an

anti-holomorphic spinor, respectively.

The operator product expansion of ψ and ψ̄ with themselves can be found either by

transforming the action into momentum space or by explicitly writing down the most

general power expression with the correct conformal dimension. They are given by

ψ(z)ψ(w) =
1

z − w , ψ̄(z̄)ψ̄(w̄) =
1

z̄ − w̄ . (6.6.4)

Up to a constant factor, the only expressions with conformal dimension (2, 0) and (0, 2)

respectively are

T (z) = −1
2

: ψ(z)∂ψ(z) : , T̄ (z̄) = −1
2

: ψ̄(z̄)∂̄ψ̄(z̄) : . (6.6.5)

This stress-tensor has the correct operator product expansion

T (z)T (w) =
1/4

(z − w)4
+

2

(z −w)2
T (w) +

1

z − w∂T (w), (6.6.6)

and a similar expression for T̄ (z̄), so that c = c̄ = 1
2
.

Exercise: By calculating the expansions of T (z)ψ(w) and T̄ (z̄)ψ̄(w̄), show that ψ

and ψ̄ are primary fields of conformal weight ( 1
2
, 0) and (0, 1

2
), respectively.

6.7 Mode expansions

We will write the mode expansion for the stress-tensor as

T (z) =
∑

n∈Z
z−n−2Ln , T̄ (z̄) =

∑

n∈Z
z̄−n−2L̄n. (6.7.1)
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The exponent −n − 2 is chosen such that for the scale change z → z
λ
, under which

T (z)→ λ2T
(
z
λ

)
, we have L−n → λnL−n. L−n and L̄−n, then have scaling dimension n. If

we consider a theory on a closed string world-sheet, the transformation from the Euclidean

space cylinder to the complex plane is given by

w = τ + iσ → z = ew. (6.7.2)

For a holomorphic field Φ with conformal weight h, we would write

Φcyl(w) =
∑

n∈Z
φne

−nw =
∑

n∈Z
φne

in(iτ−σ) =
∑

n∈Z
φnz

−n. (6.7.3)

When going to the plane and using (6.2.2) this becomes, for primary fields:

Φ(z) =
∑

n∈Z
φnz

−n−h. (6.7.4)

Non-primary fields also have an inhomogeneous piece in (6.2.2). In particular the correct

transformation of the stress-tensor is [14]

T (z)→ (f ′)2T (f(z)) +
c

12


f
′′′

f ′
− 3

2

(
f ′′

f ′

)2

 . (6.7.5)

This justifies the expansion of the stress-tensor (6.7.1).

The mode expansion can be inverted by

Ln =
∮ dz

2πi
zn+1T (z) , L̄n =

∮ dz̄

2πi
z̄n+1T̄ (z̄). (6.7.6)

The operator product expansions of T (z)T (w) and T̄ (z̄)T̄ (w̄) can now be written in terms

of the modes. We have

[Ln, Lm] =

(∮
dz

2πi

∮
dw

2πi
−
∮
dw

2πi

∮
dz

2πi

)
zn+1T (z)wm+1T (w)

=
∮
dw

2πi

∮

Cw

dz

2πi
zn+1wm+1

(
c/2

(z − w)4
+

2T (w)

(z −w)2
+
∂T (w)

z − w + . . .

)

=
∮ dw

2πi

(
c

12
(n+ 1)n(n − 1)wn−2wm+1+

+2 (n + 1)wnwm+1T (w) + wn+1wm+1∂T (w)
)
. (6.7.7)

The residue of the first term comes from 1
3!
∂3
z z

n+1
∣∣∣
z=w

= 1
6
(n+1)n(n−1)wn−2. We integrate

the last term by parts and combine it with the second term. This gives (n−m)wn+m+1T (w).

Performing the w integration leads to the Virasoro algebra

[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m +
c

12
(n3 − n)δn+m,0. (6.7.8)
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The analogous calculation for T̄ (z̄) yields

[L̄n, L̄m] = (n−m)L̄n+m +
c̄

12
(n3 − n)δn+m,0. (6.7.9)

Since T T̄ has no singularities in its OPE,

[Ln, L̄m] = 0. (6.7.10)

Every conformally invariant theory realizes the conformal algebra, and its spectrum forms

representations of it. For c = c̄ = 0, it reduces to the classical algebra. A consequence of

the conformal anomaly is that

T αα =
c

96π3

√
g R(2), (6.7.11)

where R(2) is the two-dimensional scalar curvature. In a generic non-conformally invariant

theory the trace can be a generic function of its various fields. In a CFT it is proportional

only to the scalar curvature. This implies that in a CFT with c 6= 0 the theory depends

on the conformal factor of the metric, but in a very specific form implied by (6.7.11).

If we remember that the stress-tensor is the variation of the action with respect to the

metric, we can integrate (6.7.11) to obtain the dependence of the quantum theory on the

conformal factor. Let ĝαβ = eφgαβ. Then

∫
[DX]ĝe

−S[ĝαβ ,X ] = e−cSL [gαβ ,φ]
∫

[DX]ge
−S[gαβ ,X ] , (6.7.12)

where X is a generic set of fields and

SL[gαβ, φ] =
1

96π

∫ √
det ggαβ∂αφ∂βφ+

1

48π

∫ √
det gR(2) φ . (6.7.13)

This is the Liouville action. In critical string theory, the ghost system cancels the central

charge of the string coordinates and the full theory is independent of the scale factor.

6.8 The Hilbert space

To describe the Hilbert space we will use the standard formalism of in and out states of

quantum field theory adapted to our coordinate system. For quasi-primary fields A(z, z̄),

the in-states are defined as

|Ain〉 = lim
τ→−∞

A(τ, σ)|0〉 = lim
z→0

A(z, z̄)|0〉. (6.8.1)

For the out-states, we need a description in the neighborhood of z →∞. If we define z = 1
w

,

then this is the point w = 0. The map f : w → z = 1
w

is a conformal transformation,

under which A(z, z̄) transforms as

Ã(w, w̄) = A(f(w), f̄(w̄))(∂f(w))h(∂̄f̄(w̄))h̄. (6.8.2)
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Substituting f(w) = 1
w

, we find

Ã(w, w̃) = A
(

1

w
,

1

w̄

)
(−w−2)h(−w̄−2)h̄. (6.8.3)

It is natural to define

〈Aout| = lim
w,w̄→0

〈0|Ã(w, w̄). (6.8.4)

We would like 〈Aout| to be the Hermitian conjugate of |Ain〉. Hermitian conjugation of

operators of weight (h, h̄) is defined by

[A(z, z̄)]
†

= A
(

1

z̄
,

1

z

)
z̄−2hz−2h̄. (6.8.5)

This definition finds its justification in the continuation from Euclidean space back to

Minkowski space. The missing factor of i in Euclidean time evolutionA(σ, τ ) = eτHA(σ, 0)e−τH

must be compensated for in the definition of the adjoint by a Euclidean time reversal, which

is implemented on the plane by z → 1/z∗. With the definition (6.8.5), we find

〈Aout| = lim
w→0
〈0|Ã(w, w̄) = lim

z→0
〈0|A

(
1

z
,

1

z̄

)
z̄−2hz−2h̄

= lim
z→0
〈0| [A(z, z̄)]† = |Ain〉†. (6.8.6)

The fact that the stress-tensor is a Hermitian operator can be expressed using (6.8.5) in

the following way :

T †(z) =
∑

m

L†m
z̄m+2

≡
∑

m

Lm
z̄−m−2

1

z̄4
, (6.8.7)

or in terms of the oscillator modes :

L†m = L−m, (6.8.8)

and analogously L̄†m = L̄−m.

These conditions can also be derived from the hermiticity of T in Minkowski space.

Conditions on the vacuum follow from the regularity of

T (z)|0〉 =
∑

m∈Z
Lmz

−m−2|0〉 (6.8.9)

at z = 0. Only positive powers of z are allowed, so we must demand

Lm|0〉 = 0, m ≥ −1. (6.8.10)

The same condition for limw→0〈0|T̃ (w) gives

〈0|Lm = 0, m ≤ 1. (6.8.11)

Equation (6.8.10) states that the in-vacuum is SL(2,C)-invariant, along with extra condi-

tions for m > 1. The rest of the Virasoro operators create non-trivial states out of the
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vacuum. The only operators that annihilate both 〈0| and |0〉 are generated by L±1,0 and

L̄±1,0 and constitute the SL(2,C) subgroup of the conformal group.

If we consider holomorphic fields with mode expansion (6.7.4), conformal invariance

and the SL(2,C) invariance of the vacuum imply

Φn>−h|0〉 = 0 . (6.8.12)

6.9 Representations of the conformal algebra

In CFT, the spectrum decomposes into representations of the generic symmetry algebra,

namely two copies of the Virasoro algebra. We will describe here only the left algebra with

operators Lm to avoid repetition.

The Cartan subalgebra of the Virasoro algebra is generated by L0. The positive modes

are raising operators and the negative ones are lowering operators. Highest-weight (HW)

representations are constructed by starting from a state that is annihilated by all raising

operators. The representation is then generated by acting on the HW state by the lowering

operators.

Suppose Φ is a primary field (operator) of left weight h. From the operator product

expansion with the stress-tensor (6.3.8), we find

[Ln,Φ(w)] =
∮

dz

2πi
zn+1T (z)Φ(w) = h(n+ 1)wnΦ(w) + wn+1∂Φ(w). (6.9.1)

The state associated with this operator is

|h〉 ≡ Φ(0)|0〉. (6.9.2)

First of all, [Ln,Φ(0)] = 0, n > 0, so

Lm>0|h〉 = Lm>0Φ(0)|0〉 = [Lm,Φ(0)]|0〉 + Φ(0)Lm>0|0〉 = 0 . (6.9.3)

Thus, primary fields are in one-to-one correspondence with HW states. Each primary

field then generates a representation of the Virasoro algebra. Also, L0|h〉 = h|h〉. More

generally, in-states |h, h̄〉, defined by (6.9.2) with Φ of conformal dimension (h, h̄), also

satisfy L̄0|h, h̄〉 = h̄|h, h̄〉 and L̄n>0|h, h̄〉 = 0.

The rest of the states in the representation generated by |h〉 are of the form

|χ〉 = L−n1L−n2 . . .L−nk |h〉, (6.9.4)

where all ni > 0, and are called descendants. They are L0 eigenstates with eigenvalues

h+
∑
k nk. This type of representation is called a Verma module.

We have seen that we can have a one-to-one correspondence with HW states |h〉 and

primary fields Φh(z) given by (6.9.2). A similar statement can be made for descendants.
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Consider the state L−1|h〉. It is not difficult to show that the operator that creates this

state out of the vacuum is

(L−1Φ)(z) ≡
∮

Cz

dw

2πi
T (w)Φh(z) , (6.9.5)

using (6.7.6). For the general state (6.9.4) we have to use nested contours

Φχ(z) =
k∏

i=1

∮
dwi
2πi

(wi − z)−ni+1T (wi)Φh(z) . (6.9.6)

Thus, a general correlation function of descendant operators can be written in terms of

multiple contour integrals of a correlation function of the associated primary fields and

several insertions of the stress-tensor. However, in a previous section we have seen that

conformal Ward identities express such a correlation function in terms of the one with

primary fields only. Thus, knowledge of the correlators of primary fields determines all

correlators of the CFT.

We will also discuss quasiprimary fields. We have seen that on the sphere L−1 is the

translation operator

[L−1, O(z, z̄)] = ∂z O(z, z̄) . (6.9.7)

The quasiprimary states are the HW states of the global conformal group. Consider the

part generated by L±1, L0. The raising operator is L1, while L−1 is the lowering operator.

The HW states are annihilated by L1. The rest of the representation is generated by acting

several times with L−1. Thus, the descendant (non-quasiprimary) states are derivatives of

quasiprimary ones.

An interesting function of a conformal representation generated by a primary of di-

mension h is the character

χh(q) ≡ Tr[qL0− c
24 ] , (6.9.8)

where the trace is taken over the whole representation. There is an extra shift of L0 in

(6.9.8) proportional to the central charge. The reason is that characters will appear when

discussing the partition function on the torus which can be thought of as the cylinder with

the two end-points identified (with a twist). Going from the sphere to the cylinder there

is precisely this shift of L0 and is due to the fact that the stress-tensor is not a primary

field but transforms as in (6.7.5).

Exercise: For a generic representation without null vectors, calculate the character

and show that it is given by

χh(q) =
qh−c/24

∏∞
n=1(1 − qn)

. (6.9.9)

From this expression we can read off the multiplicities of states at any given level.
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There is a special representation, which is called the vacuum representation. If one

starts with the unit operator, the state associated with it via (6.9.2) is the vacuum state.

The rest of the representation is generated by the negative Virasoro modes. Note, however,

that from (6.9.1) L−1 acts as a z derivative. However the z derivative of the unit operator

is zero. This is equivalent to the statement that L−1 annihilates the vacuum state. For

c ≥ 1 the vacuum character is given by

χ0(q) =
q−c/24

∏∞
n=2(1− qn)

. (6.9.10)

The term with n = 1 is missing here since L−1 does not generate any states out of the

vacuum.

In a positive (unitary) theory the norms of states have to be positive. The norm of the

state L−n|0〉, n > 0, is

‖ L−n|0〉 ‖2 = 〈0|L†−nL−n|0〉 = 〈0|
[
c

12
(n3 − n) + 2nL0

]
|0〉

=
c

12
(n3 − n), (6.9.11)

where we have used the commutation relations of the Virasoro algebra and the SL(2,C)-

invariance of the vacuum. Unitarity demands this to be positive. For large enough n,

this means c ≥ 0 (if c = 0, the Hilbert space is one-dimensional and spanned by |0〉). A

more detailed investigation shows that for c ≥ 1 we cannot obtain direct constraints from

unitarity. However, when 0 < c < 1, unitarity implies that c must be of the form

c = 1− 6

m(m+ 1)
. (6.9.12)

An example for m = 3 is the Ising model, for m = 4 the tricritical Ising model, and for

m = 5 the 3-state Potts model; m = 2 is the trivial theory with c = 0.

Generically the Verma modules described above correspond to irreducible representa-

tions of the Virasoro algebra. However, in special cases, it may happen that the Verma

module contains “null” states (states of zero norm that are orthogonal to any other state).

Then, the irreducible representation is obtained by factoring out null states. Such repre-

sentations are called degenerate. We will give here an example of a null state. Consider

the Ising model, m = 3 above, with c = 1/2. This is essentially the conformal field theory

of a Majorana fermion that we discussed earlier. Consider the primary state with h = 1/2

corresponding to the fermion |1/2〉 and the following descendant state

|χ〉 =
(
L−2 −

3

4
L2
−1

)
|1/2〉 . (6.9.13)

Exercise: Show that |χ〉 in (6.9.13), although being a descendant, is also primary
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and that its norm is zero.

6.10 Affine algebras

So far we have seen that in any CFT there is a holomorphic stress-tensor of weight (2,0).

However a CFT can also have chiral symmetries whose conserved currents have weight

(1,0). Chiral conservation implies ∂̄J = 0. Thus, such currents are holomorphic. Consider

the whole set of such holomorphic currents, Ja(z), present in the theory. We can write the

most general OPE of these currents compatible with chiral conservation and conformal

invariance:

Ja(z)J b(w) =
Gab

(z − w)2
+
ifabcJ

c(w)

z − w + finite, (6.10.1)

where fabc is antisymmetric in the upper indices and Gab is symmetric. Using associativity

of the operator products, it can be shown that the f abc also satisfy a Jacobi identity and

fabc = fabdG
dc is totally antisymmetric. Therefore they must be the structure constants

of a Lie group with invariant metric Gab.

Expanding Ja(z) =
∑
n J

a
nz
−n−1 we can translate (6.10.1) into commutation relations

for the modes of the currents

[Jam, J
b
n] = m Gab δm+n,0 + ifabcJ

c
m+n. (6.10.2)

This algebra is an infinite-dimensional generalization of Lie algebras and is known as an

affine algebra. Clearly, the subalgebra of the zero modes J a0 constitutes a Lie algebra with

structure constants fabc.

Exercise: Show that a conformal field of weight (1,0) is necessarily primary in a

positive theory.

Thus, the OPE with the stress-tensor should be

T (z)Ja(w) =
Ja(w)

(z − w)2
+
∂Ja(w)

z − w (6.10.3)

and T̄ (z̄)Ja(w) = regular.

This type of algebra is realized as we will see in many CFTs. The prototype is the

non-linear σ-model with a Wess-Zumino term [15]. This is a theory in two dimensions,
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where the basic field g(x) is in a matrix representation of a group G. The action is

S =
1

4λ2

∫

M2

d2ξ Tr(∂µg∂
µg−1) +

ik

8π

∫

B;∂B=M2

d3ξ Tr(εαβγU
αUβUγ), (6.10.4)

where Uµ = g−1∂µg. The second term in the action is an integral over a three-dimensional

manifold B whose boundary is the two-dimensional space M2 we define the theory on. This

is the WZ term and it has the special property that its variation gives two-dimensional

instead of three-dimensional equations of motion. There is a consistency condition that

has to be imposed, however. Consider another three-manifold with the same boundary.

We would like the theory to be the same. This gives a quantization condition on the

coupling k11. The above theory has two different couplings, λ and k. It can be shown

that when λ2 = 4π/k then the theory is conformally invariant (this is called the WZW

model). In this case it can be verified that the matrix currents J = g−1∂g and J̄ = ∂̄gg−1

are chirally conserved ∂̄J = ∂J̄ = 0. This is a reflection of the symmetry of the action

(6.10.4) under g → h1 g h2, where h1,2 are arbitrary G elements. Thus, the currents J

generate a GL affine algebra while the currents J̄ generate a GR current algebra.

An interesting phenomenon in this theory (which turns out to be generic) is that the

stress-tensor can be written as a bilinear in terms of the currents. This is known as the

affine-Sugawara construction. Consider the group G to be simple. Then by a change of

basis in (6.10.1) we can set Gab = kδab. Choose a basis where the long roots have square

equal to 2. Then the (2,0) operator

TG(z) =
1

2(k + h̃)
: Ja(z)Ja(z) : (6.10.5)

satisfies the Virasoro algebra with central charge

cG =
kDG

k + h̃
. (6.10.6)

h̃ is the dual Coxeter number of the group G. In the case of SU(N), we have h̃ =N; for

SO(N), h̃ =N-2 etc. With this normalization, k should be a positive integer in order to

have a positive theory. It is called the level of the affine algebra.

In this type of theories, the affine symmetry is “larger” than the Virasoro symmetry

since we can construct the Virasoro operators out of the current operators. In particular the

spectrum will form representations of the affine algebra. To describe such representations

we will use a procedure similar to the case of a Virasoro algebra. The representation is

generated by a set of states |Ri〉 that transform in the representation R of the zero-mode

subalgebra and are annihilated by the positive modes of the currents

Jam>0|Ri〉 = 0 , Ja0 |Ri〉 = i(T aR)ij|Rj〉 . (6.10.7)

11There is another way to show the quantization of k. If we demand positivity of the quantum theory

then we obtain the same quantization condition.
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The rest of the affine representation is generated from the states |Ri〉 by the action of the

negative modes of the currents. The states |Ri〉 are generated as usual, out of the vacuum,

by local operators Ri(z, z̄). Then conditions (6.10.7) translate into the following OPE

Ja(z)Ri(w, w̄) = i
(T aR)ij

(z − w)
Rj(w, w̄) + . . . . (6.10.8)

This is the definition of affine primary fields that play the same role as the primary fields

in the case of the conformal algebra [16].

The conformal weight of affine primaries can be calculated from the affine-Sugawara

form of the stress-tensor and is given by

hR =
CR

k + h̃
, (6.10.9)

where CR is the quadratic Casimir for the representation R. For example the spin j

representation of SU(2) has hj = j(j + 1)/(k + 2).

We have seen so far that the irreducible representations of the affine algebra ĝ are in

one-to-one correspondence with those of the finite Lie algebra g. This is not the end of the

story, however. It turns out that not all representations of the finite algebra can appear,

but only the “integrable” ones. In the case of SU(2) this implies j ≤ k/2. For SU(N)k the

integrable representations are those with at most k columns in their Young tableau.

The non-integrable representations are not unitary, and they can be shown to decouple

from the correlation functions.

Exercise: The Coset Construction: Consider the affine-Sugawara stress-tensor TG

associated to the group G. Pick a subgroup H ⊂ G with regular embedding and consider

its associated affine-Sugawara stress-tensor TH constructed out of the H currents, which

are a subset of the G currents. Consider also TG/H = TG − TH. Show that

TG/H(z)JH(w) = regular , TG/H(z)TH(w) = regular . (6.10.10)

Show also that TG/H satisfies the Virasoro algebra with central charge cG/H = cG−cH. The

interpretation of the above construction is that, roughly speaking, the G-WZW theory can

be decomposed into the H-theory and the G/H theory described by the stress-tensor TG/H.

As an application, show that if you choose G = SU(2)m×SU(2)1 and H to be the diagonal

subgroup SU(2)m+1 then the G/H theory is that of the minimal models with central charge

(6.9.12). For a generalization of this construction, see [17].

The interested reader can find more details on affine algebras and related theories in

[18, 19].
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6.11 Free fermions and O(N) affine symmetry

Free fermions and bosons can be used to realize particular representations of current alge-

bras. It will be useful for our later purposes to consider the CFT of N free Majorana-Weyl

fermions ψi:

S = − 1

8π

∫
d2z ψi∂̄ψi . (6.11.1)

Clearly, this model exhibits a global O(N) symmetry, ψi → Ωijψj, ΩTΩ = 1, which leads

to the chirally conserved Hermitian (J ij†m = J ij−m) currents

J ij(z) = i : ψi(z)ψj(z) : , i < j . (6.11.2)

Using the OPE

ψi(z)ψj(w) =
δij

z − w (6.11.3)

and Wick’s theorem, we can calculate

J ij(z)Jkl(w) =
Gij,kl

(z − w)2
+ i f ij,klmn

Jmn(w)

(z − w)
+ . . . , (6.11.4)

where Gij,kl = (δikδjl − δilδjk) is the invariant O(N) metric and

2 f ij,klmn = (δikδln − δilδkn)δjm + (δjlδkn − δjkδln)δim − (m↔ n) (6.11.5)

are the structure constants of O(N) in a basis where the long roots have square equal to

2. Thus, N free fermions realize the O(N) current algebra at level k = 1.

We can construct the affine-Sugawara stress-tensor

T (z) =
1

2(N − 1)

N∑

i<j

: J ij(z)J ij(z) : . (6.11.6)

As discussed previously, T (z) will satisfy an operator product expansion

T (z)T (w) =
cG/2

(z − w)4
+

2T (w)

(z − w)2
+
∂T (w)

z − w , (6.11.7)

where

cG =
kD

k + h̃
. (6.11.8)

For SO(N), one has h̃ = N − 2 and D = 1
2
N(N − 1). With k = 1, this gives

cG =
N(N − 1)/2

1 +N − 2
=
N

2
, (6.11.9)

i.e. each fermion contributes 1
2

to the central charge. This is expected since the central

charge of the tensor product of two theories is the sum of the two central charges. Moreover
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if we use the explicit form of the currents in terms of the fermions we can directly evaluate

the normal-ordered product in (6.11.6) with the result

T (z) = −1

2

N∑

i=1

: ψi∂ψi : , (6.11.10)

which is the stress-tensor we would compute directly from the free fermion action.

Since N free fermions realize the O(N)1 affine symmetry, we should be able to classify

the spectrum into irreducible representations of the O(N)1 current algebra. From the

representation theory of current algebra we learn that at level 1 there exist the following

integrable (unitary) representations. The unit (vacuum) representation constructed by

acting on the vacuum with the negative current modes, the vector V representation and

the spinor representation. If N is odd there is a single spinor representation of dimension

2(N−1)/2. When N is even, there are two inequivalent spinor representations of dimension

2N/2−1: the spinor S and the conjugate spinor C. From now on we will assume N to be

even because this is the case of interest in what follows. Applying (6.10.9) to our case we

find that the conformal weight of the vector is

hV =
(N − 1)/2

1 +N − 2
=

1

2
. (6.11.11)

The candidate affine primary fields for the vectors are the fermions themselves, whose

conformal weight is 1/2 and which transform as a vector under the global O(N) symmetry.

This can be verified by computing

J ij(z)ψk(w) = i
T ijkl
z − wψ

l(w) + . . . , (6.11.12)

where T ijkl = (δilδjk − δikδjl) are the representation matrices of the vector. Comparing

(6.11.12) with (6.10.8) we indeed see that ψi are the affine primaries of the vector repre-

sentation.

The conformal weights of the spinor and conjugate spinor are equal and, from (6.10.9),

we obtain hS = hC = N/16. Operators with such a conformal weight do not exist in the

free fermion theory in the way it has been described so far.

Things get better if we notice that the action (6.11.1) has a Z2 symmetry

ψi → −ψi. (6.11.13)

Because of this symmetry, we can choose two different boundary conditions on the cylinder:

• Neveu-Schwarz : ψi(σ + 2π) = −ψi(σ),

• Ramond : ψi(σ + 2π) = ψi(σ).
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We will impose the same boundary condition on all fermions, otherwise we will break the

O(N) symmetry.

The mode expansion of a periodic holomorphic field on the cylinder is

ψ(τ + iσ) =
∑

n

ψne
−n(τ+iσ), (6.11.14)

where n is an integer. Thus, in the Ramond (R) sector ψ is integer modded. In the

Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector, ψ is antiperiodic so its Fourier expansion is like (6.11.14) but

now n is half-integer. As discussed before, when we go from the cylinder to the sphere,

z = eτ+iσ the mode expansion becomes

ψi(z) =
∑

n

ψinz
−n−h =

∑

n

ψinz
−n−1/2 . (6.11.15)

We observe that in the NS sector (half-integer n) the field ψi(z) is single-valued (invariant

under z → ze2πi) while in the R sector it has a Z2 branch cut. To summarize

• n ∈ Z (Ramond),

• n ∈ Z+ 1
2

(Neveu-Schwarz).

The OPE (6.11.3) implies the following anticommutation relations for the fermionic

modes

{ψim, ψjn} = δijδm+n,0 , (6.11.16)

in both the NS and the R sector.

We will first look at the NS sector. Here the fermionic oscillators are half-integrally

modded and (6.11.16) shows that ψi−n− 1
2
, n ≤ 0, are creation operators, while ψi

n+ 1
2

are

annihilation operators. Consequently, the vacuum satisfies

ψin>0|0〉 = 0 (6.11.17)

and the full spectrum is generated by acting on the vacuum with the negative modded

oscillators. We would like to decompose the spectrum into affine representations. We have

argued above that we expect to obtain here the vacuum and the vector representation.

The primary states of the vector are

|i〉 = ψi− 1
2
|0〉 (6.11.18)

and the rest of the representation is constructed from the above states by acting with the

negative current modes.

At this point it is useful to introduce the fermion number operator F and (−1)F , which

essentially counts the number of fermionic modes modulo 2. The precise way to say this

is

{(−1)F , ψin} = 0 (6.11.19)
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and that the vacuum has eigenvalue 1: (−1)F |0〉 = |0〉. Using (6.11.19) we can calculate

that the vector primary states (6.11.18) have (−1)F = −1. Since the currents contain an

even number of fermion modes we can state the following:

• All states of the vacuum (unit) representation have (−1)F = 1. The first non-trivial

states correspond to the currents themselves:

J ij−1|0〉 = iψi− 1
2
ψj− 1

2

|0〉 . (6.11.20)

• All states of the vector representation have (−1)F = −1. The first non-trivial states

below the primaries are

J ij−1|k〉 = i
[
δjkψi− 3

2
− δikψj− 3

2

+ ψi− 1
2
ψj− 1

2

ψk− 1
2

]
|0〉 . (6.11.21)

We will now calculate the characters (multiplicities) in the NS sector. We will first

calculate the trace of qL0−c/24 in the full NS sector. This is not difficult to do since

every negative modded fermionic oscillator ψi−n− 1
2

contributes 1 + qn+1/2. The first term

corresponds to the oscillator being absent, while the second corresponds to it being present.

Since the oscillators are fermionic, their square is zero and therefore no more terms can

appear. Putting everything together, we obtain

TrNS[qL0−c/24] = q−
N
48

∞∏

n=1

(1 + qn−
1
2 )N . (6.11.22)

Using (A.8) and (A.10) from Appendix A, we can write this as

TrNS[qL0−c/24] =

[
ϑ3

η

]N/2

, (6.11.23)

where ϑi = ϑi(0|τ ). In order to separate the contributions of the unit and vector represen-

tations, we also need to calculate the same trace but with (−1)F inserted. Then ψi−n− 1
2

contributes 1− qn+1/2 and

TrNS[(−1)F qL0−c/24] = q−
N
48

∞∏

n=1

(1− qn− 1
2 )N =

[
ϑ4

η

]N/2

. (6.11.24)

Now we can project onto the vector or the unit representation:

χ0 = TrNS

[
(1 + (−1)F )

2
qL0−c/24

]
=

1

2



[
ϑ3

η

]N/2

+

[
ϑ4

η

]N/2

 , (6.11.25)

χV = TrNS

[
(1 − (−1)F )

2
qL0−c/24

]
=

1

2



[
ϑ3

η

]N/2

−
[
ϑ4

η

]N/2

 . (6.11.26)

It turns out that, sometimes, inequivalent current algebra representations have the

same conformal weight and same multiplicities, and therefore the same characters. This
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will happen for the spinors. To distinguish them we will define a refined character (the

affine character), where we insert an arbitrary affine group element in the trace. By an

adjoint action (that leaves the trace invariant) we can bring this element into the Cartan

torus. In this case the group element can be written as an exponential of the Cartan

generators g = e2πi
∑

i
viJ

i
0. We will consider

χR(vi) = TrR
[
qL0−c/24 e2πi

∑
i
viJ

i
0

]
, (6.11.27)

where i runs over the Cartan subalgebra and J i0 are the zero modes of the Cartan cur-

rents. The Cartan subalgebra of O(N) for N even is generated by J 12
0 , J34

0 , . . . ,J
N/2−1,N/2
0

and has dimension N/2. We will calculate the affine characters of the unit and vector

representations. Consider the contribution of the fermions ψ1 and ψ2. By going to the

basis ψ± = ψ1± iψ2 we can see that the J12
0 eigenvalues of ψ±n are ±1. Putting everything

together and using the ϑ-function product formulae from Appendix A we obtain

χ0(vi) =
1

2



N/2∏

i=1

ϑ3(vi)

η
+

N/2∏

i=1

ϑ4(vi)

η


 , (6.11.28)

χV (vi) =
1

2



N/2∏

i=1

ϑ3(vi)

η
−

N/2∏

i=1

ϑ4(vi)

η


 . (6.11.29)

We will now move to the Ramond sector and construct the Hilbert space. Here the

fermions are integrally modded. For ψin with n 6= 0 the same discussion as before applies.

We separate creation and annihilation operators, and the vacuum should be annihilated

by the annihilation operators. However, an important difference here is the presence of

anticommuting zero modes

{ψi0, ψj0} = δij . (6.11.30)

This situation occurred when discussing the ghost system. Equation (6.11.30) is the O(N)

Clifford algebra and it is realized by the Hermitian O(N) γ-matrices. Consequently, the

“vacuum” must be a (Dirac) spinor Ŝ of O(N) with 2N/2 components. We label the R

vacuum by |Ŝα〉 and we have

ψim>0|Ŝα〉 = 0 , ψi0|Ŝα〉 = γiαβ|Sβ〉 . (6.11.31)

Consider also

γN+1 =
N∏

i=1

(ψi0/
√

2) , {γN+1, ψi0} = 0 , [γN+1]2 = 1 . (6.11.32)

This matrix plays the role of γ5 in order to define Weyl spinors. Thus, we obtain the

spinor S = (1 + γN+1)/2 Ŝ and the conjugate spinor C = (1− γN+1)/2 Ŝ. In fact, in the

Ramond sector

(−1)F = γN+1 (−1)
∑∞

n=1
ψi−nψ

i
n (6.11.33)
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and with this definition

(−1)F |S〉 = |S〉 , (−1)F |C〉 = −|C〉 . (6.11.34)

By now acting with the negative modded fermionic oscillators we construct the full spec-

trum of the Ramond sector.

Does the R vacuum, the way we constructed it, have the correct conformal weight?

We can verify this as follows. Consider the two-point function of fermions in the Ramond

vacuum

Gij
R(z,w) = 〈Ŝ|ψi(z)ψj(w)|Ŝ〉 . (6.11.35)

This can be evaluated directly using the mode expansion (6.11.15) and the commutation

relations (6.11.16) and (6.11.31) to be

Gij
R(z,w) = δij

z + w

2
√
zw

1

z − w . (6.11.36)

Note also that for any state |X〉 in CFT corresponding to an operator with conformal

weight h we have

〈X|T (z)|X〉 =
h

z2
. (6.11.37)

Finally, remember the definition of the stress-tensor

T (w) = lim
z→w

[
−1

2

N∑

i=1

ψi(z)∂wψ
i(w) +

N

2(z − w)2

]
, (6.11.38)

where we subtract the singular part of the OPE. Putting all these ingredients together we

can calculate

〈Ŝ|T (z)|Ŝ〉 =
N

16 z2
, (6.11.39)

which gives the correct conformal weight for the spinor. We will now compute the mul-

tiplicities in the Ramond sector. We will first evaluate the direct trace. Every fermionic

oscillator ψi−n with n > 0 will give a contribution 1+qn. There will also be the multiplicity

2N/2 from the S and C ground-states. Thus,

TrR[qL0−c/24] = 2N/2 q
N
16
−N

48

∞∏

n=1

(1 + qn)N =

[
ϑ2

η

]N/2

. (6.11.40)

If we consider the trace with (−1)F inserted, we will obtain 0 since, for any state, there

is another one of opposite (−1)F eigenvalue related by the zero modes. The fact that

Tr[(−1)F ] = 0 translates into the statement that the R spectrum is non-chiral (both C

and S appear). So

χS = χC =
1

2

[
ϑ2

η

]N/2

. (6.11.41)

The affine character does distinguish between the C and S representations:

χS(vi) =
1

2



N/2∏

i=1

ϑ2(vi)

η
+

N/2∏

i=1

ϑ1(vi)

η


 , (6.11.42)
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χC(vi) =
1

2



N/2∏

i=1

ϑ2(vi)

η
−

N/2∏

i=1

ϑ1(vi)

η


 . (6.11.43)

For vi = 0 they reduce to (6.11.41).

Finally, the R vacua corresponding to the C and S representations are created out of

the NS vacuum |0〉 by affine primary fields Ŝα(z):

|Ŝα〉 = lim
z→0

Ŝα(z)|0〉 . (6.11.44)

We will raise and lower spinor indices with the O(N) antisymmetric charge conjugation

matrix Cαβ. We have then the following OPEs:

ψi(z)Ŝα(w) = γiαβ
Ŝβ(w)√
z −w + . . . (6.11.45)

J ij(z)Ŝα(w) =
i

2
[γi, γj]αβ

Ŝβ(w)

(z − w)
+ . . . (6.11.46)

Ŝα(z)Ŝβ(w) =
δαβ

(z −w)N/8
+ γiαβ

ψi(w)

(z −w)N/8−1/2
+
i

2
[γi, γj]αβ

J ij(w)

(z − w)N/8−1
+ . . . (6.11.47)

6.12 N=1 superconformal symmetry

We have seen that the conformal symmetry of a CFT is encoded in the OPE of the

stress-tensor T which is a chiral (2,0) operator. Other chiral operators encountered which

generate symmetries include chiral fermions (1/2,0) and currents (1,0). Here we will study

symmetries whose conserved chiral currents have spin 3/2. They are associated with

fermionic symmetries known as supersymmetries.

Consider the theory of a free scalar and Majorana fermion with action

S =
1

2π

∫
d2z∂X∂̄X +

1

2π

∫
d2z(ψ∂̄ψ + ψ̄∂ψ̄) . (6.12.1)

The action is invariant under a left-moving supersymmetry

δX = ε(z)ψ , δψ = −ε(z)∂X , δψ̄ = 0 (6.12.2)

and a right-moving one

δX = ε̄(z̄)ψ̄ , δψ̄ = −ε̄(z̄)∂̄X , δψ = 0 , (6.12.3)

where are ε and ε̄ are anticommuting.

The associated conservation laws can be written as ∂Ḡ = ∂̄G = 0 and the conserved

chiral currents are

G(z) = iψ∂X , Ḡ(z̄) = iψ̄∂̄X . (6.12.4)
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We can easily obtain the OPE

G(z)G(w) =
1

(z − w)3
+ 2

T (w)

z − w + . . . ,

T (z)G(w) =
3

2

G(w)

(z − w)2
+
∂G(w)

z − w + . . . , (6.12.5)

where T (z) is the total stress-tensor of the theory satisfying (6.5.1) with c = 3/2,

T (z) = −1
2

: ∂X∂X : −1
2

: ψ∂ψ : . (6.12.6)

(6.12.5) implies that G(z) is a primary field of dimension 3/2. The algebra generated

by T and G is known as the N=1 superconformal algebra since it encodes the presence

of conformal invariance and one supersymmetry. The most general such algebra can be

written down using conformal invariance and associativity. Define ĉ = 2c/3. Then, the

algebra, apart from (6.5.1), contains the following OPEs

G(z)G(w) =
ĉ

(z − w)3
+ 2

T (w)

z − w + . . . ,

T (z)G(w) =
3

2

G(w)

(z − w)2
+
∂G(w)

z − w + . . . . (6.12.7)

Introducing the modes of the supercurrent G(z) =
∑
Gr/z

r+3/2 we obtain the following

(anti)commutation relations

{Gr, Gs} =
ĉ

2

(
r2 − 1

4

)
δr+s,0 + 2Lr+s ,

[Lm, Gr] =
(
m

2
− r

)
Gm+r , (6.12.8)

along with the Virasoro algebra.

This algebra has the symmetry (external automorphism) G → −G and T → T . Con-

sequently, NS or R boundary conditions are possible for the supercurrent. In the explicit

realization (6.12.4), they correspond to the respective boundary conditions for the fermion.

In the NS sector, the supercurrent modes are half-integral and Gr|0〉 = 0 for r > 0.

Primary states are annihilated by the positive modes of G and T and the superconformal

representation is generated by the action of the negative modes of G and T . The generic

character is

χNSN=1 = Tr[qL0−c/24] = qh−c/24
∞∏

n=1

1 + qn−
1
2

1− qn . (6.12.9)

In the Ramond sector, G is integrally modded and has in particular a zero mode, G0,

which satisfies according to (6.12.8)

{G0, G0} = 2L0 −
ĉ

8
. (6.12.10)
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Primary states are again annihilated by the positive modes. In a unitary theory, (6.12.10)

indicates that for any state h ≥ ĉ/16. When the right-hand side of (6.12.10) is non-zero

the state is doubly degenerate and G0 moves between the two degenerate states. There is

no degeneracy when h = ĉ/16 since from (6.12.10) G2
0 = 0, which implies that G0 = 0 on

such a state. As in the case of free fermions, we can introduce the operator (−1)F , which

anticommutes with G and counts fermion number modulo 2.

The pairing of states in the R sector due to G0 can be stated as follows: the trace of

(−1)F in the R sector has contributions only from the ground-states with ∆ = ĉ/16. This

trace is known as the elliptic genus of the N=1 superconformal field theory and is the

CFT generalization of the Dirac index12.

The generic R character is given by

χRN=1 = Tr[qL0−c/24] = qh−c/24
∞∏

n=1

1 + qn

1− qn . (6.12.11)

The N=1 superconformal theories have an elegant formulation in N=1 superspace

where, along with the coordinates z, z̄, we introduce two anticommuting variables θ, θ̄

and the covariant derivatives

Dθ =
∂

∂θ
+ θ∂z , D̄θ̄ =

∂

∂θ̄
+ θ̄∂z̄ . (6.12.12)

The fields X and ψ, ψ̄ can now be described by a function in superspace, the scalar

superfield

X̂(z, z̄, θ, θ̄) = X + θψ + θ̄ψ̄ + θθ̄F , (6.12.13)

where F is an auxiliary field with no dynamics. The action (6.12.1) becomes

S =
1

2π

∫
d2z

∫
dθdθ̄ DθX̂ D̄θ̄X̂ . (6.12.14)

Exercise. Write the action (6.12.14) in components by doing the integral over the

anticommuting coordinates, and show that it is equivalent to (6.12.1).

6.13 N=2 superconformal symmetry

There are further generalizations of superconformal symmetry. The next simplest case is

the N=2 superconformal algebra that contains, apart from the stress-tensor, two super-

currents G± and a U(1) current J . Its OPEs, apart from the Virasoro one, are

G+(z)G−(w) =
2c

3

1

(z − w)3
+

(
2J(w)

(z − w)2
+
∂J(w)

z − w

)
+

2

z − wT (w) + . . . , (6.13.1)

12 For a further discussion, see [20].
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G+(z)G+(w) = regular , G−(z)G−(w) = regular , (6.13.2)

T (z)G±(w) =
3

2

G±(w)

(z −w)2
+
∂G±(w)

z −w + . . . , (6.13.3)

J(z)G±(w) = ±G
±(w)

z − w + . . . , (6.13.4)

T (z)J(w) =
J(w)

(z − w)2
+
∂J(w)

z − w + . . . , (6.13.5)

J(z)J(w) =
c/3

(z − w)2
+ . . . . (6.13.6)

The symmetry of the N=2 superconformal algebra is a continuous O(2) symmetry,

which rotates the two supercharges, in a real basis G1 = G+ + G−, G2 = i(G+ − G−).

The SO(2) part is an internal automorphism. The extra Z2 transformation G1 → G1,

G2 → −G2 is an external automorphism. We can use the symmetry to impose various

boundary conditions. Twisting with the external automorphism provides an inequivalent

algebra, the twisted N=2 algebra, where G1,2 have opposite boundary conditions. More

interesting for our purposes is to use the SO(2)∼U(1) symmetry in order to impose

G±(e2πiz) = e∓2πiαG±(z) , (6.13.7)

while T, J are single-valued. The parameter α takes values in [0,1]. For α = 0 we have

the NS sector, where both supercharges are half-integrally modded. For α = ±1/2 we

obtain the Ramond sector, where both supercharges are integrally modded. Since the

U(1) symmetry we used is an internal automorphism, the algebras obtained for the various

boundary conditions, labeled by α, are isomorphic. We can write this isomorphism (known

as “spectral flow”) explicitly:

Jαn = Jn − α
c

3
δn,0 , Lαn = Ln − αJn + α2 c

6
δn,0 , (6.13.8)

Gα,+
r+α = G+

r , Gα,−
r−α = G−r , (6.13.9)

where n ∈ Z and r ∈ Z + 1
2
. The spectral flow provides a continuous map between the

NS and R sectors.

In the NS sector HW irreducible representations are generated by a HW state |h, q〉,
annihilated by the positive modes of T, J,G± and characterized by the eigenvalues h of L0

and q of J0. The SL(2,C)-invariant vacuum has h = q = 0. The rest of the states of the

representations are generated by the action of the negative modes of the superconformal

generators.

In the R sector, HW states are again annihilated by the positive modes. Here, however,

we have also the zero modes of the supercurrents G±0 satisfying

G±0 G
±
0 = 0 , {G+

0 , G
−
0 } = 2

(
L0 −

c

24

)
. (6.13.10)
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Unitarity again implies that ∆ ≥ c/24 in the R sector. When ∆ > c/24 both G±0 act

non-trivially and the HW state is a collection of four states. When ∆ = c/24, then G±0
are null and the HW vector is a singlet. Here again we can introduce the (−1)F operator

in a way analogous to N=1. The trace of (−1)F in the R sector (elliptic genus) obtains

contributions only from states with ∆ = c/24.

Using (6.13.9) we deduce that

JR
±

0 = JNS0 ∓ c

6
, LR

±
0 − c

24
= LNS0 − 1

2
JNS0 . (6.13.11)

Thus, the positivity condition LR0 − c/24 ≥ 0 translates in the NS sector to 2h− |q| ≥ 0.

The Ramond ground-states correspond to NS states with 2h = |q| known as chiral states.

They are generated from the vacuum by the chiral field operators. Because of charge

conservation, their OPE at short distance is regular and can be written as a ring, the

chiral ring

Oq1(z)Oq2(z) = Oq1+q2(z) . (6.13.12)

This chiral ring contains most of the important information about the N=2 superconformal

theory.

From (6.13.11) we can deduce that the unit operator (h=q=0) in the NS sector is

mapped, under spectral flow, to an operator with (h=c/24,q=±c/6) in the R sector. This

is the maximal charge ground-state in the R sector, and applying the spectral flow once

more we learn that there must be a chiral operator with (h=c/6,q=±c/3) in the NS sector.

As we will see later on, this operator is very important for spacetime supersymmetry in

string theory.

N=2 superconformal theories can be realized as σ-models on manifolds with SU(N)

holonomy. The six-dimensional case corresponds to Calabi-Yau (CY) manifolds, that

are Ricci-flat. The central charge of the N=2 algebra in the CY case is c=9. The

(h=3/2,q=±3) state, mentioned above, corresponds to the unique (3,0) form of the CY

manifold.

This symmetry will be relevant for superstring ground-states with N=1 spacetime su-

persymmetry in four dimensions. An extended description of the superspace geometry,

representation theory, and dynamics of CFTs with N=2 superconformal symmetry can be

found in [21, 22, 23].

6.14 N=4 superconformal symmetry

Finally another extended superconformal algebra that is useful in string theory is the

“short” N=4 superconformal algebra that contains, apart from the stress-tensor, four

supercurrents and three currents that form the current algebra of SU(2)k. The four su-

percurrents transform as two conjugate spinors under the SU(2)k. The Virasoro central
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charge c is related to the level k of the SU(2) current algebra as c = 6k. The algebra is

defined in terms of the usual Virasoro OPE, the statement that J a, Gα, Ḡα are primary

with the appropriate conformal weight and the following OPEs

Ja(z)J b(w) =
k

2

δab

(z − w)2
+ iεabc

J c(w)

(z −w)
+ . . . , (6.14.1)

Ja(z)Gα(w) =
1

2
σaβα

Gβ(w)

(z −w)
+ . . . , Ja(z)Ḡα(w) = −1

2
σaαβ

Ḡβ(w)

(z − w)
+ . . . , (6.14.2)

Gα(z)Ḡβ(w) =
4kδαβ

(z − w)3
+ 2σaβα

[
2Ja(w)

(z −w)2
+
δJa(w)

(z − w)

]
+ 2δαβ

T (w)

(z − w)
+ . . . , (6.14.3)

Gα(z)Gβ(w) = regular , Ḡα(z)Ḡβ(w) = regular . (6.14.4)

As in the N=2 case there are various conditions we can impose, but we are eventually

interested in NS and R boundary conditions. There is again a spectral flow, similar to

the N=2 one, that interpolates between NS and R boundary conditions.

In the NS sector, primary states are annihilated by the positive modes and are char-

acterized by their conformal weight h and SU(2)k spin j. As usual, for unitarity we have

j ≤ k/2.

Exercise: Use the same procedure as that used in the N=2 superconformal case to

show that in the NS sector h− j ≥ 0, while in the R sector, h ≥ k/4.

The representations saturating the above bounds are called “massless”, since they

would correspond to massless states in the appropriate string context. In the particular

case of k=1, relevant for string compactification, the N=4 superconformal algebra can

be realized in terms of a σ-model on a four-dimensional Ricci-flat, Kähler manifold with

SU(2) holonomy. In the compact case this is the K3 class of manifolds. In the NS sector,

the two massless representations have (h,j)=(0,0) and (1/2,1/2), while in the R sector,

(h,j)=(1/4,0) and (1/4,1/2).

Again the trace in the R sector of (−1)F obtains contributions from ground-states only

and provides the elliptic genus of the N=4 superconformal theory.

More information on the N=4 representation theory can be found in [24]

6.15 The CFT of ghosts

We have seen that in the covariant quantization of the string we had to introduce an

anticommuting ghost system containing the b ghost with conformal weight 2 and the c
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ghost with conformal weight −1. Here, anticipating further applications, we will describe

in general the CFT of such ghost systems. The field b has conformal weight h = λ while

c has h = 1 − λ. We will also consider them to be anticommuting (ε = 1) or commuting

ε = −1. They are governed by the free action

Sλ =
1

π

∫
d2z b∂̄c , (6.15.1)

from which we obtain the OPEs

c(z)b(w) =
1

z − w , b(z)c(w) =
ε

z − w . (6.15.2)

The equations of motion ∂̄b = ∂̄c = 0 imply that the fields are holomorphic. Their con-

formal weights determine their mode expansions on the sphere and hermiticity properties

c(z) =
∑

n∈Z
z−n−(1−λ) cn , c†n = c−n , (6.15.3)

b(z) =
∑

n∈Z
z−n−λ bn , b†n = εb−n . (6.15.4)

Thus, their (anti)commutation relations are

cmbn + εbncm = δm+n,0 , cmcn + εcncm = bmbn + εbnbm = 0 . (6.15.5)

Here also, due to the Z2 symmetry b → −b, c → −c, we can introduce the analog of NS

and R sectors (corresponding to antiperiodic and periodic boundary conditions on the

cylinder):

NS : bn, n ∈ Z− λ , cn, n ∈ Z+ λ , (6.15.6)

R : bn, n ∈ 1

2
+ Z− λ , cn, n ∈ 1

2
+ Z+ λ . (6.15.7)

The stress-tensor is fixed by the conformal properties of the bc system to be

T = −λb∂c+ (1− λ)(∂b)c . (6.15.8)

Under this stress-tensor, b and c transform as primary fields with conformal weight (λ,0)

and (0,1-λ).

Exercise. Show that T satisfies the Virasoro algebra with central charge

c = −2ε(6λ2 − 6λ + 1) = ε(1− 3Q2) , Q = ε(1− 2λ) . (6.15.9)
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There are two special cases of this system that we have encountered so far. The first

is λ = 2 and ε = 1, which corresponds to the reparametrization ghosts with c = −26.

The second is λ = 1/2 and ε = 1, which corresponds to a complex (Dirac) fermion or

equivalently to two Majorana fermions with c = 1.

There is a classical U(1) symmetry in (6.15.1): b → eiθb, c → e−iθc. The associated

U(1) current is

J(z) = − : b(z)c(z) :=
∑

n∈Z
z−n−1Jn , (6.15.10)

where the normal ordering is chosen with respect to the standard SL(2,C)-invariant vacuum

|0〉, in which 〈c(z)b(w)〉 = 1/(z −w). It generates a U(1) current algebra

J(z)J(w) =
ε

(z −w)2
+ . . . , (6.15.11)

under which b, c are affine primary

J(z)b(w) = − b(w)

z −w + . . . , J(z)c(w) =
c(w)

z − w . . . . (6.15.12)

A direct computation of the TJ OPE gives

T (z)J(w) =
Q

(z − w)3
+

J(w)

(z −w)2
+
∂wJ(w)

z − w + . . . . (6.15.13)

Note the appearance of the central term in (6.15.13), which makes it different from (6.10.3).

Translating into commutation relations, we obtain

[Lm, Jn] = −nJm+n +
Q

2
m(m+ 1)δm+n,0 . (6.15.14)

The central term implies an “anomaly” in the current algebra: from (6.15.14) we obtain

[L1, J−1] = J0 +Q , Q+ J †0 = [L1, J−1]† = −J0 , (6.15.15)

so that J †0 = −(J0+Q) and the U(1) charge conservation condition is modified to
∑
i qi = Q

(Q is a background charge for the system). This is a reflection of the zero-mode structure

of the bc system and translates into

# zero modes of c−# zero modes of b = − ε
2
Qχ , (6.15.16)

where χ = 2(1 − g) is the Euler number of a genus g surface.

According to (6.8.12) we obtain (NS sector)

bn>−λ|0〉 = cn>λ−1|0〉 = 0 . (6.15.17)

Consequently, for the standard reparametrization ghosts (λ = 2) the lowest state is not

the vacuum but c1|0〉 with L0 eigenvalue equal to −1.
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We will also describe here the rebosonization of the bosonic ghost systems since it will

be needed in the superstring case. From now on we assume ε = −1. We first bosonize the

U(1) current:

J(z) = −∂φ , 〈φ(z)φ(w)〉 = − log(z −w) . (6.15.18)

The stress-tensor that gives the OPE (6.15.13) is

T̂ =
1

2
: J2 : +

1

2
Q∂J =

1

2
(∂φ)2 − Q

2
∂2φ . (6.15.19)

The boson φ has “background charge” because of the derivative term in its stress-tensor.

It is described by the following action

SQ =
1

2π

∫
d2z

[
∂φ∂̄φ− Q

4

√
gR(2) φ

]
, (6.15.20)

where R(2) is the two-dimensional scalar curvature. Using (9.2) we see that there is a

background charge of −Qχ/2, where χ = 2(1 − g) is the Euler number of the surface.

However, a direct computation shows that T̂ has central charge ĉ = 1 + 3Q2. The

original central charge of the theory was c = ĉ− 2, as can be seen from (6.15.9). Thus, we

must also add an auxiliary Fermi system with λ = 1, composed of a dimension-one field

η(z) and a dimension-zero field ξ(z). This system has central charge −2. The stress-tensor

of the original system can be written as

T = T̂ + Tηξ . (6.15.21)

Exponentials of the scalar φ have the following OPEs with the stress-tensor and the U(1)

current.

T (z) : eqφ(w) :=

[
−q(q +Q)

(z −w)2
+

1

z − w∂w
]

: eqφ(w) : + . . . , (6.15.22)

J(z) : eqφ(w) :=
q

z − w : eqφ(w) : . . . → [J0, : e
qφ(w) :] = q : eqφ(w) : . (6.15.23)

In terms of the new variables we can express the original b, c ghosts as

c(z) = eφ(z)η(z) , b(z) = e−φ(z)∂ξ(z) . (6.15.24)

Exercise. Use the expressions of (6.15.24) to verify by direct computation (6.15.2),

(6.15.8) and (6.15.10).

Finally, the spin fields of b, c that interpolate between NS and R sectors are given by

e±φ/2 with conformal weight −(1± 2Q)/8. Note that the zero mode of the field ξ does not
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enter in the definition of b, c. Thus, the bosonized Hilbert space provides two copies of the

original Hilbert space since any state |ρ〉 has a degenerate partner ξ0|ρ〉.
We will not delve any further into the structure of the CFT of the bc system, but we

will refer the interested reader to [26],

7 CFT on the torus

Consider the next simplest closed Riemann surface after the sphere. It has genus g = 1

and Euler number χ = 0. By using conformal symmetry we can pick a constant metric

so that the volume is normalized to 1. Pick coordinates σ1, σ2 ∈ [0, 1]. Then the volume

is 1 if the determinant of the metric is 1. We can parametrize the metric, which is also a

symmetric and positive-definite matrix, by a single complex number τ = τ1 + i τ2, with

positive imaginary part τ2 ≥ 0 as follows:

gij =
1

τ2

(
1 τ1

τ1 |τ |2
)
. (7.1)

The line element is

ds2 = gijdσidσj =
1

τ2
|dσ1 + τ dσ2|2 =

dw dw̄

τ2
, (7.2)

where

w = σ1 + τσ2 , w̄ = σ1 + τ̄ σ2 (7.3)

are the complex coordinates of the torus. This is the reason why the parameter τ is known

as the complex structure (or modulus) of the torus. It cannot be changed by infinitesimal

diffeomorphisms or Weyl rescalings and is thus the complex Teichmüller parameter of the

torus. The periodicity properties of σ1, σ2 translate to

w → w + 1 , w → w + τ . (7.4)

The torus can be thought of as the points of the complex plane w identified under two

translation vectors corresponding to the complex numbers 1 and τ , as suggested in Fig. 6.

Although τ is invariant under infinitesimal diffeomorphisms, it does transform under

some “large” transformations. Consider instead of the parallelogram in Fig. 6 defining the

torus, the one in Fig. 7a. Obviously, they are equivalent, due to the periodicity conditions

(7.4). However, the second one corresponds to a modulus τ + 1. We conclude that two

tori with moduli differing by 1 are equivalent. Thus, the transformation

T : τ → τ + 1 (7.5)

leaves the torus invariant. Consider now another equivalent choice of a parallelogram,

that depicted in Fig. 7b, characterized by complex numbers τ and τ + 1. To bring it to
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Figure 6: The torus as a quotient of the complex plane.

the original form (one side on the real axis) and preserve its orientation, we have to scale

both sides down by a factor of τ + 1. It will then correspond to an equivalent torus with

modulus τ/(τ + 1). We have obtained a second modular transformation

TST : τ → τ

τ + 1
. (7.6)

It can be shown that taking products of these transformations generates the full modular

group of the torus. A convenient set of generators is given also by T in (7.5) and

S : τ → −1

τ
, S2 = 1 , (ST )3 = 1 . (7.7)

The most general transformation is of the form

τ ′ =
aτ + b

cτ + d
↔ A =

(
a b

c d

)
, (7.8)

where the matrix A has integer entries and determinant 1. Such matrices form the group

SL(2,Z). Since changing the sign of the matrix does not affect the modular transformation

in (7.8) the modular group is PSL(2,Z) = SL(2,Z)/Z2.

As mentioned above, the modulus takes values in the upper-half plane H (τ2 ≥ 0),

which is the Teichmüller space of the torus. However, to find the moduli space of truly

inequivalent tori we have to quotient this with the modular group. It can be shown that

the fundamental domain F = H/PSL(2,Z) of the modular group is the area contained

in between the lines τ1 = ±1/2 and above the unit circle with center at the origin. It is

shown in Fig. 8.

There is an interesting construction of the torus starting from the cylinder. Consider

a cylinder of length 2πτ2 and circumference 1. Take one end, rotate it by an angle 2πτ1

and glue it to the other end. This produces a torus with modulus τ = τ1 + iτ2. This

construction gives a very useful relation between the path integral of a CFT on the torus
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Figure 7: a) The modular transformation τ → τ + 1. b) The modular transformation

τ → τ/(τ + 1).
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Figure 8: The moduli space of the torus.

and a trace over the Hilbert space. First, the propagation along the cylinder is governed

by the “Hamiltonian” (transfer matrix) H = Lcyl0 + L̄cyl0 . The rotation around the cylinder

is implemented by the “momentum” operator P = Lcyl0 − L̄cyl0 . Gluing together the two

ends gives a trace in the Hilbert space. From (6.7.5)

Lcyl0 = L0 −
c

24
, L̄cyl0 = L̄0 −

c̄

24
, (7.9)

where L0, L̄0 are the operators on the sphere. Putting everything together, we obtain
∫

e−S = Tr
[
e−2πτ2 H e2πiτ1 P

]
= Tr

[
e2πiτL

cyl
0 e−2πiτ̄L̄

cyl
0

]
= (7.10)

= Tr
[
qL0−c/24 q̄L̄0−c̄/24

]
,

where q = exp[2πiτ ]. The trace includes also possible continuous parts of the spectrum.
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This is a very useful relation and also provides the correct normalization of the path

integral.

7.1 Compact scalars

In section 6.4 we have described the CFT of a non-compact real scalar field. Here we will

consider a compact scalar field X taking values on a circle of radius R. Consequently, the

values X and X + 2πmR, m ∈ Z will be considered equivalent.

We will first evaluate the path integral of the theory on the torus. The action is

S =
1

4π

∫
d2σ
√
g gij∂iX∂jX

=
1

4π

∫ 1

0
dσ1

∫ 1

0
dσ2

1

τ2
|τ∂1X − ∂2X|2

= − 1

4π

∫
d2σ Xtu X , (7.1.1)

where the Laplacian is given by

tu =
1

τ2
|τ∂1 − ∂2|2 . (7.1.2)

We wish to evaluate the path integral

Z(R) =
∫

DX e−S (7.1.3)

on the torus. As usual, we will have to find the classical solutions of finite action (instan-

tons) and calculate the fluctuations around them. The field X should be periodic on the

torus and is a map from the torus (topologically S1× S1) to the circle S1. Such maps are

classified by two integers that specify how many times X winds around the two cycles of

the torus. The equation of motion tuX = 0 has the following instanton solutions

Xclass = 2πR(nσ1 + mσ2) , m, n ∈ Z . (7.1.4)

They have the correct periodicity properties

Xclass(σ1 + 1, σ2) = X(σ1, σ2) + 2πnR , Xclass(σ1, σ2 + 1) = X(σ1, σ2) + 2πmR , (7.1.5)

and the following classical action

Sm,n =
πR2

τ2
|m− nτ |2 . (7.1.6)

Thus, we can separate X = Xclass + χ, and the path integral can be written as

Z(R) =
∑

m,n∈Z

∫
Dχ e−Sm,n−S(χ)

=
∑

m,n∈Z
e−Sm,n

∫
Dχ e−S(χ) . (7.1.7)
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What remains to be done is the path integral over χ. There is always the constant zero

mode that we can separate, χ(σ1, σ2) = χ0 + δχ(σ1, σ2), with 0 ≤ χ0 ≤ 2πR. The field δχ

can be expanded in the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian

tuψi = −λi ψi . (7.1.8)

It is not difficult to see that these eigenfunctions are

ψm1,m2 = e2πi(m1σ1+m2σ2) , λm1 ,m2 =
4π2

τ2
|m1τ −m2|2 . (7.1.9)

The eigenfunctions satisfy
∫
d2σ ψm1,m2ψn1 ,n2 = δm1+n1 ,0δm2+n2 ,0 , (7.1.10)

so we expand

δχ =
∑

m1,m2∈Z

′
Am1,m2ψm1,m2 , (7.1.11)

where the prime implies omission of the constant mode (m1,m2) = (0, 0). Reality implies

A∗m1,m2
= A−m1 ,−m2. The action becomes

S(χ) =
1

4π

∑

m1,m2

′
λm1 ,m2 |Am1,m2 |2 . (7.1.12)

We can specify the measure from

‖δX‖ =
∫
d2σ
√

detG(dχ)2 =
∑

m1,m2

′
|dAm1,m2|2 (7.1.13)

to be ∫
Dχ =

∫ 2πR

0
dχ0

∏

m1 ,m2

′ dAm1 ,m2

2π
. (7.1.14)

Putting everything together we obtain

∫
Dχe−S(χ) =

2πR
∏
m1 ,m2

′
λ

1/2
m1 ,m2

=
2πR√
det′tu

. (7.1.15)

Using the explicit form of the eigenvalues, the determinant of the Laplacian can be calcu-

lated using a ζ-function regularization [13],

det′tu = 4π2τ2η
2(τ )η̄2(τ̄ ) , (7.1.16)

where η is the Dedekind function defined in (A.10). Collecting all terms in (7.1.7) we

obtain

Z(R) =
R√
τ2|η|2

∑

m,n∈Z
e
−πR2

τ2
|m−nτ |2

. (7.1.17)

This is the Lagrangian form of the partition function. We have mentioned in the previous

chapter that the partition function on the torus can also be written in Hamiltonian form
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as in (7.10). To do this we have to perform a Poisson resummation (see appendix A) on

the integer m. We obtain

Z(R) =
∑

m,n∈Z

q
P2
L
2 q̄

P2
R
2

ηη̄
(7.1.18)

with

PL =
1√
2

(
m

R
+ nR

)
, PR =

1√
2

(
m

R
− nR

)
. (7.1.19)

This is in the form (7.10) and from it we can read off the spectrum of conformal weights

and multiplicities of the theory. Before we do this, however, let us return to the sphere and

discuss the current algebra structure of the theory. As in section 6.4 there is a holomorphic

and anti-holomorphic U(1) current:

J(z) = i∂X , J̄(z̄) = i∂̄X (7.1.20)

satisfying the U(1) current algebra

J(z)J(w) =
1

(z −w)2
+ finite , J̄(z̄)J̄(w̄) =

1

(z̄ − w̄)2
+ finite . (7.1.21)

We can write the stress-tensor in the affine-Sugawara form

T (z) = −1

2
(∂X)2 =

1

2
: J2 : , T̄ (z̄) = −1

2
(∂̄X)2 =

1

2
: J̄2 : . (7.1.22)

The spectrum can be decomposed into affine HW representations as discussed in section

6.10. An affine primary field is specified by its charges QL and QR under the left- and

right-moving current algebras. From (7.1.22) we obtain that its conformal weights are

given by

∆ =
1

2
Q2
L , ∆̄ =

1

2
Q2
R . (7.1.23)

The rest of the representation is constructed by acting on the affine primary state with

the negative current modes J−n and J̄−n. We can easily compute the character of such a

representation (c = c̄ = 1):

χQL,QR(q, q̄) = Tr[qL0−1/24q̄L̄0−1/24] =
qQ

2
L/2 q̄Q

2
R/2

ηη̄
. (7.1.24)

A comparison with (7.1.18) shows that the spectrum contains an infinite number of affine

U(1) representations labeled by m,n with QL = PL and QR = PR. For m = n = 0 we

have the vacuum representation whose HW state is the standard vacuum. The other HW

states, labeled by m,n satisfy

J0|m,n〉 = PL |m,n〉 , J̄0|m,n〉 = PR |m,n〉 . (7.1.25)

In the operator picture, they are created out of the vacuum by the vertex operators (we

split X(z, z̄) ∼ X(z) + X̄(z̄) as usual):

Vm,n =: exp[i pL X + i pR X̄ ] : , (7.1.26)
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J(z)Vm,n(w, w̄) = pL
Vm,n(w, w̄)

z − w + . . . ,

J̄(z̄)Vm,n(w, w̄) = pR
Vm,n(w, w̄)

z̄ − w̄ + . . . . (7.1.27)

Their correlators are again given by the Gaussian formula

〈
N∏

i=1

Vmi ,ni(zi, z̄i)

〉
=

N∏

i<j

z
piLp

j
L

ij z̄
piRp

j
R

ij , (7.1.28)

where as usual zij = zi − zj. Using the Gaussian formula

: eiaφ(z) :: eibφ(w) : = (z − w)ab : eiaφ(z)+ibφ(w) :

= (z − w)ab
[
: ei(a+b)φ(w) : +O(z − w)

]
, (7.1.29)

we obtain the following OPE rule for U(1) representations

[Vm1 ,n1] · [Vm2,n2 ] ∼ [Vm1+m2 ,n1+n2 ] , (7.1.30)

compatible with U(1) charge conservation. Under the U(1)L × U(1)R transformation

eiθL+iθR the oscillators are invariant but the states |m,n〉 pick up a phase ei(m+n)θL+i(m−n)θR .

In the canonical representation, the momentum operator is taking values m/R as re-

quired by the usual (point-particle) quantum mechanical quantization condition on a circle

of radius R. The existence of the extra spatial dimension of the string allows for the pos-

sibility of X winding around the circle n times. This is precisely the interpretation of the

integer n in (7.1.19). It has no point-particle (one-dimensional) analogue.

In a CFT, there is a special class of operators, known as marginal operators, with

(∆, ∆̄) = (1, 1). For such an operator φ1,1, the density φ1,1dzdz̄ is conformally invariant.

If we perturb our action by g
∫
φ1,1 we would expect that the theory remains conformally

invariant. There are subtleties in the quantum theory, however (short distance singulari-

ties) which sometimes spoil conformal invariance. When conformal invariance persists, we

call φ1,1 exactly marginal. In this way, perturbing by φ1,1 we obtain a continuous fam-

ily of CFTs parametrized by the coupling g. The central charge cannot change during a

marginal perturbation.

In our present example we have an occurrence of this phenomenon. There is a (1,1)

operator namely φ = ∂X∂̄X = JJ̄. By adding this to the action (7.1.1), it is easy to see

that the effect of the perturbation is to change the effective radius R. The theory, being

again a free field theory, remains conformally invariant. In this case the operation seems

trivial, however, marginal operators exist in more complicated CFTs.

Finally let us go back to the torus and take another look at the partition function.

For string theory purposes we would like it to be invariant under the full diffeomorphism

group. In particular it should be invariant under the large transformations, namely the
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modular transformations. This is important in string theory since modular invariance is at

the very heart of finiteness of string theory and is essential for the cancelation of spacetime

anomalies.

It suffices to prove invariance under the two generating transformations T and S, since

these generate the modular group. We will use the Lagrangian representation of the

partition function (7.1.17). It is not difficult to verify, using the formulae of appendix A,

that
√
τ2ηη̄ is separately modular-invariant. Thus, we only need to consider the instanton

sum. Under τ → τ + 1 we can change the summation (m,n) → (m + n, n), and the full

sum is invariant. Under τ → −1/τ we can again change the summation (m,n)→ (−n,m)

and again the sum is invariant. We conclude that the torus partition function of the

compact boson is modular-invariant. It is interesting to note that invariance under the T

transformation in the Hamiltonian representation (7.10) implies

∆− ∆̄− c− c̄
24

= integer (7.1.31)

for the whole spectrum. In particular, for the vacuum state ∆ = ∆̄ = 0, it implies that

c − c̄ = 0 mod (24). In our case c = c̄ = 1 and from (7.1.19), (7.1.23) P 2
L/2 − P 2

R/2 =

mn ∈ Z.

Another comment concerns the partition function on the torus of a non-compact boson.

This can be obtained by taking the limit R → ∞. We expect that the partition function

in this limit diverges like the volume of our space, so we have to divide first by the volume.

The free energy per unit volume is finite. From (7.10) we note that as R gets large, the

only term that is not exponentially suppressed is the one with m = n = 0, so

lim
R→∞

Z(R)

R
=

1√
τ2ηη̄

. (7.1.32)

Before we proceed, we will derive the torus propagator for the boson. It can be di-

rectly written in terms of the non-zero eigenvalues and the associated eigenfunctions of

the Laplacian:

∆(σ1, σ2) ≡ 〈δχ(σ1, σ2)δχ(0, 0)〉 = −
∑

m,n

′ 1

|mτ − n|2 e
2πi(mσ1+nσ2) . (7.1.33)

The sum is conditionally convergent and has to be regularized using ζ-function regulariza-

tion. We obtain

tu ∆(σ1, σ2) =
4π2

τ2
[δ(σ1)δ(σ2)− 1] , (7.1.34)

so that the integral over the torus gives zero, in accordance with the fact that we have

omitted the zero mode. It can also be expressed in complex coordinates in terms of ϑ-

functions as

∆(σ1, σ2) = − logG(z, z̄) , G = e
−2π Imz

2

τ2

∣∣∣∣∣
ϑ1(z)

ϑ′1(0)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

. (7.1.35)
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The above discussion can easily be generalized to the case of N free compact scalar

fields X i, i = 1, 2, . . . , N . We will take them to have values in [0, 2π]. They parametrize

an N -dimensional torus. The most general quadratic action is

S =
1

4π

∫
d2σ

√
det ggabGij∂aX

i∂bX
j +

1

4π

∫
d2σεabBij∂aX

i∂bX
j , (7.1.36)

where gab is the torus metric (7.1), εab is the usual ε-symbol, ε12 = 1; Gij is a constant

symmetric positive-definite matrix that plays the role of metric in the space of the X i

(target-space torus). The constant matrix Bij is antisymmetric. It is the analogue of the

θ-term in four-dimensional gauge theories.

An analogous calculation of the path integral produces

Zd,d(G,B) =

√
det G

(
√
τ2ηη̄)N

∑

~m,~n

e
−π(Gij+Bij )

τ2
(mi+niτ)(mj+nj τ̄)

. (7.1.37)

This partition function reduces for N=1, G = R2, B = 0 to (7.10). Using a multiple

Poisson resummation on the mi, it can be transformed in the Hamiltonian representation:

Zd,d(G,B) =
Γd,d(G,B)

ηdη̄d
=

∑

~m,~n∈ZN
q

1
2
P 2
L q̄

1
2
P 2
R

ηN η̄N
, (7.1.38)

where

P 2
L,R ≡ P i

L,R GijP
j
L,R , (7.1.39)

P i
L =

Gij

√
2

(mj + (Bjk +Gjk)nk) , P i
R =

Gij

√
2

(mj + (Bjk −Gjk)nk) . (7.1.40)

The theory has a left-moving and a right-moving U(1)N current algebra generated by the

currents

J i(z) = i∂X i , J̄ i = i∂̄X i , (7.1.41)

J i(z)J j(w) =
Gij

(z − w)2
+ . . . (7.1.42)

and similarly for J̄ i. The stress-tensor is again of the affine-Sugawara form

T (z) = −1

2
Gij∂X

i∂Xj =
1

2
Gij : J iJ j : . (7.1.43)

Affine primaries are characterized by charges Qi
L,R and

∆ =
1

2
GijQ

i
LQ

j
L , ∆̄ =

1

2
GijQ

i
RQ

j
R . (7.1.44)

Comparing this with (7.1.38) we obtain Qi
L,R = P i

L,R.

It can be shown that the partition function (7.1.38) is modular-invariant.
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7.2 Enhanced symmetry and the string Higgs effect

Something special happens to the CFT of the single compact boson when the radius is

R = 1. The conformal weights of the primaries are now given by

∆ =
1

4
(m+ n)2 , ∆̄ =

1

4
(m− n)2 . (7.2.1)

Notice that the two states with m = n = ±1 are (1,0) operators. For generic R the only

(1,0) (chiral) operator is the U(1) current J(z) = i∂X. Now we have two more. We expect

that the current algebra becomes larger if we also include these operators. Similarly, the

states with m = −n = ±1 are (0,1) operators and the right-moving current algebra is also

enhanced. We will discuss only the left-moving part, since the right-moving part behaves

in a similar way. The two operators that become (1,0) can be written as vertex operators

(7.1.26)

J±(z) =
1√
2

: e±i
√

2X(z) : . (7.2.2)

Define also

J3(z) =
1√
2
J(z) =

i√
2
∂X(z) . (7.2.3)

They satisfy the following OPEs, which can be computed directly using 〈X(z)X(0)〉 =

− log z,

J3(z)J±(w) = ±J
±(w)

z −w + . . . , J+(z)J+(w) = . . . ,

J−(z)J−(w) = . . . , (7.2.4)

J+(z)J−(w) =
1/2

(z − w)2
+
J3(w)

z −w + . . . ,

J3(z)J3(w) =
1/2

(z − w)2
+ . . . . (7.2.5)

It is not difficult to realize that this is the SU(2) current algebra with level k = 1. This

is not too surprising, since the central charge of SU(2)k is given by (6.10.6) to be c =

3k/(k + 2). It indeed becomes c = 1 when k = 1. This realization of current algebra at

level 1 in terms of free bosons is known as the Halpern-Frenkel-Kac-Segal construction.

We have seen before that SU(2)1 has two integrable affine representations, the vacuum

representation with j = 0 and the j = 1/2 representation with conformal weight ∆ = 1/4

(from (6.10.9)). The primary state of the j = 0 representation is the vacuum. The

primary operators of the j = 1/2 representation transform as a two-component spinor of

SU(2)L and a two-component spinor of SU(2)R with conformal weights (1/4,1/4). They

are represented by the four vertex operators Vm,n with (m,n) = (0,±1) and (±1, 0). They

have the correct conformal weight and OPEs with the currents (7.2.2).
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This phenomenon generalizes to the N-dimensional toroidal models. The U(1) charges

piL,R take values on an N-dimensional lattice that depends on Gij , Bij. For special values

of G,B this lattice coincides with the root lattice of a Lie group G with rank N. Then some

vertex operators become extra chiral currents and along with the N abelian currents J i

form an affine G algebra at level k = 1.

When the toroidal CFT acquires enhanced current algebra symmetry then the associ-

ated string theory acquires enhanced gauge symmetry. Consider the bosonic string with

one of the 26 dimensions (say X25) compactified on a circle of radius R. Then the mass-

less states are again similar, but with a slightly different interpretation. There are now

25 non-compact dimensions, so we have 25-dimensional Lorentz invariance. The massless

states are

aµ−1ā
ν
−1|0〉 , aµ−1ā

25
−1|0〉 , a25

−1ā
µ
−1|0〉 , a25

−1ā
25
−1|0〉 , (7.2.6)

which are the graviton, antisymmetric tensor, dilaton, two U(1) gauge fields and a scalar.

Note that the scalar state is generated by ∂X25∂̄X25, which is the perturbation that

changes the radius. Thus, the expectation value of the scalar is the radius R. There are

other massive states, among them

|A±µ 〉 = āµ|m = ±1, n = ±1〉 , (7.2.7)

which are massive vectors with mass m2 = (R− 1/R)2/4 and

|Ā±µ 〉 = aµ|m = ±1, n = ∓1〉 (7.2.8)

with the same mass as above. As we vary R the mass changes, and at R = 1 they become

massless. At that point, the string theory acquires an SU(2)×SU(2) gauge symmetry.

Moving away from R = 1, SU(2)×SU(2) gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken to

U(1)×U(1). This is the usual Higgs effect and the scalar whose expectation value is the

radius plays the role of the Higgs scalar (although there is no potential here).

7.3 T-duality

We now return to the example of a single scalar, compactified on a circle of radius R,

discussed in the previous section. As we have seen the primaries have

H = L0 + L̄0 =
1

2

(
m2

R2
+ n2R2

)
, P = L0 − L̄0 = mn . (7.3.1)

It is obvious that the above spectrum is invariant under

R → 1

R
, m↔ n . (7.3.2)

This corresponds to the following transformation of the U(1) charges

PL → PL , PR → −PR . (7.3.3)
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Only the right charge changes sign. The action on the respective currents is analogous

J(z)→ J(z) , J̄(z̄)→ −J̄(z̄) . (7.3.4)

It can be easily checked that not only the spectrum but also the interactions respect this

property. This is a peculiar property since it implies that a CFT cannot distinguish a circle

of radius R from another of radius 1/R. This is, strictly speaking, not a symmetry of the

two-dimensional theory. It states that two a priori different theories are in fact equivalent.

However, in the context of string theory it will become a true symmetry and is known

under the name T -duality. Notice that the presence of winding modes is essential for the

presence of T -duality. Therefore it can appear in string theory but not in point-particle

field theory.

There is an interesting interpretation of T -duality in string theory. We start from

the CFT with R = 1. We have seen that at this point there is an enhanced symmetry

SU(2)L × SU(2)R. Then, at this point, the duality transformation (7.3.4) is an SU(2)R

Weyl transformation, which is an obvious symmetry of the CFT. This explains the self-

duality at R = 1. Move now infinitesimally away from R = 1 by perturbing the CFT

with the marginal operator ε
∫
J3J̄3 = ε

∫
∂X∂̄X. Because of the self-duality of the un-

perturbed theory, the ε perturbation and −ε perturbation give identical theories. This is

the infinitesimal version of R → 1/R duality around R = 1. We can further extend this

duality on the whole line. In this sense the duality is a consequence of SU(2) symmetry

at R = 1 and the duality transformation is an SU(2)R transformation. Consider again the

bosonic string with one dimension compactified. At R = 1 the SU(2)L transformation is

a gauge transformation. Away from R = 1 the gauge symmetry is broken and the duality

symmetry is a discrete remnant of the original gauge symmetry.

We can generalize the T -duality symmetry to the N-dimensional toroidal models; here

the duality transformations form an infinite discrete group, unlike the one-dimensional

case where the group was Z2.

First observe that the partition function (7.1.37) is invariant under shifts of Bij by any

antisymmetric matrix with integer entries. Also by construction the theory is invariant

under GL(N) rotations of the scalars Gij and Bij. However, since the rotations also act

on mi, ni they have to rotate them back to integers. The GL(N) matrix must have integer

entries and such matrices form the discrete group GL(N,Z). Finally there are transfor-

mations such as the radius inversion, which leave the spectrum invariant. Together, all of

these transformations combine into an infinite discrete group O(N,N,Z). It is described

by 2N × 2N integer-valued matrices of the form

Ω =


 A B

C D


 , (7.3.5)
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where A,B,C,D are N ×N matrices. Define also the O(N,N)-invariant metric

L =

(
0 1N

1N 0

)
, (7.3.6)

where 1N is the N -dimensional unit matrix. Ω belongs to O(N,N,Z) if it has integer entries

and satisfies

ΩT L Ω = L . (7.3.7)

Define Eij = Gij +Bij. Then the duality transformations are

E → (AE +B)(CE +D)−1 ,


 ~m

~n


→ Ω


 ~m

~n


 . (7.3.8)

In the special (but useful) case N=2 we can parametrize

Gij =
T2

U2

(
1 U1

U1 U2
1 + U2

2

)
, Bij =

(
0 T1

−T1 0

)
, (7.3.9)

with T2, U2 ≥ 0. Defining the complex parameters T = T1 + iT2, U = U1 + iU2, the lattice

sum (7.1.38) becomes

Γ2,2(T,U) =
∑

~m,~n

exp
[
− πτ2

T2U2
| −m1U +m2 + T (n1 + Un2)|2+

+ 2πiτ (m1n1 +m2n2)
]
. (7.3.10)

The duality group O(2,2,Z) acts on T and U with independent PSL(2,Z) transformations

(7.8) as well as with the exchange T ↔ U .

T -duality can be generalized to s-models that have a curved target space. For a more

detailed discussion, see [25].

7.4 Free fermions on the torus

In section 6.11 we have analyzed the CFT of N free Majorana-Weyl fermions. We will

now consider the partition function of this theory on the torus. The action was given in

(6.11.1). To do the path integral, we have to choose boundary conditions for the fermions

around the two cycles of the torus. For each cycle we have the choice between periodic and

antiperiodic boundary conditions. In total we have four possible sectors. The fermionic

path integral will give a power of the fermionic determinant defined with the appropriate

boundary conditions (also known as spin-structures).

∫
e−S = (det ∂)N/2 . (7.4.1)
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This can be computed by finding the appropriate eigenvalues and taking the ζ-regularized

product. We will first consider antiperiodic boundary conditions on both cycles (A,A).

Then the eigenvalues are

λAA ∼
((
m1 +

1

2

)
τ +

(
m2 +

1

2

))
, m1,2 ∈ Z . (7.4.2)

A calculation of the regularized product gives

(det ∂)AA =
ϑ3(τ )

η(τ )
. (7.4.3)

For (A,P) boundary conditions we obtain

λAP ∼
((
m1 +

1

2

)
τ +m2

)
, m1,2 ∈ Z , (7.4.4)

(det ∂)AP =
ϑ4(τ )

η(τ )
. (7.4.5)

For (P,A) boundary conditions we have

λPA ∼
(
m1τ +

(
m2 +

1

2

))
, m1,2 ∈ Z , (7.4.6)

(det ∂)PA =
ϑ2(τ )

η(τ )
. (7.4.7)

Finally for (P,P) boundary conditions the determinant vanishes, since these boundary

conditions now allow zero modes. By coupling to constant gauge fields (which act as

sources for the zero modes) it can be seen that the determinant here is proportional to

ϑ1(τ ), which indeed is identically zero.

We can summarize the above results as follows. Let a = 0, 1 indicate A,P boundary

conditions respectively around the first cycle and b = 0, 1 indicate A,P around the second.

Then

(det ∂)[ab ] =
ϑ[ab ](τ )

η(τ )
. (7.4.8)

The (P,P) spin-structure is known as the odd spin-structure, the rest as even spin-structures.

From appendix A we can see that modular transformations permute the various bound-

ary conditions since they permute the various cycles. To construct something that is

modular-invariant, we will have to sum over all boundary conditions. Including also the

right-moving fermions we can write the full partition function as

Z fermionic
N = 1

2

1∑

a,b=0

∣∣∣∣∣
ϑ[ab ]

η

∣∣∣∣∣

N

. (7.4.9)

It can be checked directly that it is modular-invariant. To expose the spectrum, we can

express the partition function in terms of the characters (6.11.28), (6.11.29), (6.11.42),

(6.11.43) as

Z fermionic
N = |χ0|2 + |χV |2 + |χS|2 + |χC|2 , (7.4.10)
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from which we see that all O(N)1 integrable representations participate.

The two-point functions of the fermions in the even spin-structures can be fixed in terms

of their pole structure and transformation properties under modular transformations. They

are given by the Szegö kernel

〈ψi(z)ψj(0)〉 = δij S[ab ](z) , S[ab ](z) =
ϑ[ab ](z)ϑ′1(0)

ϑ1(z)ϑ[ab ](0)
. (7.4.11)

We will also discuss the zero modes in the odd spin-structure further. Each real fermion

has a zero mode, and the path integral vanishes. The first non-zero correlation function

must contain N fermions so that they soak up all the zero modes. The integral over the

zero modes gives a completely antisymmetric tensor, which we normalize to the invariant

ε-tensor. The rest of the contribution is given by the partition function in the absence of

zero modes. Since the oscillators are integrally moded and since there is a (−1)F insertion,

the non-zero mode contribution is

q−N/24
∞∏

n=1

(1 − qn)N = ηN =

[
1

2π

∂vϑ1(v)|v=0

η

]N/2

. (7.4.12)

Thus, 〈
N∏

k=1

ψik(zk)

〉

odd

= εi1,...,iN ηN . (7.4.13)

7.5 Bosonization

Consider two Majorana-Weyl fermions ψi(z) with

ψi(z)ψj(w) =
δij

z −w + . . . . (7.5.1)

We can change basis to

ψ =
1√
2

(ψ1 + iψ2) , ψ̄ =
1√
2

(ψ1 − iψ2) . (7.5.2)

The theory contains a U(1) current algebra generated by the (1,0) current

J(z) =: ψψ̄ : , J(z)J(w) =
1

(z − w)2
+ . . . , (7.5.3)

J(z)ψ(w) =
ψ(w)

z − w + . . . , J(z)ψ̄(w) = − ψ̄(w)

z − w + . . . . (7.5.4)

Equation (7.5.4) states that ψ, ψ̄ are affine primaries with charges 1 and −1. The stress-

tensor is

T (z) = −1

2
: ψi∂ψi :=

1

2
: J2 : . (7.5.5)

It has central charge c = 1.
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We can represent the same operator algebra using a single chiral boson X(z). Namely

J(z) = i∂X , ψ =: eiX : , ψ̄ =: e−iX : . (7.5.6)

Exercise: Verify that the above definitions reproduce the same OPEs as in the

fermionic theory.

Moreover, applying these definitions to (7.5.5) they produce the correct stress-tensor

of the scalar, namely T = − 1
2

: ∂X2 :. This chiral operator construction suggests that two

Majorana-Weyl fermions and a chiral boson might give equivalent theories. However, the

full theories contain also right-moving parts. When included, we are considering on the

one hand a Dirac fermion and on the other a scalar. For the scalar theory, however, we

have to specify the radius R. To do this we start from the partition function of the torus

for a Dirac fermion (7.4.9) for N=2.

Applying a Poisson resummation to the ϑ-functions we can show that

|ϑ[ab ]|2 =
1√
2τ2

∑

m,n∈Z
exp

[
− π

2τ2

|n− b+ τ (m− a)|2 + iπmn
]

(7.5.7)

=
1√
2τ2

∑

m,n∈Z
exp

[
− π

2τ2
|n+ τm|2 + iπ(m+ a)(n+ b)

]
.

The second equation is valid when a, b ∈ Z. Then,

Z =
1

2

1∑

a,b=0

∣∣∣∣∣
ϑ[ab ]

η

∣∣∣∣∣

2

=
1

2
√

2τ2

1∑

a,b=0

∑

m,n∈Z
exp

[
− π

2τ2
|n+ τm|2 + iπ(m+ a)(n+ b)

]
. (7.5.8)

Summation over b gives a factor of 2 and sets m + a to be even. Thus, m = 2m̃ + a.

Summing over a resets m to be an arbitrary integer. Thus,

ZDirac =
1√
2τ2

∑

m,n∈Z
exp

[
− π

2τ2

|n+ τm|2
]

(7.5.9)

and comparing with (7.1.17) we see that it is the same as that of a boson with radius

R = 1/
√

2.

To summarize, a Dirac fermion is equivalent to a compact boson with radius R = 1/
√

2.
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7.6 Orbifolds

The notion of orbifold arises when we consider a manifold M that has a discrete symmetry

group G. We may consider a new manifold M̃ ≡M/G, which is obtained from the old one

by modding out the symmetry group G. If G is freely acting (M has no fixed-points under

the G action) then M/G is a smooth manifold. On the other hand, if G has fixed-points,

then M/G is no longer a smooth manifold but has conical singularities at the fixed-points

known as orbifold singularities. We will now provide examples of the above.

Consider the real line R. It has a Z2 symmetry x→ −x. This symmetry has one fixed-

point, namely x = 0. The orbifold R/Z2 is the half-line with an orbifold point (singularity)

at the boundary x = 0. On the other hand the real line R has another discrete infinite

symmetry group, namely translations x → x + 2πλ. This symmetry is freely acting, and

the resulting orbifold is a smooth manifold, namely a circle of radius λ.

Orbifolds are interesting in the context of CFT and string theory, since they provide

spaces for string compactification that are richer than tori, but admit an exact CFT

description. Moreover, although their classical geometry can be singular, strings propagate

smoothly on them. In other words, the correlation functions of the associated CFT are

finite.

We will describe here some simple examples of orbifolds in order to indicate the im-

portant issues. They will be useful later on, in order to break supersymmetry in string

theory. More can be found in the original papers [27].

Consider first a simple example of a non-freely acting orbifold. Consider a circle of

radius R, parametrized by x ∈ [0, 2π], and mod out the symmetry x→−x. There are two

fixed-points under the symmetry action, x = 0 and x = π. The resulting orbifold is a line

segment with the fixed-points at the boundaries, (Fig. 9).

It is not very difficult to construct the CFT of the orbifold. Every operator in the

original Hilbert space has a well defined behaviour under the Z2 orbifold transformation,

X → −X, and for the vertex operators, Vm,n → V−m,−n.

The orbifold construction indicates that we should keep only the operators invariant

under the orbifold transformation. Thus, the orbifold theory contains the Z2 invariant

operators and their correlators are the same as in the original theory. In particular the

invariant vertex operators are V +
m,n = 1

2
(Vm,n + V−m,−n).

However, this is not the end of the story. What we have constructed so far is the

“untwisted sector”. An indication that we must have more can be seen from the torus

partition function. We will start from (7.1.18) in the Hamiltonian representation. In order

to keep only the invariant states we will have to insert a projector in the trace. This
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Figure 9: The orbifold S1/Z2.

projector is (1 + g)/2, where g is the non-trivial orbifold group element acting on states as

g




N∏

i=1

a−ni

N̄∏

j=1

ān̄j |m,n〉

 = (−1)N+N̄

N∏

i=1

a−ni

N̄∏

j=1

ān̄j | −m,−n〉 . (7.6.1)

Thus,

Z(R)invariant =
1

2
Z(R) +

1

2
Tr[g qL0−1/24 q̄L̄0−1/24] . (7.6.2)

To evaluate the second trace we note that 〈m1, n1|m2, n2〉 ∼ δm1+m2δn1+n2 , which implies

that only states with m = n = 0 contribute to that trace. These are pure oscillator states

(the vacuum module) and every oscillator is weighted with a factor of −1 due to the action

of g. We obtain

1

2
Tr[g qL0−1/24 q̄L̄0−1/24] =

1

2
(qq̄)−1/24

∞∏

n=1

1

(1 + qn)(1 + q̄n)
=
∣∣∣∣
η

ϑ2

∣∣∣∣ (7.6.3)

and

Z(R)invariant =
1

2
Z(R) +

∣∣∣∣
η

ϑ2

∣∣∣∣ . (7.6.4)

A simple look at the modular properties of the ϑ-functions indicates that this partition

function is not modular-invariant. Something is missing. This is precisely the set of

twisted states. There is now another boundary condition possible for the field X, namely

X(σ + 2π) = −X(σ). This is again a periodicity condition, since now X and −X are

identified. In this sector (which is similar to the Ramond sector for the fermions) the

momentum and winding are forced to be zero by the boundary condition and the oscillators

are half-integrally modded. Imposing the boundary condition above to the solution of the

Laplace equation, we obtain the following mode expansion in the twisted sector

X(σ, τ ) = x0 +
i√

4πT

∑

n∈Z

(
an+1/2

n + 1/2
ei(n+1/2)(σ+τ) +

ān+1/2

n+ 1/2
e−i(n+1/2)(σ−τ)

)
. (7.6.5)

The zero mode x0 is forced to lie at the two fixed-points: x0 = 0, πR. This indicates the

presence of two ground-states |H0,π〉 in this sector, which are primaries under the Virasoro

algebra and invariant under the orbifold transformation. They satisfy

an+1/2|H0,π〉 = ān+1/2|H0,π〉 = 0 n ≥ 0 . (7.6.6)
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Their conformal weight can be computed in the same way as we did for the spin fields in

the fermionic case. It is h = h̄ = 1/16. The rest of the states are generated by the action

of the negative modded oscillators on the ground-states. However, not all of the states are

invariant. To pick the invariant states we will have to do a trace with our projector in the

twisted sector:

Ztwisted =
1

2
Tr[(1 + g)qL0−1/24 q̄L̄0−1/24]

=
1

2

1

(qq̄)48

[ ∞∏

n=1

1

(1− qn− 1
2 )(1 − q̄n− 1

2 )
+
∞∏

n=1

1

(1 + qn−
1
2 )(1 + q̄n−

1
2 )

]

=
∣∣∣∣
η

ϑ4

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
η

ϑ3

∣∣∣∣ . (7.6.7)

The full partition function

Zorb(R) = Zuntwisted + Ztwisted =
1

2
Z(R) +

∣∣∣∣
η

ϑ2

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
η

ϑ4

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
η

ϑ3

∣∣∣∣ (7.6.8)

is modular-invariant. In fact, the four different parts in (7.6.8) can be interpreted as

the result of performing the path integral on the torus, with the four different boundary

conditions around the two cycles, as in the case of the fermions. We will introduce the

notation Z[hg ] where h, g take values 0, 1; h = 0 labels the untwisted sector, h = 1 the

twisted sector; g = 0 implies no projection, while g = 1 implies a projection. In this

notation the orbifold partition function can be written as

Zorb =
1

2

1∑

h,g=0

Z[hg] , (7.6.9)

with Z[00] = Z(R) and

Z[hg] = 2

∣∣∣∣∣
η

ϑ[1−h1−g ]

∣∣∣∣∣ , (h, g) 6= (0, 0) . (7.6.10)

They transform as follows under modular transformations

τ → τ + 1 : Z[hg ]→ Z[hh+g] , (7.6.11)

τ →−1

τ
: Z[hg ]→ Z[gh] (7.6.12)

and we conclude that (7.6.9) is modular-invariant.

Notice also that the whole twisted sector does not depend on the radius. This is a

general characteristic of non-freely acting orbifolds. As we will see later, the situation is

different for freely acting orbifolds.

The twisted ground-states are generated from the SL(2,C)-invariant vacuum by the

twist operators H0,π(z, z̄). Correlation functions of twist operators are more difficult to

compute, but this calculation can be done (see [28, 29] for more details). The following

schematic OPEs can be established [28, 29]

[H0] · [H0] ∼
∑

n,m

C2m,2n[V +
2m,2n] + C2m,2n+1[V +

2m,2n+1] , (7.6.13)
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[Hπ] · [Hπ] ∼
∑

n,m

C2m,2n[V +
2m,2n]−C2m,2n+1[V +

2m,2n+1] , (7.6.14)

[H0] · [Hπ] ∼
∑

n,m

C2m+1,2n[V +
2m+1,2n] . (7.6.15)

Here [V +
m,n] stands for the whole U(1) representation generated from the primary vertex

operator V +
m,n = (Vm,n + V−m,−n)/

√
2 by the action of the U(1) current modes. The OPE

coefficients are given by

Cm,n =
√

22−2(hm,n+h̄m,n) , C0,0 = 1 (7.6.16)

and

hm,n = (m/R + nR)2/4 , h̄m,n = (m/R − nR)2/4 . (7.6.17)

Notice that the two U(1) currents ∂X and ∂̄X of the original theory have been projected

out. Consequently, in the orbifold theory we do not expect to have the continuous U(1)L×
U(1)R invariance any longer. This is already obvious in the twisted OPEs, which show

that the charges m,n are no longer conserved. There remains however a residual Z2 × Z2

symmetry

(H0,Hπ, V +
m,n)→ (−H0,Hπ, (−1)m V +

m,n) , (7.6.18)

(H0,Hπ, V +
m,n)→ (Hπ,H0, (−1)n V +

m,n) . (7.6.19)

When these transformations are combined with the extra symmetry that changes the sign

of the twist fields

(H0,Hπ, V +
m,n)→ (−H0,−Hπ, V +

m,n) , (7.6.20)

they generate the group D4, which is the invariance group of the orbifold.

The orbifold theory depends also on a continuous parameter, the radius R. Moreover,

we also have here the duality symmetry R→ 1/R, since from (7.6.8):

Zorb(R) = Zorb(1/R) . (7.6.21)

Exercise: Use the OPEs in (7.6.13)-(7.6.15) to deduce the following transformation

rule for the twist fields under R→ 1/R duality,

(
H0

Hπ

)
→ 1√

2

(
1 1

1 −1

)(
H0

Hπ

)
. (7.6.22)

Exercise. Consider further “orbifolding” the orbifold theory by the Z2 transforma-

tion in (7.6.20). Show that the resulting theory is the original toroidal theory. In this

respect the toroidal theory is not any more fundamental than the orbifold one.
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Exercise. Show that when R =
√

2 the orbifold partition function becomes the

square of the Ising partition function

Z Ising =
1

2

[∣∣∣∣∣
ϑ2

η

∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
ϑ3

η

∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
ϑ4

η

∣∣∣∣∣

]
, (7.6.23)

which was computed in (7.4.9). Here N=1. You will also need (A.14).

The orbifold from above can be easily generalized in various directions. First we can

consider other starting CFTs, such as higher-dimensional tori or interacting CFTs. More-

over the symmetry we mod out can be a bigger abelian or non-abelian discrete group. We

will not delve further in this direction for the moment.

We will now discuss a simple example of a freely acting orbifold group. We will start

again from the theory of a scalar on a circle of radius R. However, here we will use a

Z2 subgroup of the U(1) symmetry that acts as |m,n〉 → (−1)m |m,n〉 and leaves the

oscillators invariant. The geometrical action is a half-lattice shift: X → X +π R. We will

calculate the partition function using the same method as above. It will be written again

in the form (7.6.9) with Z[00] = Z(R). Z[01] must contain the group element:

Z[01] =
∑

m,n∈Z
(−1)m

exp
[
iπτ
2

(
m
R

+ nR
)2 − iπτ̄

2

(
m
R
− nR

)2
]

ηη̄
. (7.6.24)

The computation of Z[10] can be made by noting that the twisted boundary condition is

similar to that of a circle of half the radius, so that n → n + 1/2, or by performing a

τ →−1/τ transformation on Z[01]. Both methods give

Z[10] =
∑

m,n∈Z

exp
[
iπτ
2

(
m
R

+
(
n + 1

2

)
R
)2 − iπτ̄

2

(
m
R
−
(
n+ 1

2

)
R
)2
]

ηη̄
. (7.6.25)

Finally Z[11] can be obtained from Z[10] by a τ → τ + 1 transformation or by inserting the

group element:

Z[11] =
∑

m,n∈Z
(−1)m

exp
[
iπτ
2

(
m
R

+
(
n+ 1

2

)
R
)2 − iπτ̄

2

(
m
R
−
(
n + 1

2

)
R
)2
]

ηη̄
. (7.6.26)

We can summarize the above by

Z[hg ] =
∑

m,n∈Z
(−1)gm

exp
[
iπτ
2

(
m
R

+
(
n + h

2

)
R
)2 − iπτ̄

2

(
m
R
−
(
n+ h

2

)
R
)2
]

ηη̄
(7.6.27)
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or, in the Lagrangian representation, by

Z[hg ] =
R√
τ2ηη̄

∑

m,n,∈Z
exp


−πR

2

τ2

∣∣∣∣∣m+
g

2
+

(
n+

h

2

)
τ

∣∣∣∣∣

2

 . (7.6.28)

Summing up the contributions as in (7.6.9) we obtain, not to our surprise, the partition

function for a boson compactified on a circle of radius R/2. This is what we would have

expected from the geometrical action of the orbifold element. Note also that here the

twisted sectors have a non-trivial dependence on the radius. This is a generic feature of

freely acting orbifolds.

Although this orbifold example looks trivial, it can be combined with other projections

to make non-trivial orbifold CFTs.

Exercise. Consider the CFT of a two-dimensional torus, which is a direct product

of two circles of radii R1,2 and coordinates X1,2. This theory has, among others, the Z2

symmetry, which acts simultaneously as X1 → −X1 and X2 → X2 + πR2. It is a freely

acting symmetry. Construct the orbifold partition function.

We will comment here on the most general orbifold group of a toroidal model. The

generic symmetry of a d-dimensional toroidal CFT contains the U(1)d
L × U(1)d

R chiral

symmetry. The transformations associated with it are arbitrary lattice translations. They

act on a state with momenta mi and windings ni as

gtranslation = exp

[
2πi

d∑

i=1

(miθi + niφi)

]
, (7.6.29)

where θi, φi are rational in order to obtain a discrete group. There are also symmetries that

are subgroups of the O(d,d) group not broken by the moduli Gij and Bij . These depend

on the point of the moduli space. Consequently, the generic element is a combination of

a translation and a rotation acting on the left part of the theory and an a priori different

rotation and translation acting on the right part of the theory.

Exercise. Consider the CFT of the product of two circles with equal radii. It is

invariant under the interchange of the two circles. This transformation forms a Z2 subgroup

of the rotation group O(2). Orbifold by this symmetry and construct the orbifold blocks of

the partition function. Is the partition function modular-invariant? You will need (A.17).
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Figure 10: a) The double torus. b) The degeneration limit into two tori.

There are constraints imposed by modular invariance that restrict the choice of orbifold

groups. The orbifolding procedure can be viewed as a gauging of a discrete symmetry.

It can happen that the discrete symmetry is anomalous. Then, the theory will not be

modular-invariant.

Exercise. Redo the freely acting orbifold of a free scalar, but now use the following

group element: g = (−1)m+n. It corresponds to a non-geometric translation. Show that

it is impossible to construct a modular-invariant partition function. Thus, this is an

anomalous symmetry, something to be expected since it corresponds to a gauging of a Z2

subgroup of the chiral U(1)L.

7.7 CFT on higher-genus Riemann surfaces

So far we have analyzed CFT on surfaces of low genus, namely the Riemann sphere (g = 0)

and the torus (g = 1). Similarly, we can define and analyze various CFTs on surfaces with

more handles. A general N-point function on a genus g ≥ 2 Riemann surface depends on

the N (complex) positions of the operators and on 3(g − 1) complex numbers that are the

moduli of the surface. They are the generalizations of the modulus τ of the torus. There is

also the notion of a modular group that acts on the moduli. The partition function must

be invariant under the modular group of a genus g surface with N punctures.

There is a set of relations, however, between correlation functions of the same CFT

defined on various Riemann surfaces. This is known as factorization. Consider as an

example the partition function of a CFT on a genus-2 surface depicted in Fig. 10a. It

depends on three complex moduli. In particular there is a modulus, which we will denote

by q, such that as q → 0 the surface develops a long cylinder in between and, at q = 0,
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Figure 11: The Hamiltonian description of its degeneration into a pair of tori.

degenerates into two tori with one puncture each (Fig. 10b). This implies a Hamiltonian

degeneration formula for the partition function

〈 1 〉g=2 =
∑

i

qhi−c/24 q̄h̄i−c̄/24 〈φi〉g=1 〈φi〉g=1 , (7.7.1)

where the sum is over all states of the theory and the one-point functions are evaluated on

the once-punctured tori. This happens because as the intermediate cylinder becomes long

we can use the cylinder Hamiltonian to describe this part of the theory. Equation (7.7.1)

is schematically represented in Fig. 11. This can be generalized to arbitrary correlation

functions and arbitrary degenerations.

Factorization is important since it will imply perturbative unitarity in the underlying

string theory. For example a g = 2 amplitude is a two-loop correction to a scattering

amplitude and we should be able to construct it, in perturbation theory, by sewing one-

loop amplitudes.

8 Scattering amplitudes and vertex operators of bosonic

strings

We have seen in the previous chapter that to each state in the CFT there corresponds a

local operator that creates the respective state out of the SL(2,C)-invariant vacuum. So to

all states in string theory there correspond local operators on the world-sheet. However,

we need only consider physical states. How do the physical state conditions translate to

local operators?

We will work in the old covariant approach and consider the case of closed strings. We

have seen that physical states had to satisfy L0 = L̄0 = 1 and they should be annihilated

by the positive modes of the Virasoro operators. In CFT language they have to be primary

of conformal weight (1,1). Moreover, from their definition, spurious states correspond to

Virasoro descendants.

The Polyakov action in the conformal gauge is

SP =
1

4πα′

∫
d2σ ∂Xµ∂̄Xνηµν , (8.1)
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from which we obtain the two-point function

〈Xµ(z, z̄)Xν(w, w̄)〉 = −α
′

4
ηµν log |z − w|2 (8.2)

and the stress-tensor

T = − 2

α′
ηµν∂X

µ∂Xν (8.3)

and similarly for T̄ .

The states at level zero |p〉 correspond to the operators Vp =: eip
µXµ

:. Under T, T̄ they

are primary of conformal weights ∆ = ∆̄ = α′p2/4. In order for them to be (1,1), and thus

physical, we need p2 = −m2 = 4/α′, which is the tachyon mass-shell condition.

The next set of states is aµ−1ā
ν
−1|p〉 and corresponds to the operators

: ∂Xµ∂̄XνVp :. We consider the linear combination O(ε) = εµν : ∂Xµ∂̄XνVp : of these

operators and compute their OPE with T, T̄ :

T (z)O(w, w̄) = −ipµεµν
α′

4

∂̄xνVp
(z − w)3

+

(
1 +

α′p2

4

)
O(w, w̄)

(z − w)2
+
∂wO(w, w̄)

z −w + . . . (8.4)

and a similar one for T̄ . In order to have a primary (1,1) operator we must have the

third-order pole vanish

pµεµν = pνεµν = 0 (8.5)

and p2 = 0, which are the mass-shell and transversality conditions for the graviton (ε

symmetric and traceless), the antisymmetric tensor (ε antisymmetric) and the dilaton

(εµν ∼ ηµν − pµp̄ν − p̄µpν with p̄2 = 0, p · p̄ = 1). Higher levels work in a similar fashion.

In modern (BRST) covariant quantization the physical state condition translates into

[QBRST , Vphys(z, z̄)] = 0, which reduces to the usual condition on physical states. In this

case the physical vertex operators are the ones we found in the old covariant case multiplied

by cc̄.

N -point scattering amplitudes (S-matrix elements) on the sphere are constructed by

calculating the appropriate N -point correlator of the associated vertex operators and inte-

grating it over the positions of the insertions. As we mentioned before, there is a residual

SL(2,C) invariance on the sphere that was not fixed by going to the conformal gauge.

This can be used to set the positions of three vertex operators to three fixed points taken

conventionally to be 0, 1,∞. Then we integrate over the remaining N-3 positions. See [5]

for explicit calculations of tree (sphere) scattering amplitudes.

Moving to one-loop diagrams we have a similar prescription. For an N -point one-loop

amplitude we first have to calculate the N -point function of the appropriate vertex op-

erators on the torus. Due to translational symmetry of the torus (c, c̄ zero modes) the

correlator depends on N-1 positions as well as on the modulus of the torus τ . These are

moduli, and they should be integrated over. Diffeomorphism invariance implies that the
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correlator integrated over the N-1 positions should be invariant under modular transfor-

mation. Finally we have to integrate over τ in the fundamental domain (Fig. 8).

We will calculate the one-loop vacuum energy of the closed bosonic string. This is

the one-loop bubble diagram, and corresponds to calculating the torus partition function

of the underlying CFT and integrating over the torus moduli space. We will do this

computation in the covariant approach. We have seen that the torus partition function

for a single non-compact boson is given by 1/(
√
τ2ηη̄), and we have 26 of these. The

b, c ghosts contribute η2 to the partition function and cancel the contribution of two left-

moving oscillators. Similarly the b̄, c̄ ghosts contribute η̄2. Finally the integration measure

contains an integral over τ1, which imposes L0 = L̄0 and the usual Schwinger measure

dτ2/τ2. Putting everything together, we obtain

Λ4 =
∫

F

d2τ

τ 2
2

Zbosonic(τ, τ̄ ) =
∫

F

d2τ

τ 2
2

1

(
√
τ2ηη̄)24

, (8.6)

where F is the fundamental domain. Note that Zbosonic is just the contribution of the 24

transverse non-compact coordinates. In the light-cone gauge a similar calculation would

include Zbosonic for the transverse coordinates, an extra 1/τ2 factor from the light-cone zero

modes and the Schwinger measure giving again the same result as in (8.6).

In field theory, the τ2 integration extends down to τ2 = 0 and this is the region where UV

divergences come from. We see that in string theory this region is absent, due to modular

invariance. This provides a (technical) explanation for the absence of UV divergences in

string theory. Of course in the case of bosonic strings the vacuum energy is IR divergent

due to the presence of the tachyon.

In a similar fashion, g-loop diagrams can be calculated by integrating correlators on the

CFT on a genus-g Riemann surface. One final ingredient is the string coupling gstring. A

g-loop contribution has to be additionally weighted by a factor g−χstring, where χ = 2(1− g)

is the Euler number of the Riemann surface. The perturbative expansion is a topological

expansion. Notice also that the insertion of a vertex operator creates an infinitesimal hole

in the Riemann surface and increases its Euler number by 1. It is thus accompanied by a

factor of 1/gstring, as it should.

We will briefly describe here the topological expansion for the case of open strings. A

tree-level four-point diagram in this case is shown in Fig. 12a. By a conformal transfor-

mation it can be mapped to a disk with four points marked on the boundary (Fig. 12b).

These are the positions of insertion of the appropriate vertex operators. Thus, the open

string vertex operators are inserted at the boundary of the surface. Open strings can

also emit closed strings. In such amplitudes, closed string emission is represented by the

insertion of closed string vertex operators in the interior of the surface.

Here the topological expansion also includes Riemann surfaces with boundary. More-

over, we can consider orientable strings (where the string is oriented) as well as non-
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a) b)

Figure 12: a) The four-point open string tree amplitude. b) Its conformal transform to a

disk with four points marked on the boundary.

a) b) c) d)

Figure 13: a) The disk. b) The annulus. c) The Möbius strip. d) the Klein bottle.

orientable strings (where the orientation of the string is immaterial). In the second case

we will have to include non-orientable Riemann surfaces in the topological expansion. Such

a surface is characterized by the number of handles g the number of boundaries B, and the

number of cross-caps C that introduce the non-orientability of the surface. A cross-cap is

a boundary that instead of being S1, is S1/Z2 = RP 1. The Euler number is given by

χ = 2(1 − g)−B −C . (8.7)

In Fig. 13 we show the four simplest surfaces with boundaries: the disk with χ = 1, the

annulus with χ = 0, as well as two non-orientable surfaces, the Möbius strip with χ = 0

and the Klein bottle with χ = 0.

As we will see later on, consistent theories of open unoriented strings necessarily include

couplings to closed unoriented strings. An easy way to see this is to consider the annulus

diagram (Fig. 13b). If we take time to run upwards, then it describes a one-loop diagram

of an open string. If, however, we take time to run sideways then it describes the tree-level

propagation of a closed string.
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9 Strings in background fields and low-energy effec-

tive actions

So far, we have described the propagation of strings in flat 26-dimensional Minkowski

space. We would like, however, to be able to describe string physics when the massless

fields Gµν , Bµν and Φ have non-trivial VEVs. This can be done by a finite perturbation of

the flat CFT, using the vertex operators for the massless fields. The correct prescription for

coupling the dilaton was given by Fradkin and Tseytlin. The Polyakov action becomes13

SP =
1

4πα′

∫
d2ξ

[√
ggabGµν(X) + εabBµν(X)

]
∂aX

µ∂bXν +

+
1

8π

∫
d2ξ
√
gR(2)Φ(X) , (9.1)

where R(2) is the scalar curvature of the intrinsic word-sheet metric gab. An interesting

observation is the following: consider the constant part of the dilaton field (VEV) Φ0.

Since the Euler character of the world-sheet is given by

χ =
1

4π

∫ √
g R(2) , (9.2)

we observe that we have a factor e−χΦ0/2 in front of e−SP . Thus, the string coupling is

essentially given by the dilaton VEV

gstring = eΦ0/2 . (9.3)

For general backgrounds, this σ-model is not conformally invariant. Rather

Ta
a

√
g

=
βΦ

96π3
R(2) +

1

2π
(βGµν g

ab + βBµνε
ab)∂aX

µ∂bXν , (9.4)

where the β-functions can be obtained perturbatively in the weak coupling expansion of

the σ-model, α′ → 0. To leading non-trivial order,

βGµν
α′

= Rµν −
1

4
HµρσHν

ρσ +∇µ∇νΦ +O(α′) , (9.5)

βBµν
α′

= ∇µ
[
e−Φ Hµνρ

]
+O(α′) (9.6)

and

βΦ = D − 26 + 3α′
[
(∇Φ)2 − 2tuΦ−R +

1

12
H2
]

+O(α′2) , (9.7)

where Hµνρ is the totally antisymmetric field strength of Bµν ,

Hµνρ = ∂µBνρ + ∂νBρµ + ∂ρBµν (9.8)

13We are discussing here closed oriented strings.
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and D is the spacetime dimension.

When G,B,Φ are such that βGµν = βBµν = 0, then the σ-model describes a CFT with

central charge c = βΦ. It can be shown in particular that βΦ is a constant when the other

β-functions vanish.

The conditions for conformal invariance and thus consistent string propagation are

given by the equations

βΦ = βGµν = βBµν = 0 . (9.9)

These conditions are second-order equations for the background fields and can be ob-

tained from an action

α′D−2Stree ∼
∫
dDx
√
−det Ge−Φ

[
R + (∇Φ)2 − 1

12
H2 +

D − 26

3

]
+O(α′) . (9.10)

At this point it is useful to pause and ask the question: Why do we need conformal

invariance? After all, since we are integrating over two-dimensional metrics we expect

conformal invariance to be enforced by the integration. In fact we will consider two distinct

cases:

• The background fields and spacetime dimension are such that all β-functions vanish.

Then we have conformal invariance at the quantum level, the conformal factor decouples,

and we have to factor out its volume from the definition of the path integral. This is the

case we considered so far. Moreover, the vanishing of the β-functions implies, to leading

order in α′, second-order equations for the background fields.

• The β-functions are not zero. Then the conformal factor does not decouple. Since

Ta
a ∼ δφ logZ, where φ is the conformal factor, we can solve this equation to derive

the dependence of the effective action on φ. Apart from the Liouville action discussed in

(6.7.13), we will also have couplings of φ to the scalars Xµ if βB,G do not vanish. Effectively

we have a new σ-model in D + 1 dimensions (φ provides the extra coordinate), which is

by construction Weyl-invariant.14 Thus, we are back to the first case.

We will now consider the notion of the effective action for the light fields. We have

seen that (ignoring the tachyon for the moment) the massless fields are G,B,Φ. All other

particles have masses of the order of the string scale. We can imagine integrating out

the heavy fields that will induce corrections to the action of the light fields. This is the

definition of the low-energy effective action. This effective action contains only the light

fields and is valid up to energies of the order of the mass of the heavy fields. At tree level,

this procedure can be implemented by considering the full (on-shell) scattering amplitudes

of the light fields from string calculations, expanding them in α′ and finding the extra

interactions induced on the light fields. A comprehensive exposition of this procedure

14There are subtleties having to do with the signature of the extended spacetime. We refer the interested

reader to [8].
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can be found in [33]. Since the amplitudes used are on-shell, the effective action can be

calculated up to terms that vanish by using the equations of motion.

It can be shown that, up to terms that vanish on-shell, the σ-model conformal in-

variance conditions and the string amplitude calculations produce the same low-energy

effective action (9.10).

In (9.10) the fields that appear are those that couple to the string σ-model. This is

known as the “string frame”. In this frame, the kinetic terms of the metric G and the

dilaton are not diagonal. They become diagonal in the “Einstein frame”, related to the

string frame by a conformal rescaling of the metric. Separating the expectation value of

the dilaton Φ→ Φ0 + Φ and defining the Einstein metric as

GE
µν = e−

2Φ
D−2Gµν , (9.11)

we obtain the action in the Einstein frame:

Stree
E ∼ 1

κ2

∫
dDx
√
GE

[
R − 1

D − 2
(∇Φ)2 − e−4Φ/(D−2)

12
H2

+e2Φ/(D−2)D − 26

3

]
+O(α′) , (9.12)

where the gravitational constant is given by

κ = gstringα
′(D−2)/2 . (9.13)

10 Superstrings and supersymmetry

We have seen so far that bosonic strings suffer from two major problems:

• Their spectrum always contains a tachyon. In that respect their vacuum is unstable.

• They do not contain spacetime fermions.

On the other hand, we have already seen, during our study of free fermion CFTs that

they contain states that transform as spinors under the associated orthogonal symmetry.

Therefore we should be willing to add free fermions on the world-sheet of the string in

order to obtain states that transform as spinors. These fermions should carry a spacetime

index, i.e. ψµ, ψ̄µ, in order for the spinor to be a spacetime spinor. However, in such

a case there will be additional negative norm states associated with the modes of ψ0.

In order for these to be removed from the physical spectrum, we need more constraints

than the Virasoro constraints alone. The appropriate result comes from considering an

N=1 superconformal algebra of constraints. In the bosonic case, we started with two-

dimensional gravity coupled to D scalars Xµ on the world-sheet, which eventually boiled

down to a set of Virasoro constraints on the Hilbert space. Here, we would like to start

from the two-dimensional N=1 supergravity coupled to D N=1 superfields, each containing
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a bosonic coordinate Xµ and two fermionic coordinates, one left-moving ψµ and one right-

moving ψ̄µ. The two-dimensional N=1 supergravity multiplet contains the metric and a

gravitino χa.

The analog of the bosonic Polyakov action is

SIIP =
1

4πα′

∫ √
g
[
gab∂aX

µ∂bX
µ +

i

2
ψµ∂/ψµ+

i

2
(χaγ

bγaψµ)
(
∂bX

µ − i

4
χbψ

µ
)]

. (10.1)

It is invariant under local N=1 left-moving (1,0) supersymmetry

δgab = iε(γaχb + γbχa) , δχa = 2∇aε , (10.2)

δXµ = iεψµ , δψµ = γa
(
∂aX

µ − i

2
χaψ

µ
)
ε , δψ̄µ = 0 , (10.3)

where ε is a left-moving Majorana-Weyl spinor. There is a similar right-moving (0,1)

supersymmetry involving a right-moving Majorana-Weyl spinor ε̄ and the fermions ψ̄µ. In

our notation we have (1,1) supersymmetry.

The analog of the conformal gauge is the superconformal gauge

gab = eφδab , χa = γaζ , (10.4)

where ζ is a constant Majorana spinor; φ and ζ decouple from the classical action (10.1).

Apart from the Virasoro operators we also have the supercurrents

Gmatter = iψµ∂Xµ , Ḡmatter = iψ̄µ∂̄Xµ . (10.5)

We also have to introduce the appropriate ghosts. We will still have the usual b, c system

with λ = 2 associated with diffeomorphisms, but now we also need a commuting set of

ghosts β, γ with ε = −1, λ = 3
2

associated with the supersymmetry. Superconformal

invariance will be present at the quantum level, provided the ghost central charge cancels

the matter central charge. Each bosonic and fermionic coordinate contributes 3/2 to the

central charge. Since we have D of them, the matter central charge is cmatter = 3
2
D. The

b, c system contributes −26 to the central charge while the β, γ system contributes +11.

The total central charge vanishes, provided that D = 10.

The classical constraints imply the vanishing of T,G, T̄ , Ḡ. Consequently, we have

enough constraints to remove the negative norm states.

The BRST current is [26]

jBRST = γGmatter + cTmatter +
1

2
(cTghost + γGghost) , (10.6)

where

Gmatter = iψµ∂Xµ , Tmatter = −1

2
∂Xµ∂Xµ − 1

2
ψµ∂ψµ , (10.7)
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Gghost = −i(c ∂β − 1

2
γ b+

3

2
∂c β) , Tghost = Tbc −

1

2
γ ∂β − 3

2
∂γ β . (10.8)

Exercise. Verify that Gghost and Tghost satisfy the OPEs of the N=1 superconformal

algebra (6.5.1),(6.12.7) with the correct central charge.

The BRST charge is

Q =
1

2πi

[∮
dz jBRST +

∮
dz̄ j̄BRST

]
. (10.9)

It is nilpotent for D = 10 and can be used in the standard way to define physical states.

10.1 Closed (type-II) superstrings

We will consider first the closed (type-II) superstring case. We will work in a physical gauge

and derive the spectrum. The analogue of the light-cone gauge in the supersymmetric case

is15:

X+ = x+ + p+τ , ψ+ = ψ̄+ = 0 . (10.1.1)

As in the bosonic case, we can explicitly solve the constraints by expressing X−, ψ−, ψ̄−

in terms of the transverse modes. Then, the physical states can be constructed out of the

transverse bosonic and fermionic oscillators. However, all zero modes are present.

As we mentioned before, we have two left-moving sectors corresponding to NS and R

boundary conditions for ψµ and G and another two sectors corresponding to NS and R̄

boundary conditions for ψ̄µ and Ḡ.

For the moment we will discuss only the left sector to avoid repetition. We will intro-

duce as usual the modes Ln and Gr of the superconformal generators16.

In the light-cone gauge we have solved the constraints, apart from those associated

with the zero modes. In the NS sector, G is half-integrally modded and the only zero

mode is L0. There is also a normal-ordering constant, which can be calculated either by

demanding Lorentz invariance of the physical spectrum, as we have done for the bosonic

string, or by realizing that in the covariant formulation the lowest “energy” state is not

the usual vacuum |0〉 but c1γ−1/2|0〉. Both approaches result in a normal-ordering constant

15 There is a subtlety here concerning the super-light-cone gauge. If ψ+ for example has NS boundary

conditions, then it can be set to zero. If it has R boundary conditions, then it can be set to zero except

for its zero mode. A similar remark applies to ψ̄+.
16Remember that in the light-cone gauge there are no ghosts and only transverse (bosonic and fermionic)

oscillators.
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equal to a = 1
2
, and L0 − 1

2
should be zero on physical states. The state |p〉 is a physical

state with p2 = −m2 = 2/α′, and it is a tachyon. The next states are of the form ψi−1/2|p〉
and satisfy L0 = 1

2
if p2 = 0. These states are massless. However, we would prefer not

to have a tachyonic state. Since the tachyon has (−1)FL = 1 we would like to impose

the extra constraint (GSO projection): physical states in the NS sector should have odd

fermion number.

In the R sector we have two zero modes: L0 and G0. The L0 constraint is the same as

in the NS sector. A quick look at the expression for G0 in (10.5) is enough to convince

us that there can be no normal-ordering constant, and that G0 should be zero on physical

states. On the other hand we know from the superconformal algebra

0 = {G0, G0} = 2
(
L0 −

D − 2

16

)
. (10.1.2)

Compatibility with the L0 constraint implies again that D = 10. The R ground-states

are spinors of O(10). Consequently, these states satisfy the L0 constraint. Also remember

that G0 = ψµ0a
µ
0 + 2

∑∞
n6=0 ψ

i
na

i
−n. As shown in section 6.11, the operator ψµ0 is represented

by γµ and aµ0 by pµ. The other terms in G0 do not contribute to the ground-states. G0 = 0

implies the Dirac equation p/ ≡ γµ pµ = 0. Thus, the potentially massless states in the

R sector are a spinor S and a conjugate spinor C of O(10) satisfying the massless Dirac

equation. Under (−1)FL , S has eigenvalue 1 and C has −1. All other states are built on

these ground-states and are massive. So far, there is no a priori reason to impose also a

GSO projection in the R sector. As we will see later on, one-loop modular invariance will

force us to do so. Anticipating this fact, we will also fix the fermion parity in the R sector.

Since (−1)F = plus or minus is a matter of convention in the R sector, we will allow both

possibilities. We will only keep the S or C spinor ground-states, but not both.

A similar discussion applies to the right-moving sector. Combining the two we have

overall four sectors:

• (NS-NS): These are bosons since they transform in tensor representations of the

rotation group. The projection here is (−1)FL = (−1)FR = −1. The lowest states allowed

by the constraint and the GSO projection are of the form ψi−1/2ψ̄
j
−1/2|p〉, they are massless

and correspond to a symmetric traceless tensor (the graviton), an antisymmetric tensor

and a scalar. The tachyon is gone!

• (NS-R): These are fermions. The GSO projection here is (−1)FL = −1 and by con-

vention we keep the S representation in the R̄ sector. The lowest-lying states, ψi−1/2|p, S̄〉
are massless spacetime fermions and contain a C Majorana-Weyl gravitino and an S

fermion.

• (R-NS): Here the GSO projection in NS is (−1)FR = −1, but in the R sector we have

two physically distinct options: keep the S spinor (type-IIB) or the C spinor (type-IIA).

Again the lowest-lying states ψ̄i−1/2|p, S or C〉 are massless spacetime fermions.
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• (R-R̄): In the IIA case the massless states are |S, C̄〉, which decomposes into a vector

and a three-index antisymmetric tensor, as will be shown below. In type-IIB they are

|S, S̄〉, which decomposes into a scalar, a two-index antisymmetric tensor, and a self-dual

four-index antisymmetric tensor.

There are also the bosonic oscillators for us to use but, as we have seen, they are not

involved in the massless states. They do, however, contribute to the massive spectrum.

Both type-IIA and IIB theories have two gravitini and are thus expected to have

N=2 local supersymmetry in ten dimensions. In type-IIB the gravitini have the same

spacetime chirality, while the two spin 1
2

fermions have opposite chirality. Thus, the

theory is chiral. The type-IIA theory is non-chiral since the gravitini and 1
2

fermions have

opposite chiralities.

In the light-cone gauge, the left-over constraints are essentially the linearized equations

of motion. In the NS-NS sector the constraints are

L0 = L̄0 , L0 −
1

2
= 0 ; (10.1.3)

and, as we have seen already in the bosonic case, it gives the mass-shell condition. This

corresponds to the free Klein-Gordon equation. The R-NS sector contains spacetime

fermions and the constraints are as in (10.1.3), plus the G0 = 0 constraint, which provides

as we showed above, the Dirac equation both for massless and massive states. Its square,

from (10.1.2), gives the Klein-Gordon equation; the independent equations are thus G0 = 0

and L0 = L̄0. Similar remarks apply for the NS-R sector. Finally in the R-R sector the

states are bispinors and they satisfy two Dirac equations: G0 = Ḡ0 = 0. Ramond-Ramond

massless states are special for two reasons. First, they are always forms and always coupled

to other states via derivatives. No perturbative states are charged under them. As we will

see later on, they are in the heart of non-perturbative duality conjectures. A more detailed

discussion of their properties can be found in the next section.

We will examine more closely the spacetime meaning of the operators (−1)FL,R . In the

NS sector

(−1)F = exp


iπ

∑

r∈Z+1/2

ψirψ
i
−r


 . (10.1.4)

In the R sector

(−1)F =
9∏

µ=0

ψµ0 exp

[
iπ
∞∑

n=1

ψinψ
i
−n

]
= Γ11 exp

[
iπ
∞∑

n=1

ψinψ
i
−n

]
, (10.1.5)

where Γ11 is the analog of γ5 in ten dimensions. We can deduce from the form of the

supercurrents (10.5) that the zero modes satisfy

{(−1)FL, G0} = 0 , {(−1)FR , Ḡ0} = 0 . (10.1.6)

These generalize the field theoretic relation

{Γ11, ∂/} = 0 . (10.1.7)
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Note that in string theory this equation holds also for the massive Dirac operator G0.

Exercise. Show that at the massless level there is an equal number of on-shell

fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom. This would be necessary if the theory has (at

least one) spacetime supersymmetry. Find also the physical states at the next (massive)

level both in type-IIA and type-IIB theory. Show that they combine into SO(9) represen-

tations, as they should, and that there is again an equal number of fermionic and bosonic

degrees of freedom.

We will now study the one-loop vacuum amplitude (or partition function). For the

bosonic part of the action we have eight transverse oscillators and, in analogy with the

case of the bosonic string, we will get a contribution of (
√
τ2ηη̄)−8. Here, however, we

also have the contribution of the world-sheet fermions. We will consider first the IIB case.

In the NS-NS sector the two GSO projections imply that we have the vector on both

sides. So the contribution to the partition function is χV χ̄V . From the R-R sector we

have projected out the C representation so the contribution is χSχ̄S. In the R-NS and

NS-R sectors we obtain −χSχ̄V and −χV χ̄S respectively. The minus sign is there since

spacetime fermions contribute with a minus sign relative to spacetime bosons. So

ZIIB =
(χV − χS)(χ̄V − χ̄S)

(
√
τ2η η̄)8

. (10.1.8)

Using the formulae (6.11.26) and (6.11.42) for the SO(8) characters, we can write the

partition function as

ZIIB =
1

(
√
τ2ηη̄)8

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab 1

2

1∑

ā,b̄=0

(−1)ā+b̄+āb̄ ϑ
4[ab ] ϑ̄

4[ā
b̄
]

η4 η̄4
, (10.1.9)

a = 0 labels the NS sector, a = 1 the R sector and similarly for the right-movers.

In the type-IIA case, the only difference is that χS should be substituted by χC. The

partition function becomes

ZIIA =
1

(
√
τ2ηη̄)8

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b 1

2

1∑

ā,b̄=0

(−1)ā+b̄+āb̄ ϑ
4[ab ] ϑ̄

4[ā
b̄
]

η4 η̄4
. (10.1.10)

Exercise. Show that ZIIB, ZIIA are modular-invariant. Using (A.18), show that

they also are identically zero. This implies that there is at each mass level an equal number
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of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom, consistent with the presence of spacetime

supersymmetry.

10.2 Massless R-R states

We will now consider in more detail the massless R-R states of type-IIA,B string theory,

since they have unusual properties and play a central role in non-perturbative duality

symmetries. Further reading is to be found in [30].

I will first start by describing in detail the Γ-matrix conventions in flat ten-dimensional

Minkowski space [5].

The (32 × 32)-dimensional Γ-matrices satisfy

{Γµ,Γν} = −2ηµν , ηµν = (−+ + . . .+) . (10.2.1)

The Γ-matrix indices are raised and lowered with the flat Minkowski metric ηµν :

Γµ = ηµνΓ
ν Γµ = ηµνΓν . (10.2.2)

We will be in the Majorana representation where the Γ-matrices are purely imaginary, Γ0

is antisymmetric, the rest symmetric. Also

Γ0Γ†µΓ0 = Γµ , Γ0ΓµΓ0 = −ΓTµ . (10.2.3)

Majorana spinors Sα are real: S∗α = Sα;

Γ11 = Γ0 . . .Γ9 , (Γ11)2 = 1 , {Γ11,Γ
µ} = 0 ; . (10.2.4)

Γ11 is symmetric and real. This is the reason why, in ten dimensions, the Weyl condition

Γ11S = ±S is compatible with the Majorana condition.17 We use the convention that

for the Levi-Civita tensor, ε01...9 = 1. We will define the antisymmetrized products of

Γ-matrices

Γµ1 ...µk =
1

k!
Γ[µ1 . . .Γµk ] =

1

k!
(Γµ1 . . .Γµk ± permutations) . (10.2.5)

We can derive by straightforward computation the following identities among Γ-matri-

ces:

Γ11Γµ1 ...µk =
(−1)[ k

2
]

(10 − k)!
εµ1...µ10Γµk+1 ...µ10 , (10.2.6)

Γµ1 ...µkΓ11 =
(−1)[ k+1

2
]

(10 − k)!
εµ1...µ10Γµk+1 ...µ10 , (10.2.7)

17In a space with signature (p,q) the Majorana and Weyl conditions are compatible, provided |p− q| is

a multiple of 8.
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with [x] denoting the integer part of x. Then

ΓµΓν1 ...νk = Γµν1 ...νk − 1

(k − 1)!
ηµ[ν1Γν2 ...νk] , (10.2.8)

Γν1 ...νkΓµ = Γν1 ...νkµ − 1

(k − 1)!
ηµ[νkΓν1 ...νk−1] , (10.2.9)

with square brackets denoting the alternating sum over all permutations of the enclosed

indices. The invariant Lorentz scalar product of two spinors χ, φ is χ∗α(Γ0)αβφβ.

Now consider the ground-states of the R-R sector. On the left, we have a Majorana

spinor Sα satisfying Γ11S = S by convention. On the right, we have another Majorana

spinor S̃α satisfying Γ11S̃ = ξS̃, where ξ = 1 for the type-IIB string and ξ = −1 for the

type-IIA string. The total ground-state is the product of the two. To represent it, it is

convenient to define the following bispinor field

Fαβ = Sα(iΓ0)βγS̃γ . (10.2.10)

With this definition, Fαβ is real and the trace Fαβδ
αβ is Lorentz-invariant. The chirality

conditions on the spinor translate into

Γ11F = F , FΓ11 = −ξF , (10.2.11)

where we have used the fact that Γ11 is symmetric and anticommutes with Γ0.

We can now expand the bispinor F into the complete set of antisymmetrized Γ’s:

Fαβ =
10∑

k=0

ik

k!
Fµ1...µk(Γ

µ1 ...µk)αβ , (10.2.12)

where the k = 0 term is proportional to the unit matrix and the tensors Fµ1...µk are real.

We can now translate the first of the chirality conditions in (10.2.11) using (10.2.7) to

obtain the following equation:

F µ1...µk =
(−1)[

k+1
2 ]

(10 − k)!
εµ1...µ10Fµk+1 ...µ10 . (10.2.13)

The second chirality condition implies

F µ1...µk = ξ
(−1)[

k
2 ]+1

(10 − k)!
εµ1...µ10Fµk+1...µ10 . (10.2.14)

Compatibility between (10.2.13) and (10.2.14) implies that type-IIB theory (ξ = 1) con-

tains tensors of odd rank (the independent ones being k=1,3 and k=5 satisfying a selfdual-

ity condition) and type-IIA theory (ξ = −1) contains tensors of even rank (the independent

ones having k=0,2,4). The number of independent tensor components adds up in both

cases to 16 × 16 = 256.
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As mentioned in section 10.1, the mass-shell conditions imply that the bispinor field

( 10.2.1) obeys two massless Dirac equations coming from G0 and Ḡ0:

(pµΓµ)F = F (pµΓµ) = 0 . (10.2.15)

To convert these to equations for the tensors, we use the gamma identities (10.2.8) and

(10.2.9). After some straightforward algebra one finds

p[µF ν1...νk ] = pµF
µν2...νk = 0 , (10.2.16)

which are the Bianchi identity and the free massless equation for an antisymmetric tensor

field strength. We may write these in economic form as

dF = d ∗F = 0 . (10.2.17)

Solving the Bianchi identity locally allows us to express the k-index field strength as the

exterior derivative of a (k − 1)-form potential

Fµ1...µk =
1

(k − 1)!
∂[µ1

Cµ2...µk ] , (10.2.18)

or in short-hand notation

F(k) = dC(k−1) . (10.2.19)

Consequently, the type-IIA theory has a vector (Cµ) and a three-index tensor potential

(Cµνρ) , in addition to a constant non-propagating zero-form field strength (F ), while the

type-IIB theory has a zero-form (C), a two-form (Cµν) and a four-form potential (Cµνρσ),

the latter with self-dual field strength. The number of physical transverse degrees of

freedom adds up in both cases to 64 = 8× 8.

It is not difficult to see that in the perturbative string spectrum there are no states

charged under the R-R forms. First, couplings of the form 〈s|RR|s〉 are not allowed by the

separately conserved left and right fermion numbers. Second, the R-R vertex operators

contain the field strengths rather than the potentials and equations of motion and Bianchi

identities enter on an equal footing. If there were electric states in perturbation theory we

would also have magnetic states.

R-R forms have another peculiarity. There are various ways to deduce that their

couplings to the dilaton are exotic. The dilaton dependence of an F 2m term at the k-th

order of perturbation theory is e(k−1)ΦemΦ instead of the usual e(k−1)Φ term for NS-NS

fields. For example, at tree-level, the quadratic terms are dilaton-independent.

10.3 Type-I superstrings

We will now consider open superstrings. There are two possibilities: oriented and unori-

ented open superstrings. Unoriented open strings are obtained by identifying open strings
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by the operation that exchanges the two end-points. The bosonic case was discussed ear-

lier. We had seen that we can add Chan-Paton factors at the end-points. In the oriented

case we obtained a U(N) gauge group, while in the unoriented case we obtained O(N) or

Sp(N) gauge groups. As usual, in the superstring case, the GSO projection will remove

the tachyonic ground-state and the lowest bosonic states will be a collection of massless

vectors.

From the Ramond sector we will obtain a Majorana-Weyl spinor in the adjoint of the

gauge group. Thus, the massless spectrum in the open sector would consist of a ten-

dimensional Yang-Mills supermultiplet. Anticipating the discussion on anomalies in the

next chapter we will point out that Yang-Mills theory in ten dimensions has gravitational

and gauge anomalies for any gauge group. It is necessary to couple the open strings with

appropriate closed strings for the resulting theory to be anomaly-free. The only anomaly-

free possibility turns out to be the unoriented O(32) open string theory.

The modern way to make this construction uses the concept of the orientifold. An

orientifold is a generalization of the orbifold concept: along with the projection acting

on the target space, there is a projection acting also on the world-sheet. This projection

is an orientation-reversal (parity) operation on the world-sheet Ω: z ↔ z̄ or in terms of

the cylinder coordinates τ, σ: σ → −σ. For this to be a symmetry we must start with a

left-right-symmetric closed superstring theory. From the type-IIA,B theories that we have

considered so far only IIB is left-right-symmetric (Ramond ground-states of same chirality

on left and right). We will thus consider the IIB string and construct its orientifold using

the world-sheet parity operation as the projection operator. As in the case of standard

orbifolds, we will have an untwisted sector that contains the invariant states of the original

theory. We will first find what the untwisted sector is, in our case.

In theNS-NS sector, the states that survive are the graviton and a scalar (the dilaton).

The antisymmetric tensor, being an antisymmetrized product of left and right oscillators,

is projected out. In the R-R sector the two-index antisymmetric tensor survives, but

the scalar and the four-index self-dual antisymmetric tensor are projected out. Finally

from the fermionic sectors that contain two Majorana-Weyl gravitini and two Majorana-

Weyl fermions we obtain just half of them. Thus, in total, we have the graviton, a scalar

and antisymmetric tensor, as well as a Majorana-Weyl gravitino and a Majorana-Weyl

fermion. This is the content of the (chiral) N=1 supergravity multiplet in ten dimensions.

To summarize, the untwisted sector of the orientifold contains unoriented closed strings.

What is the twisted sector? We usually define it by imposing a periodicity condition

together with the orbifold transformation, which we will also do here:

X(σ + 2π) = X(2π − σ) (10.3.1)

and similarly for the fermions. Using also the fact that they satisfy the two-dimensional

Laplace equation ∂2
τ − ∂2

σ = 0, we can show that the solutions with these boundary con-
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ditions can be written as a sum of open string coordinates satisfying Neumann boundary

conditions at both end-points and open string coordinates satisfying Dirichlet-Neumann

boundary conditions. It turns out that consistency (tadpole cancelation) demands that the

second kind of oscillators to be absent. The upshot of all this is that the twisted sector is

the open superstring. In this context, we can interpret the Chan-Paton factors as labels of

the twisted sector ground-states. Thus, together with the untwisted (closed string) sector,

we obtain that the massless sector is ten-dimensional N=1 supergravity coupled to N=1

super-Yang-Mills. This is the (unoriented) type-I superstring theory. As we will see later

on, anomaly cancelation restricts the gauge group to be O(32).

10.4 Heterotic superstrings

So far, we have seen that we could use either the Virasoro algebra (bosonic strings) or

the N=1 superconformal algebra (superstrings) to remove ghosts from string theories.

Moreover, the closed theories were left-right symmetric, in the sense that a similar algebra

is acting on both the left and right. We might however envisage the possibility of using a

Virasoro algebra on the left and the superconformal algebra on the right.

Consider a string theory where we have on the left side a number of bosonic coordinates

and an equal number of left-moving word-sheet fermions. The left constraint algebra will

be that of the superstring and, the absence of Weyl anomaly will imply that the number

of left-moving coordinates must be 10. In the right-moving sector, we will include just a

number of bosonic coordinates. The constraint algebra will be the Virasoro algebra and

the Weyl anomaly cancelation implies that the number of right-moving coordinates is 26.

Together, we have ten left+right bosonic coordinates Xµ(z, z̄), ten left-moving fermions

ψµ(z) and an extra sixteen right-moving coordinates φI(z̄), I = 1, 2, . . . , 16. The Xµ are

non-compact, but the φI are necessarily compact (for reasons of modular invariance) and

must take values in some sixteen-dimensional lattice L16. To remove the tachyon, we will

also impose the usual GSO projection on the left, namely (−1)F = −1. Here, we will have

two sectors, generated by the left-moving fermions, the NS sector (spacetime bosons) and

the R sector (spacetime bosons). Also the non-compact spacetime dimension is ten, the

φI being compact (“internal”) coordinates.

We will try to compute the one-loop partition function in this case (light-cone gauge).

The eight transverse non-compact bosons contribute as usual (
√
τ2ηη̄)−8. The left-moving

fermions contribute (due to the GSO projection) χV −χS. Finally the contribution of the

right-moving compact bosons φI can be obtained by taking the right-moving part of the

toroidal CFT (7.1.38):

Zcompact(q̄) =
∑

L16

q̄
~p2
R
2

η̄16
=

Γ̄16(q̄)

η̄16
, (10.4.1)
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where ~pR is a lattice vector. Putting everything together we obtain

Zheterotic =
1

(
√
τ2ηη̄)8

Γ̄16

η̄16

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+abϑ[ab ]
4

η4
. (10.4.2)

In order for Zheterotic to be modular-invariant, the lattice sum Γ̄16 must be invariant

under τ → τ + 1, which implies that the lattice must be even (~p2
R = even integer). It must

also transform as

τ → −1

τ
: Γ̄16 → τ̄ 8 Γ̄16 , (10.4.3)

which implies that the lattice is self-dual (the dual of the lattice coincides with the lattice

itself). There are two sixteen-dimensional lattices that satisfy the above requirements:

• E8 × E8 lattice. This is the root lattice of the group E8 × E8. The roots of E8

are composed of the roots of O(16), ~εij, which are eight-dimensional vectors with a ±1

in position i, a ±1 in position j and zero elsewhere, as well as the spinor weights of

O(16), ~εsα = (ζ1, ζ2, · · · , ζ8)/2, α = 1, 2, · · · , 128, with ζi = ±1, and
∑
i ζi = 0 mod (4).

The roots have squared length equal to 2. A general lattice vector can be written as
∑
i<j nij~εij +

∑
αmα~ε

s
α, with nij,mα ∈ Z. The lattice sum can be written in terms of

ϑ-functions as

Γ̄E8×E8 = (Γ̄8)2 =


1

2

∑

a,b=0,1

ϑ̄[ab ]
8




2

= 1 + 2 · 240 q̄ +O(q̄2) . (10.4.4)

Combining it with the oscillators, we observe that there are 2 ·240+16 = 2 ·248 states with

L̄0 = 1, which make the adjoint representation of E8 × E8. In fact this left-moving theory

realizes the current algebra of E8×E8 both at level 1. The only integrable representation is

the vacuum representation, and the first non-trivial states above the vacuum are generated

by the current modes J̄a−1.

• O(32)/Z2 lattice. This is the root lattice of O(32) augmented by one of the two

spinor weights. The roots of O(32) are ~εij, which are sixteen-dimensional vectors with

a ±1 in position i, a ±1 in position j and zero elsewhere. The spinor weights are ~εsα =

(ζ1, ζ2, · · · , ζ16)/2, α = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 216, with ζi = ±1, and
∑
i ζi = 0 mod (4). The roots

have squared length equal to 2. The generic lattice vector is
∑
i<j nij~εij +

∑
αmα~ε

s
α, with

nij,mα ∈ Z. The lattice sum can be written as

Γ̄O(32)/Z2
=

1

2

∑

a,b=0,1

ϑ̄[ab ]
16 = 1 + 480 q̄ +O(q̄2) . (10.4.5)

This theory has a O(32) right-moving current algebra at level 1. The integrable represen-

tations that participate are the vacuum and the spinor and again the states at L̄0 = 1

come from the current modes J̄a−1. The spinor ground-states have L̄0 = 2.

Both right-moving current algebra theories can also be constructed from 32 free right-

moving fermions ψ̄i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 32. We will start from the O(32)/Z2 theory. The currents

J̄ ij = iψ̄iψ̄j (10.4.6)
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form the level-one O(32) current algebra. In the Ramond sector, all fermions are periodic,

in which case O(32) invariance is not broken and we obtain the two spinors S,C of O(32).

Finally imposing a GSO-like projection (−1)F = 1 keeps the vacuum representation in the

NS sector and one of the spinors in the R sector.

For the E8 × E8 theory we will consider separate periodic or antiperiodic conditions

for the two groups of sixteen fermions. In this case the O(32) invariance is broken to

O(16) × O(16). In the Ramond sector, however, we obtain one of the spinors of O(16)

with L̄0 = 1. This spinor combines with the adjoint of O(16) to make the adjoint of E8.

We can now describe the massless spectrum of the heterotic string theory (light-cone

gauge). In the NS sector the constraints are

L0 =
1

2
, L̄0 = 1 . (10.4.7)

Taking also into account the GSO projection, we find that there is no tachyon and the

massless states are ψi−1/2ā
j
−1|p〉, which gives the graviton, antisymmetric tensor and dilaton,

and ψi−1/2J̄
a
−1|p〉, which gives vectors in the adjoint of G = E8 × E8 or O(32).

In the R sector the independent constraints are

G0 = 0 , L̄0 = 1 , (10.4.8)

which, together with the GSO condition, give a Majorana-Weyl gravitino, a Majorana-

Weyl fermion, and a set of Majorana-Weyl fermions in the adjoint of the gauge group G.

The theory has N=1 supersymmetry in ten dimensions and contains at the massless level

the supergravity multiplet, and a vector supermultiplet in the adjoint of G. Moreover, the

theory is chiral.

There is another interesting heterotic theory we can construct in ten dimensions. This

can be obtained as a Z2 orbifold of the E8 × E8 theory. The first symmetry we will use is

(−1)F . In each of the two E8’s there is also a symmetry that leaves the vector of the O(16)

subgroup invariant and changes the sign of the O(16) spinor. We will call this symmetry

generator Si, i = 1, 2 acting on the first, respectively second E8’s. The Z2 element by which

we will orbifold is (−1)F+1 S1 S2. We will construct the orbifold blocks. In the sector of

the left-moving world-sheet fermions only (−1)F+1 acts non-trivially. Using (6.11.26) and

(6.11.42) we can see that (−1)F+1 acts as unity on the vector and as −1 on the spinor.

The twisted blocks are

Zfermions[
h
g] =

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab+ag+bh+gh ϑ
4[ab ]

η4
. (10.4.9)

On each of the E8’s the non-trivial projection is Si, which gives the following orbifold

blocks

Z̄E8 [hg ] =
1

2

1∑

γ,δ=0

(−1)γg+δh
ϑ̄8[γδ ]

η̄8
. (10.4.10)
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The total partition function is

Zheterotic
O(16)×O(16) =

1

2

1∑

h,g=0

Z̄E8 [hg ]
2

(
√
τ2ηη̄)8

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab+ag+bh+gh ϑ4[ab ]

η4
. (10.4.11)

Exercise. Show that (10.4.11) is modular-invariant. Show also that it describes a

ten-dimensional theory with gauge group O(16) × O(16) and find the massless spectrum.

Is this theory supersymmetric ?

Exercise. To construct the partition functions of ten-dimensional heterotic theories

we need in general the characters of O(8) for the left-moving fermions and the characters

of a rank 16, level one current algebra for the internal right-moving part (the bosonic

contribution is always the same). Consider first the case G=O(32). Write the most

general partition function as linear combinations of the characters, and then impose the

following constraints:

• Normalization of the vacuum contribution to 1.

• Modular invariance.

• Correct spin-statistics relation.

• Absence of tachyons.

How many theories do you find? How many are supersymmetric?

Repeat the procedure above for G = E8 ×O(16) and O(16) ×O(16).

10.5 Superstring vertex operators

In analogy with the bosonic string, the vertex operators must be primary states of the

superconformal algebra. Using chiral superfield language (see (6.12.12),(6.12.13)) where

X̂µ(z, θ) = Xµ(z) + θψµ(z) . (10.5.1)

The left-moving vertex operators can be written in the form:

∫
dz

∫
dθ V (z, θ) =

∫
dz

∫
dθ (V0(z) + θV−1(z)) =

∫
dz V−1 . (10.5.2)

The conformal weight of V0 is 1
2

while that of V−1 is 1. The integral of V−1 has conformal

weight zero. For the massless spacetime bosons the vertex operator is

V boson(ε, p, z, θ) = εµ : DX̂µ eip·X̂ , (10.5.3)
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V boson
0 = εµψ

µeip·X , V boson
−1 (ε, p, z) = εµ : (∂Xµ + ip · ψ ψµ)eip·X : , (10.5.4)

where ε · p = 0. In the covariant picture this vertex operator becomes

V boson
−1 (ε, p, z) = [QBRST, ξ(z)e−φ(z)ε · ψ eip·X] . (10.5.5)

The spacetime fermion vertex operators can only be constructed in the covariant for-

malism. For the massless states (p2 = 0) they are of the form

V fermion
−1/2 (u, p, z) = uα(p) : e−φ(z)/2 Sα(z) eip·X : , (10.5.6)

φ is the boson coming from the bosonization of the β, γ superconformal ghosts, e−φ/2 is the

spin field of the β, γ system of conformal weight 3/8 (see section 6.15) and Sα is the spin

field of the fermions ψµ forming an O(10)1 current algebra, with weight 5/8 (see section

6.11). The subscript −1/2 indicates the φ-charge. The total conformal weight of V−1/2 is

1. Finally, uα is a spinor satisfying the massless Dirac equation p/u = 0.

There is a subtlety in the case of fermionic strings having to do with the β, γ system.

As we have seen, in the bosonized form, the presence of the background charge alters the

charge neutrality condition18. This is related to the existence of supermoduli or superkilling

spinors. Thus, depending on the correlation function and surface we must have different

representatives for the vertex operators of a given physical state with different φ-charges.

This can be done in the following way. Consider a physical vertex operator with φ charge

q, Vq. It is BRST invariant, [QBRST, Vq] = 0. We can construct another physical vertex

operator representing the same physical state but with charge q+ 1 as Vq+1 = [QBRST, ξVq]

since QBRST carries charge 1. Since it is a BRST commutator, Vq+1 is also BRST-invariant.

However, we have seen that states that are BRST commutators of physical states are

spurious. In this case this is avoided since the ξ field appears in the commutator and its

zero mode lies outside the ghost Hilbert space. The different φ charges are usually called

pictures in the literature. The 1
2

picture for the fermion vertex can be computed to be

V fermion
1/2 (u, p) = [QBRST, ξ(z)V fermion

−1/2 (u, p, z)]

= uα(p)eφ/2Sαe
ip·X + · · · , (10.5.7)

where the ellipsis involves terms that do not contribute to four-point amplitudes. The

ten-dimensional spacetime supersymmetry charges can be constructed from the fermion

vertex at zero momentum,

Qα =
1

2πi

∮
dz : e−φ(z)/2 Sα(z) . (10.5.8)

It transforms fermions into bosons and vice versa

[Qα, V
fermion
−1/2 (u, p, z)] = V boson

−1 (εµ = uβγµβα, p, z) , (10.5.9)
18The charge neutrality condition was given in (6.4.10). It states that the sum of the charges of vertex

operators in a non-zero correlation function has to vanish.
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[Qα, V
boson

0 (ε, p, z)] = V fermion
−1/2 (uβ = ipµεν(γµν)

β
α, p, z) . (10.5.10)

There are various pictures for the supersymmetry charges also.

10.6 Supersymmetric effective actions

So far we have seen that, in ten dimensions, there are the following spacetime supersym-

metric string theories.

• Type-I theory (chiral) with N=1 supersymmetry and gauge group O(32).

• Heterotic theories (chiral) with N=1 supersymmetry and gauge groups O(32) and

E8×E8.

• Type-IIA theory (non-chiral) with N=2 supersymmetry.

• Type-IIB theory (chiral) with N=2 supersymmetry.

We would like to find the effective field theories that describe the dynamics of the

massless fields. A straightforward approach would be the one we used in the bosonic case,

namely either extracting them from scattering amplitudes or requiring Weyl invariance of

the associated σ-model in general background fields. In the presence of supersymmetry,

however, these effective actions are uniquely fixed. They have been constructed during the

late seventies, early eighties, as supergravity theories.

First we would like to obtain the low-energy effective action at the leading order ap-

proximation. When only bosonic fields are present, we just have to keep terms of up to two

derivatives. In the presence of fermions, however, we would like to modify our counting

rules a bit so that the kinetic terms φtuφ for bosons and ψ̄∂/ψ for fermions are equally

important at low energy. We will give weight 0 to bosons, weight 1
2

to fermions and 1 to

a derivative. Then, both kinetic terms have the same weight, namely 2. These weights

are also respected by supersymmetry (SUSY) as can be directly verified from the generic

SUSY transformations

δεφ ∼ φm ψε , δεψ ∼ ∂φm ε+ φm ψ2ε . (10.6.1)

The effective actions in the leading order must have weight 2, and this is true for all

supergravity actions.

In ten dimensions, in order to have massless fields with spin not greater than 2 we have

to restrict ourselves to N≤ 2 SUSY.

We will first consider N=1 supersymmetry. There are two massless supersymmetry

representations (supermultiplets). The vector multiplet contains a vector (Aµ) and a

Majorana-Weyl fermion (χα). The supergravity multiplet contains the graviton (gµν),

antisymmetric tensor (Bµν) and a scalar φ (dilaton) as well as a Majorana-Weyl gravitino

(ψµα) and a Majorana-Weyl fermion (λα). The effective action of an N=1 supergravity
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coupled to super Yang-Mills is fixed by supersymmetry, the only choice that remains

being that of the gauge group. The super Yang-Mills action is (in the absence of gravity)

LYM = −1

4
F a
µνF

a,µν − χ̄aΓµDµχ
a , (10.6.2)

where

F a
µν = ∂µA

a
ν − ∂νAa

µ + gfabcA
b
µA

c
ν , (10.6.3)

Dµχ
a = ∂µχ

a + gfabcA
b
µχ

c (10.6.4)

and g is the Yang-Mills coupling constant. The pure N=1 supergravity action is

LN=1
SUGRA = − 1

2κ2
R − 3

4
φ−3/2HµνρH

µνρ − 9

16κ2

∂µφ∂
µφ

φ2
− 1

2
ψ̄µΓµνρ∇νψρ −

−1

2
λ̄Γµ∇µλ−

3
√

2

8

∂ν
φ
ψ̄µΓνΓµλ +

√
2κ

16
φ−3/4Hνρσ

[
ψ̄µΓµνρστψτ+

+6ψ̄νΓρψσ −
√

2ψ̄µΓνρσΓµλ
]

+ (Fermi)4 , (10.6.5)

where κ is Newton’s constant, Γµ1 ...µn stands for the completely antisymmetrized product

of Γ matrices, Hµνρ is given in (9.8) and we did not write explicitly terms involving four

fermions.

The two actions can be coupled together

LN=1
SUGRA+YM = LN=1

SUGRA

′
+ φ−3/4 L′YM . (10.6.6)

The prime in the Yang-Mills action implies that covariant derivatives now contain the

spin connection. The prime in the supergravity action implies that we have to modify the

definition of the field strength of B:

Ĥµνρ = Hµνρ −
κ√
2
ωCSµνρ , (10.6.7)

where the Chern-Simons form is

ωCSµνρ = Aa
µF

a
νρ −

g

3
fabcA

a
µA

b
νA

c
ρ + cyclic . (10.6.8)

This modification implies that in order for the full theory to be gauge-invariant the anti-

symmetric tensor must transform under gauge transformations δA→ dΛ + [A,Λ] as

δB =
κ√
2

Tr[ΛdA] , (10.6.9)

so that the modified field strength Ĥ is invariant.

The theory contains a single parameter, since the combination g4/κ3 is dimensionless

and can be scaled to 1 by a rescaling of the field φ.

When we have two supersymmetries, there are only two possibilities:
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• Type-IIA supergravity. This is the low energy limit of the type-IIA superstring in

ten dimensions. It contains a single supermultiplet of N=2 supersymmetry containing the

graviton (gµν ), an antisymmetric tensor (Bµν), a scalar φ (dilaton), a vector Aµ and a

three-index antisymmetric tensor Cµνρ as well as a Majorana gravitino (ψµα) and a Ma-

jorana fermion (λα). The supergravity action is completely fixed and can be obtained

by dimensional reduction of the eleven-dimensional N=1 supergravity [31] containing the

eleven-dimensional metric Gµν and a three-index antisymmetric tensor Ĉµνρ. The action

is

LD=11 =
1

2κ2

[
R − 1

2 · 4!
G2

4

]
− iψ̄µΓµνρ∇̃νψρ +

1

2κ2(144)2
G4 ∧G4 ∧ Ĉ +

+
1

192

[
ψ̄µΓµνρστυψυ + 12ψ̄νΓρσψτ

]
(G + Ĝ)νρστ , (10.6.10)

where ∇̃ is defined with respect to the connection (ω+ ω̃)/2, and ω is the spin connection

while

ω̃µ,ab = ωµ,ab +
iκ2

4

[
−ψ̄νΓνµabρψρ + 2(ψ̄µΓbψa − ψ̄µΓaψb + ψ̄bΓµψa)

]
(10.6.11)

is its supercovariantization. Finally, G4 is the field strength of Ĉ,

Gµνρσ = ∂µĈνρσ − ∂νĈρσµ + ∂ρĈσµν − ∂σĈµνρ (10.6.12)

and G̃4 is its supercovariantization

G̃µνρσ = Gµνρσ − 6κ2ψ̄[µΓνρψσ] . (10.6.13)

Upon dimensional reduction, the eleven-dimensional metric gives rise to a ten-dimensional

metric, a gauge field and a scalar as follows (see Appendix C):

Gµν =

(
gµν + e2σAµAν e2σAµ

e2σAµ e2σ

)
. (10.6.14)

The three-form Ĉ gives rise to a three-form and a two-form in ten dimensions

Cµνρ = Ĉµνρ −
(
Ĉνρ,11Aµ + cyclic

)
, Bµν = Ĉµν,11 . (10.6.15)

The ten-dimensional action can be directly obtained from the eleven-dimensional one

using the formulae of Appendix C. For the bosonic part we obtain,

SIIA =
1

2κ2

∫
d10x
√
geσ

[
R − 1

2 · 4!
Ĝ2 − 1

2 · 3!
e−2σH2 − 1

4
e2σF 2

]
+

+
1

2κ2(48)2

∫
B ∧G ∧G , (10.6.16)

where

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ , Hµνρ = ∂µBνρ + cyclic , (10.6.17)
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Ĝµνρσ = Gµνρσ + (FµνBρσ + 5 permutations) . (10.6.18)

This is the type-IIA effective action in the Einstein frame. We can go to the string frame

by gµν → e−σgµν . The ten-dimensional dilaton is Φ = 3σ. The action is

S̃10 =
1

2κ2

∫
d10x
√
ge−Φ

[(
R + (∇Φ)2 − 1

12
H2
)
− 1

2 · 4!
Ĝ2 − 1

4
F 2
]

+

+
1

2κ2(48)2

∫
B ∧G ∧ G . (10.6.19)

Note that the kinetic terms of the R-R fields Aµ and Cµνρ do not have dilaton dependence

at the tree level, as advocated in section 10.2.

• Type-IIB supergravity. It contains the graviton (gµν), two antisymmetric tensors

(Bi
µν), two scalars φi, a self-dual four-index antisymmetric tensor T+, two Majorana-Weyl

gravitini and two Majorana-Weyl fermions of the same chirality. The theory is chiral but

anomaly-free, as we will see further on. The self-duality condition implies that the field

strength F of the four-form is equal to its dual. This equation cannot be obtained from a

covariant action. Consequently, for type-IIB supergravity, the best we can do is to write

down the equations of motion [32].

There is an SL(2,R) global invariance in this theory, which transforms the antisym-

metric tensor and scalar doublets (the metric as well as the four-form are invariant). We

will denote by φ the dilaton that comes from the (NS −NS) sector and by χ the scalar

that comes from the R-R sector. Define the complex scalar

S = χ+ ie−φ/2 . (10.6.20)

Then, SL(2,R) acts by fractional transformations on S and linearly on B i

S → aS + b

cS + d
,

(
BN
µν

BR
µν

)
→
(
d −c
−b a

)(
BN
µν

BR
µν

)
, (10.6.21)

where a, b, c, d are real with ad − bc = 1. BN is the NS-NS antisymmetric tensor while

BR is the R-R antisymmetric tensor. When we set the four-form to zero, the rest of the

equations of motion can be obtained from the following action

SIIB =
1

2κ2

∫
d10x

√
−det g

[
R − 1

2

∂S∂S̄

S2
2

− 1

12

|HR + SHN |2
S2

]
, (10.6.22)

where H stands for the field strength of the antisymmetric tensors. Obviously (10.6.22) is

SL(2,R) invariant.

11 Anomalies

An anomaly is the breakdown of a classical symmetry in the quantum theory. Two types of

symmetries can have anomalies, global or local (gauge) symmetries. In the following we will
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Figure 14: a) The anomalous triangle diagram in four dimensions. b) The anomalous

hexagon diagram in ten dimensions.

be interested in anomalies of local symmetries. If a local symmetry has an anomaly, this

implies that longitudinal degrees of freedom no longer decouple. This signals problems

with unitarity. In two dimensions, anomalies are not fatal. The example of the chiral

Schwinger model (U(1) gauge theory coupled to a massless fermion) indicates that one

can include the extra degrees of freedom and obtain a consistent theory. However, we do

not yet know how to implement this procedure in more than two dimensions. Thus, we

will impose an absence of anomalies.

Consider the physical effective action of a theory containing gauge fields as well as a

metric Γeff[Aµ, gµν , . . .]. The gauge current and the energy-momentum tensor are

Jµ =
δΓeff

δAµ
, T µν =

1√−g
δΓeff

δgµν
. (11.1)

The variation of the effective action under a gauge transformation δΛA = [a,Λ] is

δΛΓeff = Tr
∫

DµΛ
δΓeff

δAµ
= Tr

∫
Λ Dµ

δΓeff

δAµ
=
∫

Tr [Λ DµJ
µ] , (11.2)

where we have used integration by parts. Consequently, iff DµJ
µ 6= 0 there is an anomaly

in the gauge symmetry. Similar remarks apply to the invariance under diffeomorphisms:

δdiffΓ
eff =

∫
(∇µεν +∇νεµ)

δΓeff

δgµν
=
∫
εµ∇νT

µν . (11.3)

Thus, a gravitational anomaly implies the non-conservation of the stress-tensor in the

quantum theory.

Anomalies in field theory appear due to UV problems. Consider the famous triangle

graph in four dimensions (Fig. 14a). It is superficially linearly divergent, and gauge

invariance reduces this to a logarithmic divergence. If the fermions going around the

loop are non-chiral, we can regularize the diagram using Pauli-Villars regularization and

we can easily show that the graph vanishes when one of the gauge field polarizations

is longitudinal. There is no anomaly in this case. However, if the fermions are chiral,
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Figure 15: Two-loop diagram with physical external legs in which longitudinal modes prop-

agate.

Pauli-Villars (or any other regularization) will break gauge invariance, which will not be

recovered when the regulator mass is going to infinity.

In ten dimensions, the leading graph that can give a contribution to anomalies is the

hexagon diagram depicted in Fig. 14b. The external lines can be either gauge bosons or

gravitons. It can be shown that only the completely symmetric part of the graph gives

a non-trivial contribution to the anomaly. Non-symmetric contributions can be canceled

by local counterterms. If the diagram were non-zero when one of the external lines is

longitudinal, then this will imply that the unphysical polarizations will propagate in the

two-loop diagram in Fig. 15.

We will consider the linearized approximation, which is relevant for the leading hexagon

diagram: F = F0 +A2, F0 = dA and A→ A+ dΛ. Here, Λ is the gauge parameter matrix

(zero-form). The anomaly due to the hexagon diagram with gauge fields in the external

lines can have the following general form

δΓ|gauge ∼
∫
d10x

[
c1Tr[ΛF 5

0 ] + c2Tr[ΛF0]Tr[F 4
0 ] + c3Tr[ΛF0](Tr[F

2
0 ])2

]
, (11.4)

where powers of forms are understood as wedge products. For comparison, the similar

expression in four dimensions is proportional to Tr[ΛF 2
0 ]. The three different coefficients

ci correspond to the three group invariants Tr[T 6], Tr[T 4]Tr[T 2] and (Tr[T 2])3 of a given

group generator T in a symmetric group trace. There is a similar result for the gravitational

anomaly, where the role of F is played by the O(D) two-form Rab
µν = eaρe

b
σR

ρσ
µν . The matrix

valued two-form R is obtained by multiplying Rab with the O(D) adjoint matrices T ab. It

can be written in terms of the spin connection one-form ω as R = dω + ω2. Considering

the anomaly diagram with graviton external lines we obtain

δΓ|grav ∼
∫
d10x

[
d1Tr[ΘR

5
0] + d2Tr[ΘR0]Tr[R4

0] + d3Tr[ΘR0](Tr[R2
0])2

]
. (11.5)
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Finally, by considering some of the external lines to be gauge bosons and some to be

gravitons we obtain the mixed anomaly

δΓ|mixed ∼
∫
d10x

[
e1Tr[ΛF0]Tr[R4

0] + e2Tr[ΘR0]Tr[F 4
0 ]+

+e3Tr[ΘR0](Tr[F 2
0 ])2 + e4Tr[ΛF0](Tr[R0])2

]
. (11.6)

There is also another potential term Tr[ΛF0]Tr[F 2
0 ]Tr[R2

0], but it can be removed by a local

counterterm.

There is a geometric construction that provides the full anomaly from the leading lin-

earized piece (for a more complete discussion see, [5], p. 343). First, the anomaly satisfies

the so-called Wess-Zumino consistency condition, which reflects the group structure of

gauge transformations. Let G(Λ) = δΓ/δλ. Then

δΛ1G(Λ2)− δΛ2G(Λ1) = G([Λ1,Λ2]) . (11.7)

The field strengths transform as follows under gauge transformations and diffeomorphisms

δF = [F,Λ] , δR = [R,Θ] . (11.8)

It is straightforward to show that the traces Tr[Rm], Tr[Fm] are gauge-invariant and closed:

d Tr[Rm] = d Tr[Fm] = 0 . (11.9)

Also, the traces are non-zero for even m. In order to construct the anomaly D-form in

D-dimensions we start with the most general gauge-invariant and closed (D + 2)-form

ID+2(R,F ), which can be written as a linear combination of products of even traces of

F,R. Since ID+2 is closed, it can be written (locally) as

ID+2(R,F ) = dΩD+1(ω,A) , (11.10)

where the (D+ 1)-form ΩD+1 is no longer gauge-invariant, but changes under gauge trans-

formations as

δΛΩD+1(ω,A) = dΩD(ω,A,Λ) . (11.11)

This is required by the fact that ID+2 is gauge-invariant. Finally, the D-dimensional

anomaly is the piece of ΩD linear in Λ.

Except for the irreducible part of the gauge anomaly proportional to TrΛF 5
0 and

Tr[ΘR5
0], the rest can be canceled, if it appears in a suitable linear combination. This

is known as the Green-Schwarz mechanism.

Assume that the reducible part of the anomaly factorizes as follows

δΓ|reduc ∼
∫
d10x (Tr[ΛF0] + Tr[ΘR0])

(
a1Tr[F 4

0 ] + a2Tr[R4
0]+

+a3(Tr[F 2
0 ])2 + a4(Tr[R2

0])2 + a5Tr[F
2
0 ]Tr[R2

0]
)
. (11.12)
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We have seen that, in N=1 supergravity, the field strength of the antisymmetric tensor is

shifted by the gauge Chern-Simons form. We can also add the gravitational Chern-Simons

form (it will contribute four derivative terms):

Ĥ = dB + ΩCS(A) + ΩCS(ω) . (11.13)

We have also seen that this addition makes the B-form transform under gauge transfor-

mations and diffeomorphisms to keep Ĥ invariant. Since

δΛΩCS(A) = dTr[ΛdA] , δΘΩCS(ω) = dTr[Θdω] (11.14)

the antisymmetric tensor must transform as

δB = −Tr[ΛF0 + ΘR0] . (11.15)

Thus, the counterterm

Γcounter ∼
∫
d10x B

(
a1Tr[F 4

0 ] + a2Tr[R4
0] + a3(Tr[F 2

0 ])2+ (11.16)

+a4(Tr[R2
0])

2 + a5Tr[F 2
0 ]Tr[R2

0]
)

can cancel the reducible anomaly. This mechanism can work also in other dimensions,

provided there exists an antisymmetric tensor in the theory. There are also generalizations

of this mechanism in theories with more than one antisymmetric tensor. Such theories can

be obtained by compactifying superstring theories down to six dimensions.

What kind of fields can contribute to the anomalies? First of all they have to be

massless, secondly they must be chiral. Chirality exists in even dimensions, and fields that

can be chiral are (spin 1/2) fermions, (spin 3/2) gravitini and (anti)self-dual antisymmetric

tensors Bµ1...µD/2−1
. Their field strength F = dB is a D/2-form that is (anti)self-dual

Fµ1 ...µD/2 = ± i

(D/2)!
εµ1...µDF

µD/2+1...µD . (11.17)

For gravitational anomalies to appear, we must have chiral representations of the

Lorentz group O(1,D-1). They exist in D = 4k + 2 dimensions. For gauge anomalies,

we must have chiral representations of the gauge group G. This can happen in even di-

mensions and when the gauge group admits complex representations.

We will now give the contributions to the anomalies coming from the various chi-

ral fields. As we argued before, the anomaly is completely characterized by a closed,

gauge-invariant (D+2)-form. By an orthogonal transformation we can bring the D × D
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antisymmetric matrix R0 to the following block-diagonal form

R0 =




0 x1 0 0 . . .

−x1 0 0 0 . . .

0 0 0 x2 . . .

0 0 −x2 0 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . 0 xD/2

. . . −xD/2 0




. (11.18)

Then Tr[R2m
0 ] = 2(−1)m

∑
i x

2m
i . The contribution to the gravitational

anomaly of a spin 1
2

fermion is given by [34]

Î1/2(R) =
D/2∏

i=1

(
xi/2

sinh(xi/2)

)
. (11.19)

In the previous formula, we have to expand it in a series that contains forms of various or-

ders and pick the piece that is a (D+2)-form. Similarly, we have the following contributions

for chiral gravitini:

I3/2(R) = Î1/2(R)


−1 + 2

D/2∑

i=1

cosh(xi)


 (11.20)

and self-dual tensors

IA(R) = −1

8

D/2∏

i=1

(
xi

tanh(xi)

)
. (11.21)

The gravitini and self-dual tensors do not contribute to gauge or mixed anomalies, since

they cannot be charged under the gauge group. However the spin 1/2 fermions can trans-

form non-trivially and their total contribution to anomalies is given by

I1/2(R,F ) = Tr
[
eiF
]
Î1/2(R) . (11.22)

Assuming D = 10 and expanding the formulae above we obtain

I1/2(R,F )
∣∣∣
12−form

= −Tr[F 6]

720
+
Tr[F 4]Tr[R2]

24 · 48
+

−Tr[F
2]

256

(
Tr[R4]

45
+

(Tr[R2])2

36

)
+

+
n

64

(
Tr[R6]

5670
+
Tr[R2]Tr[R4]

4320
+

(Tr[R2])3

10368

)
,

where n is the total number of spin 3/2 fermions.

I3/2(R)
∣∣∣
12−form

= −495

64

(
Tr[R6]

5670
+
Tr[R2]Tr[R4]

4320
+

(Tr[R2])3

10368

)
+

+
Tr[R2]

384

(
Tr[R4] +

(Tr[R2])2

4

)
,
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IA(R)|12−form = Î1/2(R)
∣∣∣
12−form

− I3/2(R)
∣∣∣
12−form

. (11.23)

The anomaly contributions I1/2 and I3/2 given above correspond to Weyl fermions. Since

in ten dimensions we also have Majorana-Weyl fermions, their contribution to anomalies

is half of the above.

We are now in a position to examine which ten-dimensional theories are free of anoma-

lies.

The theory of N=1 supergravity without matter contains a Majorana-Weyl gravitino

and a Majorana-Weyl spin 1
2

fermion of opposite chirality. It can easily be checked from

the formulae above that this is anomalous.

Type-IIA supergravity is non-chiral and thus trivially anomaly-free. Type-IIB, how-

ever, is chiral and contains two Majorana-Weyl gravitini contributing I3/2 to the anomaly,

two Majorana-Weyl fermions of the opposite chirality contributing −I1/2, and a self-dual

tensor contributing −IA. The total anomaly can be seen to vanish from (11.23).

We will now consider N=1 supergravity coupled to vector multiplets. The gaugini have

the same chirality as the gravitino. The total anomaly is

2IN=1 = I3/2(R)− I1/2(R) + I1/2(R,F ) . (11.24)

We should at least require that the irreducible anomaly corresponding to the traces of

R6 and F 6 cancels. The Tr[R6] cannot be written as a product of lower traces, since the

group O(10) has an independent Casimir of order 6. Thus, the coefficient of the Tr[R6]

term in (11.24) must vanish. This implies that n = 496. Since the gaugini are in the

adjoint representation of the gauge group, their number n is the dimension of the gauge

group. We obtain that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for anomaly cancelation

is dimG = 496. Inserting n = 496 in (11.24) we obtain

96Itotal = −Tr[F 6]

15
+

Tr[R2]Tr[F 4]

24
+

Tr[R2]Tr[R4]

8
+

(Tr[R2])3

32
− (11.25)

−Tr[F 2]

960

(
4Tr[R4] + 5(Tr[R2])2

)
.

It is obvious from the above that the only hope for canceling the leftover anomaly is to be

able to use the Green-Schwarz mechanism. It would work if we could factorize I total. This

will happen iff

Tr[F 6] =
1

48
Tr[F 2]Tr[F 4]− 1

14400
(Tr[F 2])3 . (11.26)

Then

96Itotal =
(

Tr[R2]− 1

30
Tr[F 2]

)
X8 , (11.27)

with

X8 =
Tr[F 4]

24
− (Tr[F 2])2

720
− Tr[F 2]Tr[R2]

240
+

Tr[R4]

8
+

(Tr[R2])2

32
, (11.28)
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and the rest of the anomaly can be canceled via the Green-Schwarz mechanism. The only

non-trivial condition that remains is (11.26).

Consider first the gauge group to be O(N). Then the following formulae apply [5]

Tr[F 6] = (N − 32)tr[F 6] + 15tr[F 2]tr[F 4] , (11.29)

Tr[F 4] = (N − 8)tr[F 4] + 3(tr[F 2])2 , Tr[F 2] = (N − 2)tr[F 2] , (11.30)

where Tr stands for the trace in the adjoint and tr for the trace in the fundamental of

O(N).

Exercise. Show that the factorization condition (11.26) and dimG = 496 are satisfied

by G=O(32). Thus, the type-I and heterotic string theories with G=O(32) are anomaly

free.

Consider now G = E8 × E8, which has also dimension 496. E8 has no independent

Casimirs of order 4 and 6,

Tr[F 6] =
1

7200
(Tr[F 2])3 , Tr[F 4] =

1

100
(Tr[F 2])2 . (11.31)

Exercise. Verify that E8 × E8 satisfies (11.26). Thus, the E8×E8 heterotic string is

also anomaly-free. Check also that the groups E8×U(1)248 and U(1)496 are anomaly-free.

No known ten-dimensional string theory corresponds to these groups.

The presence of the Green-Schwarz counterterm (11.16) necessary for the cancelation

of the reducible anomaly, was checked by a one-loop computation in the heterotic string

[35]. Moreover a direct relation between modular invariance and the absence of anomalies

was obtained.

From (11.13) we obtain that (G=O(32))

dĤ = tr[R2]− 1

30
Tr[F 2] . (11.32)

Integrating (11.24) over any closed four-dimensional submanifold, we obtain the important

constraint to be satisfied by the background fields:
∫

tr[R2] =
1

30

∫
Tr[F 2] . (11.33)
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Exercise. Consider the non-supersymmetric O(16) × O(16) heterotic string in ten

dimensions. It is a chiral theory with fermionic content transforming as (V, V ), (S̄, 1) and

(1, S̄) under the gauge group. S stands for the 128-dimensional spinor representation of

O(16). Use

trS[F 6] = 16tr[F 6]− 15tr[F 2]tr[F 4] +
15

4
(tr[F 2])3 , (11.34)

trS [F 4] = −8tr[F 4] + 6(tr[F 2])2 , trS[F 2] = 16tr[F 2] , (11.35)

with trS the trace in the spinor representation space and tr the trace in the fundamental

representation space to show that the theory is anomaly-free. What is the Green-Schwarz

counterterm? Are there any other chiral, non-supersymmetric anomaly-free theories in ten

dimensions?

Exercise. Consider the E8 × E8 heterotic string in ten dimensions. This theory has

a symmetry I that interchanges the two E8 factors. Consider the Z2 orbifold of this theory

with respect to the symmetry transformation g = (−1)F+1 · I. Construct the modular-

invariant partition function (you will need the duplication formulae for the ϑ-functions

that you can find in appendix A). What is the gauge group and the massless spectrum?

Is this theory supersymmetric? Chiral? Anomaly-free?

12 Compactification and supersymmetry breaking

So far, we have considered superstring theories in ten non-compact dimensions. However,

our direct physical interest is in four-dimensional theories. One way to obtain them is

to make use of the Kaluza-Klein idea: consider some of the dimensions to be curled-up

into a compact manifold, leaving only four non-compact dimensions. As we have seen in

the case of the bosonic strings, exact solutions to equations of motion of a string theory

correspond to a CFT. In the case of type-II string theory, they would correspond to a

(1,1) superconformal FT, and to a (1,0) superconformal FT in the heterotic case. The

generalization of the concept of compactification to four dimensions, for example, is to

replace the original flat non-compact CFT with another one, where four dimensions are still

flat but the rest is described by an arbitrary CFT with the appropriate central charge. This

type of description is more general than that of a geometrical compactification, since there

are CFTs with no geometrical interpretation. In the following, we will examine both the

geometric point of view and the CFT point of view, mainly via orbifold compactifications.
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12.1 Toroidal compactifications

The simplest possibility is that the “internal compact” manifold be a flat torus. This can

be considered as a different background of the ten-dimensional theory, where we have given

constant expectation values to internal metric and other background fields.

Consider first the case of the heterotic string compactified to D < 10 dimensions. It is

rather straightforward to construct the partition function of the compactified theory. There

are now D− 2 transverse non-compact coordinates, each contributing
√
τ2ηη̄. There is no

change in the contribution of the left-moving world-sheet fermions and 16 right-moving

compact coordinates. Finally the contribution of the 10−D compact coordinates is given

by (7.1.38). Putting everything together we obtain

Zheterotic
D =

Γ10−D,10−D(G,B) Γ̄H

τ
D−2

2
2 η8η̄8

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab ϑ
4[ab ]

η4
, (12.1.1)

where Γ̄H stands for the lattice sum for either O(32) or E8×E8; Gαβ, Bαβ are the constant

expectation values of the internal (10−D)-dimensional metric and antisymmetric tensor.

It is not difficult to find the massless spectrum of the theory. The original ten-dimensional

metric gives rise to the D-dimensional metric, (10 − D) U(1) gauge fields and 1
2
(10 −

D)(11 −D) scalars. The antisymmetric tensor produces a D-dimensional antisymmetric

tensor, (10−D) U(1) gauge fields and 1
2
(10−D)(9−D) scalars (the internal components

of the gauge fields). The ten-dimensional dilaton gives rise to another scalar. Finally the

dim H ten-dimensional gauge fields give rise to dim H gauge fields and (10 −D)· dim H

scalars. Similar reduction works for the fermions.

We will consider in more detail the scalars Y a
α coming from the ten-dimensional vectors,

where a is the adjoint index and α the internal index taking values 1, 2, . . . , 10 −D. The

non-abelian field strength (10.6.3) contains a term without derivatives. Upon dimensional

reduction this gives rise to a potential term for the (Higgs) scalars Y a
α :

VHiggs ∼ fabcf
a
b′c′ G

αγ Gβδ Y b
α Y

c
β Y

b′
γ Y c′

δ . (12.1.2)

This potential has flat directions (continuous families of minima) when Y a
α takes constant

expectation values in the Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra. We will label these values

by Y I
α , I = 1, 2, . . . , 16. This is a normal Higgs phenomenon and it generates a mass

matrix for the gauge fields

[
m2
]ab ∼ Gαβ f cad f

cb ′
d Y

d
α Y d′

β . (12.1.3)

This mass matrix has rank-H generic zero eigenvalues. The gauge fields belonging to the

Cartan remain massless while all the other gauge fields get a non-zero mass. Consequently,

the gauge group is broken to the Cartan ∼ U(1)rank−H. If we also turn on these expectation

values, then the heterotic compactified partition function becomes
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Zheterotic
D =

Γ10−D,26−D(G,B, Y )

τ
D−2

2
2 η8η̄8

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab ϑ
4[ab ]

η4
, (12.1.4)

where the derivation of the Γ10−D,26−D lattice sum is described in detail in Appendix B.

The (10 −D)(26 −D) scalar fields G,B, Y are called moduli since they can have ar-

bitrary expectation values. Thus, the heterotic string compactified down to D dimensions

is essentially a continuous family of vacua parametrized by the expectation values of the

moduli that describe the geometry of the internal manifold (G,B) and the (flat) gauge

bundle (Y ).

Consider now the tree-level effective action for the bosonic massless modes in the

toroidally compactified theory. It can be obtained by direct dimensional reduction of the

ten-dimensional heterotic effective action, which in the σ-model frame19 is given by (9.10)

with the addition of the gauge fields

α′8 Sheterotic
10−d =

∫
d10x

√
−det G10e

−Φ
[
R+ (∇Φ)2 − 1

12
Ĥ2 − 1

4
Tr[F 2]

]
+O(α′) . (12.1.5)

The massless fields in D dimensions are obtained from those of the ten-dimensional theory

by assuming that the latter do not depend on the internal coordinates Xα. Moreover we

keep only the Cartan gauge fields since they are the only ones that will remain massless

for generic values of the Wilson lines Y I
α , I = 1, 2, . . . , 16. So, the gauge kinetic terms

abelianize Tr[F 2]→ ∑16
I=1 F

I
µνF

I,µν with

F I
µν = ∂µA

I
ν − ∂νAI

µ . (12.1.6)

Also

Ĥµνρ = ∂µBνρ −
1

2

∑

I

AI
µF

I
νρ + cyclic , (12.1.7)

where we have neglected the gravitational Chern-Simons contribution, since it is of higher

order in α′.

There is a standard ansatz to define the D-dimensional fields, such that the gauge

invariances of the compactified theory are simple. This is given in Appendix C. In this

way we obtain

Sheterotic
D =

∫
dDx

√
−det Ge−Φ

[
R + ∂µΦ∂µΦ− 1

12
ĤµνρĤµνρ−

−1

4
(M̂−1)ijF

i
µνF

jµν +
1

8
Tr(∂µM̂∂µM̂−1)

]
, (12.1.8)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , 36 − 2D and

Ĥµνρ = ∂µBνρ −
1

2
LijA

i
µF

j
νρ + cyclic . (12.1.9)

19This is also called the “string frame”.
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The moduli scalar matrix M̂ is given in (B.4). This action has a continuous O(10-D,26-D)

symmetry. If Λ ∈ O(10-D,26-D) is a (36− 2D) × (36 − 2D) matrix then

M̂ → Ω M̂ ΩT , Aµ → Ω ·Aµ (12.1.10)

leaves the effective action invariant. However, we know from the exact string theory treat-

ment that the presence of the massive states coming from the lattice break this symmetry to

the discrete infinite subgroup O(10-D,26-D,Z). This is the group of T-duality symmetries.

The (10−D)(26−D) scalar action in (12.1.8) is the O(10−D, 26−D)/(O(10−D)×O(26−D)

σ-model.

We can also go to the Einstein frame by (9.11), in which the action becomes

Sheterotic
D =

∫
dDx

√
−det GE


R − 1

D − 2
∂µΦ∂µΦ− e−

4Φ
D−2

12
ĤµνρĤµνρ−

−e
− 2Φ
D−2

4
(M̂−1)ijF

i
µνF

jµν +
1

8
Tr(∂µM̂∂µM̂−1)


 . (12.1.11)

For D = 4, the ten-dimensional gravitino gives rise to 4 four-dimensional Majorana

gravitini. Consequently, the four-dimensional compactified theory has N=4 local SUSY.

The relevant massless N=4 supermultiplets are the supergravity multiplet and the vector

multiplet. The supergravity multiplet contains the metric, six vectors (the graviphotons),

a scalar and an antisymmetric tensor, as well as four Majorana gravitini and four Majorana

spin 1
2

fermions. The vector multiplet contains a vector, four Majorana spin 1
2

fermions

and six scalars. In total we have, apart from the SUGRA multiplet, 22 vector multiplets.

In D = 4 the antisymmetric tensor is equivalent (on-shell) via a duality transformation

to a pseudoscalar a, the “axion”. It is defined (in the Einstein frame) by

e−2φĤµνρ =
εµνρ

σ

√−det gE
∇σa . (12.1.12)

This definition is such that the Bµν equations of motion ∇µe−ΦĤµνρ = 0 are automatically

solved by substituting (12.1.12). However the Bianchi identity for Ĥ from (12.1.9)

εµνρσ√−det gE
∂µĤνρσ = −LijF i

µν F̃
j,µν , (12.1.13)

where

F̃ µν =
1

2

εµνρσ√−det gE
Fρσ , (12.1.14)

becomes, after substituting (12.1.12), an equation of motion for the axion:

∇µ e2φ∇µa = −1

4
F i
µνF̃

j,µν . (12.1.15)
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This equation can be obtained from the “dual” action

S̃heterotic
D=4 =

∫
d4x

√
−det gE

[
R − 1

2
∂µφ∂µφ−

1

2
e2φ∂µa∂µa+

−1

4
e−φ(M−1)ijF

i
µνF

j,µν +
1

4
a LijF

i
µνF̃

j,µν+

+
1

8
Tr(∂µM∂µM−1)

]
. (12.1.16)

Finally defining the complex S field

S = a+ i e−φ , (12.1.17)

we can write the action as

S̃heterotic
D=4 =

∫
d4x

√
−det gE

[
R − 1

2

∂µS∂µS̄

ImS2
− 1

4
ImS(M−1)ijF

i
µνF

j,µν

+
1

4
ReS LijF

i
µνF̃

j,µν +
1

8
Tr(∂µM∂µM−1)

]
. (12.1.18)

From the definition (12.1.17), 1/ImS is the string loop-expansion parameter (heterotic

string coupling constant). As we will see later on, the 4-d heterotic string has a non-

perturbative SL(2,Z) symmetry acting on S by fractional transformations and as electric-

magnetic duality on the abelian gauge fields. The scalar field S takes values in the

upper-half plane, SL(2,R)/U(1). The rest of the scalars take values in the coset space

O(6,22)/O(6)×O(22).

We will briefly describe here the toroidal compactification of type-II string theory to

four dimensions. It can be shown that in closed string theory with a compact dimension of

radius R, a duality transformation R→ 1/R is accompanied by a reversal of the chirality

of the left-moving spinor groundstate. This is explained in more detail in the last section.

Thus, type-IIA theory with radius R is equivalent to type-IIB theory with radius 1/R.

Once we compactify on a torus, both theories are non-chiral. We need only examine the

type-IIA theory reduction to D = 4. First the two Majorana-Weyl gravitini and fermions

give rise to eight D = 4 Majorana gravitini and 48 spin 1
2

Majorana fermions. Thus, the

D = 4 theory has maximal N=8 supersymmetry. The ten-dimensional metric produces

the four-dimensional metric, 6 U(1) vectors and 21 scalars. The antisymmetric tensor

produces (after four-dimensional dualization), 6 U(1) vectors and 16 scalars. The dilaton

gives an extra scalar. The R-R U(1) gauge field gives one gauge field and 6 scalars. The

R-R three-form gives a three-form (no physical degrees of freedom in four dimensions) 15

vectors and 26 scalars. All of the above degrees of freedom form the N=8 supergravity

multiplet that contains the graviton, 28 vectors, 70 scalars, 8 gravitini and 48 fermions.

Exercise. Start from the ten-dimensional type-IIA effective action in (10.6.19) and
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by using toroidal dimensional reduction (you will find relevant formulae in appendix C)

derive the four-dimensional effective action. Dualize all two-forms.

12.2 Compactification on non-trivial manifolds

The next step would be to attempt to compactify the ten-dimensional theories on non-flat

manifolds. Such backgrounds, however, must satisfy the string equations of motion. As we

described in a previous section, this is equivalent to conformal invariance of the associated

σ-model. When the background fields are slowly varying, the α′ expansion is applicable

and to leading order the background must satisfy the low-energy effective field equations

of motion.

We will be interested in ground-states for which the four-dimensional world is flat.

In the most general case, such a ground-state is given by the tensor product of a four-

dimensional non-compact flat CFT and an internal conformal field theory. A CFT with

appropriate central charge and symmetries is an exact solution of the (tree-level) string

equations of motion to all orders in α′. In the heterotic case, this internal CFT must have

left N=1 invariance and (c, c̄) = (9, 22). In the type-II case it must have both left and right

N=1 superconformal invariance and (c, c̄) = (9, 9). If the CFT has a “large volume limit”,

then an α′ expansion is possible and we can recover the leading σ-model (geometrical)

results.

It is also of interest, for the compactified theory, to have some left-over supersymmetry

at the compactification scale. For phenomenological purposes we eventually need N=1

supersymmetry, since it is the only case that admits chiral representations. Although the

very low energy world is not supersymmetric, we do need some supersymmetry beyond

Standard-Model energies for hierarchy reasons.

In the effective field theory approach, we assume that some bosonic fields acquire

expectation values that satisfy the equations of motion, while the expectation values of the

fermions are zero (to preserveD = 4 Lorentz invariance). In the generic case, a background

breaks all the supersymmetries of flat ten-dimensional space. A supersymmetry will be

preserved, if the associated variation of the fermion fields vanish. This gives a set of first

order equations. If they are satisfied for at least one supersymmetry, then the full equations

of motion will also be satisfied. Another way to state this is by saying that every compact

manifold that preserves at least one SUSY, is a solution of the equations of motion.

We will consider here the case of the heterotic string on a space that is locally M4 ×
K with M4 the four-dimensional Minkowski space and K some six-dimensional compact

manifold. Splitting indices into Greek indices for M4 and Latin indices for K, we have

the following supersymmetry variations (in the Einstein frame) of the ten-dimensional
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heterotic action

δψµ = ∇µε+

√
2

32
e2Φ (γµγ5 ⊗H) ε , (12.2.1)

δψm = ∇mε+

√
2

32
e2Φ (γmH − 12Hm) ε , (12.2.2)

δλ =
√

2(γm∇mΦ)ε+
1

8
e2ΦHε , (12.2.3)

δχa = −1

4
eΦF a

m,nγ
mnε , (12.2.4)

where ψ is the gravitino, λ is the dilatino and χa are the gaugini; ε is a spinor (the

parameter of the supersymmetry transformation). Furthermore we used

H = Hmnr γ
mnr , Hm = Hmnr γ

nr . (12.2.5)

The ten-dimensional Γ-matrices can be constructed from the D = 4 matrices γµ, and the

internal matrices γm, as

Γµ = γµ ⊗ 16 , Γm = γ5 ⊗ γm , (12.2.6)

γ5 =
i

4!
εµνρσγ

µνρσ , γ =
i

6!

√
detgεmnrpqsγ

mnrpqs . (12.2.7)

γ is the analog of γ5 for the internal space.

If, for some value of the background fields, the equations δ(fermions) = 0 admit a

solution, namely a non-trivial, globally defined spinor ε, then the background is N=1 su-

persymmetric. If more than one solution exist, then we will have extended supersymmetry.

This problem was considered in [36] with the assumption that Hmnr = 0. The conditions

for the existence of N=1 supersymmetry in four dimensions for H = 0 can be summarized

as follows: the dilaton must be constant and the manifold K must admit a Killing spinor

ξ,

∇m ξ = 0 . (12.2.8)

Moreover this condition implies that K is a Ricci-flat (Rmn = 0) Kähler manifold. Finally

the background (internal) gauge fields must satisfy

F a
mnγ

mn ξ = 0 (12.2.9)

and (11.32) then becomes

Rrs
[mnRpq]rs =

1

30
F a

[mnF
a
pq] . (12.2.10)

In a generic six-dimensional manifold, the spin connection is in O(6) ∼ SU(4). If the

manifold is Kähler, then the spin connection is in U(3) ⊂ SU(4). Finally, if the Ricci

tensor vanishes, the spin connection is an SU(3) connection. Such manifolds are known as

Calabi-Yau (CY) manifolds.
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A simple way to solve (12.2.9) and (12.2.10) is to embed the spin connection ω ∈ SU(3)

into the gauge connection A ∈ O(32) or E8 × E8. The only embedding of SU(3) in O(32)

that satisfies (12.2.10) is the one in which O(32) 3 32 → 3 + 3̄ + singlets ∈ SU(3). In

this case O(32) is broken down to U(1)×O(26) (this is the subgroup that commutes with

SU(3)). The U(1) is “anomalous”, namely the sum of the U(1) charges ρ =
∑
i q

i of the

massless states is not zero. This anomaly is apparent, since we know that the string theory

is not anomalous. What happens is that the Green-Schwarz mechanism implies here that

there is a one-loop coupling of the form ρ B ∧ F . This gives a mass to the U(1) gauge

field and it cannot appear as a low-energy symmetry. There is a more detailed discussion

of this phenomenon in section 13.4. The leftover gauge group O(26) has only non-chiral

representations.

More interesting is the case of E8×E8. E8 has a maximal SU(3)×E6 subgroup, under

which the adjoint of E8 decomposes as E8 3 248 → (8,1)⊗ (3,27) ⊗ (3̄,27) ⊗ (1,78) ∈
SU(3)×E6. Embedding the spin connection in one of the E8 in this fashion solves (12.2.10).

The unbroken gauge group in this case is E6×E8. Let NL be the number of massless left-

handed Weyl fermions in four dimensions transforming in the 27 of E6 and NR the same

number for the 27. The number of net chirality (number of “generations”) is |NL −NR|;
it can be obtained by an index theorem on the CY manifold. The 27’s transform as the

3 of SU(3) and the 27 transform in the 3̄ of SU(3). Thus, the number of generations is

the index of the Dirac operator on K for the fermion field ψαA, where α is a spinor index

and A is a 3 index. It can be shown [36], that the index of the Dirac operator, and thus

the number of generations, is equal to |χ(K)/2|, where χ(K) is the Euler number of the

manifold K.

The above considerations are correct to leading order in α′. At higher orders we expect,

generically, corrections and only some statements about the massless states survive these

corrections.

As another example we will consider the compactification of type-II theory on the K3

manifold down to six dimensions. K3 is a topological class of four-dimensional compact,

Ricci-flat, Kähler manifolds without isometries. Such manifolds have SU(2)⊂O(4) holon-

omy and are also hyper-Kähler. The hyper-Kähler condition is equivalent to the existence

of three integrable complex structures that satisfy the SU(2) algebra. It can be shown

that a left-right symmetric N=1 supersymmetric σ-model on such manifolds is exactly

conformally invariant and has N=4 superconformal symmetry on both sides. Moreover,

K3 has a covariantly constant spinor, so that the type-II theory compactified on it has

N=2 supersymmetry in six dimensions (and N=4 if further compactified on a two-torus).

It would be useful for latter purposes to briefly describe the cohomology of K3. There is a

harmonic zero-form that is constant (since the manifold is compact and connected). There

are no harmonic one-forms. There is one (2,0) and one (0,2) harmonic forms as well as 20

(1,1) forms. The (2,0), (0,2) and one of the (1,1) Kähler forms are self-dual, the other 19
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(1,1) forms are anti-self-dual. There are no harmonic three-forms and a unique four-form

(the volume form). More details on the geometry and topology of K3 can be found in [37].

Consider first the type-IIA theory and derive the massless bosonic spectrum in six

dimensions. To find the massless states coming from the ten-dimensional metric G, we

make the following decomposition

GMN ∼ hµν(x)⊗ φ(y) +Aµ(x)⊗ fm(y) + Φ(x)⊗ hmn(y) , (12.2.11)

where x denotes the six-dimensional non-compact flat coordinates and y are the internal

coordinates. Also µ = 0, 1, . . . , 5 and m = 1, 2, 3, 4 is a K3 index. Applying the ten-

dimensional equations of motion to the metric G we obtain that hµν (the six-dimensional

graviton) is massless if

tuy φ(y) = 0 . (12.2.12)

The solutions to this equation are the harmonic zero-forms, and there is only one of them.

Thus, there is one massless graviton in six dimensions. Aµ(x) is massless if fm(y) is

covariantly constant on K3. Thus, it must be a harmonic one-form and there are none

on K3. Consequently, there are no massless vectors coming from the metric. Φ(x) is a

massless scalar if hmn(y) satisfies the Lichnerowicz equation

− tuhmn + 2Rmnrsh
rs = 0 , ∇mhmn = gmnhmn = 0 . (12.2.13)

The solutions of this equation can be constructed out of the three self-dual harmonic

two-forms Smn and the 19 anti-self-dual two-forms Amn. Being harmonic, they satisfy the

following equations (Rmnrs is anti-self-dual)

tufmn −Rmnrsf
rs = tufmn + 2Rmrsnf

rs = 0 , (12.2.14)

∇mAnp +∇pAmn +∇nApm = 0 , ∇mAmn = 0 . (12.2.15)

Using these equations and the self-duality properties it can be verified that solutions to

the Lichnerowicz equation are given by

hmn = Ap
mSpm +Ap

nSpm . (12.2.16)

Thus, there are 3 · 19 = 57 massless scalars. There is an additional massless scalar (the

volume of K3) corresponding to constant rescalings of the K3 metric, that obviously pre-

serves the Ricci-flatness condition. We obtain in total 58 scalars. The ten-dimensional

dilaton also gives an extra massless scalar in six dimensions.

There is a similar expansion for the 2-index antisymmetric tensor:

BMN ∼ Bµν(x)⊗ φ(y) +Bµ(x)⊗ fm(y) + Φ(x)⊗Bmn(y) . (12.2.17)

The masslessness condition implies that the zero-, one- and two-forms (φ, fm, Bmn re-

spectively) be harmonic. We obtain one massless two-index antisymmetric tensor and 22

scalars in six dimensions.
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From the R-R sector we have a one-form that, following the same procedure, gives a

massless vector and a three-form that gives a massless three-form, and 22 vectors in six

dimensions. A massless three-form in six dimensions is equivalent to a massless vector via

a duality transformation.

In total we have a graviton, an antisymmetric tensor, 24 vectors and 81 scalars. The

two gravitini in ten dimensions give rise to two Weyl gravitini in six dimensions. Their

internal wavefunctions are proportional to the covariantly constant spinor that exists on

K3. The gravitini preserve their original chirality. They have therefore opposite chirality.

The relevant representations of (non-chiral or (1,1)) N=2 supersymmetry in six dimensions

are:

• The vector multiplet. It contains a vector, two Weyl spinors of opposite chirality and

four scalars.

• The supergravity multiplet. It contains the graviton, two Weyl gravitini of opposite

chirality, 4 vectors, an antisymmetric tensor, a scalar and 4 Weyl fermions of opposite

chirality.

We conclude that the six-dimensional massless content of type-IIA theory on K3 con-

sists of the supergravity multiplet and 20 U(1) vector multiplets. N=(1,1) supersymmetry

in six dimensions is sufficient to fix the two-derivative low-energy couplings of the massless

fields. The bosonic part is

SIIAK3 =
∫
d6x

√
−det G6e

−Φ
[
R+∇µΦ∇µΦ− 1

12
HµνρHµνρ+

+
1

8
Tr(∂µM̂∂µM̂−1)

]
− 1

4

∫
d6x
√
−det G(M̂−1)IJF

I
µνF

Jµν +

+
1

16

∫
d6xεµνρστυBµνF

I
ρσL̂IJF

J
τυ , (12.2.18)

where I = 1, 2, . . . , 24. Supersymmetry and the fact that there are 20 vector multiplets

restricts the 4 · 20 scalars to live on the coset space O(4, 20)/O(4) ×O(20) and there will

be a continuous O(4,20) global symmetry. Thus, they were parametrized by the matrix

M̂ as in (B.4) with p = 4, where L̂ is the invariant O(4,20) metric. Here Hµνρ does not

contain the Chern-Simons term. Note also the absence of the dilaton-gauge field coupling.

This is due to the fact that the gauge fields come from the R-R sector.

Observe that type-IIA theory on K3 gives exactly the same massless spectrum as the

heterotic string theory compactified on T 4. The low-energy actions (12.1.8) and (12.2.18)

are different, though. As we will see later on, there is a non-trivial and interesting relation

between the two.

Now consider the type-IIB theory compactified on K3 down to six dimensions. The

NS-NS sector bosonic fields (G,B,Φ) are the same as in the type-IIA theory and we
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obtain again a graviton, an antisymmetric tensor and 81 scalars.

From the R-R sector we have another scalar, which gives a massless scalar in D=6,

another two-index antisymmetric tensor, which gives, in six dimensions, a two-index anti-

symmetric tensor and 22 scalars and a self-dual 4-index antisymmetric tensor, which gives

3 self-dual 2-index antisymmetric tensors and 19 anti-self-dual 2-index antisymmetric ten-

sors and scalar. Since we can split a 2-index antisymmetric tensor into a self-dual and

an anti-self dual part we can summarize the bosonic spectrum in the following way: a

graviton, 5 self-dual and 21 anti-self-dual antisymmetric tensors, and 105 scalars.

Here, unlike the type-IIA case we obtain two massless Weyl gravitini of the same

chirality. They generate a chiral N=(2,0) supersymmetry in six dimensions. The relevant

massless representations are:

• (2,0) The SUGRA multiplet. It contains the graviton, 5 self-dual antisymmetric

tensors, and two left-handed Weyl gravitini.

• (2,0) The tensor multiplet. It contains an anti-self-dual antisymmetric tensor, 5

scalars and 2 Weyl fermions of chirality opposite to that of the gravitini.

The total massless spectrum forms the supergravity multiplet and 21 tensor multiplets.

The theory is chiral but anomaly-free. The scalars live on the coset space O(5, 21)/O(5)×
O(21) and there is a global O(5,21) symmetry. Since the theory involves self-dual tensors,

there is no covariant action principle, but we can write covariant equations of motion.

Exercise. Use the results on anomalies to show that the O(5,21), (2,0), six-dimensional

supergravity is anomaly-free.

Exercise. Consider compactifications of type-IIA,B theories to four dimensions.

Greek indices describe the four-dimensional part, Latin ones the six-dimensional internal

part. Repeat the analysis at the beginning of this section and find the conditions for the

internal fields gmn, Bmn,Φ as well as Am, Cmnr for type-IIA and χ,BRR
mn , F

+
mnrst for type-IIB

so that the effective four-dimensional theory has N=1,2,4 supersymmetry in flat space.

12.3 World-sheet versus spacetime supersymmetry

There is an interesting relation between world-sheet and spacetime supersymmetry. We

will again consider first the case of the heterotic string with D=4 flat Minkowski space.

An N-extended supersymmetry algebra in four dimensions is generated by N Weyl super-
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charges QI
a and their Hermitian conjugates Q̄I

α̇ satisfying the algebra

{QI
α, Q

J
β} = εαβZ

IJ ,

{Q̄I
α̇, Q

J
β̇
} = εα̇β̇Z̄

IJ ,

{QI
α, Q̄

J
α̇} = δIJ σµαα̇Pµ , (12.3.1)

where ZIJ is the antisymmetric central charge matrix.

As we have seen in section 10.5, the spacetime supersymmetry charges can be con-

structed from the massless fermion vertex at zero momentum. In our case we have

QI
α =

1

2πi

∮
dz e−φ/2SαΣI , Q̄I

α̇ =
1

2πi

∮
dz e−φ/2Cα̇Σ̄I , (12.3.2)

where S,C are the spinor and conjugate spinor of O(4) and ΣI , Σ̄I are operators in the R

sector of the internal CFT with conformal weight 3
8
. We will also need

: eq1φ(z) :: eq2φ(w) := (z − w)−q1q2 : e(q1+q2)φ(w) : + . . . , (12.3.3)

Sα(z)Cα̇(w) = σµαα̇ ψ
µ(w) +O(z −w) , (12.3.4)

Sα(z)Sβ(w) =
εαβ√
z − w +O(

√
z −w) ,

Cα̇(z)Cβ̇(w) =
εα̇β̇√
z − w +O(

√
z −w) , (12.3.5)

Using the above and imposing the anticommutation relations (12.3.1) we find that the

internal operators must satisfy the following OPEs:

ΣI(z)Σ̄J(w) =
δIJ

(z − w)3/4
+ (z − w)1/4 J IJ(w) + . . . , (12.3.6)

ΣI(z)ΣJ (w) = (z − w)−1/4ΨIJ(w) + . . . ,

Σ̄I(z)Σ̄J (w) = (z − w)−1/4Ψ̄IJ(w) + . . . , (12.3.7)

where J IJ are some internal theory operators with weight 1 and ΨIJ , Ψ̄IJ have weight 1/2.

The central charges are given by Z IJ =
∮

ΨIJ . The R fields Σ, Σ̄ have square root branch

cuts with respect to the internal supercurrent

Gint(z)ΣI(w) ∼ (z − w)−1/2 , Gint(z)Σ̄I(w) ∼ (z −w)−1/2 . (12.3.8)

BRST invariance of the fermion vertex implies that the OPE (e−φ/2SαΣI)(eφG) does have

a single pole term. This in turn implies that there are no more singular terms in (12.3.8).

Consider an extra scalar X with two-point function

〈X(z)X(w)〉 = − log(z − w). Construct the dimension- 1
2

operators

λI(z) = ΣI(z)eiX/2 , λ̄(z) = Σ̄I(z)e−iX/2 . (12.3.9)
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Using (12.3.6) and (12.3.7) we can verify the following OPEs

λI (z)λ̄J(w) =
δIJ

z −w + Ĵ IJ +O(z −w) , (12.3.10)

λI (z)λJ(w) = eiXΨIJ +O(z − w) , (12.3.11)

λ̄I (z)λ̄J(w) = e−iXΨ̄IJ +O(z −w) , (12.3.12)

where Ĵ IJ = J IJ + i
2
δIJ∂X. Thus, λI , λ̄I are N complex free fermions and they gen-

erate an O(2N)1 current algebra. Moreover, this immediately shows that ΨIJ = −ΨJI .

Thus the original fields belong to the coset O(2N)1/U(1). It is not difficult to show that

O(2N)1 ∼U(1)×SU(N)1. The U(1) is precisely the one generated by ∂X. We can now

compute the OPE of the Cartan currents Ĵ II

Ĵ II(z)ĴJJ (w) =
δIJ

(z − w)2
+ regular , (12.3.13)

from which we obtain

J II(z)JJJ (w) =
δIJ − 3/4

(z − w)2
+ regular . (12.3.14)

• N=1 spacetime supersymmetry. In this case, there is a single field Σ and a single

current that we will call J

J = 2J11 , J(z)J(w) =
3

(z −w)2
+ regular (12.3.15)

and no Ψ operator. Computing the three-point function

〈J(z1)Σ(z2)Σ̄(z3)〉 =
3

2

z
1/4
23

z12z13
(12.3.16)

we learn that Σ, Σ̄ are affine primaries with U(1) charges 3/2 and −3/2 respectively.

Bosonize the U(1) current and separate the charge degrees of freedom

J = i
√

3∂Φ , Σ = ei
√

3Φ/2W+ , Σ̄ = e−i
√

3Φ/2W− , (12.3.17)

where W± do not depend on Φ. If we write the internal Virasoro operator as T int = T̂+TΦ

with TΦ = −(∂Φ)2/2, then T̂ and TΦ commute. The fact that the dimension of the Σ fields

is equal to the U(1) charge squared over 2 implies that W± have dimension zero and thus

must be proportional to the identity. Consequently Σ, Σ̄ are pure vertex operators of the

field Φ.

Now consider the internal supercurrent and expand it in U(1) charge eigenoperators

Gint =
∑

q≥0

eiqΦT (q) + e−qΦT (−q) , (12.3.18)
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where the operators T (±q) do not depend on Φ. Then, (12.3.8) implies that q in (12.3.18)

can only take the value q = 1/
√

3. We can write Gint = G+ + G− with

J(z)G±(w) = ± G
±(w)

(z − w)
+ . . . . (12.3.19)

Finally the N=1 superconformal algebra satisfied by Gint implies that, separately, G± are

Virasoro primaries with weight 3/2. Moreover the fact that Gint satisfies (6.12.7) implies

that J,G±, T int satisfy the N=2 superconformal algebra (6.13.1)-(6.13.6) with c = 9. The

reverse argument is obvious: if the internal CFT has N=2 invariance, then one can use

the (chiral) operators of charge ±3/2 to construct the spacetime supersymmetry charges.

In section 6.13 we have shown, using the spectral flow, that such Ramond operators are

always in the spectrum since they are the images of the NS ground-state.

We will describe here how the massless spectrum emerges from the general properties

of the internal N=2 superconformal algebra. As discussed in section 6.13, in the NS sector

of the internal N=2 CFT, there are two relevant ground-states, the vacuum |0〉 and the

chiral ground-states |h, q〉 = |1/2,±1〉. We have also the four-dimensional left-moving

world-sheet fermion oscillators ψµr , the four-dimensional right-moving bosonic oscillators

ān. Also in the right-moving sector of the internal CFT we have, apart from the vacuum

state, a collection of h̄ = 1 states. Combining the internal ground-states, we obtain:

|h, q; h̄〉 : |0, 0; 0〉 , |0, 0; 1〉I , |1/2,±1; 1〉i , (12.3.20)

where the indices I = 1, 2, · · · ,M , i = 1, 2 · · · , M̄ count the various such states. The

physical massless bosonic states are:

• ψµ−1/2ā
ν
−1|0, 0; 0〉, which provide the graviton, antisymmetric tensor and dilaton.

• ψµ−1/2|0, 0; 1〉I . They provide massless vectors of gauge group with dimension M .

• |1/2,±1; 1〉i. They provide M̄ complex scalars.

Taking into account also the fermions, from the R sector, we can organize the massless

spectrum in multiplets of N=1 four-dimensional supersymmetry. Using the results of

Appendix D, we obtain the N=1 supergravity multiplet, one tensor multiplet (equivalent

under a duality transformation to a chiral multiplet), M vector multiplets and M̄ chiral

multiplets.

• N=2 spacetime supersymmetry. In this case there are two fields Σ1,2 and four cur-

rents J IJ . Define J s = J11 + J22, J3 = (J11 − J22)/2 in order to diagonalize (12.3.14):

J s(z)J s(w) =
1

(z − w)2
+ . . . ,

J3(z)J3(w) =
1/2

(z − w)2
+ . . . ,

J s(z)J3(w) = · · · . (12.3.21)
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In a similar fashion we can show that under (J s, J3), Σ1 has charges (1/2, 1/2), Σ2 (1/2,−1/2),

Σ̄1 (−1/2,−1/2) and Σ̄2 (−1/2, 1/2). Moreover their charges saturate their conformal

weights so that if we bosonize the currents then the fields Σ, Σ̄ are pure vertex operators

J s = i∂φ , J3 =
i√
2
∂χ , (12.3.22)

Σ1 = exp

[
i

2
φ+

i√
2
χ

]
, Σ2 = exp

[
i

2
φ− i√

2
χ

]
, (12.3.23)

Σ̄1 = exp

[
− i

2
φ− i√

2
χ

]
, Σ̄2 = exp

[
− i

2
φ+

i√
2
χ

]
. (12.3.24)

Using these in (12.3.6) we obtain that J 12 = exp[i
√

2χ] and J21 = exp[−i
√

2χ]. Thus,

J3, J12, J21 form the current algebra SU(2)1. Moreover, Ψ12 = exp[iφ], Ψ̄12 = exp[−iφ].

We again consider the internal supercurrent and expand it in charge eigenstates. Using

(12.3.5) we can verify that the charges that can appear are (±1, 0) and (0,±1/2). We can

split

Gint = G(2) +G(4) , G(2) = G+
(2) +G−(2) ,

G(4) = G+
(4) +G−(4) , (12.3.25)

J s(z)G±(2)(w) = ±
G±(2)(w)

z −w + . . . ,

J3(z)G±(4)(w) = ±1

2

G±(4)(w)

z − w + . . . , (12.3.26)

J s(z)G±(4)(w) = finite , J3(z)G±(2)(w) = finite (12.3.27)

G±(2) = e±iφZ± . (12.3.28)

Z± are dimension-1 operators. They can be written in terms of scalars as Z± = i∂X±.

The vertex operators e±iφ are those of a complex free fermion. Thus, the part of the

internal theory corresponding to G(2) is a free two-dimensional CFT with c = 3. Finally

it can be shown that the SU(2) algebra acting on G±(4) supercurrents generates two more

supercurrents that form the N=4 superconformal algebra (6.14.1)-(6.14.3) with c = 6.

Since there is a complex free fermion ψ = eiφ in the c = 3 internal CFT we can

construct two massless vector boson states ψ−1/2ā
µ
−1|p〉 and ψ̄−1/2ā

µ
−1|p〉. One of them is

the graviphoton belonging to the N=2 supergravity multiplet while the other is the vector

belonging to the vector-tensor multiplet (to which the dilaton and Bµν also belong). The

vectors of massless vector multiplets correspond to states of the form ψµ−1/2J̄
a
−1|p〉, where

J̄a is a right-moving affine current. The associated massless complex scalar of the vector

multiplet corresponds to the state ψ−1/2J̄
a
−1|p〉. Massless hypermultiplet bosons arise from

the N=4 internal CFT. As already described in section 6.14, an N=4 superconformal CFT
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with c = 6 always contains states with ∆ = 1
2

that transform as two conjugate doublets

of the SU(2)1 current algebra. Combining them with a right-moving operator with ∆̄ = 1

gives the four massless scalars of a hypermultiplet.

• N=4 spacetime supersymmetry. In this case going through the same analysis we find

that one out of the four diagonal currents, namely J 11 + J22 + J33 + J44, is null and thus

identically zero.

Exercise. Bosonize the leftover three currents, write the Σ, Σ̄ fields as vertex oper-

ators and show that in this case the left-moving internal CFT has to be a toroidal one.

The six graviphotons participating in the N=4 supergravity multiplet are states of

the form āµ−1ψ
I
−1/2|p〉 where I = 1, . . . , 6 and the ψI are the fermionic partners of the six

left-moving currents of the toroidal CFT mentioned above.

In all the above, there are no constraints due to spacetime SUSY on the right-moving

side of the heterotic string. We will use the notation (p, q) to denote p left-moving su-

perconformal symmetries and q right-moving ones. To summarize, in the D=4 heterotic

string the internal CFT has at least (1,0) invariance. If it has (2,0) then we have N=1

spacetime SUSY. If we have c = 3 (2, 0) ⊕ c = 6 (4, 0) then we have N=2 in spacetime.

Finally, if we have six free left-moving coordinates then we have N=4 in four-dimensional

spacetime.

In the type-II theory, the situation is similar, but here the supersymmetries can come

from either the right-moving and/or the left-moving side. For example, N=1 spacetime

supersymmetry needs (2,1) world-sheet SUSY. For N=2 spacetime supersymmetry there

are two possibilities. Either (2,2), in which one supersymmetry comes from the left and

one from the right, or c = 3 (2, 0)⊕ c = 6 (4, 0) on one side only, in which both spacetime

supersymmetries come from this side.

More details on this can be found in [39, 40].

12.4 Heterotic orbifold compactifications with N=2 supersym-

metry

In this section we will consider exact orbifold CFTs to provide compactification spaces that

reduce the maximal supersymmetry in four dimensions. We will focus for concreteness on

the heterotic string.
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We have already seen in section 12.1 that toroidal compactification of the heterotic

string down to four dimensions, gives a theory with N=4 supersymmetry. What we would

like to do is to consider orbifolds of this theory that have N=1,2 spacetime supersymmetry.

We will have to find orbifold symmetries under which some of the four four-dimensional

gravitini are not invariant. They will be projected out of the spectrum and we will be left

with a theory that has less supersymmetry. To find such symmetries we will have to look

carefully at the vertex operators of the gravitini first. We will work in the light-cone gauge

and it will be convenient to bosonize the eight transverse left-moving fermions ψi into four

left-moving scalars. Pick a complex basis for the fermions

ψ0 =
1√
2

(ψ3 + iψ4) , ψ1 =
1√
2

(ψ5 + iψ6) , (12.4.1)

ψ2 =
1√
2

(ψ7 + iψ8) , ψ3 =
1√
2

(ψ9 + iψ10) (12.4.2)

and similarly for ψ̄I. They satisfy

〈ψI(z)ψ̄J(w)〉 =
δIJ

z − w , 〈ψI(z)ψJ(w)〉 = 〈ψ̄I(z)ψ̄J(w)〉 = 0 . (12.4.3)

The four Cartan currents of the left-moving O(8)1 current algebra J I = ψIψ̄I can be

written in terms of four free bosons as

J I(z) = i∂zφ
I(z) , 〈φI (z)φJ(w)〉 = −δIJ log(z −w) . (12.4.4)

In terms of the bosons

ψI =: eiφ
I

: , ψ̄I =: e−iφ
I

: (12.4.5)

The spinor primary states are given by

V (εI) =: exp

[
i

2

3∑

I=0

εI φ
I

]
: , (12.4.6)

with εI = ±1. This operator has 24 = 16 components and contains both the S and the C

O(8) spinor.

The fermionic system has an O(8) global symmetry (the zero mode part of the O(8)1

current algebra. Its U(1)4 abelian subgroup acts as

ψI → e2πiθIψI , ψ̄I → e−2πiθI ψ̄I . (12.4.7)

This acts equivalently on the bosons as

φI → φI + 2π θI . (12.4.8)

A Z2 subgroup of the U(1)4 symmetry, namely θI = 1/2 for all I, is the (−1)F symmetry.

Under this transformation, the fermions are odd as they should be and the spinor vertex

operator transforms with a phase exp[iπ(
∑
I ε

I)/2]. Thus,
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• ∑I ε
I = 4k, k ∈ Z corresponds to the spinor S.

• ∑I ε
I = 4k + 2, k ∈ Z corresponds to the conjugate spinor C.

The standard GSO projection picks one of the two spinors, let us say the S. Consider

the massless physical vertex operators given by

V ±,ε = ∂̄X± VS(ε)eip·X , X± =
1√
2

(X3 ± iX4) . (12.4.9)

The boson φ0 was constructed from the D = 4 light-cone spacetime fermions and thus

carries four-dimensional helicity. The X± bosons also carry four-dimensional helicity

±1. The subset of the vertex operators in (12.4.9) that corresponds to the gravitini are

∂̄X+V (ε0 = 1), with helicity 3/2, and ∂̄X−V (ε0 = −1), with helicity −3/2. Taking also

into account the GSO projection we find four helicity (±3/2) states, as we expect in an

N=4 theory.

Consider the maximal subgroup O(2)×O(6)⊂O(8) where the O(2) corresponds to the

four-dimensional helicity. The O(6) symmetry is an internal symmetry from the four-

dimensional point of view. It is the so-called R-symmetry of N=4 supersymmetry, since

the N=4 supercharges transform as the four-dimensional spinor of O(6), and O(6) is an

automorphism of the N=4 supersymmetry algebra (with vanishing central charges) . Since

the supercharges are used to generate the states of an N=4 supermultiplet, the various

states inside the multiplet have well-defined transformation properties under the O(6)

R-symmetry. Here are some useful examples:

• The N=4 SUGRA multiplet. It contains the graviton (singlet of O(6)) four Majo-

rana gravitini (spinor of O(6)), six graviphotons (vector of O(6)), four Majorana fermions

(conjugate spinor of O(6)), and two scalars (singlets).

• The massless spin 3/2 multiplet. It contains a gravitino (singlet), four vectors (spinor),

seven Majorana fermions (vector plus singlet) and eight scalars (spinor + conjugate spinor).

• The massless vector multiplet. It contains a vector (singlet), four Majorana fermions

(spinor) and six scalars (vector).

If we break the O(6) R-symmetry, then we will break the N=4 structure of supermul-

tiplets. This will break N=4 supersymmetry.

We will now search for symmetries of the CFT that will reduce, after orbifolding, the

supersymmetry. In order to preserve Lorentz invariance, the symmetry should not act on

the four-dimensional supercoordinates Xµ, ψµ.20 The rest are symmetries acting on the

internal left-moving fermions and a simple class are the discrete subgroups of the U(1)3

subgroup of O(6) acting on the fermions. There are also symmetries acting on the bosonic

(6, 22) compact CFT. An important constraint on such symmetries is to leave the internal

20There is an exception to this statement, but I will not consider this further.
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supercurrent

Gint =
10∑

i=5

ψi ∂ X i (12.4.10)

invariant. The reason is that Gint along with GD=4 (which is invariant since we are not

acting on the D = 4 part) define the constraints (equations of motion) responsible for the

absence of ghosts. Messing them up can jeopardize the unitarity of the orbifold theory.

We will start with a simple example of a Z2 orbifold that will produce N=2 super-

symmetry in four dimensions. Consider setting the Wilson lines to zero for the moment

and pick appropriately the internal six-torus G,B so that the (6, 22) lattice factorizes as

(2, 2) ⊗ (4, 4) ⊗ (0, 16). This lattice has a symmetry that changes the sign of all the (4,4)

bosonic coordinates. To keep the internal supercurrent invariant we must also change the

sign of the fermions ψi, i = 7, 8, 9, 10. This corresponds to shifting the associated bosons

φ2 → φ2 + π , φ3 → φ3 − π . (12.4.11)

An immediate look at the four gravitini vertex operators indicates that two of them are

invariant while the other two transform with a minus sign. We have exactly what we need.

We are not yet done, though.

Exercise. Compute the partition function of the above orbifold. Show that it is not

modular-invariant.

We must make a further action somewhere else. What remains is the (0, 16) part.

Consider the case in which it corresponds to the E8 × E8 lattice. As we have mentioned

already, E8 3 [248]→ [120]⊕ [128] ∈O(16). Decomposing further with respect to the

SU(2)× SU(2)×O(12) subgroup of O(16), we obtain:

[120]→ [3,1,1]⊕ [1,3,1]⊕ [1,1,66]⊕ [2,1,12]⊕ [1,2,12]

∈ SU(2)× SU(2)×O(12) , (12.4.12)

[128]→ [2,1,32]⊕ [1, 2̄,32] ∈ SU(2)× SU(2)×O(12) . (12.4.13)

The action on E8 will be to take the spinors (the [2]’s) of the two SU(2) subgroups to

minus themselves, but keep the conjugate spinors (the [2̄]’s) invariant. This projection

keeps the [3,1,1], [1,3,1], [1,1,66], [1, 2̄,32] representations that combine to form the

group E7×SU(2). This can be seen by decomposing the adjoint of E8 under its SU(2)×E7

subgroup.

E8 3 [248]→ [1,133]⊕ [3,1]⊕ [2,56] ∈ SU(2)× E7 , (12.4.14)
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where in this basis the above transformation corresponds to [3] → [3] and [2] → −[2].

The reason why we considered a more complicated way in terms of orthogonal groups is

that, in this language, the construction of the orbifold blocks is straightforward.

We will now construct the various orbifold blocks. The left-moving fermions contribute

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab
ϑ2[ab ]ϑ[a+h

b+g ]ϑ[a−hb−g ]

η4
. (12.4.15)

The bosonic (4,4) blocks can be constructed in a fashion similar to (7.6.10). We obtain

Z(4,4)[
0
0] =

Γ4,4

η4η̄4
, Z(4,4)[

h
g ] = 24 η2η̄2

ϑ2[1−h1−g ]ϑ̄2[1−h1−g ]
, (h, g) 6= (0, 0) . (12.4.16)

The blocks of the E8 factor in which our projection acts are given by

1

2

1∑

γ,δ=0

ϑ̄[γ+h
δ+g ]ϑ̄[γ−hδ−g ]ϑ̄6[γδ ]

η̄8
. (12.4.17)

Finally there is a (2,2) toroidal and an E8 part that are not touched by the projection.

Putting all things together we obtain the heterotic partition function of the Z2 orbifold

Zheterotic
N=2 =

1

2

1∑

h,g=0

Γ2,2 Γ̄E8Z(4,4)[
h
g ]

τ2η4η̄12

1

2

1∑

γ,δ=0

ϑ̄[γ+h
δ+g ]ϑ̄[γ−hδ−g ]ϑ̄6[γδ ]

η̄8
× (12.4.18)

×1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab
ϑ2[ab ]ϑ[a+h

b+g ]ϑ[a−hb−g ]

η4
.

Exercise. Show that the above partition function is modular-invariant. Find the

bosonic (a = 0) massless spectrum. In particular show that, from the untwisted sector

(h = 0) we obtain the graviton, an antisymmetric tensor, vectors in the adjoint of G =

U(1)4 × SU(2) × E7 × E8, a complex scalar in the adjoint of the gauge group G, 16 more

neutral scalars and scalars transforming as four copies of the [56,2] representation of

E7×SU(2). From the twisted sector (h = 1), show that we obtain scalars only transforming

as 32 copies of the [56,1] and 128 copies of the [1,2].

As mentioned before, this four-dimensional theory has N=2 local supersymmetry. The

associated R-symmetry is SU(2), which rotates the two supercharges. We will describe

the relevant massless representations and their transformation properties under the R-

symmetry.

• The SUGRA multiplet contains the graviton (singlet), two Majorana gravitini (dou-

blet) and a vector (singlet).
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• The vector multiplet contains a vector (singlet) two Majorana fermions (doublet),

and a complex (two real) scalars (singlets).

• The vector-tensor multiplet contains a vector (singlet), two Majorana fermions (dou-

blet), a real scalar (singlet) and an antisymmetric tensor (singlet).

• The hypermultiplet contains two Majorana fermions (singlets) and four scalars (two

doublets).

We can now arrange the massless states into N=2 multiplets. We have the SUGRA

multiplet, a vector-tensor multiplet (containing the dilaton), a vector multiplet in the ad-

joint of U(1)2×SU(2)×E7×E8; the rest are hypermultiplets transforming under SU(2)×E7

as 4[1,1] + [2,56] + 8[1,56] + 32[2,1].

We will also further investigate the origin of the SU(2) R-symmetry. Consider the

four real left-moving fermions ψ7,...,10. Although they transform with a minus sign under

the orbifold action, their O(4)∼SU(2)×SU(2) currents, being bilinear in the fermions, are

invariant. Relabel the four real fermions as ψ0 and ψa, a = 1, 2, 3. Then, the SU(2)1 ×
SU(2)1 current algebra is generated by

Ja = − i
2

[
ψ0ψa +

1

2
εabcψbψc

]
, J̃a = − i

2

[
ψ0ψa − 1

2
εabcψbψc

]
. (12.4.19)

Although both SU(2)’s are invariant in the untwisted sector, the situation in the twisted

sector is different. The O(4) spinor ground-state decomposes as [4]→ [2,1] + [1,2] under

SU(2) × SU(2). The orbifold projection acts trivially on the spinor of the first SU(2)

and with a minus sign on the spinor of the second. The orbifold projection breaks the

second SU(2) invariance. The remnant SU(2)1 invariance becomes the R-symmetry of the

N=2 theory. Moreover, the only operators (relevant for massless states) that transform

non-trivially under the SU(2) are the (quaternionic) linear combinations

V ±αβ = ±i(δαβψ0 ± iσaαβ ψa) , (12.4.20)

which transform as the [2] and [2̄] respectively, as well as the [2] spinor in the R-sector.

We obtain

V +
αγ(z)V +

γβ(w) = V −αγ(z)V −γβ(w) =
δαβ
z − w − 2σaαβ(Ja(w) − J̃a(w)) +O(z − w) , (12.4.21)

V +
αγ(z)V −γβ(w) =

3δαβ
z − w + 4σaαβ J̃

a(w) +O(z −w) , (12.4.22)

V −αγ(z)V +
γβ(w) =

3δαβ
z − w − 4σaαβ J

a(w) +O(z − w) , (12.4.23)

where a summation over γ is implied.

This SU(2)1 current algebra combines with four operators of conformal weight 3/2 to

make the N=4 superconformal algebra in any theory with N=2 spacetime supersymmetry

agree with the general discussion of section 12.3.
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In an N=2 theory, the complex scalars that are partners of the gauge bosons belonging

to the Cartan of the gauge group are moduli (they have no potential). If they acquire

generic expectation values, they break the gauge group down to the Cartan. All charged

hypermultiplets also get masses.

A generalization of the above orbifold, where all Higgs expectation values are turned

on, corresponds to splitting the original (6,22) lattice to (4,4)⊕(2,18). We perform a Z2

reversal in the (4, 4), which will break N = 4→ N = 2. In the leftover lattice we can only

perform a Z2 translation (otherwise the supersymmetry will be broken further). We will

perform a translation by ε/2, where ε ∈ L2,18. Then the partition function is

Zheterotic
N=2 =

1

2

1∑

h,g=0

Γ2,18(ε)[hg] Z(4,4)[
h
g ]

τ2η4η̄20

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab
ϑ2[ab ]ϑ[a+h

b+g ]ϑ[a−hb−g ]

η4
, (12.4.24)

the shifted lattice sum Γ2,18(ε)[
h
g ] is described in Appendix B.

Exercise. Show that (12.4.24) is modular-invariant if ε2/2 =1 mod(4).

The theory depends on the 2 × 18 moduli of Γ2,18(ε)[hg] and the 16 moduli in Z4,4[00].

There are, apart from the tensor multiplet, another 18 massless vector multiplets. The

2×18 moduli are the scalars of these vector multiplets. There are also 4 neutral hypermul-

tiplets whose scalars are the untwisted (4,4) orbifold moduli. At special submanifolds of

the vector multiplet moduli space, extra massless vector multiplets and/or hypermultiplets

can appear. We have seen such a symmetry enhancement already at the level of the CFT.

The local structure of the vector moduli space is that of O(2, 18)/O(2)×O(18). From

the real moduli, Gαβ, Bαβ, Y
I
α we can construct the 18 complex moduli T = T1 + iT2, U =

U1 + iU2,W
I = W I

1 + iW I
2 as follows

G =
T2 − W I

2W
I
2

2U2

U2

(
1 U1

U1 |U |2
)
,

B =

(
T1 −

W I
1W

I
2

2U2

)(
0 1

−1 0

)
(12.4.25)

and W I = −Y I
2 + UY I

1 . There is also one more complex scalar, the S field with Im S =

S2 = e−φ, whose real part is the axion a, which comes from dualizing the antisymmetric

tensor. The tree-level prepotential and Kähler potential are

f = S(TU − 1
2
W IW I) , K = − log(S2)− log

[
U2T2 − 1

2
W I

2W
I
2

]
. (12.4.26)

The hypermultiplets belong to the quaternionic manifold O(4, 4)/O(4) × O(4). Since

N=2 supersymmetry does not permit neutral couplings between vector- and hypermulti-
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plets, and the dilaton belongs to a vector multiplet, the hypermultiplet moduli space does

not receive perturbative or non-perturbative corrections.

In this class of N=2 ground-states, we will consider the helicity supertrace B2 which

traces the presence of N=2 (short) BPS multiplets.21 The computation is straightforward,

using the results of Appendices E and F. We obtain

τ2 B2 = τ2 〈λ2〉 = Γ2,18[01]
ϑ̄2

3ϑ̄
2
4

η̄24
− Γ2,18[10]

ϑ̄2
2ϑ̄

2
3

η̄24
− Γ2,18[

1
1]
ϑ̄2

2ϑ̄
2
4

η̄24

=
Γ2,18[

0
0] + Γ2,18[

0
1]

2
F̄1 −

Γ2,18[
0
0]− Γ2,18[

0
1]

2
F̄1 +

−Γ2,18[
1
0] + Γ2,18[

1
0]

2
F̄+ −

Γ2,18[
1
0]− Γ2,18[

1
0]

2
F̄− (12.4.27)

with

F̄1 =
ϑ̄2

3ϑ̄
2
4

η̄24
, F̄± =

ϑ̄2
2(ϑ̄2

3 ± ϑ̄2
4)

η̄24
. (12.4.28)

For all N=2 heterotic ground-states, B2 transforms as

τ → τ + 1 : B2 → B2 , τ →−1

τ
: B2 → τ 2 B2 . (12.4.29)

All functions F̄i have positive coefficients and have the expansions

F1 =
1

q
+
∞∑

n=0

d1(n)qn =
1

q
+ 16 + 156q +O(q2) , (12.4.30)

F+ =
8

q3/4
+ q1/4

∞∑

n=0

d+(n)qn =
8

q3/4
+ 8q1/4(30 + 481q +O(q2)) , (12.4.31)

F− =
32

q1/4
+ q3/4

∞∑

n=0

d−(n)qn =
32

q1/4
+ 32q3/4(26 + 375q +O(q2)) . (12.4.32)

Also the lattice sums 1
2
(Γ2,18[

h
0] ± Γ2,18[h1]) have positive multiplicities. Overall plus signs

correspond to vector-like multiplets, while minus signs correspond to hyper-like multiplets.

The contribution of the generic massless multiplets is given by the constant coefficient of

F1; it agrees with what we expected: 16 = 20− 4 since we have the supergravity multiplet

and 19 vector multiplets contributing 20 and 4 hypermultiplets contributing −4.

We will analyze the BPS mass-formulae associated with (12.4.27). We will use the

notation for the shift vector ε = (~εL;~εR, ~ζ), where εL, εR are two-dimensional integer vectors

and ζ is a vector in the O(32)/Z2 lattice. We also have the modular-invariance constraint

ε2/2 = ~εL · ~εR − ~ζ2/2 = 1 (mod 4).

Using the results of Appendix B we can write the BPS mass-formulae associated to the

lattice sums above. For h = 0 the mass-formula is

M2 =
| −m1U +m2 + Tn1 + (TU − 1

2
~W 2)n2 + ~W · ~Q|2

4 S2

(
T2U2 − 1

2
Im ~W 2

) , (12.4.33)

21You will find the definition of helicity supertraces and their relation to BPS multiplicities in Appendix

D.
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where ~W is the 16-dimensional complex vector of Wilson lines. When the integer

ρ = ~m · ~εR + ~n · εL − ~Q · ~ζ (12.4.34)

is even, these states are vector-like multiplets with multiplicity function d1(s) of (12.4.30)

and

s = ~m · ~n − 1

2
~Q · ~Q ; (12.4.35)

when ρ is odd, these states are hyper-like multiplets with multiplicities d1(s). In the h = 1

sector the mass-formula is

M2 =
∣∣∣(m1 + 1

2
ε1L)U − (m2 + 1

2
ε2L)− T (n1 + 1

2
ε1R)+

−(TU − 1
2
~W 2)(n2 + 1

2
ε2R) +

− ~W · (~Q+ 1
2
~ζ)
∣∣∣
2
/4 S2

(
T2U2 − 1

2
Im ~W 2

)
. (12.4.36)

The states with ρ even are vector-multiplet-like with multiplicities d+(s′), with

s′ =

(
~m+

~εL
2

)
·
(
~n+

~εR
2

)
− 1

2


 ~Q+

~ζ

2


 ·


 ~Q+

~ζ

2


 , (12.4.37)

while the states with ρ odd are hypermultiplet-like with multiplicities d−(s′).

12.5 Spontaneous supersymmetry breaking

We have seen in the previous section that we can break maximal supersymmetry by the

orbifolding procedure. The extra gravitini are projected out of the spectrum. However,

there is a major difference between freely acting and non-freely acting orbifolds with respect

to the restoration of the broken supersymmetry.

To make the difference transparent, consider the Z2 twist on T 4 described before,

under which two of the gravitini transform with a minus sign and are thus projected out.

Consider now doing at the same time a Z2 shift in one direction of the extra (2,2) torus.

Take the two cycles to be orthogonal, with radii R,R′, and do an X → X + π shift on

the first cycle. The oscillator modes are invariant but the vertex operator states |m,n〉
transform with a phase (−1)m. This is a freely-acting orbifold, since the action on the

circle is free. Although the states of the two gravitini, āµ−1|SIa〉 I = 1, 2 transform with a

minus sign under the twist, the states āµ−1|SIa〉 ⊗ |m = 1, n〉 are invariant! They have the

spacetime quantum numbers of two gravitini, but they are not massless any more. In fact,

in the absence of the state |m = 1, n〉 they would be massless, but now we have an extra

contribution to the mass coming from that state:

m2
L =

1

4

(
1

R
+ nR

)2

, m2
R =

1

4

(
1

R
− nR

)2

. (12.5.1)
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The matching condition mL = mR implies n = 0, so that the mass of these states is

m2 = 1/4R2. These are massive gravitini and in this theory, the N=4 supersymmetry

is broken spontaneously to N=2. In field theory language, the effective field theory is a

gauged version of N=4 supergravity where the supersymmetry is spontaneously broken to

N=2 at the minimum of the potential.

Although there seems to be little difference between such ground-states and the previ-

ously discussed ones, this is misleading.

We will note here some important differences between explicit and spontaneous break-

ing of supersymmetry.

• In spontaneously broken supersymmetric theories, the behavior at high energies is

softer than the opposite case. If supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, there are still

leftover broken Ward identities that govern the short distance properties of the theory.

In such theories there is a characteristic energy scale, namely the gravitino mass m3/2

above which supersymmetry is effectively restored. A scattering experiment at energies

E >> m3/2 will reveal supersymmetric physics. This has important implications for such

effects as the running of low-energy couplings. We will come back to this later on.

• There is also a technical difference. As we already argued, in the case of the freely-

acting orbifolds, the states coming from the twisted sector have moduli-dependent masses

that are generically non-zero (although they can become zero at special values of the

moduli space). This is unlike non-freely acting orbifolds, where the twisted sector masses

are independent of the original moduli and one obtains generically massless states from

the twisted sector.

• In ground-states with spontaneously broken supersymmetry, the super-symmetry-

breaking scale m3/2 is a freely-sliding scale since it depends on moduli with arbitrary

expectation values. In particular, there are corners of the moduli space where m3/2 → 0,

and physics becomes supersymmetric at all scales. These points are an infinite distance

away using the natural metric of the moduli scalars. In our simple example from above

m3/2 ∼ 1/R → 0 when R → ∞. At this point, an extra dimension of spacetime becomes

non-compact and supersymmetry is restored in five dimensions. This behavior is generic

in all ground-states where the free action comes from translations.

Consider the class of N=2 orbifold ground-states we described in (12.4.24). If the

(2,18) translation vector ε lies within the (0,16) part of the lattice, then the breaking of

N = 4 → N = 2 is “explicit”. When, however, (~εL,~εR) 6= (~0,~0) then the breaking is

spontaneous.

In the general case, there is no global identification of the massive gravitini inside the

moduli space due to surviving duality symmetries. Consider the following change in the

previous simple example. Instead of the (−1)m translation action, pick instead (−1)m+n.

In this case there are two candidate states with the quantum numbers of the gravitini:
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āµ−1|SIa〉 ⊗ |m = 1, n = 0〉 with mass m3/2 ∼ 1/R, and āµ−1|SIa〉 ⊗ |m = 0, n = 1〉 with mass

m̃3/2 ∼ R. In the region of large R the first set of states behaves like massive gravitini,

while in the region of small R it is the second set that is light.

12.6 Heterotic N=1 theories and chirality in four dimensions

So far, we have seen how, using orbifold techniques, we can get rid of two gravitini and

end up with N=2 supersymmetry. We can carry this procedure one step further in order

to reduce the supersymmetry to N=1.

Exercise. Consider splitting the (6,22) lattice in the N=4 heterotic string as (6,22)=

⊕3
i=1(2,2)i⊕(0,16). Label the coordinates of each two-torus as X±i , i = 1, 2, 3. Consider

the following Z2 × Z2 orbifolding action: The element g1 of the first Z2 acts with a minus

sign on the coordinates of the first and second two-torus, the element g2 of the second Z2

acts with a minus sign on the coordinates of the first and third torus, and g1g2 acts with

a minus sign on the coordinates of the second and third torus. Show that only one of the

four gravitini survives this Z2 × Z2 projection.

To ensure modular invariance we will have to act also on the gauge sector. We will

assume to start from the E8 × E8 string, with the E8’s fermionically realized. We will

split the 16 real fermions realizing the first E8 into groups of 10+2+2+2. The Z2 × Z2

projection will act in a similar way in the three groups of two fermions each, while the

other ten will be invariant.

The partition function for this Z2 × Z2 orbifold is straightforward:

ZN=1
Z2×Z2

=
1

τ2 η2η̄2

1

4

1∑

h1,g1=0,h2 ,g2=0

1

2

1∑

α,β=0

(−)α+β+αβ ×

×ϑ[αβ]

η

ϑ[α+h1
β+g1

]

η

ϑ[α+h2
β+g2

]

η

ϑ[α−h1−h2
β−g1−g2

]

η

Γ̄8

η̄8
Z1

2,2[
h1
g1

]Z2
2,2[

h2
g2

]Z3
2,2[

h1+h2
g1+g2

]×

×1

2

1∑

ᾱ,β̄=0

ϑ̄[ᾱβ̄ ]5

η̄5

ϑ̄[ᾱ+h1

β̄+g1
]

η̄

ϑ̄[ᾱ+h2

β̄+g2
]

η̄

ϑ̄[ᾱ−h1−h2

β̄−g1−g2
]

η̄
. (12.6.1)

We will find the massless spectrum, classified in multiplets of N=1 supersymmetry.

We have of course the N=1 supergravity multiplet. Next we consider the gauge group of

this ground-state. It comes from the untwisted sector, so we will have to impose the extra

projection on the gauge group of the N=2 ground-state. The graviphoton, vector partner
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of the dilaton, and the two U(1)’s coming from the T 2 are now projected out. The E8

survives.

Exercise. Show that the extra Z2 projection on E7×SU(2) gives E6×U(1)×U(1)′.

The adjoint of E6 can be written as the adjoint of O(10) plus the O(10) spinor plus a U(1).

Thus, the gauge group of this ground-state is E8×E6×U(1)×U(1)’ and we have the ap-

propriate vector multiplets. There is also the linear multiplet containing the antisymmetric

tensor and the dilaton. Consider the rest of the states that form N=1 scalar multiplets.

Notice first that there are no massless states charged under the E8.

Exercise. Show that the charges of scalar multiplets under E6 × U(1) × U(1)′ and

their multiplicities are those of tables 1 and 2 below.

E6 U(1) U(1)’ Sector Multiplicity

27 1/2 1/2 Untwisted 1

27 -1/2 1/2 Untwisted 1

27 0 -1 Untwisted 1

1 -1/2 3/2 Untwisted 1

1 1/2 3/2 Untwisted 1

1 1 0 Untwisted 1

1 1/2 0 Twisted 32

1 1/4 3/4 Twisted 32

1 1/4 -3/4 Twisted 32

Table 1: Non-chiral massless content of the Z2 × Z2 orbifold.
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E6 U(1) U(1)’ Sector Multiplicity

27 0 1/2 Twisted 16

27 1/4 -1/4 Twisted 16

27 -1/4 -1/4 Twisted 16

1 0 3/2 Twisted 16

1 3/4 -3/4 Twisted 16

1 -3/4 -3/4 Twisted 16

Table 2: Chiral massless content of the Z2 × Z2 orbifold.

As we can see, the spectrum of the theory is chiral. For example, the number of 27’s

minus the number of 27’s is 3×16. However, the theory is free of gauge anomalies.

More complicated orbifolds give rise to different gauge groups and spectra, even with

some phenomenological interpretations. A way to construct such ground-states, which

can be systematized, is provided by the fermionic construction [41]. We will not continue

further in this direction, but we refer the reader to [42] which summarizes known N=1

heterotic ground-states with a realistic spectrum.

12.7 Orbifold compactifications of the type-II string

In section 12.2 we have considered the compactification of the ten-dimensional type-II

string on the four-dimensional manifold K3. This provided a six-dimensional theory with

N=2 supersymmetry. Upon toroidal compactification on an extra T 2 we obtain a four-

dimensional theory with N=4 supersymmetry.

We will consider here a Z2 orbifold compactification to six dimensions with N=2 super-

symmetry and we will argue that it describes the geometric compactification on K3 that

we considered before.

If we project out the orbifold transformation that acts on the T 4 by reversing the sign

of the coordinates (and similarly for the world-sheet fermions both on the left and the

right), we will obtain a ground-state (in six dimensions) with half the supersymmetries,

namely two. The partition function is the following

ZII−λ
6−d =

1

2

1∑

h,g=0

Z(4,4)[
h
g ]

τ 2
2 η

4η̄4
× 1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab
ϑ2[ab ]ϑ[a+h

b+g ]ϑ[a−hb−g ]

η4
× (12.7.1)

×1

2

1∑

ā,b̄=0

(−1)ā+b̄+λāb̄
ϑ̄2[āb̄ ]ϑ̄[ā+h

b̄+g
]ϑ̄[ā−h

b̄−g ]

η̄4
,

where Z4,4[hg ] are the T 4/Z2 orbifold blocks in (12.4.16) and λ = 0, 1 corresponds to type-

IIB,A respectively.
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We will find the massless bosonic spectrum. In the untwisted NS-NS sector we obtain

the graviton, antisymmetric tensor the dilaton and 16 scalars (the moduli of the T 4/Z2).

In the NS-NS twisted sector we obtain 4·16 scalars. The total number of scalars (apart

from the dilaton) is 4·20. Thus, the massless spectrum of the NS-NS sector is the same

as that of the K3 compactification in section 12.2.

In the R-R sector we will have to distinguish A from B. In the type-IIA theory, we

obtain 7 vectors and a three-form from the R-R untwisted sector and another 16 vectors

from the R-R twisted sector. In type-IIB we obtain 4 two-index antisymmetric tensors

and 8 scalars from the R-R untwisted sector and 16 anti-self-dual two-index antisymmet-

ric tensors and 16 scalars from the R-R twisted sector. Again this agrees with the K3

compactification.

To further motivate the fact that we are describing a CFT realization of the string

moving on the K3 manifold, let us look more closely into the cohomology of T 4/Z2. We

will use the two complex coordinates that describe the T 4, z1,2. The T 4 has one zero-

form, the constant, 2 (1,0) one-forms (dz1, dz2), two (0,1) one-forms (dz1, dz2), one (2,0)

form (dz1 ∧ dz2) one (0,2) form (dz1 ∧ dz2), and 4 (1,1) forms (dzi ∧ dzj). Finally there

are four three-forms and one four-form. Under the orbifolding Z2, the one- and three-

forms are projected out and we are left with a zero-form, a four-form, a (0,2), (2,0) and

4 (1,1) forms. However the Z2 action has 16 fixed-points on T 4, which become singular

in the orbifold. To make a regular manifold we excise a small neighborhood around each

singular point. The boundary is S3/Z2 and we can paste a Ricci-flat manifold with the

same boundary. The relevant manifold with this property is the zero-size limit of the

Eguchi-Hanson gravitational instanton. This is the simplest of a class of four-dimensional

non-compact hyper-Kähler manifolds known as Asymptotically Locally Euclidean (ALE)

manifolds. The three-dimensional manifold at infinity has the structure S3/Γ. Γ is one of

the simple finite subgroups of SU(2). The SU(2) action on S3 is the usual group action

(remember that S3 is the group manifold of SU(2)). This action induces an action of the

finite subgroup Γ. The finite simple SU(2) subgroups have an A-D-E classification. The A

series corresponds to the ZN subgroups. The Eguchi-Hanson space corresponds to N = 2.

The D-series corresponds to the DN subgroups of SU(2), which are ZN groups augmented

by an extra Z2 element. Finally, the three exceptional cases correspond to the dihedral,

tetrahedral and icosahedral groups. The reader can find more information on the Eguchi-

Hanson space in [43]. This space carries an anti-self dual (1,1) form. Thus, in total, we

will obtain 16 of them. We have eventually obtained the cohomology of the K3 manifold,

which is of course at a singular limit. We can also compute the Euler number. Suppose

we have a manifold M that we divide by the action of an abelian group G of order g; we

excise a set of fixed-points F and we paste some regular manifold N back. Then the Euler

number is given by

χ =
1

g
[χ(M)− χ(F )] + χ(N) . (12.7.2)
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Here χ(T 4) = 0, F is 16 fixed-points with χ = 1 each, while χ = 2 for each Eguchi-Hanson

instanton and we have sixteen of them so that in total χ(T 4/Z2) = 24, which is the Euler

number of K3. The orbifold can be desingularized by moving away from zero instanton

size. This procedure is called a “blow-up” of the orbifold singularities. In the orbifold CFT

description, it corresponds to marginal perturbations by the twist operators, or in string

theory language to changing the expectation values of the scalars that are generated by the

sixteen orbifold twist fields. Note that at the orbifold limit, although the K3 geometry is

singular, the associated string theory is not. There are points in the moduli space though,

where string theory becomes singular. We will return later to the interpretation of such

singularities.

13 Loop corrections to effective couplings in string

theory

So far, we have described ways of obtaining four-dimensional string ground-states with or

without supersymmetry and with various particle contents. Several ground-states have the

correct structure at tree level to describe the supersymmetric Standard Model particles and

interactions. However, to test further agreement with experimental data, loop corrections

should be incorporated. In particular, we know that, at low energy, coupling constants run

with energy due to loop contributions of charged particles. So we need a computational

framework to address similar issues in the context of string theory. We have mentioned

before the relation between a “fundamental theory” (FT) and its associated effective field

theory (EFT), at least at tree level. Now we will have to take loop corrections into account.

In the EFT we will have to add the quantum corrections coming from heavy particle loops.

Then we can calculate with the EFT where the quantum effects are generated only by the

light states. In order to derive the loop-corrected EFT, we will have, for every given

amplitude of light states, to do a computation in the FT where both light and heavy

states propagate in the loops; we will also have to subtract the same amplitude calculated

in the EFT with only light states propagating in the loops. The difference (known as

threshold correction) is essentially the contribution to a particular process of heavy states

only. We will have to incorporate this into the effective action.

We will look in some more detail at the essential issues of such computations. Start

from a given string theory calculation. We will only deal here with one-loop corrections,

although higher-loop ones can be computed as well. A one-loop amplitude in string theory

will be some integrated correlation function on the torus, which will be modular-invariant

and integrated in the fundamental domain. As we have mentioned before, there are no

UV divergences in string theory and, unlike a similar calculation in field theory, there is

no need for an UV cutoff. Such calculations are done in the first quantized framework,
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which means that we are forced to work on-shell. This means that there will be (physical)

IR divergences, since massless particles on-shell propagate in the loop. Formally, the

amplitude will be infinite. This IR divergence is physical, and the way we deal with it in

field theory is to allow the external momenta to be off-shell. In any case, the IR divergence

will cancel when we subtract the EFT result from the ST result.

There are several methods to deal with the IR divergence in one-loop calculations, each

with its merits and drawbacks.

• The original approach, due to Kaplunovsky [44], was to compute appropriate two-

point functions of gauge fields on the torus, remove wave function factors that would

make this amplitude vanish (such a two-point function on-shell is required to vanish by

gauge invariance), and regularize the IR divergence by inserting a regularizing factor for

the massless states. This procedure gave the gauge-group-dependent corrections and the

first concrete calculation of the moduli-dependent threshold corrections was done in [45].

However, modular invariance is broken by such a regularization, and the prescription of

removing vanishing wavefunction factors does not rest on a solid basis.

• Another approach, followed in [46], is to calculate derivatives of threshold corrections

with respect to moduli. Threshold corrections depend on moduli, since the masses of

massive string states do. This procedure is free of IR divergences (the massless states

drop out) and modular-invariant. However, there are still vanishing wavefunction factors

that need to be removed by hand, and this approach cannot calculate moduli-independent

constant contributions to the thresholds.

• In [47] another approach was described which solved all previous problems. It pro-

vides the rigorous framework to calculate one-loop thresholds. The idea is to curve four-

dimensional spacetime, which provides a physical IR cutoff on the spectrum. This pro-

cedure is IR-finite, modular-invariant, free of ambiguities, and allows the calculation of

thresholds. On the other hand, this IR regularization breaks maximal supersymmetry

(N=4 in heterotic and N=8 in type-II). It preserves, however, any smaller fraction of

supersymmetry. It also becomes messy when applied to higher derivative operators.

The last method is the rigorous method of calculation. We will describe it, in a sub-

sequent section without going into all the details. Since the result in several cases is not

much different from that obtained by the other methods, for simplicity, we will do some

of the calculations using the second method.

We will consider string ground-states that have N≥ 1 supersymmetry. Although we

know that supersymmetry is broken in the low-energy world, for hierarchy reasons it should

be broken at a low enough scale ∼ 1 TeV. If we assume that the superpartners have

masses that are not far away from the supersymmetry breaking scale, their contribution

to thresholds are small. Thus, without loss of generality, we will assume the presence of

unbroken N=1 supersymmetry.
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13.1 Calculation of gauge thresholds

We will first consider N=2 heterotic ground-states with an explicit T 2. This will provide

a simple way to calculate derivatives of the correction with respect to the moduli. Af-

terwards, we will derive a general formula for the corrections. Such groundstates have a

geometrical interpretation as a compactification on K3×T 2 with a gauge bundle of instan-

ton number 24.

In N=2 ground-states, the complex moduli that belong to vector multiplets are the S

field (1/S2 is the string coupling), the moduli T,U of the two-torus and several Wilson lines

W I , which we will keep to zero, so that we have an unbroken non-abelian group. Because

of N=2 supersymmetry, the gauge couplings can depend only on the vector moduli. We

will focus here on the dependence on S, T, U . At tree level, the gauge coupling for the

non-abelian factor Gi is given by

1

g2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
tree

=
ki

g2
string

= kiS2 , (13.1.1)

where ki is the central element of the right-moving affine Gi algebra, which generates the

gauge group Gi. The gauge boson vertex operators are

V µ,a
G ∼ (∂Xµ + i(p · ψ)ψµ) J̄a eip·X . (13.1.2)

In the simplest ground-states, all non-abelian factors have k = 1. We will keep k arbitrary.

The term in the effective action we would like to calculate is
∫

d4x
1

g2(Ti)
F a
µνF

a,µν , (13.1.3)

where the coupling will depend in general on the vector moduli. Therefore we must

calculate a three-point amplitude on the torus, with two gauge fields and one modulus.

We must also be in the even spin-structures. The odd spin-structure gives a contribution

proportional to the ε-tensor and is thus a contribution to the renormalization of the θ

angle. The term that is quadratic in momenta will give us the derivative with respect to

the appropriate modulus of the correction to the gauge coupling. The vertex operators for

the torus moduli T,U are given by

V IJ
modulus = (∂XI + i(p · ψ)ψI) ∂̄XJ eip·X . (13.1.4)

So we must calculate

I1−loop =
∫
〈V a,µ(p1, z)V b,ν(p2, w)V IJ

modulus(p3, 0)〉

∼ δab(p1 · p2η
µν − pµ1pν2)F IJ(T,U) +O(p4) , (13.1.5)

where p1 + p2 + p3 = 0, p2
i = 0. Because of supersymmetry, in order to get a non-zero

result we will have to contract the 4 ψµ fermions in (13.1.5), which gives us two powers of
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momenta. Therefore, to quadratic order, we can set the vertex operators eip·X to 1. The

only non-zero contribution to F IJ is

F IJ =
∫

F

d2τ

τ 2
2

∫
d2z

τ2

∫
d2w 〈ψ(z)ψ(w)〉2 〈J̄a(z̄)J̄ b(w̄)〉 〈∂XI(0)∂̄XJ (0)〉 . (13.1.6)

The normalized fermionic two-point function on the torus for an even spin-structure is

given by the Szegö kernel

S[ab ](z) = 〈ψ(z)ψ(0)〉|ab =
ϑ[ab ](z)ϑ′1(0)

ϑ1(z)ϑ[ab](0)
=

1

z
+ . . . . (13.1.7)

It satisfies the following identity:

S2[ab ](z) = P(z) + 4πi∂τ log
θ[ab ](τ )

η(τ )
, (13.1.8)

so that all the spin-structure dependence is in the z-independent second term. We will

have to weight this correlator with the partition function. Since the first term is spin-

structure independent it will not contribute for ground-states with N≥ 1 supersymmetry,

where the partition function vanishes. For the N=2 ground-states described earlier, the

spin-structure sum of the square of the fermion correlator can be evaluated directly:

〈〈ψ(z)ψ(0)〉〉 = 1
2

∑

(a,b)6=(1,1)

(−1)a+b+ab
ϑ2[ab ]ϑ[a+h

b+g ]ϑ[a−hb−g ]

η4
S2[ab ](z)

= 4π2 η2 ϑ[1+h
1+g]ϑ[1−h1−g ] , (13.1.9)

where we have used (A.11) and the Jacobi identity (A.21).

The two-point function of the currents is also simple:

〈J̄a(z̄)J̄ b(0)〉 =
kδab

4π2
∂̄2
z̄ log ϑ̄1(z̄) + Tr[Ja0J

b
0]

= δab
(
k

4π2
∂̄2
z̄ log ϑ̄1(z̄) + Tr[Q2]

)
, (13.1.10)

where Tr[Q2] stands for the conventionally normalized trace into the whole string spectrum

of the quadratic Casimir of the group G. This can be easily computed by picking a single

Cartan generator squared and performing the trace. In terms of the affine characters χR(vi)

this trace is

∂2
v1
χR(vi)/(2πi)

2|vi=0. This is the normalization for the quadratic Casimir standard in field

theory, which for a representation R is defined as

Tr[T aT b] = I2(R)δab, where T a are the matrices in the R representation. The field the-

ory normalization corresponds to picking the squared length of the highest root to be 1.

For the fundamental of SU(N) this implies the value 1 for the Casimir. Also the spin j

representation of SU(2) gives 2j(j + 1)(2j + 1)/3.
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Finally, 〈∂XI(0)∂̄XJ(0)〉 gets contributions from zero modes only, and it can be easily

calculated, using the results of section 7.1, to be

〈∂XI(0)∂̄XJ (0)〉 =

√
detG

(
√
τ2ηη̄)2

∑

~m,~n

(mI + nIτ )(mJ + nJ τ̄ )×

× exp

[
−π(GKL +BKL)

τ2
(mK + nKτ )(mL + nLτ̄ )

]
. (13.1.11)

A convenient basis for the T 2 moduli is given by (7.3.9). In this basis we have

VTi = vIJ(Ti)∂X
I ∂̄XJ , (13.1.12)

with

v(T ) = − i

2U2

(
1 U

U |U |2
)

, v(U) =
iT2

U2
2

(
1 U

U U
2

)
, (13.1.13)

v(T ) = v(T ), v(U) = v(U). Then

〈VTi〉 = − τ2

2π
∂Ti

Γ2,2

η2η̄2
. (13.1.14)

Using (A.34) we obtain for the one-loop correction to the gauge coupling in the N=2

ground-state

∂

∂Ti

16π2

g2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
1−loop

∼ ∂

∂Ti

∫

F

d2τ

τ 2
2

τ2Γ2,2

η̄4
TrintR

[
(−1)F

(
Q2
i −

ki
4πτ2

)]
+ constant . (13.1.15)

The internal theory consists of the (4,20) part of the original theory, which carries N=4

superconformal invariance on the left. The derivative with respect to the moduli kills the

IR divergence due to the massless states.

For the remainder of this section, we will be cavalier about IR divergences and vanishing

wavefunctions. This will be dealt with rigorously in the next section. For a general string

ground-state (with or without supersymmetry), we can parametrize its partition function

as in (G.2), where we have separated the bosonic and fermionic contributions coming from

the non-compact four-dimensional part. In particular, the ϑ-function carries the helicity-

dependent contributions due to the fermions. What we are now computing is the two-point

amplitude of two gauge bosons at one loop. When there is no supersymmetry, the ∂X

factors of the vertex operators contribute 〈∂zX(z)X(0)〉2, where we have to use the torus

propagator for the non-compact bosons:

〈X(z, z̄)X(0)〉 = − log |ϑ1(z)|2 + 2π
Imz2

τ2
. (13.1.16)

In this case the z-integral we will have to perform is
∫
d2z

τ2
(S2[ab ](z)− 〈X∂X〉2)

(
k

4π2
∂̄2 log ϑ̄1(z̄) + Tr[Q2]

)
=

= 4πi∂τ log
ϑ[ab ]

η

(
Tr[Q2]− k

4πτ2

)
(13.1.17)
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a) b)

Figure 16: a) One-loop gauge coupling correction due to charged particles. b) Universal

one-loop correction.

where we have used (13.1.8), (A.32) and (A.33). The total threshold correction is, using

(G.2)

ZI
2 =

16π2

g2
I

∣∣∣∣∣
1−loop

=
1

4π2

∫

F

d2τ

τ2

1

η2η̄2

∑

even

4πi∂τ

(
ϑ[ab ]

η

)
Trint

[
Q2
I −

kI
4πτ2

]
[ab ] , (13.1.18)

where the trace is taken in the [ab ] sector of the internal CFT. Note that the integrand is

modular-invariant. This result is general. The measure
∫
F
d2τ
τ2

will give an IR divergence

as τ2 → ∞ coming from constant parts of the integrand. The constant part precisely

corresponds to the contributions of the massless states. The derivative on the ϑ-function

gives a factor proportional to s2 − 1/12, where s is the helicity of a massless state. The

k/τ2 factor accompanying the group trace gives an IR-finite part. Thus, the IR-divergent

contribution to the one-loop result is

16π2

g2
I

∣∣∣∣∣

IR

1−loop

=
∫

F

d2τ

τ2
Str Q2

I

(
1

12
− s2

)
, (13.1.19)

where Str stands for the supertrace.

Inserting by hand a regularizing factor e−α
′µ2τ2 we obtain

16π2

g2
I

∣∣∣∣∣

IR

1−loop

= bI log(µ2α′) + finite , (13.1.20)

where bI is the conventional one-loop β-function coefficient

bI = Str Q2
I

(
1

12
− s2

)∣∣∣∣
massless

. (13.1.21)

We will try to better understand the origin of the various terms in (13.1.18). The term

proportional to Tr[Q2] comes from conventional diagrams where the two external gauge

bosons are coupled to a loop of charged particles (Fig. 16a).

The second term proportional to k seems bizarre, since all particles contribute to it,

charged or not. This is a stringy correction to the gauge couplings due to the presence of

the gravitational sector. There is no analog of it in field theory. Roughly speaking this
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term would arise from diagrams like the one shown in Fig. 16b. Two external gauge bosons

couple to the dilaton (remember that there is a tree-level universal coupling of the dilaton

to all gauge bosons) and then the dilaton couples to a loop of any string state (the dilaton

coupling is universal). One may object that this diagram, being one-particle-reducible,

should not be included as a correction to the coupling constants. Moreover, it seems to

imply that there is a non-zero dilaton tadpole at one loop (Fig. 17). When at least N=1

supersymmetry is unbroken, we can show that the dilaton tadpole in Fig. 17 is zero.

However, the diagram in Fig. 16b still contributes owing to a delicate cancelation of the

zero from the tadpole and the infinity coming from the dilaton propagator on-shell. This

type of term is due to a modular-invariant regularization, of the world-sheet short-distance

singularity present when two vertex operators collide. We will see in the next section that

these terms arise in a background field calculation due to the gravitational back-reaction

to background gauge fields. It is important to notice that such terms are truly universal,

in the sense that they are independent of the gauge group in question. Their presence is

essential for modular invariance.

There is an analogous diagram contributing to the one-loop renormalization of the θ-

angles. At tree-level, there is a (universal) coupling of the antisymmetric tensor to two

gauge fields due to the presence of Chern-Simons terms. This gives rise to a parity-odd

contribution like the one in Fig. 16b, where now the intermediate state is the antisymmetric

tensor.

It was obvious from the previous calculation that the universal terms came as contact

terms from the singular part of the correlator of affine currents. In open string theory, the

gauge symmetry is not realized by a current algebra on the world-sheet, but by charges

(Chan-Paton) factors attached to the end-points of the open string. Thus, one would

think that such universal contributions are absent. However, even in the open string case,

such terms appear in an indirect way, since the Planck scale has a non-trivial correction

at one-loop for N ≤ 2 supersymmetry, unlike the heterotic case [48].

We will show here that there are no corrections, at one loop, to the Planck mass in

heterotic ground-states with N ≥ 1 supersymmetry. The vertex operator for the graviton

is

Vgrav = εµν(∂X
µ + ip · ψψµ)∂̄Xν . (13.1.22)

We have to calculate the two-point function on the torus and keep the O(p2) piece. On

the supersymmetric side only the fermions contribute and produce a z-independent con-

tribution. On the right, we obtain a correlator of scalars, which has to be integrated over
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Figure 17: One-loop dilaton tadpole

the torus.22 The result is proportional to

∫
d2z

τ2
〈X∂̄2

z̄X〉 =
∫
d2z

τ2

(
∂̄2
z̄ log ϑ̄1(z̄) +

π

τ2

)
= 0 . (13.1.23)

In the presence of at least N=1 supersymmetry there is no one-loop renormalization

of the Planck mass in the heterotic string. Similarly it can be shown that there are no

wavefunction renormalizations for the other universal fields, namely the antisymmetric

tensor and the dilaton.

13.2 On-shell infrared regularization

As mentioned in the previous section, the one-loop corrections to the effective coupling

constants are calculated on-shell and are IR-divergent. Also, for comparison with low-

energy data, the moduli-independent piece is also essential. In this section we will provide

a framework for this calculation.

Any four-dimensional heterotic string ground-state is described by a world-sheet CFT,

which is a product of a flat non-compact CFT describing

Minkowski space with (c, c̄) = (6, 4) and an internal compact CFT with (c, c̄) = (9, 22).

Both must have N=1 superconformal invariance on the left, necessary for the decoupling

of ghosts.

To regulate the IR divergence on-shell, we will modify the four-dimensional part. We

will consider the theory in a background with non-trivial four-dimensional curvature and

other fields Bµν ,Φ so that the string spectrum acquires a mass gap. Thus, all states are

massive on-shell and there will be no IR divergences. The curved background must satisfy

the exact string equations of motion. Consequently, it should correspond to an exact CFT.

We will require the following properties:

• The string spectrum must have a mass gap µ2. In particular, chiral fermions should

be regularized consistently.

22Strictly speaking the amplitude is zero on-shell but we can remove the wave-function factors. A

rigorous way to calculate it, is by calculating the four-point amplitude of gravitons, and extract the O(p2)

piece.
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• We should be able to take the limit µ2 → 0.

• It should have (c, c̄) = (6, 4) so that we will not have to modify the internal CFT.

• It should preserve as many spacetime supersymmetries of the original theory as

possible.

• We should be able to calculate the regularized quantities relevant for the effective

field theory.

• The theory should be modular-invariant (which guarantees the absence of anomalies).

• Such a regularization should be possible also at the effective field theory level. In

this way, calculations in the fundamental theory can be matched without any ambiguity

to those of the effective field theory.

There are several CFTs with the properties required above. It can be shown that

the thresholds will not depend on which we choose. We will pick a simple one, which

corresponds to the SO(3)N WZW model times a free boson with background charge. The

background fields corresponding to this CFT are:

ds2 = Gµνdx
µdxν = (dX0)2 +

N

4

(
dα2 + dβ2 + dγ2 + 2 sin(β/

√
α′) dαdγ

)
, (13.2.1)

where the Euler angles take values β ∈ [0,
√
α′π], α, γ ∈ [0, 2

√
α′π]. Thus, the three-space

is almost a sphere of radius squared equal to N . For unitarity, N must be a positive even

integer.

BµνdX
µ ∧ dXν =

N

2
cos(β/

√
α′) dα ∧ dγ , Φ =

X0
√
α′√

N + 2
. (13.2.2)

The linear dilaton implies that the scalar X0 has a background charge Q2 = 1/(N+2). We

will also work in Euclidean space. The spectrum of operators in the X0 part of the CFT

with background charge is given by ∆ = E2+/4α′(N+2)+integers, where E is a continuous

variable, the “energy”. In the SO(3) theory the conformal weights are j(j+1)/α′(N+2)+

integers. The ratio j(j + 1)/α′(N + 2) plays the role of ~p2 of flat space. So

L0 = − 1

2α′
+ E2 +

1

4α′(N + 2)
+

j(j + 1)

α′(N + 2)
+ . . . . (13.2.3)

All the states now have masses shifted by a mass gap µ2

µ2 =
M2

string

2(N + 2)
, Mstring =

1√
α′
. (13.2.4)

Taking N →∞, µ→ 0, we recover the flat space theory. Moreover, this CFT preserves the

original supersymmetries up to N=2. The partition function of the new CFT is known,

and after some manipulations we can write the partition function of the IR-regularized

theory as

Z(µ) = Γ(µ/Mstring) Z(0) , (13.2.5)
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where Z(0) is the original partition function and

Γ(µ/Mstring) = 4
√
x
∂

∂x
[ρ(x)− ρ(x/4)]

∣∣∣∣∣
x=N+2

,

ρ(x) =
√
x
∑

m,n∈Z
exp

[
−πx
τ2
|m+ nτ |2

]
. (13.2.6)

Here, Γ(µ/Mstring, τ ) is modular-invariant and Γ(0) = 1.

The background we have employed has another interesting interpretation. It is a neutral

heterotic five-brane of charge N and zero size [49]. The background fields are those of an

axion-dilaton instanton.

We will now need to turn on background gauge fields and compute the one-loop ampli-

tude as a function of these background fields. The quadratic part will provide the one-loop

correction to the gauge coupling constants. The perturbation of the theory that turns on

gauge fields is

δI =
∫
d2z

(
Aa
µ(X)∂Xµ + F a

µνψ
µψν

)
J̄a . (13.2.7)

In this background, there is such a class of perturbations, which are an exact solution of

the string equations of motion:

δI =
∫
d2z Ba

(
J3 + iψ1ψ2

)
J̄a , (13.2.8)

where J3 is the current belonging to the SO(3) current algebra of the WZW model and ψi,

i = 1, 2, 3, are the associated free fermions. It turns out that for this choice, the one-loop

free energy can be computed exactly as a function of Ba. I will spare you the details of

the calculation, which can by found in [47]. Going through the procedure described above,

we finally obtain the expression (13.1.18), but with a factor of Γ(µ/Mstring) inserted into

the modular integral, which renders this expression IR-finite. We will denote the one-

loop regularized result as Z I
2(µ/Mstring). So, to one-loop order, the gauge coupling can be

written as the sum of the tree-level and one-loop result

kI
16π2

g2
string

+ ZI
2 (µ/Mstring) , (13.2.9)

where gstring is the string coupling.

In order to evaluate the thresholds, we must perform a similar calculation in the EFT

and subtract the string from the EFT result. The EFT result (with the same IR regulator)

can be obtained from the string result by the following operations:

• Do the trace on the massless sector only.

• Only the momentum modes contribute to the regularizing function Γ(µ/Mstring). We

will denote this piece by ΓEFT(µ/Mstring).
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• The EFT result is UV-divergent. We will have to regularize separately this UV

divergence. We will use dimensional regularization in the DR scheme. With these changes,

the field theory result for the tree-level and one-loop contributions reads

16π2

g2
I bare

+ bI(4π)ε
∫ ∞

0

dt

t1−ε
ΓEFT

(
µ√

πMstring
, t

)
. (13.2.10)

The extra factor of
√
π comes in since t = πτ2 and we chose Mstring as the EFT renor-

malization scale. In the DR scheme the relation between the bare and running coupling

constant is
16π2

g2
I bare

=
16π2

g2
I (µ)

− bI(4π)ε
∫ ∞

0

dt

t1−ε
e−tµ

2/M2

. (13.2.11)

Putting (13.2.11) into (13.2.10) and identifying the result with (13.2.9), we obtain

16π2

g2
I (µ)

∣∣∣∣∣
DR

= kI
16π2

g2
string

+ ZI
2 (µ/Mstring)− bI(2γ + 2) , (13.2.12)

where γ = 0.577 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. We can separate the IR piece from

ZI
2 using

∫

F

d2τ

τ2

Γ(µ/Mstring) = log
M2

string

µ2
+ log

2eγ+3

π
√

27
+O

(
µ

Mstring

)
, (13.2.13)

in order to rewrite the effective running coupling in the limit µ→ 0 as

16π2

g2
I (µ)

∣∣∣∣∣
DR

= kI
16π2

g2
string

+ bI log
M2

string

µ2
+ bI log

2e1−γ

π
√

27
+ ∆I , (13.2.14)

∆I =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2

[
1

|η|4
∑

even

i

π
∂τ

(
ϑ[ab ]

η

)
Trint

[
Q2
I −

kI
4πτ2

]
[ab ]− bI

]
. (13.2.15)

This is the desired result, which produces the string corrections to the EFT running cou-

pling in the DR scheme. We will call ∆I the string threshold correction to the associated

gauge coupling. It is IR-finite for generic values of the moduli. However, as we will see

below, at special values of the moduli, extra states can become massless. If such states

are charged, then there will be an additional IR divergence in the string threshold, which

will modify the β-function.

13.3 Gravitational thresholds

We have seen above that the two-derivative terms in the effective action concerning the

universal sector (Gµν , Bµν,Φ) do not receive corrections in supersymmetric ground-states.

However, there are higher derivative terms that do. A specific example is the R2 term

and its parity-odd counterpart R ∧ R (four derivatives) whose one-loop β-function is the

conformal anomaly in four dimensions. In theories without supersymmetry, the corrections

to these terms are unrelated. In theories with supersymmetry the two couplings are related
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by supersymmetry. The one-loop correction to R2 can be obtained from the O(p4) part

of the one-loop two-graviton amplitude, summed over the even spin-structures. The odd

spin-structure will give the renormalization of R ∧ R. Going through the same steps as

above we obtain (assuming N ≥ 1 supersymmetry)

∆grav =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


 1

|η|4
∑

even

i

π
∂τ

(
ϑ[ab ]

η

) ˆ̄E2

12
C int[ab ]− bgrav


 , (13.3.1)

where the modular form ˆ̄E2 is defined in (F.9). The R2 and R ∧ R run logarithmically

in four dimensions, and the coefficient of the logarithmic term 90bgrav is the conformal

anomaly. A scalar contributes 1 to the conformal anomaly, a Weyl fermion 7
4
, a vector

−13, a gravitino − 233
4

, an antisymmetric tensor 91, and a graviton 212. Again ∆grav is

IR-finite, since we have subtracted the contribution of the massless states bgrav.

13.4 Anomalous U(1)’s

It turns out that some N=1 ground-states contain U(1) gauge fields that are “anomalous”.

We have seen this already in our earlier discussion on compactifications of the heterotic

string. The term “anomalous” indicates that the sum of U(1) charges of all massless

states charged under the U(1) is not zero.23 In a standard field theory, this would imply

the existence of a mixed (gauge-gravitational) anomaly in the theory. However, in string

theory things work a bit differently.

In the presence of an “anomalous” U(1), under a gauge transformation the effec-

tive action is not invariant. There is a one-loop term (gauge anomaly) proportional to

(
∑
i q

i)F ∧F . For the theory to be gauge-invariant there should be some other term in the

effective action that cancels the anomalous variation. Such a term is (
∑
i q

i)B ∧ F . You

remember from the chapter on anomaly cancelation that B has an anomalous transforma-

tion law under gauge transformations, δB = εF . This gives precisely the term we need

to cancel the one-loop gauge anomaly. There is another way to argue on the existence

of this term. In 10-d there was an anomaly canceling term of the form B ∧ F 4. Upon

compactifying to four dimensions, this will give rise to a term B ∧ F with proportionality

factor
∫
F ∧ F ∧ F computed in the internal theory. The coefficient of such a term at

one loop can be computed directly. The torus one-point function of the associated world-

sheet current, being proportional to the charge trace, is non-zero. Moreover the coupling

is parity-violating so it will come from the odd spin-structure. Consider the two-point

function of an antisymmetric tensor and the “anomalous” U(1) gauge boson in the odd

spin-structure of the torus. In this case, one of the vertex operators must be put in the

zero picture and an insertion of the zero mode of the supercurrent is needed:

ζU(1) = ε1µνε
2
ρ

∫
δ2z

τ2

〈
(∂xµ + ip1 · ψψµ)∂̄Xνeip1·X

∣∣∣
z
×

23Also the higher odd traces of the charge are non-zero.
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× ψρJ̄eip2·X
∣∣∣
0

∮
dw(ψσ∂Xσ +Gint)

∣∣∣∣
w

〉
. (13.4.1)

If N≥ 2 there are more than four fermion zero modes and the amplitude vanishes. For

N=1 there are exactly four zero modes, and we will have to use the four fermions in order

to obtain a non-zero answer. This produces an ε-tensor. The leading (in momentum)

non-zero piece is

ζU(1) = ε1µνε
2
ρε
aµρσpa1〈∂Xσ∂̄Xν(z̄)〉〈J̄〉+O(p2) . (13.4.2)

The integral over the scalar propagator produces a constant. Putting everything together

we obtain

ζU(1) ∼
∫

F

d2τ

τ 2
2

1

η̄2
Tr[(−1)F Q]R , (13.4.3)

where the trace is taken in the R sector of the internal CFT. The odd spin-structure

projects on the internal elliptic genus, which is antiholomorphic. Thus, the full integrand is

anti-holomorphic, modular-invariant and has no pole at infinity (the tachyon is chargeless).

Such a function is a constant and it can be found by looking at the limit τ2 → ∞, where

only massless states contribute. This constant is the sum of the U(1) charges of the

massless states:

ζU(1) ∼
∑

i,massless

qi . (13.4.4)

It is easy to see that an “anomalous” U(1) symmetry is spontaneously broken. Consider

the relevant part of the EFT in the Einstein frame:

S =
∫ √

detG
[
− 1

12
e−2φHµνρH

µνρ + ζB ∧ F
]

; (13.4.5)

dualizing the B to a pseudo-scalar axion field a we obtain

S̃ =
∫ √

detG e2φ(∂µa+ ζAµ)
2 . (13.4.6)

Consequently, the gauge field acquires a mass ∼ ζMstring. There is also a Fayet-Iliopoulos

D-term generated, that produces a potential for the dilaton and the scalars charged under

the anomalous U(1). The coefficient of this term can be calculated using the (auxiliary)

vertex for a D-term [50], JJ̄, where J is the internal U(1) current of the N=2 supercon-

formal algebra and J̄ is the U(1) world-sheet current of the anomalous U(1).

Exercise Calculate the one-point function of JJ̄ on the torus and show that the

result is again given by (13.4.3).

The generated potential is of the form

VD ∼ ζeφ
(
e−φ +

∑

i

qihi|ci|2
)2

, (13.4.7)
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where ci are massless scalars with charge qi under the anomalous U(1) with helicity hi.

13.5 N=1,2 examples of threshold corrections

We will examine here some sample evaluations of the one-loop threshold corrections de-

scribed in the previous sections. Consider the N=2 heterotic ground-state described

in section 12.4. The partition function was given in (12.4.18). The gauge group is

E8×E7×SU(2)×U(1)2 (apart from the graviphoton and the vector partner of the dila-

ton). From (13.1.21) we find that, up to the group trace, a vector multiplet contributes

−1 and a hypermultiplet 1 to the β-function.

First we will compute the sum over the fermionic ϑ-functions appearing in (13.2.15).

i

2π

1

2

∑

even

(−1)a+b+ab ∂τ

(
ϑ[ab ]

η

)
ϑ[ab ]ϑ[a+h

b+g ]ϑ[a−hb−g ]

η3

Z4,4[
h
g ]

|η|4 = 4
η2

ϑ̄[1+h
1+g ]ϑ̄[1−h1−g ]

, (13.5.1)

for (h, g) 6= (0, 0) and gives zero for (h, g) = (0, 0).

We will also compute the group trace for E8. The level is k = 1 and the E8 affine

character is

χ̄E8
0 (vi) =

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

∏8
i=1 ϑ̄[ab ](vi)

η̄8
. (13.5.2)

Then [
1

(2πi)2
∂2
v1
− 1

4πτ2

]
χ̄E8

0 (vi)

∣∣∣∣∣
vi=0

=
1

12
( ˆ̄E2Ē4 − Ē6) , (13.5.3)

which gives the correct value for the Casimir of the adjoint of E8, namely 60. Using also

1

2

∑

(h,g)6=(0,0)

1∑

a,b=0

ϑ̄[ab ]
6ϑ̄[a+h

b+g ]ϑ̄[a−hb−g ]

ϑ̄[1+h
1+g ]ϑ̄[1−h1−g ]

= −1

4

Ē6

η̄6
, (13.5.4)

and putting everything together, we obtain bE8 = −60 and

∆E8 =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


− 1

12
Γ2,2

ˆ̄E2Ē4Ē6 − Ē2
6

η̄24
+ 60


 . (13.5.5)

Exercise Calculate the threshold for the E7 group. The E7 group trace is given by

[
TrQ2

E7
− 1

4πτ2

]
=


 1

(2πi)2
∂2
v −

1

4πτ2

]
1

2

∑

a,b

ϑ̄[ab ](v)ϑ̄5[ab ]ϑ̄[a+h
b+g ]ϑ̄[a−hb−g ]

η̄8

∣∣∣∣∣∣
v=0

. (13.5.6)

Show that the β-function coefficient is 84 (I2(133) = 36, I2(56) = 12) and

∆E7 =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


− 1

12
Γ2,2

ˆ̄E2Ē4Ē6 − Ē3
4

η̄24
− 84


 . (13.5.7)
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Show also that bSU(2)=84.

The difference between the two thresholds has a simpler form:

∆E8 −∆E7 = −144∆ , ∆ =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2
(Γ2,2 − 1) . (13.5.8)

The integral can be computed [45] with the result

∆ = − log
[
4π2T2U2|η(T )η(u)|4|

]
. (13.5.9)

As we will show in the next section, (13.5.8) written as ∆i −∆j = (bi − bj)∆ applies to

all K3×T 2 ground-states of the heterotic string. Taking the large volume limit T2 → ∞
in (13.5.9) we obtain

lim
T2→∞

∆ =
π

3
T2 +O(log T2) . (13.5.10)

In the decompactification limit, the difference of gauge thresholds behaves as the volume of

the two-torus. A similar result applies to the individual thresholds. This can be understood

from the fact that a six-dimensional gauge coupling scales as [length].

Consider now the N=1 Z2×Z2 orbifold ground-state with gauge group E8×E6×U(1)×U(1)’.

The partition function depends on the moduli (Ti, Ui) of the 3 two-tori (“planes”). In terms

of the orbifold projection there are three types of sectors:

• N=4 sectors. They correspond to (hi, gi) = (0, 0) and have N = 4 supersymmetry

structure. They give no correction to the gauge couplings.

• N=2 sectors. They correspond to one plane being untwisted while the other two are

twisted. There are three of them and they have an N=2 structure. For this reason their

contribution to the thresholds is similar to the ones we described above.

• N=1 sectors. They correspond to all planes being twisted. Such sectors do not

depend on the untwisted moduli (Ti, Ui), but they may depend on twisted moduli.

The structure above is generic in N=1 orbifold ground-states of the heterotic string.

In our example, the N=1 sectors do not contribute to the thresholds, so we can directly

write down the the E8 and E6 threshold corrections as

∆N=1
E8

=
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


− 1

12

3∑

i=1

Γ2,2(Ti, Ui)
ˆ̄E2Ē4Ē6 − Ē2

6

η̄24
+

3

2
60


 , (13.5.11)

∆N=1
E6

=
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


− 1

12

3∑

i=1

Γ2,2(Ti, Ui)
ˆ̄E2Ē4Ē6 − Ē3

4

η̄24
− 3

2
84


 . (13.5.12)

The extra factor 3/2 in the β-function coefficient comes as follows. There is a 1/2 because

of the extra Z2 orbifold projection relative to the Z2 N=2 orbifold ground-state and a
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factor of 3 due to the three planes contributing. This is what we would expect from the

massless spectrum. Remember that there are no scalar multiplets charged under the E8.

So the E8 β-function comes solely from the N=1 vector multiplet and using (13.1.21) we

can verify that it is 3/2 times that of an N=2 vector multiplet.

The structure we have seen in the Z2 × Z2 orbifold ground-state generalizes to more

complicated N=1 orbifolds. It is always true that the untwisted moduli dependence of the

threshold corrections comes only from the N=2 sectors.

We will also analyze here thresholds in N=2 ground-states where N=4 supersymmetry

is spontaneously broken to N=2. We will pick a simple ground-state described in section

12.4. It is the usual Z2 orbifold acting on T 4 and one of the E8 factors, but it is also

accompanied by a Z2 lattice shift X1 → X1 + π in one of the coordinates of the left

over two-torus. This is a freely-acting orbifold and we have two massive gravitini in the

spectrum. The geometrical interpretation is that of a compactification on a manifold that

is locally of the form K3×T 2 but not globally. Its partition function is

ZN=4→N=2 =
1

2

1∑

h,g=0

1

τ2|η|4
Γ2,2[hg ]

|η|4
Γ̄E8

η̄8
Z(4,4)[

h
g ]

1

2

1∑

γ,δ=0

ϑ̄[γ+h
δ+g ]ϑ̄[γ−hδ−g ]ϑ̄6[γδ ]

η̄8
×

×1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab
ϑ2[ab ]ϑ[a+h

b+g ]ϑ[a−hb−g ]

η4
, (13.5.13)

where Γ2,2[
h
g ] are the translated torus blocks described in Appendix B. In particular there

is a Z2 phase (−1)g m1 in the lattice sum and n1 is shifted to n1 + h/2.

Exercise Show that the gauge group of this ground-state is the same as the usual Z2

orbifold, namely E8×E7×SU(2) ×U(1)2. Show that there are also four neutral massless

hypermultiplets and one transforming as [2,56]. Confirm that there are no massless states

coming from the twisted sector. Use (7.3.10) to show that the mass of the two massive

gravitini is given by

m2
3/2 =

|U |2
T2U2

. (13.5.14)

Show that the β-functions here are:

bE8 = −60 , bE7 = −12 , bSU(2) = 52. (13.5.15)

After a straightforward evaluation [52] we obtain that the thresholds can be written as

∆I = bI∆ +

(
b̃I
3
− bI

)
δ − kIY , (13.5.16)
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where bI are the β functions of this ground-state, while b̃I are those of the standard Z2

orbifold (without the torus translation). Moreover

∆ =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2



′∑

h,g

Γ2,2[hg]− 1


 = − log

[
π2

4
|ϑ4(T )|4|ϑ2(U)|4T2U2

]
, (13.5.17)

δ =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2

′∑

h,g

Γ2,2[hg ]σ̄[hg ] , (13.5.18)

Y =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2

′∑

h,g

Γ2,2


 1

12

ˆ̄E2

η̄24
Ω̄[hg ] + ρ̄[hg ] + 40σ̄[hg ]


 , (13.5.19)

where

Ω[01] =
1

2
E4ϑ

4
3ϑ

4
4(ϑ

4
3 + ϑ4

4) , (13.5.20)

and its modular transforms

σ[hg] = −1

4

ϑ12[hg ]

η12
, (13.5.21)

ρ[01] = f(1 − x) , ρ[10] = f(x) , ρ[11] = f(x/(x− 1)) , (13.5.22)

with x = ϑ4
2/ϑ

4
3 and

f(x) =
4(8 − 49x+ 66x2 − 49x3 + 8x4)

3x(1− x)2
. (13.5.23)

We would be interested in the behavior of the above thresholds, in the limit in which

N=4 supersymmetry is restored: m3/2 → 0 or T2 →∞. From (13.5.17), ∆→ − log[T2] +

. . . while the other contributions vanish in this limit. This is different from the large

volume behaviour of the standard Z2 thresholds (13.5.5), which we have shown to diverge

linearly with the volume T2. The difference of behavior can be traced to the enhanced

supersymmetry in the second example. There are two parts of the spectrum of the second

ground-state: states with masses below m3/2, which have effective N=2 supersymmetry

and contribute logarithmically to the thresholds, and states with masses above m3/2, which

have effective N=4 supersymmetry and do not contribute. When we lowerm3/2, if there are

always charged states below it, they will give a logarithmic divergence. This is precisely

the case here. We could have turned on Wilson lines in such a way that there are no

charged states below m3/2 as m3/2 → 0. In such a case the thresholds will vanish in the

limit.

13.6 N=2 universality of thresholds

For ground-states with N=2 supersymmetry the threshold corrections have some univer-

sality properties. We will demonstrate this in ground-states that come from N=1 six-

dimensional theories compactified further to four dimensions on T 2. First we observe that

the derivative of the helicity ϑ-function that appears in the threshold formula essentially
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computes the supertrace of the helicity squared. Only short N=2 multiplets contribute to

the supertrace and consequently to the thresholds (see Appendix D). This projects on the

elliptic genus of the internal CFT, which was defined in section 6.13. Thus, the gauge and

gravitational thresholds can be written as

∆I =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2

[
Γ2,2

η̄24

(
Tr[Q2

I]−
kI

4πτ2

)
Ω̄− bI

]
, (13.6.1)

∆grav =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


Γ2,2

η̄24

ˆ̄E2

12
Ω̄ − bgrav


 . (13.6.2)

The function Ω̄ is constrained by modular invariance to be a weight-ten modular form,

without singularities inside the fundamental domain. This is unique up to a constant

Ω̄ = ξĒ4Ē6 . (13.6.3)

Consider further the integrand of ∆I − kI∆grav (without the bI and bgrav). We find that

it is antiholomorphic with at most a single pole at τ = i∞; thus, it must be of the form

AIj + BI , where AI, BI are constants and j is the modular-invariant function defined in

(F.10). Consequently, the thresholds can be written as [51]

∆I =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


Γ2,2


ξkI

12

ˆ̄E2Ē4Ē6

η̄24
+AIj +BI


− bI


 , (13.6.4)

∆grav = ξ
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


Γ2,2

ˆ̄E2Ē4Ē6

12η̄24
− bgrav


 . (13.6.5)

We can now fix the constants as follows. In the gauge threshold, there should be no 1/q̄

pole (the tachyon is not charged), which gives

AI = −ξkI
12

. (13.6.6)

Also the constant term is the β-function, which implies

744AI +BI − bI + ki bgrav = 0 , (13.6.7)

with bgrav = −22ξ from (13.6.5). Finally bgrav can be computed from the massless spectrum.

Using the results of the previous section we find that

bgrav =
22 −NV +NH

12
, (13.6.8)

where NV is the number of massless vector multiplets (excluding the graviphoton and the

vector partner of the dilaton) and NH is the number of massless hypermultiplets.

Moreover 6-d gravitational anomaly cancelation implies that N d=6
H −Nd=6

V −29Nd=6
T =

273 where Nd=6
V,H are the number of six-dimensional vector and hypermultiplets while N d=6

T
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Figure 18: Plots of the universal thresholds Y (R1, R2) as a function of R2 for R1 = 1, 2, 3, 4.

R2

Y

R1 = 4

R1 = 3

R1 = 2

R1 = 1

is the number of six-dimensional tensor multiplets. For perturbative heterotic ground-

states Nd=6
T = 1 and we obtain Nd=6

H − Nd=6
V = 244. Upon toroidal compactification to

four dimensions we obtain an extra 2 vector multiplets (from the supergravity multiplet).

Thus, in four dimensions, NH −NV = 242 and from (13.6.8) we obtain bgrav = 22, ξ = −1

for all such ground-states. The thresholds are now completely fixed in terms of the β-

functions of massless states:

∆I = bI ∆− kI Y , (13.6.9)

with

∆ =
∫

F

d2τ

τ2

[Γ2,2(T,U)− 1]

= − log(4π2|η(T )|4|η(U)|4 ImT ImU) , (13.6.10)

Y =
1

12

∫

F

d2τ

τ2

Γ2,2(T,U)




ˆ̄E2Ē4Ē6

η̄24
− j + 1008


 , (13.6.11)

and

∆grav = −
∫

F

d2τ

τ2


Γ2,2

ˆ̄E2Ē4Ē6

12 η̄24
− 22


 . (13.6.12)

As can be seen from (13.2.14), the universal term Y can be absorbed into a redefinition

of the tree-level string coupling. We can then write

16π2

g2
I (µ)

= kI
16π2

g2
renorm

+ bI log
M2

s

µ2
+ ∆̂I , (13.6.13)
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where we have defined a “renormalized” string coupling by

g2
renorm =

g2
string

1 − Y
16 π2 g

2
string

. (13.6.14)

Of course, such a coupling is meaningful, provided it appears as the natural expansion

parameter in several amplitudes that are relevant for the low-energy string physics. In

general, this might not be the case as a consequence of some arbitrariness in the de-

composition (13.6.9), which is not valid in general. Examples of this kind arise in N=1

ground-states as well as in certain more general N=2 ground-states. It is important to keep

in mind that this “renormalized” string coupling is defined here in a moduli-dependent way.

This moduli dependence affects the string unification [47]. Indeed, as we will see in the

sequel, when proper unification of the couplings appears, namely when ∆̂I can be written

as bI∆, their common value at the unification scale is grenorm, which therefore plays the

role of a phenomenologically relevant parameter. Moreover, the unification scale turns

out to be proportional to Ms. The latter can be expressed in terms of the “low-energy”

parameters grenorm and MP , by using the fact that the Planck mass is not renormalized:

Mstring =
MP grenorm√

1 + Y
16π2 g2

renorm

. (13.6.15)

How much Y , which is moduli-dependent, can affect the running of the gauge couplings

can be seen from its numerical evaluation. We take T = iR1R2 and U = iR1/R2, which

corresponds to two orthogonal circles of radii R1,2. The values of Y are plotted as functions

of R1,2 in Fig. 18.

13.7 Unification

Conventional unification of gauge interactions in a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) works by

embedding the low-energy gauge group into a simple unified group G, which at tree level

gives the following relation between the unified gauge coupling gU of G and the low-energy

gauge couplings
1

g2
I

=
kI
g2
U

, (13.7.1)

where kI are group theory coefficients that describe the embedding of the low-energy gauge

group into G. Taking into account the one-loop running of couplings this relation becomes,

in the DR scheme:
16π2

g2
I (µ)

= kI
16π2

g2
U

+ bI log
M2

U

µ2
. (13.7.2)

In string theory, the high-energy gauge group need not be simple. We have seen that

(13.7.1) is valid without this hypothesis, where now the interpretation of kI is different.

kI here are the levels of the associated current algebras responsible for the gauge group.

Moreover, in string theory we have unification of gravitational and Yukawa interactions as
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well. We will further study the string running of gauge couplings given in (13.2.14). We

would like to express it in terms of a measurable mass scale such as the Planck mass, which

is given in (13.6.15). We will assume for simplicity the case of N=2 thresholds (13.6.9).

We obtain a formula similar to (13.7.2) with

gU = grenorm =
gstring√

1− g2
stringY

16π2

, (13.7.3)

M2
U =

2e1−γ

π
√

27
e∆M2

P g
2
string =

2e1−γ

π
√

27
e∆M2

P

gU√
1 +

g2
UY

16π2

. (13.7.4)

Both the “unified” coupling and “unification mass” are functions of the moduli. More-

over, they depend not only on the gauge-dependent threshold ∆ but also on the gauge

independent-correction Y .

The analysis of the running of couplings in more realistic string ground-states is sum-

marized in [42] where we refer the reader for a more detailed account.

14 Non-perturbative string dualities: a foreword

In this chapter we will give a brief guide to some recent developments towards understand-

ing the non-perturbative aspects of string theories. This was developed in parallel with

similar progress in the context of supersymmetric field theories [53, 54]. We will not discuss

here the field theory case. The interested reader may consult several comprehensive review

articles [55, 56]. We would like to point out however that the field theory non-perturbative

dynamics is naturally understood in the context of string theory and there was important

cross-fertilization between the two disciplines.

We have seen that in ten dimensions there are five distinct, consistent supersymmetric

string theories, type-IIA,B, heterotic (O(32),E8×E8) and the unoriented O(32) type-I the-

ory that contains also open strings. The two type-II theories have N=2 supersymmetry

while the others have only N=1. An important question we would like to address is: Are

these strings theories different or they are just different aspects of the same theory?

In fact, by compactifying one dimension on a circle we can show that we can connect the

two heterotic theories as well as the two type-II theories. This is schematically represented

with the broken arrows in Fig. 19.

We will first show how the heterotic O(32) and E8×E8 theories are connected in D = 9.

Upon compactification on a circle of radius R we can also turn on 16 Wilson lines according

to our discussion in section 12.1. The partition function of the O(32) heterotic theory then

can be written as

Z
O(32)
D=9 =

1

(
√
τ2ηη̄)7

Γ1,17(R,Y
I)

ηη̄17

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab ϑ
4[ab ]

η4
, (14.1)
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Figure 19: The web of duality symmetries between string theories. Broken lines correspond

to perturbative duality connections. Type-IIB in ten dimensions is supposed to be self-dual

under SL(2,Z).

where the lattice sum Γ1,17 was given explicitly in (B.3). We will focus on some special

values for the Wilson lines Y I , namely we will take eight of them to be zero and the

other eight to be 1/2. Then the lattice sum (in Lagrangian representation (B.1)) can be

rewritten as

Γ1,17(R) = R
∑

m,n∈Z
exp

[
−πR

2

τ2

|m+ τn|2
]

1

2

∑

a,b

ϑ̄8[ab ] ϑ̄
8[a+n
b+m]

=
1

2

1∑

h,g=0

Γ1,1(2R)[hg ]
1

2

∑

a,b

ϑ̄8[ab ] ϑ̄
8[a+h
b+g ] , (14.2)

where Γ1,1[hg] are the Z2 translation blocks of the circle partition function

Γ1,1(R)[hg ] = R
∑

m,n∈Z
exp


−πR

2

τ2

∣∣∣∣∣

(
m+

g

2

)
+ τ

(
n +

h

2

)∣∣∣∣∣

2

 (14.3)

=
1

R

∑

m,n∈Z
(−1)mh+ng exp

[
− π

τ2R2
|m+ τn|2

]
. (14.4)

In the R → ∞ limit, (14.3) implies that (h, g) = (0, 0) contributes in the sum in (14.2)

and we end up with the O(32) heterotic string in ten dimensions. In the R → 0 limit the

theory decompactifies again, but from (14.4) we deduce that all (h, g) sectors contribute

equally in the limit. The sum on (a, b) and (h, g) factorizes and we end up with the E8×
E8 theory in ten dimensions. Both theories are different limiting points (boundaries) in

the moduli space of toroidally compactified heterotic strings.
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In the type-II case the situation is similar. We compactify on a circle. Under an

R→ 1/R duality

∂X9 → ∂X9 , ψ9 → ψ9 , ∂̄X9 →−∂̄X9 , ψ̄9 →−ψ̄9 . (14.5)

Due to the change of sign of ψ̄9 the projection in the R̄ sector is reversed. Consequently

the duality maps type-IIA to type-IIB and vice versa. We can also phrase this in the

following manner: the R → ∞ limit of the toroidally compactified type-IIA string gives

the type-IIA theory in ten dimensions. The R → 0 limit gives the type-IIB theory in ten

dimensions.

Apart from these perturbative connections, today we have evidence that all supersym-

metric string theories are connected. Since they look very different in perturbation theory,

the connections necessarily involve strong coupling.

First, there is evidence that the type-IIB theory has an SL(2,Z) symmetry that, among

other things, inverts the coupling constant [57]. Consequently, the strong coupling limit

of type-IIB is isomorphic to the perturbative type-IIB theory. Upon compactification this

symmetry combines with the perturbative T -duality symmetries to produce a large discrete

duality group known as the U -duality group, which is the discretization of the non-compact

continuous symmetries of the maximal effective supergravity theory. In table 3 below, the

U -duality groups are given for various dimensions. They were conjectured to be exact

symmetries in [58]. A similar remark applies to non-trivial compactifications.

Dimension SUGRA symmetry T-duality U-duality

10A SO(1,1,R)/Z2 1 1

10B SL(2,R) 1 SL(2,Z)

9 SL(2,R)×O(1,1,R) Z2 SL(2,Z)×Z2

8 SL(3,R)×SL(2,R) O(2,2,Z) SL(3,Z)×SL(2,Z)

7 SL(5,R) O(3,3,Z) SL(5,Z)

6 O(5,5,R) O(4,4,Z) O(5,5,Z)

5 E6(6) O(5,5,Z) E6(6)(Z)

4 E7(7) O(6,6,Z) E7(7)(Z)

3 E8(8) O(7,7,Z) E8(8)(Z)

Table 3: Duality symmetries for the compactified type-II string.

Also, it can be argued that the strong coupling limit of type-IIA theory is described

by an eleven-dimensional theory named “M-theory” [59]. Its low-energy limit is eleven-

dimensional supergravity. Compactification of M-theory on a circle of very small radius

gives the perturbative type-IIA theory.
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Figure 20: A unique theory and its various limits.

If instead we compactify M-theory on the Z2 orbifold of the circle T 1/Z2 then we obtain

the heterotic E8×E8 theory [60]. When the circle is large the heterotic theory is strongly

coupled, while for small radius it is weakly coupled.

Finally, the strong coupling limit of the O(32) heterotic string theory is the type-I

O(32) theory and vice versa [61].

There is another non-trivial non-perturbative connection in six dimensions: the strong

coupling limit of the six-dimensional toroidally compactified heterotic string is given by

the type-IIA theory compactified on K3 and vice versa [58].

Thus, we are led to suspect that there is an underlying “universal” theory whose various

limits in its “moduli” space produce the weakly coupled ten-dimensional supersymmetric

string theories as depicted in Fig. 20 (borrowed from [10]). The correct description of this

theory is unknown, although there is a proposal that it might have a matrix description

[62], inspired from D-branes [63], which reproduces the perturbative IIA string in ten

dimensions [64].

We will provide with a few more explanations and arguments supporting the non-

perturbative connections mentioned above. But before we get there, we will need some

“non-perturbative tools”, namely the notion of BPS states and p-branes, which I will

briefly describe.
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14.1 Antisymmetric tensors and p-branes

We have seen that the various string theories have massless antisymmetric tensors in their

spectrum. We will use the language of forms and we will represent a rank-p antisymmetric

tensor Aµ1µ2...µp by the associated p-form

Ap ≡ Aµ1µ2...µpdx
µ1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxµp . (14.1.1)

Such p-forms transform under generalized gauge transformations:

Ap → Ap + d Λp−1, , (14.1.2)

where d is the exterior derivative (d2 = 0) and Λp−1 is a (p − 1)-form that serves as the

parameter of gauge transformations. The familiar case of (abelian) gauge fields corresponds

to p=1. The gauge-invariant field strength is

Fp+1 = d Ap . (14.1.3)

satisfying the free Maxwell equations

d∗Fp+1 = 0 (14.1.4)

The natural objects, charged under a (p+1)-form Ap+1, are p-branes. A p-brane is an

extended object with p spatial dimensions. Point particles correspond to p=0, strings to

p=1. The natural coupling of Ap+1 and a p-brane is given by

exp
[
iQp

∫

world−volume
Ap+1

]
= exp

[
iQp

∫
Aµ0...µpdx

µ0 ∧ . . . ∧ dxµp
]
, (14.1.5)

which generalizes the Wilson line coupling in the case of electromagnetism. The world-

volume of p-brane is (p+1)-dimensional. Note also that this is precisely the σ-model

coupling of the usual string to the NS antisymmetric tensor in (9.1). The charge Qp is the

usual electric charge for p=0 and the string tension for p=1. For the p-branes we will be

considering, the (electric) charges will be related to their tensions (mass per unit volume).

In analogy with electromagnetism, we can also introduce magnetic charges. First, we

must define the analog of the magnetic field: the magnetic (dual) form. This is done by

first dualizing the field strength and then rewriting it as the exterior derivative of another

form24 :

dÃD−p−3 = F̃D−p−2 =∗ Fp+2 =∗ dAp+1 , (14.1.6)

where D is the the dimension of spacetime. Thus, the dual (magnetic) form couples to

(D − p − 4)-branes that play the role of magnetic monopoles with “magnetic charges”

Q̃D−p−4.

24This is guaranteed by (14.1.4).
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There is a generalization of the Dirac quantization condition to general p-form charges

discovered by Nepomechie and Teitelboim [65]. The argument parallels that of Dirac.

Consider an electric p-brane with charge Qp and a magnetic (D−p−4)-brane with charge

Q̃D−p−4. Normalize the forms so that the kinetic term is 1
2

∫ ∗ Fp+2Fp+2. Integrating the

field strength Fp+2 on a (D-p-2)-sphere surrounding the p-brane we obtain the total flux

Φ = Qp. We can also write

Φ =
∫

SD−p−2

∗Fp+2 =
∫

SD−p−3
ÃD−p−3 , (14.1.7)

where we have used (14.1.6) and we have integrated around the “Dirac string”. When the

magnetic brane circles the Dirac string it picks up a phase eiΦQ̃D−p−4, as can be seen from

(14.1.5). Unobservability of the string implies the Dirac-Nepomechie-Teitelboim quanti-

zation condition

ΦQ̃D−p−4 = QpQ̃D−p−4 = 2πN , n ∈ Z . (14.1.8)

14.2 BPS states and bounds

The notion of BPS states is of capital importance in discussions of non-perturbative duality

symmetries. Massive BPS states appear in theories with extended supersymmetry. It just

so happens that supersymmetry representations are sometimes shorter than usual. This is

due to some of the supersymmetry operators being “null”, so that they cannot create new

states. The vanishing of some supercharges depends on the relation between the mass of a

multiplet and some central charges appearing in the supersymmetry algebra. These central

charges depend on electric and magnetic charges of the theory as well as on expectation

values of scalars (moduli). In a sector with given charges, the BPS states are the lowest

lying states and they saturate the so-called BPS bound which, for point-like states, is of

the form

M ≥ maximal eigenvalue of Z , (14.2.1)

where Z is the central charge matrix. This is shown in Appendix D where we discuss in

detail the representations of extended supersymmetry in four dimensions.

BPS states behave in a very special way:

• At generic points in moduli space they are absolutely stable. The reason is the

dependence of their mass on conserved charges. Charge and energy conservation prohibits

their decay. Consider as an example, the BPS mass formula

M2
m,n =

|m+ nτ |2
τ2

, (14.2.2)

where m,n are integer-valued conserved charges, and τ is a complex modulus. This BPS

formula is relevant for N=4, SU(2) gauge theory, in a subspace of its moduli space. Con-

sider a BPS state with charges (m0, n0), at rest, decaying into N states with charges
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(mi, ni) and masses Mi, i = 1, 2, · · · , N . Charge conservation implies that m0 =
∑N
i=1 mi,

n0 =
∑N
i=1 ni. The four-momenta of the produced particles are (

√
M2

i + ~p2
i , ~pi) with

∑N
i=1 ~pi = ~0. Conservation of energy implies

Mm0 ,n0 =
N∑

i=1

√
M2

i + ~p2
i ≥

N∑

i=1

Mi . (14.2.3)

Also in a given charge sector (m,n) the BPS bound implies that any mass M ≥ Mm,n,

with Mm,n given in (14.2.2). Thus, from (14.2.3) we obtain

Mm0 ,n0 ≥
N∑

i=1

Mmi ,ni , (14.2.4)

and the equality will hold if all particles are BPS and are produced at rest (~pi = ~0).

Consider now the two-dimensional vectors vi = mi + τni on the complex τ -plane, with

length ||vi||2 = |mi+niτ |2. They satisfy v0 =
∑N
i=1 vi. Repeated application of the triangle

inequality implies

||v0|| ≤
N∑

i=1

||vi|| . (14.2.5)

This is incompatible with energy conservation (14.2.4) unless all vectors vi are parallel.

This will happen only if τ is real. For energy conservation it should also be a rational

number. On the other hand, due to the SL(2,Z) invariance of (14.2.2), the inequivalent

choices for τ are in the SL(2,Z) fundamental domain and τ is never real there. In fact, real

rational values of τ are mapped by SL(2,Z) to τ2 = ∞, and since τ2 is the inverse of the

coupling constant, this corresponds to the degenerate case of zero coupling. Consequently,

for τ2 finite, in the fundamental domain, the BPS states of this theory are absolutely stable.

This is always true in theories with more than eight conserved supercharges (corresponding

to N> 2 supersymmetry in four dimensions). In cases corresponding to theories with 8

supercharges, there are regions in the moduli space, where BPS states, stable at weak

coupling, can decay at strong coupling. However, there is always a large region around

weak coupling where they are stable.

• Their mass-formula is supposed to be exact if one uses renormalized values for the

charges and moduli. The argument is that quantum corrections would spoil the relation

of mass and charges, if we assume unbroken SUSY at the quantum level. This would give

incompatibilities with the dimension of their representations. Of course this argument

seems to have a loophole: a specific set of BPS multiplets can combine into a long one. In

that case, the above argument does not prohibit corrections. Thus, we have to count BPS

states modulo long supermultiplets. This is precisely what helicity supertrace formulae do

for us. They are reviewed in detail in Appendix E. Even in the case of N=1 supersymmetry

there is an analog of BPS states, namely the massless states.

There are several amplitudes that in perturbation theory obtain contributions from

BPS states only. In the case of eight conserved supercharges (N=2 supersymmetry in four
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dimensions), all two-derivative terms as well as R2 terms are of that kind. In the case of

sixteen conserved supercharges (N=4 supersymmetry in four dimensions), except the above

terms, also the four derivative terms as well as R4, R2F 2 terms are of a similar kind. The

normalization argument of the BPS mass-formula makes another important assumption: as

the coupling grows, there is no phase transition during which supersymmetry is (partially)

broken.

The BPS states described above can be realized as point-like soliton solutions of the

relevant effective supergravity theory. The BPS condition is the statement that the soliton

solution leaves part of the supersymmetry unbroken. The unbroken generators do not

change the solution, while the broken ones generate the supermultiplet of the soliton,

which is thus shorter than the generic supermultiplet.

So far we discussed point-like BPS states. There are however BPS versions for extended

objects (BPS p-branes). In the presence of extended objects the supersymmetry algebra

can acquire central charges that are not Lorentz scalars (as we assumed in Appendix D).

Their general form can be obtained from group theory, in which case one sees that they

must be antisymmetric tensors, Zµ1 ...µp . Such central charges have values proportional to

the charges Qp of p-branes. Then, the BPS condition would relate these charges with

the energy densities (p-brane tensions) µp of the relevant p-branes. Such p-branes can

be viewed as extended soliton solutions of the effective theory. The BPS condition is the

statement that the soliton solution leaves some of the supersymmetries unbroken.

14.3 Heterotic/type-I duality in ten dimensions.

We will start our discussion by describing heterotic/type-I duality in ten dimensions. It

can be shown [66] that heterotic/type-I duality, along with T-duality can reproduce all

known string dualities.

Consider first the O(32) heterotic string theory. At tree-level (sphere) and up to two-

derivative terms, the (bosonic) effective action in the σ-model frame is

Shet =
∫
d10x
√
Ge−Φ

[
R+ (∇Φ)2 − 1

12
Ĥ2 − 1

4
F 2
]
. (14.3.1)

On the other hand, for the O(32) type-I string the leading order two-derivative effective

action is

SI =
∫
d10x
√
G
[
e−Φ

(
R + (∇Φ)2

)
− 1

4
e−Φ/2F 2 − 1

12
Ĥ2
]
. (14.3.2)

The different dilaton dependence here comes as follows: the Einstein and dilaton terms

come from the closed sector on the sphere (χ = 2). The gauge kinetic terms come from

the disk (χ = 1). Since the antisymmetric tensor comes from the R-R sector of the closed

superstring it does not have any dilaton dependence on the sphere.
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We will now bring both actions to the Einstein frame, Gµν = eΦ/4gµν :

Shet
E =

∫
d10x
√
g
[
R − 1

8
(∇Φ)2 − 1

4
e−Φ/4F 2 − 1

12
e−Φ/2Ĥ2

]
, (14.3.3)

SIE =
∫
d10x
√
g
[
R − 1

8
(∇Φ)2 − 1

4
eΦ/4F 2 − 1

12
eΦ/2Ĥ2

]
. (14.3.4)

We observe that the two actions are related by Φ→−Φ while keeping the other fields

invariant. This seems to suggest that the weak coupling of one is the strong coupling

of the other and vice versa. Of course, the fact that the two actions are related by a

field redefinition is not a surprise. It is known that N=1 ten-dimensional supergravity is

completely fixed once the gauge group is chosen. It is interesting though, that the field

redefinition here is just an inversion of the ten-dimensional coupling. Moreover, the two

theories have perturbative expansions that are very different.

We would like to go further and check if there are non-trivial checks of what is suggested

by the classical N=1 supergravity. However, once we compactify one direction on a circle

of radius R we seem to have a problem. In the heterotic case, we have a spectrum that

depends both on momenta m in the ninth direction as well as on windings n. The winding

number is the charge that couples to the string antisymmetric tensor. In particular, it is

the electric charge of the gauge boson obtained from B9µ. On the other hand, in type-I

theory, as we have shown earlier, we have momenta m but no windings. One way to see

this is that the open string Neumann boundary conditions forbid the string to wind around

the circle. Another way is by noting that the NS-NS antisymmetric tensor that could

couple to windings has been projected out by our orientifold projection.

However, we do have theR-R antisymmetric tensor, but as we argued in section 10.2, no

perturbative states are charged under it. There may be, however, non-perturbative states

that are charged under this antisymmetric tensor. According to our general discussion

in section 14.1 this antisymmetric tensor would naturally couple to a string, but this is

certainly not the perturbative string. How can we construct this non-perturbative string?

An obvious guess is that this is a solitonic string excitation of the low-energy type-I

effective action. Indeed, such a solitonic solution was constructed [68] and shown to have

the correct zero mode structure.

We can give a more complete description of this non-perturbative string. The hint is

given from T -duality on the heterotic side, which interchanges windings and momenta.

When it acts on derivatives of X it interchanges ∂σX ↔ ∂τX. Consequently, Neu-

mann boundary conditions are interchanged with Dirichlet ones. To construct such a

non-perturbative string we would have to use also Dirichlet boundary conditions. Such

boundary conditions imply that the open string boundary is fixed in spacetime. In terms

of waves traveling on the string, it implies that a wave arriving at the boundary is re-

flected with a minus sign. The interpretation of fixing the open string boundary in some

(submanifold) of spacetime has the following interpretation: there is a solitonic (extended)
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Figure 21: Open string fluctuations of a D1-brane

object there whose fluctuations are described by open strings attached to it. Such objects

are known today as D-branes.

Thus, we would like to describe our non-perturbative string as a D1-brane. We will

localize it to the hyperplane X2 = X3 = . . . = X9 = 0. Its world-sheet extends in the

X0,X1 directions. Such an object is schematically shown in Fig. 21. Its fluctuations can

be described by two kinds of open strings:

• DD strings that have D-boundary conditions on both end-points and are forced to

move on the D1-brane.

• DN strings that have a D-boundary condition on one end, which is stuck on the

D1-brane, and N-boundary conditions on the other end, which is free.

As we will see, this solitonic configuration breaks half of N=2 spacetime supersymmetry

possible in ten dimensions. It also breaks SO(9, 1) → SO(8) × SO(1, 1). Moreover, we

can put it anywhere in the transverse eight-dimensional space, so we expect eight bosonic

zero-modes around it associated with the broken translational symmetry. We will try to

understand in more detail the modes describing the world-sheet theory of the D1 string.

We can obtain them by looking at the massless spectrum of the open string fluctuations

around it.

Start with the DD strings. Here X I , ψI, ψ̄I , I = 2, . . . , 9 have DD boundary conditions

while Xµ, ψµ, ψ̄µ, µ = 0, 1 have NN boundary conditions.

For the world-sheet fermions NN boundary conditions imply

NN NS sector ψ + ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=0

= ψ − ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=π

= 0 , (14.3.5)
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NN R sector ψ − ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=0

= ψ − ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=π

= 0 . (14.3.6)

The DD boundary condition is essentially the same with ψ̄ →−ψ̄:

DD NS sector ψ − ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=0

= ψ + ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=π

= 0 , (14.3.7)

DD R sector ψ + ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=0

= ψ + ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=π

= 0 , (14.3.8)

and a certain action on the Ramond ground-state, which we will describe below.

Exercise Show that we have the following mode expansions

XI(σ, τ ) = xI + wIσ + 2
∑

n6=0

aIn
n
einτ sin(nσ) , (14.3.9)

Xµ(σ, τ ) = xµ + pµτ − 2i
∑

n6=0

aµn
n
einτ cos(nσ) . (14.3.10)

In the NS sector

ψI(σ, τ ) =
∑

n∈Z
bIn+1/2e

i(n+1/2)(σ+τ) , ψµ(σ, τ ) =
∑

n∈Z
bµn+1/2e

i(n+1/2)(σ+τ) , (14.3.11)

while in the R sector

ψI(σ, τ ) =
∑

n∈Z
bIne

in(σ+τ) , ψµ(σ, τ ) =
∑

n∈Z
bµne

in(σ+τ) . (14.3.12)

Also

b̄In+1/2 = bIn+1/2 , b̄In = −bIn , (14.3.13)

b̄µn+1/2 = −bµn+1/2 , b̄µn = bµn . (14.3.14)

The xI in (14.3.9) are the position of the D-string in transverse space. There is no

momentum in (14.3.9), which implies that the state wavefunctions would depend only

on the X0,1 coordinates, since there is a continuous momentum in (14.3.10). Thus, the

states of this theory “live” on the world-sheet of the D1-string. The usual bosonic massless

spectrum would consist of a vectorAµ(x0, x1) corresponding to the state ψµ−1/2|0〉 and eight

bosons φI(x0,X1) corresponding to the states ψI−1/2|0〉25. We will now consider the action

of the orientation reversal Ω: σ → −σ, ψ ↔ ψ̄. Using (14.3.5)-(14.3.8),

Ω bµ−1/2|0〉 = b̄µ−1/2|0〉 = −bµ−1/2|0〉 , (14.3.15)

25The GSO projection is always present.
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Ω bI−1/2|0〉 = b̄I−1/2|0〉 = bI−1/2|0〉 . (14.3.16)

The vector is projected out, while the eight bosons survive the projection.

We will now analyze the Ramond sector, where fermionic degrees of freedom would

come from. The massless ground-state |R〉 is an SO(9,1) spinor satisfying the usual GSO

projection

Γ11|R〉 = |R〉 . (14.3.17)

Consider now the Ω projection on that spinor. In the usual NN case Ω can be taken

to commute with (−1)F and acts on the spinor ground-state as −1. In the DD case the

action of Ω on the transverse DD fermionic coordinates is reversed compared to the NN

case. On the spinor this action is

Ω|R〉 = −Γ2 . . .Γ9|R〉 = |R〉 . (14.3.18)

From (14.3.17), (14.3.18) we also obtain

Γ0Γ1|R〉 = −|R〉 . (14.3.19)

If we decompose the spinor under SO(8)×SO(1,1) the surviving piece transforms as 8−

where − refers to the SO(1,1) chirality (14.3.19). As for the bosons, these fermions are

functions of X0,1 only.

To recapitulate, in the DD sector we have found the following massless fluctuations

moving on the world-sheet of the D1-string: 8 bosons and 8 chirality minus fermions.

Consider now the DN fluctuations. In this case Chan-Paton factors are allowed in the

free string end, and the usual tadpole cancelation argument implies that there are 32 of

them. In this case, the boundary conditions for the transverse bosons and fermions become

∂τX
I
∣∣∣
σ=0

= 0 , ∂σX
I
∣∣∣
σ=π

= 0 , (14.3.20)

DN NS sector ψ + ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=0

= ψ + ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=π

= 0 , (14.3.21)

DN R sector ψ − ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=0

= ψ + ψ̄
∣∣∣
σ=π

= 0 , (14.3.22)

while they are NN in the longitudinal directions.

We observe that here, the bosonic oscillators are half-integrally modded as in the

twisted sector of Z2 orbifolds. Thus, the ground-state conformal weight is 8/16=1/2. Also

the modding for the fermions has been reversed between the NS and R sectors. In the NS

sector the fermionic ground-state is also a spinor with ground-state conformal weight 1/2.

The total ground-state has conformal weight 1 and only massive excitations are obtained

in this sector.

In the R sector there are massless states coming from the bosonic ground-state com-

bined with the O(1,1) spinor ground-state from the longitudinal Ramond fermions. The
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usual GSO projection here is Γ0Γ1 = 1. Thus, the massless modes in the DN sector are 32

chirality plus fermions.

In total, the world-sheet theory of the D-string contains exactly what we would expect

from the heterotic string in the physical gauge! This is a non-trivial argument in favor of

heterotic/type-I duality.

Exercise. We have considered so far a D1-brane in type-I theory. Consider the

general case of Dp-branes along similar lines. Show that non-trivial configurations ex-

ist (compatible with GSO and Ω projections) preserving half of the supersymmetry, for

p=1,5,9. The case p=9 corresponds to the usual open strings moving in 10-d space.

The R-R two-form couples to a one-brane (electric) and a five-brane (magnetic). As

we saw above, both can be constructed as D-branes.

We will describe now in some more detail the D5-brane, since it involves some novel

features. To construct a five-brane, we will have to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions in

four transverse directions. We will again have DD and NN sectors, as in the D1 case. The

massless fluctuations will have continuous momentum in the six longitudinal directions,

and will describe fields living on the six-dimensional world-volume of the five-brane. Since

we are breaking half of the original supersymmetry, we expect that the world-volume

theory will have N=1 six-dimensional supersymmetry, and the massless fluctuations will

form multiplets of this supersymmetry. The relevant multiplets are the vector multiplet,

containing a vector and a gaugino, as well as the hypermultiplet, containing four real scalars

and a fermion. Supersymmetry implies that the manifold of the hypermultiplet scalars is

a hyper-Kähler manifold. When the hypermultiplets are charged under the gauge group,

the gauge transformations are isometries of the hyper-Kähler manifold, of a special type:

they are compatible with the hyper-Kähler structure.

It will be important for our latter purposes to describe the Higgs effect in this case.

When a gauge theory is in the Higgs phase, the gauge bosons become massive by com-

bining with some of the massless Higgs modes. The low-energy theory (for energies well

below the gauge boson mass) is described by the scalars that have not been devoured by

the gauge bosons. In our case, each (six-dimensional) gauge boson that becomes massive,

will eat-up four scalars (a hypermultiplet). The left over low-energy theory of the scalars

will be described by a smaller hyper-Kähler manifold (since supersymmetry is not broken

during the Higgs phase transition). This manifold is constructed by a mathematical pro-

cedure known as the hyper-Kähler quotient. The procedure “factors out” the isometries

of a hyper-Kähler manifold to produce a lower-dimensional manifold which is still hyper-
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Kähler. Thus, the hyper-Kähler quotient construction is describing the ordinary Higgs

effect in six-dimensional N=1 gauge theory.

The D5-brane we are about to construct is mapped via heterotic/type-I duality to the

NS5-brane of the heterotic theory. The NS5-brane has been constructed [49] as a soliton

of the effective low-energy heterotic action. The non-trivial fields, in the transverse space,

are essentially configurations of axion-dilaton instantons, together with four-dimensional

instantons embedded in the O(32) gauge group. Such instantons have a size that de-

termines the “thickness” of the NS5-brane. The massless fluctuations are essentially the

moduli of the instantons. There is a mathematical construction of this moduli space, as

a hyper-Kähler quotient. This leads us to suspect [67] that the interpretation of this con-

struction is a Higgs effect in the six-dimensional world-volume theory. In particular, the

mathematical construction implies that for N coincident NS5-branes, the hyper-Kähler

quotient construction implies that an Sp(N) gauge group is completely Higgsed. For a

single five-brane, the gauge group is Sp(1) ∼ SU(2). Indeed, if the size of the instanton

is not zero, the massless fluctuations of the NS5-brane form hypermultiplets only. When

the size becomes zero, the moduli space has a singularity, which can be interpreted as the

restoration of the gauge symmetry: at this point the gauge bosons become massless again.

All of this indicates that the world-volume theory of a single five-brane should contain

an SU(2) gauge group, while in the case of N five-branes the gauge group is enhanced to

Sp(N), [67].

We will now return to our description of the massless fluctuations of the D5-brane. The

situation parallels the D1 case that we have described in detail. In particular, from the DN

sectors we will obtain hypermultiplets only. From the DD sector we can in principle obtain

massless vectors. However, as we have seen above, the unique vector that can appear is

projected out by the orientifold projection. To remedy this situation we are forced to

introduce a Chan-Paton factor for the Dirichlet end-points of the open string fluctuations.

For a single D5-brane, this factor takes two values, i = 1, 2. Thus, the massless bosonic

states in the DD sector are of the form

bµ−1/2|p; i, j〉 , bI−1/2|p; i, j〉 . (14.3.23)

We have also seen that the orientifold projection Ω changes the sign of bµ−1/2 and leaves

bI−1/2 invariant. The action of Ω on the ground-state is Ω|p; i, j〉 = ε|p; j, i〉. It interchanges

the Chan-Paton factors and can have a sign ε = ±1. The number of vectors that survive

the Ω projection depends on this sign. For ε = 1, only one vector survives and the gauge

group is O(2). If ε = −1, three vectors survive and the gauge group is Sp(1) ∼ SU(2).

Taking into account our previous discussion, we must take ε = −1. Thus, we have an Sp(1)

vector multiplet. The scalar states on the other hand will be forced to be antisymmetrized

in the Chan-Paton indices. This will provide a single hypermultiplet, whose four scalars

describe the position of the D5-brane in the four-dimensional transverse space. Finally, the

DN sector has an i = 1, 2 Chan-Paton factor on the D-end and an α = 1, 2, · · · , 32 factor
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on the Neumann end-point. Consequently, we will obtain a hypermultiplet transforming

as (2,32) under Sp(1) × O(32) where Sp(1) is the world-volume gauge group and O(32)

is the original (spacetime) gauge group of the type-I theory.

In order to describe N parallel coinciding D5-branes, the only difference is that the

Dirichlet Chan-Paton factor now takes 2N values. Going through the same procedure as

above we find in the DD sector, Sp(N) vector multiplets, and hypermultiplets transforming

as a singlet (the center-of-mass position coordinates) as well as the traceless symmetric

tensor representation of Sp(N) of dimension 2N 2 − N − 1. In the DN sector we find a

hypermultiplet transforming as (2N,32) under Sp(N)×O(32).

Exercise: Consider N parallel coincident D1-branes in the type-I theory. Show

that the massless excitations are a two-dimensional vector in the adjoint representa-

tion of SO(N), eight scalars in the symmetric representation of SO(N), eight left-moving

fermions in the adjoint of SO(N) and right-moving fermions transforming as (N,32) of

SO(N)×SO(32). This is in agreement with matrix theory compactified on S1/Z2 [72].

There are further checks of heterotic/type-I duality in ten dimensions. BPS-saturated

terms in the effective action match appropriately between the two theories [69]. You can

find a more detailed exposition of similar matters in [10].

The comparison becomes more involved and non-trivial upon toroidal compactification.

First, the spectrum of BPS states is richer and different in perturbation theory in the

two theories. Secondly, by adjusting moduli both theories can be compared in the weak

coupling limit. The terms in the effective action that can be most easily compared are the

F 4, F 2R2 and R4 terms. These are BPS-saturated and anomaly-related. In the heterotic

string, they obtain perturbative corrections at one loop only. Also, their non-perturbative

corrections are due to instantons that preserve half of the supersymmetry. Corrections

due to generic instantons, that break more than 1/2 supersymmetry, vanish because of

zero modes. In the heterotic string the only relevant non-perturbative configuration is the

NS5-brane. Taking its world-volume to be Euclidean and wrapping it supersymmetrically

around a compact manifold (so that the classical action is finite), it provides the relevant

instanton configurations. Since we need at least a six-dimensional compact manifold to

wrap it, we can immediately deduce that the BPS-saturated terms do not have non-

perturbative corrections for toroidal compactifications with more than four non-compact

directions. Thus, for D > 4 the full heterotic result is tree-level and one-loop.

In the type-I string the situation is slightly different. Here we have both the D1-brane

and the D5-brane that can provide instanton configurations. Again, the D5-brane will
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contribute in four dimensions. However, the D1-brane has a two-dimensional world-sheet

and can contribute already in eight dimensions. We conclude that, in nine dimensions, the

two theories can be compared in perturbation theory. This has been done [70]. They do

agree at one loop. On the type-I side, however, duality also implies contact contributions

for the factorizable terms (trR2)2, trF 2trR2 and (trF 2)2 coming from surfaces with Euler

number χ = −1,−2.

In eight dimensions, the perturbative heterotic result is mapped via duality to per-

turbative as well as non-perturbative type-I contributions coming from the D1-instanton.

These have been computed and duality has been verified [71].

14.4 Type-IIA versus M-theory.

We have mentioned in section 10.6, that the effective type-IIA supergravity is the dimen-

sional reduction of eleven-dimensional, N=1 supergravity. We will see here that this is not

just an accident [58, 59].

We will first review the spectrum of forms in type-IIA theory in ten dimensions.

• NS-NS two-form B. Couples to a string (electrically) and a five-brane (magnetically).

The string is the perturbative type-IIA string.

• R-R U(1) gauge field Aµ. Can couple electrically to particles (zero-branes) and

magnetically to six-branes. Since it comes from the R-R sector no perturbative state is

charged under it.

• R-R three-form Cµνρ. Can couple electrically to membranes (p=2) and magnetically

to four-branes.

• There is also the non-propagating zero-form field strength and ten-form field strength

that would couple to eight-branes (see section 10.2).

As stated in section 10.6, the lowest-order type-IIA Lagrangian is

S̃IIA =
1

2κ2
10

[∫
d10x
√
ge−Φ

[(
R+ (∇Φ)2 − 1

12
H2
)
− 1

2 · 4!
Ĝ2 − 1

4
F 2
]

+

+
1

(48)2

∫
B ∧ G ∧G

]
. (14.4.1)

We are in the string frame. Note that the R-R kinetic terms do not couple to the dilaton

as already argued in section 10.2.

In the type-IIA supersymmetry algebra there is a central charge proportional to the

U(1) charge of the gauge field A:

{Q1
α, Q

2
α̇} = δαα̇W . (14.4.2)

This can be understood, since this supersymmetry algebra is coming from D=11 where

instead of W there is the momentum operator of the eleventh dimension. Since the U(1)
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gauge field is the G11,µ component of the metric, the momentum operator becomes the

U(1) charge in the type-IIA theory. There is an associated BPS bound

M ≥ c0

λ
|W | , (14.4.3)

where λ = eΦ/2 is the ten-dimensional string coupling and c0 some constant. States that

satisfy this equality are BPS-saturated and form smaller supermultiplets. As mentioned

above all perturbative string states have W = 0. However, there is a soliton solution (black

hole) of type-IIA supergravity with the required properties. In fact, the BPS saturation

implies that it is an extremal black hole. We would expect that quantization of this

solution would provide a (non-perturbative) particle state. Moreover, it is reasonable to

expect that the U(1) charge is quantized in some units. Then the spectrum of these BPS

states looks like

M =
c

λ
|n| , n ∈ Z . (14.4.4)

At weak coupling these states are very heavy (but not as heavy as standard solitons whose

masses scale with the coupling as 1/λ2). However, being BPS states, their mass can be

reliably followed at strong coupling, where they become light, piling up at zero mass as

the coupling becomes infinite. This is precisely the behavior of Kaluza-Klein (momentum)

modes as a function of the radius. Since also the effective type-IIA field theory is a dimen-

sional reduction of the eleven-dimensional supergravity, with G11,11 becoming the string

coupling, we can take this seriously [59] and claim that as λ→∞ type-IIA theory becomes

some eleven-dimensional theory whose low-energy limit is eleven-dimensional supergravity.

We can calculate the relation between the radius of the eleventh dimension and the string

coupling. This was done essentially in section 10.6, where we described the dimensional

reduction of eleven-dimensional N=1 supergravity to ten dimensions. The radius of the

eleventh dimension R can be obtained from (10.6.14) to be R = eσ. The ten-dimensional

type-IIA dilaton was found there to be Φ = 3σ. Thus,

R = λ2/3 . (14.4.5)

At strong type-IIA coupling, R → ∞ and the theory decompactifies to eleven dimen-

sions, while in the perturbative regime the radius is small.

The eleven-dimensional theory (which has been named M-theory) contains the three-

form that can couple to a membrane and a five-brane. Upon toroidal compactification

to ten dimensions, the membrane, wrapped around the circle, becomes the perturbative

type-IIA string that couples to Bµν . When it is not winding around the circle, then it

is the type-IIA membrane coupling to the type-IIA three-form. The M-theory five-brane

descends to the type-IIA five-brane or, wound around the circle, to the type-IIA four-brane.
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14.5 M-theory and the E8×E8 heterotic string

M-theory has Z2 symmetry under which the three-form changes sign. We might consider an

orbifold of M-theory compactified on a circle of radius R, where the orbifolding symmetry

is x11 → −x11 as well as the Z2 symmetry mentioned above [60].

The untwisted sector can be obtained by keeping the fields invariant under the pro-

jection. It is not difficult to see that the ten-dimensional metric and dilaton survive the

projection, while the gauge boson is projected out. Also the three-form is projected out,

while the two-form survives. Half of the fermions survive, a Majorana-Weyl gravitino and

a Mayorana-Weyl fermion of opposite chirality. Thus, in the massless spectrum, we are left

with the N=1 supergravity multiplet. We do know by now that this theory is anomalous in

ten dimensions. We must have some “twisted sector” that should arrange itself to cancel

the anomalies. As we discussed in the section on orbifolds, S1/Z2 is a line segment, with

the fixed-points 0, π at the boundary. The fixed-planes are two copies of ten-dimensional

flat space. States coming from the twisted sector must be localized on these planes. We

also have a symmetry exchanging the fixed planes, so we expect isomorphic massless con-

tent coming from the two fixed planes. It can also be shown that half of the anomalous

variation is localized at one fixed plane and the other half at the other. The only N=1

multiplets that can cancel the anomaly symmetrically are vector multiplets, and we must

have 248 of them at each fixed plane. The possible anomaly-free groups satisfying this

constraint are E8×E8 and U(1)496. Since there is no known string theory associated with

the second possibility, it is natural to assume that we have obtained the E8×E8 heterotic

string theory. A similar argument to that of the previous section shows that there is a

relation similar to (14.4.5) between the radius of the orbifold and the heterotic coupling.

In the perturbative heterotic string, the two ten-dimensional planes are on top of each

other and they move further apart as the coupling grows.

The M-theory membrane survives in the orbifold only if one of its dimensions is wound

around the S1/Z2. It provides the perturbative heterotic string. On the other hand,

the five-brane survives, and it cannot wind around the orbifold direction. It provides the

heterotic NS5-brane. This is in accord with what we would expect from the heterotic string.

Upon compactification to four dimensions, the NS5-brane will give rise to magnetically

charged point-like states (monopoles).

14.6 Self-duality of the type-IIB string

In section 10.6 we have seen that the low-energy effective action of the type-IIB theory in

ten dimensions has an SL(2,R) global symmetry. Its SL(2,Z) subgroup was conjectured

[57, 58] to be an exact non-perturbative symmetry.

As described in section 10.2, the type-IIB theory in ten dimensions contains the fol-
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lowing forms:

• The NS-NS two-form B1. It couples electrically to the perturbative type-IIB string

(which we will call for later convenience the (1,0) string) and magnetically to a five-brane.

• The R-R scalar. It is a zero-form (there is a Peccei-Quinn symmetry associated with

it) and couples electrically to a (−1)-brane. Strictly speaking this is an instanton whose

“world-volume” is a point in spacetime. It also couples magnetically to a seven-brane.

• The R-R two-form B2. It couples electrically to a (0,1) string (distinct from the

perturbative type-II string) and magnetically to another (0,1) five-brane.

• The self-dual four-form. It couples to a self-dual three-brane.

As we have mentioned before, the low-energy effective theory is invariant under a

continuous SL(2,R) symmetry, which acts by fractional transformations on the complex

scalar S defined in (10.6.20) and linearly on the vector of two-forms (B1, B2), the four-form

being invariant. The part of SL(2,R) that translates the scalar is a symmetry of the full

perturbative theory.

There is a (charge-one) BPS instanton solution in type-IIB theory given by the following

configuration [73]

eφ/2 = λ +
c

r8
, χ = χ0 + i

c

λ(λr8 + c)
, (14.6.1)

where r = |x−x0|, xµ0 being the position of the instanton, λ is the string coupling far away

from the instanton, c = π
√
π is fixed by the requirement that the solution has minimal

instanton number and the other expectation values are trivial.

There is also a fundamental string solution, which is charged under B1 (the (1,0)

string) found in [74]. It has a singularity at the core, which is interpreted as a source for

the fundamental type-IIB string. Acting with S → −1/S transformation on this solution

we obtain [57] a solitonic string solution (the (0,1) string) that is charged under the R-R

antisymmetric tensor B2. It is given by the following configuration [57]:

ds2 = A(r)−3/4[−(dx0)2 + (dx1)2] +A(r)1/4dy · dy , (14.6.2)

S = χ0 + i
e−φ0/2

√
A(r)

, (14.6.3)

B1 = 0 , B2
01 =

1√
∆A(r)

, (14.6.4)

where

A(r) = 1 +
Q
√

∆

3r6
, Q =

3κ2T

π4
, ∆ = eφ0/2

[
χ2

0 + e−φ0

]
. (14.6.5)

Here, κ is Newton’s constant and T = 1/(2πα′) is the tension of the perturbative type-IIB

string. The tension of the (0,1) string can be calculated to be

T̃ = T
√

∆ . (14.6.6)
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In the perturbative regime, eφ0 → 0, T̃ ∼ Te−φ0/4 is large, and the (0,1) string is very

stiff. Its vibrating modes cannot be seen in perturbation theory. However, at strong

coupling, its fluctuations become the relevant low-energy modes. Acting further by SL(2,Z)

transformations we can generate a multiplet of (p,q) strings with p,q relatively prime. If

such solitons are added to the perturbative theory, the continuous SL(2,R) symmetry is

broken to SL(2,Z). All the (p,q) strings have a common massless spectrum given by the

type-IIB supergravity content. Their massive excitations are distinct. Their string tension

is given by

Tp,q = T
|p+ qS|√

S2

. (14.6.7)

By compactifying the type-IIB theory on a circle of radius RB, it becomes equivalent to

the IIA theory compactified on a circle. On the other hand, the nine-dimensional type-IIA

theory is M-theory compactified on a two-torus.

From the type-IIB point of view, wrapping (p,q) strings around the tenth dimension

provides a spectrum of particles in nine dimensions with masses

M2
B =

m2

R2
B

+ (2πRBnTp,q)
2 + 4πTp,q(NL +NR) , (14.6.8)

where m is the Kaluza-Klein momentum integer, n the winding number and NL,R the

string oscillator numbers. The matching condition is NL −NR = mn, and BPS states are

obtained for NL = 0 or NR = 0. We thus obtain the following BPS spectrum

M2
B

∣∣∣
BPS

=
(
m

RB
+ 2πRBnTp,q

)2

. (14.6.9)

Since an arbitrary pair of integers (n1, n2) can be written as n(p, q), where n is the greatest

common divisor and p, q are relatively prime, we can rewrite the BPS mass formula above

as

M2
B

∣∣∣
BPS

=

(
m

RB
+ 2πRBT

|n1 + n2S|√
S2

)2

. (14.6.10)

In M-theory, compactified on a two-torus with area A11 and modulus τ , we have two

types of (point-like) BPS states in nine dimensions: KK states with mass (2π)2|n1 +

n2τ |2/(τ2A11) as well as states that are obtained by wrapping the M-theory membrane

m times around the two-torus, with mass (mA11T11)
2, where T11 is the tension of the

membrane. We can also write R11 that becomes the IIA coupling as R2
11 = A11/(4π

2τ2).

Thus, the BPS spectrum is

M2
11 = (m(2πR11)

2τ2T11)
2 +
|n1 + n2τ |2
R2

11τ
2
2

+ · · · , (14.6.11)

where the dots are mixing terms that we cannot calculate. The two BPS mass spectra

should be related by M2
11 = βM2

B, where β 6= 1 since the masses are measured in different

units in the two theories. Comparing, we obtain

S = τ ,
1

R2
B

= TT11A
3/2
11 , β = 2πR11

√
τ2T11

T
. (14.6.12)
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Figure 22: D-branes interacting via the tree-level exchange of a closed string.

An outcome of this is the calculation of the M-theory membrane tension T11 in terms of

string data.

There are several more tests of the consistency of assuming the SL(2,Z) symmetry

in the IIB string, upon compactification. These include instanton calculations in ten or

lower dimensions [75] as well as the existence of the “F-theory” structure [76] describing

non-perturbative vacua of the IIB string.

14.7 D-branes are the type-II R-R charged states

We have seen in section 14.3 that D-branes defined by imposing Dirichlet boundary con-

ditions on some of the string coordinates provided non-perturbative extended solitons

required by heterotic/type-I string duality.

Similar D-branes can also be constructed in type-II string theory, the only difference

being that, here, there is no orientifold projection. Also, open string fluctuations around

them cannot have Neumann (free) end-points. As we will see, such D-branes will provide

all R-R charged states required by the non-perturbative dualities of type-II string theory.

In the type-IIA theory we have seen that there are (in principle) allowed R-R charged

p-branes, with p= 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, while in the type-IIB p= −1, 1, 3, 5, 7. D-branes can be

constructed with a number of coordinates having D-boundary conditions being 9−p=

1, 2, . . . , 10, which precisely matches the full allowed p-brane spectrum of type-II theories.

The important question is: Are such D-branes charged under R-R forms?

To answer this question, we will have to study the tree-level interaction of two parallel

Dp-branes via the exchange of a closed string [63], depicted schematically in Fig. 22. For
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this interpretation time runs horizontally. However, if we take time to run vertically, then,

the same diagram can be interpreted as a (one-loop) vacuum fluctuation of open strings

with their end-points attached to the D-branes. In this second picture we can calculate

this diagram to be

A = 2Vp+1

∫
dp+1k

(2π)p+1

∫ ∞

0

dt

2t
e−2πα′tk2−t |Y |

2

2πα′
1

η12(it)

1

2

∑

a,b

(−1)a+b+abϑ4[ab ](it) (14.7.1)

= 2Vp+1

∫ ∞

0

dt

2t
(8π2α′t)−

p+1
2 e−t

|Y |2
2πα′

1

η12(it)

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+abϑ4[ab ](it) .

Vp+1 is the world-volume of the p-brane, the factor of 2 is due to the two end-points,

|Y |2 is the distance between the D-branes. Of course the total result is zero, because of

the ϑ-identity (A.15). This reflects the fact that the D-branes are BPS states and exert

no static force on each other. However, our purpose is to disentangle the contributions of

the various intermediate massless states in the closed string channel. This can be obtained

by taking the leading t → 0 behavior of the integrand. In order to do this, we have to

perform a modular transformation t→ 1/t in the ϑ- and η-functions. We obtain

A|closed string
massless = 8(1 − 1)Vp+1

∫ ∞

0

dt

t
(8π2α′t)−

p+1
2 t4 e−

t|Y |2
2πα′ (14.7.2)

= 2π(1− 1)Vp+1(4π2α′)3−pG9−p(|Y |) ,
where

Gd(|Y |) =
1

4πd/2

∫ ∞

0

dt

t(4−d)/2
e−t|Y |

2

(14.7.3)

is the massless scalar propagator in d dimensions. The (1−1) comes from the NS-NS and

R-R sectors respectively. Now consider the R-R forms coupled to p-branes with action

S =
αp
2

∫
Fp+2

∗Fp+2 + iTp

∫

branes
Ap+1 , (14.7.4)

with Fp+2 = dAp+1. Using this action, the same amplitude for an exchange of Ap+1 between

two D-branes at distance |Y | in the transverse space of dimension 10 − (p+ 1) = 9− p is

given by

A|field theory =
(iTp)

2

αp
Vp+1G9−p(|Y |) , (14.7.5)

where the factor of volume is present since the R-R field can be absorbed or emitted at

any point in the world-volume of the D-brane. Matching with the string calculation we

obtain
T 2
p

αp
= 2π(4π2α′)3−p . (14.7.6)

We will now look at the DNT quantization condition which, with our normalization of the

R-R forms and D = 10, becomes

TpT6−p
αp

= 2πn . (14.7.7)
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From (14.7.6) we can verify directly that D-branes satisfy this quantization condition for

the minimum quantum n = 1!

Thus, we are led to accept that D-branes, with a nice (open) CFT description of their

fluctuations, describe non-perturbative extended BPS states of the type-II string carrying

non-trivial R-R charge.

We will now describe a uniform normalization of the D-brane tensions. Our starting

point is the type-IIA ten-dimensional effective action (14.4.1). The gravitational coupling

κ10 is given in terms of α′ as

2κ2
10 = (2π)7α′4 . (14.7.8)

We will also normalize all forms so that their kinetic terms are (1/4κ2
10)

∫
d10xF ⊗ F̃ . This

corresponds to αp = 1/(2κ2
10). We will also define the tensions of various p-branes via their

world-volume action of the form

Sp = −Tp
∫

Wp+1

dp+1ξ e−Φ/2

√
detĜ − iTp

∫
Ap+1 , (14.7.9)

where Ĝ is the metric induced on the world-volume

Ĝαβ = Gµν
∂Xµ

∂ξα
∂Xν

∂ξβ
(14.7.10)

and ∫
Ap+1 =

1

(p+ 1)!

∫
dp+1ξ Aµ1···µp+1

∂Xµ1

∂ξα1
· · · ∂X

µp+1

∂ξαp+1
εα1···αp+1 . (14.7.11)

The dilaton dependence will be explained in the next section. The DNT quantization

condition in (14.7.7) becomes

2κ2
10TpT6−p = 2πn , (14.7.12)

while (14.7.6) and (14.7.8) give

Tp =
1

(2π)p(α′)(p+1)/2
. (14.7.13)

We have obtained the IIA theory from the reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity on

a circle of volume 2πR11 = 2π
√
a′eΦ/3. Consequently, the M-theory gravitational constant

is

2κ2
11 = (2π)8(α′)9/2 . (14.7.14)

The M-theory membrane, upon compactification of M-theory on a circle, becomes the

type-IIA D2-brane. Thus, its tension TM2 should be equal to the D2-brane tension:

TM2 = T2 =
1

(2π)2(α′)3/2
. (14.7.15)

Consider now the M-theory five-brane. It has a tension TM
5 that can be computed from

the DNT quantization condition

2κ2
11T

M
2 TM5 = 2π → TM5 =

1

(2π)5(α′)3
. (14.7.16)
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On the other hand, wrapping one of the coordinates of the M5-brane around the circle

should produce the D4-brane and we can confirm that

2π
√
α′TM5 = T4 . (14.7.17)

14.8 D-brane actions

We will now derive the massless fluctuations of a single Dp-brane. This parallels our

detailed discussion of the type-I D1-brane. The difference here is that the open string

fluctuations cannot have free ends.26 Thus, only the DD sector is relevant. Also there

is no orientifold projection. In the NS sector, the massless bosonic states are a (p+1)-

vector, Aµ corresponding to the state bµ−1/2|p〉 and 9-p scalars, XI corresponding to the

states bI−1/2|p〉. The XI represent the position coordinates of the Dp-brane in transverse

space. These are the states we would obtain by reducing a ten-dimensional vector to p+1

dimensions. Similarly, from the Ramond sector we obtain world-volume fermions that

are the reduction of a ten-dimensional gaugino to (p+1) dimensions. In total we obtain

the reduction of a ten-dimensional U(1) vector multiplet to p+1 dimensions. The world-

volume supersymmetry has 16 conserved supercharges. Thus, the Dp-brane breaks half of

the original supersymmetry as expected.

In order to calculate the world-volume action, we would have to calculate the scattering

of the massless states of the world-volume theory. The leading contribution comes from

the disk diagram and is thus weighted with a factor of e−Φ/2. The calculation is similar

with the calculation of the effective action in the ten-dimensional open oriented string

theory. The result there is the Born-Infeld action for the gauge field [77]

SBI =
∫
d10x e−Φ/2

√
det(δµν + 2πα′Fµν) . (14.8.1)

Dimensionally reducing this action, we obtain the relevant Dp-brane action from the disk.

There is a coupling to the spacetime background metric, which gives the induced metric,

(14.7.10). There is also a coupling to the spacetime NS antisymmetric tensor. This can be

seen as follows. The closed string coupling to Bµν and the vector Aµ can be summarized

in

SB =
i

2πα′

∫

M2

d2ξ εαβBµν∂ax
µ∂βx

ν − i

2

∫

B1

ds Aµ∂sx
µ , (14.8.2)

where M2 is the two-dimensional world-sheet with one-dimensional boundary B1. Under a

gauge transformation δBµν = ∂µΛν −∂νΛµ, the above action changes by a boundary term,

δSB =
i

πα′

∫

B1

ds Λµ∂sx
µ . (14.8.3)

To reinstate gauge invariance, the vector Aµ has to transform as δAµ = 1
2πα′Λµ. Thus, the

gauge-invariant combination is

Fµν = 2πα′Fµν −Bµν = 2πα′(∂µAν − ∂νAµ) −Bµν . (14.8.4)
26Free end-points are interpreted as 9-branes and there are none in type-II string theory.
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We can now summarize the leading order Dp-brane action as

Sp = −Tp
∫

Wp+1

dp+1ξ e−Φ/2
√

det(Ĝ+ F)− iTp
∫

Ap+1 . (14.8.5)

As we saw in the previous section, the CP-odd term in the action comes from the next

diagram, the annulus. There are however more CP-odd couplings coming from the annulus

that involve q-forms with q<p. Their appearance is due to cancelation of anomalies, and

we refer the reader to [78] for a detailed discussion. We will present the result here.

It involves the roof-genus Î1/2(R) in (11.19) and the Chern character. Thus, (14.8.5) is

extended to

Sp = −Tp
∫

Wp+1

dp+1ξ e−Φ/2
√

det(Ĝ+ F) +

−iTp
∫

A ∧ Tr[eiF/2π]
√
Î1/2(R) , (14.8.6)

where A stands for a formal sum of all R-R forms, and the integration picks up the

(p+1)-form in the sum.

As an example we will consider the action of the D1-string of type-IIB theory. The

relevant forms that couple here is the R-R two-form BR
µν as well as the R-R scalar (zero-

form) S1. The action is

S1 = − 1

2πα′

[∫
d2ξ

|S|√
S2

√
det(Ĝ+ F) + i

∫ (
BN +

iS1

2π
F
)]

, (14.8.7)

where e−Φ/2 = S2. Note that |S|√
S2

= e−Φ/2 when S1 = 0.

We will now consider the effect of T-duality transformations on the Dp-branes. Con-

sider the type-II theory with x9 compactified on a circle of radius R. As we have mentioned

earlier, the effect of a T-duality transformation on open strings is to interchange N and

D boundary conditions. Consider first a Dp-brane not wrapping around the circle. This

implies that one of its transverse coordinates (Dirichlet) is in the compact direction. Doing

a T-duality transformation R→ α′/R, would change the boundary conditions along X9 to

Neumann and would produce a D(p+1)-brane wrapping around the circle of radius α′/R.

Thus, the Dp-brane has been transformed into a D(p+1)-brane. The original Dp-brane

action contains Tp
∫
dp+1ξ e−Φ/2. The dilaton transforms under duality as

e−Φ/2 →
√
α′

R
e−Φ/2 . (14.8.8)

Consequently, Tp
√
α′/R = Tp+1(2πα′/R) and we obtain

Tp+1 =
Tp

2π
√
α′

, (14.8.9)

which is in agreement with (14.7.13).
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On the other hand, if the Dp-brane was wrapped around the compact direction, T-

duality transforms it into a D(p-1)-brane. This action of T-duality on the various D-branes

is a powerful tool for investigating non-perturbative physics.

So far, we have discussed a single Dp-brane, interacting with the background type-

II fields. An obvious question is: What happens when we have more than one parallel

Dp-branes? Consider first the case where we have N Dp-branes at the same point in

transverse space. Then, the only difference with the previous analysis, is that we now

include a Chan-Paton factor i = 1, 2, · · · , N at the open string end-points. We now have

N2 massless vector states, bµ−1/2|p; i, j〉. Going through the same procedure as before, we

will find that the massless fluctuations are described by the dimensional reduction of the

ten-dimensional N=1 U(N) Yang-Mills multiplet on the world-volume of the brane (we

have oriented open strings here). The U(1) factor of U(N) describes the overall center of

mass of the system. If we take one of the Dp-branes and we separate it from the rest, the

open strings stretching between it and the rest N-1 of the branes acquire a mass-gap (non-

trivial tension), and the massless vectors have a gauge group which is U(N− 1)×U(1). In

terms of the world-sheet theory, this is an ordinary Higgs effect. For generic positions of the

Dp-branes, the gauge group is U(1)N. The scalars that described the individual positions

now become U(N) matrices. The world-volume action has a non-abelian generalization.

In particular, to lowest order, it is the dimensional reduction of U(N) ten-dimensional

Yang-Mills:

SNp = −TpStr
∫

Wp+1

dp+1ξ e−Φ/2(F 2
µν + 2F 2

µI + F 2
IJ) , (14.8.10)

where

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ, Aν] , (14.8.11)

FµI = ∂µX
I + [Aµ,X

I ] , FIJ = [XI ,XJ ] . (14.8.12)

Both Aµ and XI are U(N) matrices. At the minimum of the potential, the matrices X I are

commuting, and can be simultaneously diagonalized. Their eigenvalues can be interpreted

as the coordinates of the N Dp-branes. Further information on D-branes can be found in

[10].

The dynamics of D-branes turns out to be very interesting. In particular, they behave

differently from fundamental strings in sub-Planckian energies [79]. They are interesting

probes that can reach regimes not accessible by strings.

One very interesting application of D-branes is the following. Wrapped around com-

pact manifolds, D-branes produce point-like R-R charged particles in lower dimensions.

Such particles have an effective description as microscopic black holes. Using D-brane

techniques, their multiplicity can be computed for fixed charge and mass. It can be shown

that this multiplicity agrees to leading order with the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula

for classical black holes [80]. The interested reader may consult [81] for a review.
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14.9 Heterotic/type-II duality in six and four dimensions

There is another non-trivial duality relation that we are going to discuss in some detail:

that of the heterotic string compactified to six dimensions on T 4 and the type-IIA string

compactified on K3. Both theories have N=2 supersymmetry in six dimensions. Both

theories have the same massless spectrum, containing the N=2 supergravity multiplet and

twenty vector multiplets, as shown in sections 12.1 and 12.2.

The six-dimensional tree-level heterotic effective action in the σ-model frame was given

in (12.1.8). Going to the Einstein frame by Gµν → eΦ/2Gµν , we obtain

Shet
D=6 =

∫
d6x
√
−G

[
R− 1

4
∂µΦ∂µΦ − e−Φ

12
ĤµνρĤµνρ+

−e
−Φ

2

4
(M̂−1)ijF

i
µνF

jµν +
1

8
Tr(∂µM̂∂µM̂−1)


 . (14.9.1)

The tree-level type-IIA effective action in the σ-model frame was also given in (12.2.18).

Going again to the Einstein frame we obtain

SIIAD=6 =
∫
d6x
√
−G

[
R− 1

4
∂µΦ∂µΦ− 1

12
e−ΦHµνρHµνρ+

−1

4
eΦ/2(M̂−1)ijF

i
µνF

jµν +
1

8
Tr(∂µM̂∂µM̂−1)

]
+

+
1

16

∫
d6xεµνρστεBµνF

i
ρσL̂ijF

j
τε , (14.9.2)

where L̂ is the O(4,20) invariant metric. Notice the following differences: the heterotic

Ĥµνρ contains the Chern-Simons term (12.1.9), while the type-IIA one does not. The type-

IIA action instead contains a parity-odd term coupling the gauge fields and Bµν . Both

effective actions have a continuous O(4,20,R) symmetry, which is broken in the string

theory to the T-duality group O(4,20,Z).

We will denote by a prime the fields of the type-IIA theory (Einstein frame) and without

a prime those of the heterotic theory.

Exercise. Derive the equations of motion stemming from the actions (14.9.1) and

(14.9.2). Show that the two sets of equations of motion are equivalent via the following

(duality) transformations

Φ′ = −Φ , G′µν = Gµν , M̂ ′ = M̂ , A′iµ = Ai
µ , (14.9.3)

e−ΦĤµνρ =
1

6

εµνρ
στε

√
−G H ′στε , (14.9.4)
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where the data on the right-hand side are evaluated in the type-IIA theory.

There is a way to see some indication of this duality by considering the compactification

of M-theory on S1×K3, which is equivalent to type-IIA on K3. As we have seen in

a previous section, all vectors descend from the R-R one- and three-forms of the ten-

dimensional type-IIA theory, and these descend from the three-form of M-theory to which

the membrane and five-brane couple. The membrane wrapped around S1 would give a

string in six dimensions. As in ten dimensions, this is the perturbative type-IIA string.

There is another string however, obtained by wrapping the five-brane around the whole

K3. This is the heterotic string [82].

There is further evidence for this duality. The effective action of type-IIA theory on K3

has a string solution, singular at the core. The zero mode structure of the string is similar

to the perturbative type-IIA string. There is also a string solution that is regular at the

core. This is a solitonic string and analysis of its zero modes indicates that it has the

same (chiral) word-sheet structure as the heterotic string.27 The string-string duality map

(14.9.3)-(14.9.4) exchanges the roles of the two strings. The type-IIA string now becomes

regular (solitonic), while the heterotic string solution becomes singular.

We will now further compactify both theories on a two-torus down to four dimensions

and examine the consequences of the duality. In both cases we use the standard Kaluza-

Klein ansatz described in Appendix C. The four-dimensional dilaton becomes, as usual,

φ = Φ− 1

2
log[detGαβ] , (14.9.5)

where Gαβ is the metric of T 2 and Bαβ = εαβB is the antisymmetric tensor. We obtain

Shet
D=4 =

∫
d4x
√−ge−φ [R + LB + Lgauge + Lscalar] , (14.9.6)

where

Lg+φ = R+ ∂µφ∂µφ , (14.9.7)

LB = − 1

12
HµνρHµνρ , (14.9.8)

with

Hµνρ = ∂µBνρ −
1

2

[
BµαF

A,α
νρ +Aα

µF
B
a,νρ + L̂ijA

i
µF

j
νρ

]
+ cyclic (14.9.9)

≡ ∂µBνρ −
1

2
LIJA

I
µF

J
νρ + cyclic .

27We have already seen a similar phenomenon in the case of the D1-string of type-I string theory.
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The matrix

L =




0 0 1 0 ~0

0 0 0 1 ~0

1 0 0 0 ~0

0 1 0 0 ~0
~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 L̂




(14.9.10)

is the O(6,22) invariant metric. Also

Cαβ = εαβB −
1

2
L̂ijY

i
αY

j
β , (14.9.11)

so that

Lgauge = −1

4

{[
(M̂−1)ij + L̂kiL̂ljY

k
αG

αβY l
β

]
F i
µνF

j,µν +Gαβ FB
α,µνF

µν
B,β+

+
[
Gαβ + CγαG

γδCδβ + Y i
α(M̂−1)ijY

j
β

]
FA,a
µν F

β,µν
A +

−2GαγCγβF
B
α,µνF

A,β,µν − 2L̂ijY
i
αG

αβF j
µνF

B,µν
β +

+2(Y i
α(M̂−1)ij + CγαG

γβL̂ijY
i
β) F a,A

µν F
j,µν

}

≡ −1

4
(M−1)IJF

I
µνF

J,µν , (14.9.12)

where the index I takes 28 values. For the scalars

Lscalar = ∂µφ∂
µφ+

1

8
Tr[∂µM̂∂µM̂−1] +

1

2
Gαβ(M̂−1)ij∂µY

i
α∂

µY j
β +

1

4
∂µGαβ∂

µGαβ +

+
1

2detG

[
∂µB + εαβL̂ijY

i
α∂µY

j
β

] [
∂µB + εαβL̂ijY

i
α∂

µY j
β

]

= ∂µφ∂
µφ+

1

8
Tr[∂µM∂µM−1] . (14.9.13)

We will now go to the standard axion basis in terms of the usual duality transformation

in four dimensions. First we will go to the Einstein frame by

gµν → e−φgµν , (14.9.14)

so that the action becomes

Shet,E
D=4 =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
R − 1

2
∂µφ∂µφ−

1

12
e−2φHµνρHµνρ+

−1

4
e−φ(M−1)IJF

I
µνF

J,µν +
1

8
Tr(∂µM∂µM−1)

]
. (14.9.15)

The axion is introduced as usual:

e−2φHµνρ =
εµνρ

σ

√−g∂σa . (14.9.16)
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The transformed equations come from the following action:

S̃het
D=4 =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
R − 1

2
∂µφ∂µφ−

1

2
e2φ∂µa∂µa+

−1

4
e−φ(M−1)IJF

I
µνF

J,µν +
1

4
a LIJF

I
µν F̃

J,µν +

+
1

8
Tr(∂µM∂µM−1)

]
, (14.9.17)

where

F̃ µν =
1

2

εµνρσ√−gFρσ . (14.9.18)

Finally, defining the complex S field

S = a+ i e−φ , (14.9.19)

we obtain

S̃het
D=4 =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
R − 1

2

∂µS∂µS̄

ImS2
− 1

4
ImS(M−1)IJF

I
µνF

J,µν+

+
1

4
ReS LIJF

I
µν F̃

J,µν +
1

8
Tr(∂µM∂µM−1)

]
. (14.9.20)

Now consider the type-IIA action (12.2.18). Going through the same procedure and

introducing the axion through

e−2φHµνρ =
εµνρ

σ

√−g
[
∂σa+

1

2
L̂ijY

i
αδσY

j
β ε

αβ
]
, (14.9.21)

we obtain the following four-dimensional action in the Einstein frame:

S̃IIAD=4 =
∫
d4x
√−g

[
R+ Leven

gauge + Lodd
gauge + Lscalar

]
, (14.9.22)

with

Leven
gauge = −1

4

∫
d4x
√−g

[
e−φGαβ

(
FB
α,µν −BαγF

A,γ
µν

) (
FB,µν
β −BαδF

δ,µν
A

)
+

+e−φGαβF
A,α
µν F β,µν

A +
√

detGαβ(M̂−1)ij
(
F i
µν + Y i

αF
A,α
µν

) (
F j,µν + Y j

βF
β,µν
A

)]
, (14.9.23)

Lodd
gauge =

1

2

∫
d4xεµνρσ

[
1

4
aFB

α,µνF
A,α
ρσ +

1

2
εαβL̂ijY

i
βF

B
α,µν

(
F j
ρσ +

1

2
Y j
γ F

A,γ
ρσ

)
+

−1

8
εαβL̂ijBαβ

(
F i
µν + Y i

γF
A,γ
µν

) (
F j
ρσ + Y j

δ F
A,δ
ρσ

)]
, (14.9.24)

Lscalar = −1

2
(∂φ)2 +

1

4
∂µGαβ∂µG

αβ − 1

2detG
∂µB∂

µB +

1

8
Tr[∂µM̂∂µM̂−1]− 1

2
e2φ

(
∂µa+

1

2
L̂ijε

αβY i
α∂

µY j
β

)2

+

−1

2
eφ
√

detGαβ(M̂−1)ijG
αβ∂µY

i
α∂

µY j
β . (14.9.25)
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Now we will use unprimed fields to refer to the heterotic side and primed ones for the

type-II side. We will now work out the implications of the six-dimensional duality relations

(14.9.3), (14.9.4) in four dimensions. From (14.9.3), we obtain

e−φ =
√

detG′αβ , e−φ
′

=
√

detGαβ , (14.9.26)

Gαβ√
detGαβ

=
G′αβ√

detG′αβ
, A′αµ = Aα

µ , (14.9.27)

gµν = g′µν Einstein frame , (14.9.28)

M̂ ′ = M̂ , Ai
µ = A′iµ , Y i

α = Y ′iα . (14.9.29)

Finally, the relation (14.9.4) implies

A = B ′ , A′ = B (14.9.30)

and

1

2

εµν
ρσ

√−gε
αβFB′

β,ρσ = e−φGαβ
[
FB
β,µν − CβγFA,γ

µν − L̂ijY i
βF

j
µν

]
− 1

2
a
εµν

ρσ

√−gF
A,α
ρσ , (14.9.31)

which is an electric-magnetic duality transformation on the Bα,µ gauge fields (see appendix

H). It is easy to check that this duality maps the scalar heterotic terms to the type-IIA

ones and vice versa.

In the following, we will keep the four moduli of the two-torus and the sixteen Wilson

lines Y i
α. In the heterotic case we will define the T,U moduli of the torus and the complex

Wilson lines as

W i = W i
1 + iW i

2 = −Y i
2 + UY i

1 , (14.9.32)

Gαβ =
T2 −

∑
i
(W i

2)2

2U2

U2

(
1 U1

U1 |U |2
)

, B = T1 −
∑
iW

i
1W

i
2

2U2
. (14.9.33)

Altogether we have the complex field S ∈ SU(1, 1)/U(1) (14.9.19) and the T , U , W i

moduli ∈ O(2,18)
O(2)×O(18)

. Then the relevant scalar kinetic terms can be written as

Lhet
scalar = −1

2
∂zi∂z̄jK(zk, z̄k) ∂µz

i∂µz̄j , (14.9.34)

where the Kähler potential is

K = log

[
S2

(
T2U2 −

1

2

∑

i

(W i
2)2

)]
. (14.9.35)

In the type-IIA case the complex structure is different: (14.9.32) remains the same but

Gαβ =
T2

U2

(
1 U1

U1 |U |2
)

, B = T1 . (14.9.36)
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Also

S = a−
∑
iW

i
1W

i
2

2U2
+ i

(
e−φ −

∑
i(W

i
2)2

2U2

)
. (14.9.37)

Here T ∈SU(1,1)/U(1) and S,U,W i ∈ O(2,18)
O(2)×O(18)

. In this language the duality transfor-

mations become

S ′ = T , T ′ = S , U = U ′ , W i = W ′i . (14.9.38)

In the type-IIA string, there is an SL(2,Z) T -duality symmetry acting on T by fractional

transformations. This is a good symmetry in perturbation theory. We also expect it to

be a good symmetry non-perturbatively since, as we argued in section 7.3, it is a discrete

remnant of a gauge symmetry and is not expected to be broken by non-perturbative effects.

Then heterotic/type-II duality implies that there is an SL(2,Z)S symmetry that acts on

the coupling constant and the axion. This is a non-perturbative symmetry from the point

of view of the heterotic string. It acts as an electric-magnetic duality on all the 28 gauge

fields. In the field theory limit it implies an S-duality symmetry for N=4 super Yang-Mills

theory in four dimensions.

We will finally see how heterotic/type-II duality acts on the 28 electric and 28 mag-

netic charges. Label the electric charges by a vector (m1,m2, n1, n2, q
i), where mi are the

momenta of the two-torus, ni are the respective winding numbers, and qi are the rest of

the 24 charges. For the magnetic charges we write the vector (m̃1, m̃2, ñ1, ñ2, q̃
i). Because

of (14.9.31) we have the following duality map.




m1

m2

n1

n2

qi



→




m1

m2

ñ2

−ñ1

qi




,




m̃1

m̃2

ñ1

ñ2

q̃i



→




m̃1

m̃2

−n2

n1

q̃i



. (14.9.39)

One can compute the spectrum of both short and intermediate BPS multiplets. The results

of Appendix F are useful in this respect.

Exercise. Find the BPS multiplicities on the heterotic and type-IIA side in four

dimensions.

There are indirect quantitative tests of this duality. Compactifying the heterotic string

to four dimensions with N=2 supersymmetry can be dual to the type-IIA string compacti-

fied on a CY manifold of a special kind (K3 fibration over P 1) [83, 84, 85]. In the heterotic

theory, the dilaton is in a vector multiplet. Consequently, the vector multiplet moduli

space has perturbative and non-perturbative corrections, while the hypermultiplet moduli
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space is exact. In the dual type-II theory, the dilaton is in a hypermultiplet. Consequently,

the vector moduli space geometry has no corrections and can be computed at tree level.

The duality map should reproduce all quantum corrections on the heterotic side. This has

been done in some examples. In this way, the one-loop heterotic correction was obtained,

which agreed with the heterotic computation. Moreover, all instanton effects were obtained

this way. Taking the field theory limit and decoupling gravity, the Seiberg-Witten solution

was verified for N=2 gauge theory. This procedure gives also a geometric interpretation

of the Seiberg-Witten solution. A review of these developments can be found in [86].

There are also calculations in the type-II N=4 theory that translate into non-perturbative

effects on the heterotic side. Such an example is the threshold correction to the R2 term

in the effective action of the four dimensional theory, [87]. On the type-II side, it can be

argued that such a threshold comes from one loop only. In the heterotic language, it re-

produces the tree level result as well as non-perturbative corrections due to the Euclidean

heterotic five-brane.

15 Outlook

I hope I managed to provide a certain flavor of what string theory is. There is a lot of new

structure appearing when compared to standard field theory.

Despite the many miraculous characteristics of string theory, there are some major

unresolved problems. The most important in my opinion is to make contact with the real

world and more concretely to pin down the mechanism of supersymmetry breaking and sta-

bility of the vacuum in that case. Recent advances in our non-perturbative understanding

of the theory could help in this direction.

Also, the recent non-perturbative advances seem to require other extended objects

apart from strings. This makes the following question resurface: What is string theory? A

complete formulation, which would include the required extended objects is still lacking.

I think this is an exciting period, because we seem to be at the verge of understanding

some of the mysteries of string theory and plausibly of the high-energy real world.
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Appendix A: Theta functions

Definition

ϑ[ab ](v|τ ) =
∑

n∈Z
q

1
2(n−a2 )

2

e2πi(v− b2 )(n−a2 ) , (A.1)

where a, b are real and q = e2πiτ .

Periodicity properties

ϑ[a+2
b ](v|τ ) = ϑ[ab ](v|τ ) , ϑ[ a

b+2](v|τ ) = eiπaϑ[ab ](v|τ ) , (A.2)

ϑ[−a−b ](v|τ ) = ϑ[ab ](−v|τ ) , ϑ[ab ](−v|τ ) = eiπabϑ[ab ](v|τ ) (a, b ∈ Z) . (A.3)

In the usual Jacobi/Erderlyi notation we have ϑ1 = ϑ[11], ϑ2 = ϑ[10], ϑ3 = ϑ[00], ϑ4 = ϑ[01].

Behaviour under modular transformations

ϑ[ab ](v|τ + 1) = e−
iπ
4
a(a−2) ϑ[ a

a+b−1](v|τ ) , (A.4)

ϑ[ab ]
(
v

τ
| − 1

τ

)
=
√
−iτ e iπ2 ab+iπ v

2

τ ϑ[ b−a](v|τ ) . (A.5)

Product formulae

ϑ1(v|τ ) = 2q
1
8 sin[πv]

∞∏

n=1

(1 − qn)(1 − qne2πiv)(1− qne−2πiv) , (A.6)

ϑ2(v|τ ) = 2q
1
8 cos[πv]

∞∏

n=1

(1− qn)(1 + qne2πiv)(1 + qne−2πiv) , (A.7)

ϑ3(v|τ ) =
∞∏

n=1

(1− qn)(1 + qn−1/2e2πiv)(1 + qn−1/2e−2πiv) , (A.8)

ϑ4(v|τ ) =
∞∏

n=1

(1 − qn)(1− qn−1/2e2πiv)(1 − qn−1/2e−2πiv) . (A.9)

Define also the Dedekind η-function:

η(τ ) = q
1
24

∞∏

n=1

(1− qn) . (A.10)

It is related to the v derivative of ϑ1:

∂

∂v
ϑ1(v)|v=0 ≡ ϑ′1 = 2π η3(τ ) (A.11)

and satisfies
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η
(
−1

τ

)
=
√
−iτ η(τ ) . (A.12)

v-periodicity formula

ϑ[ab ]
(
v +

ε1
2
τ +

ε2
2
|τ
)

= e−
iπτ
4
ε21−

iπε1
2

(2v−b)− iπ
2
ε1ε2 ϑ[a−ε1b−ε2 ](v|τ ) . (A.13)

Useful identities

ϑ2(0|τ )ϑ3(0|τ )ϑ4(0|τ ) = 2 η3 , (A.14)

ϑ4
2(v|τ )− ϑ4

1(v|τ ) = ϑ4
3(v|τ )− ϑ4

4(v|τ ) , (A.15)

Duplication formulae

ϑ2(2τ ) =
1√
2

√
ϑ2

3(τ )− ϑ2
4(τ ) , ϑ3(2τ ) =

1√
2

√
ϑ2

3(τ ) + ϑ2
4(τ ) , (A.16)

ϑ4(2τ ) =
√
ϑ3(τ )ϑ4(τ ) , η(2τ ) =

√
ϑ2(τ ) η(τ )

2
. (A.17)

Jacobi identity

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab
4∏

i=1

ϑ[ab ](vi) = −
4∏

i=1

ϑ1(v′i) , (A.18)

where

v′1 =
1

2
(−v1 + v2 + v3 + v4) , v′2 =

1

2
(v1 − v2 + v3 + v4) , (A.19)

v′3 =
1

2
(v1 + v2 − v3 + v4) , v′4 =

1

2
(v1 + v2 + v3 − v4) . (A.20)

Using (A.18) and (A.13) we can show that

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab
4∏

i=1

ϑ[a+hi
b+gi

](vi) = −
4∏

i=1

ϑ[1−hi1−gi ](v
′
i) . (A.21)

The Jacobi identity (A.21) is valid only when
∑
i hi =

∑
i gi = 0. There is also a similar

(IIA) identity

1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b
4∏

i=1

ϑ[ab ](vi) = −
4∏

i=1

ϑ1(v′i) +
4∏

i=1

ϑ1(vi) (A.22)
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and
1

2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b
4∏

i=1

ϑ[a+hi
b+gi

](vi) = −
4∏

i=1

ϑ[1−hi1−gi ](v
′
i) +

4∏

i=1

ϑ[1+hi
1+gi ](vi) . (A.23)

The ϑ-functions satisfy the following heat equation

[
1

(2πi)2

∂2

∂v2
− 1

iπ

∂

∂τ

]
ϑ[ab ](v|τ ) = 0 (A.24)

as well as
1

4πi

ϑ′′2
ϑ2

= ∂τ log ϑ2 =
iπ

12

(
E2 + ϑ4

3 + ϑ4
4

)
, (A.25)

1

4πi

ϑ′′3
ϑ3

= ∂τ log ϑ3 =
iπ

12

(
E2 + ϑ4

2 − ϑ4
4

)
, (A.26)

1

4πi

ϑ′′4
ϑ4

= ∂τ log ϑ4 =
iπ

12

(
E2 − ϑ4

2 − ϑ4
3

)
, (A.27)

where the function E2 is defined in (F.2).

The Weierstrass function

P(z) = 4πi∂τ log η(τ )− ∂2
z log ϑ1(z) =

1

z2
+O(z2) (A.28)

is even and is the unique analytic function on the torus with a double pole at zero.

P(−z) = P(z) , P(z + 1) = P(z + τ ) = P(z) , (A.29)

P(z, τ + 1) = P(z, τ ) , P
(
z

τ
,−1

τ

)
= τ 2 P(z, τ ) . (A.30)

We will need the following torus integrals

∫
d2z

τ2
P(z, τ ) = 4πi∂τ log(

√
τ2η) , (A.31)

∫
d2z

τ2
|P(z, τ )|2 = |4πi∂τ log(

√
τ2η)|2 , (A.32)

∫
d2z

τ2
P(z̄, τ̄)

[
∂z log ϑ1(z) + 2πi

Imz

τ2

]2

= 4πi∂τ log(η
√
τ2) , (A.33)

∫
d2z

τ2
∂2
z log ϑ1(z) = − π

τ2
. (A.34)

Poisson Resumation

Consider a function f(x) and its Fourier transform f̃ defined as

f̃(k) ≡ 1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x)eikxdx . (A.35)
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Then: ∑

n∈Z
f(2πn) =

∑

n∈Z
f̃ (n) . (A.36)

Choosing as f an appropriate Gaussian function we obtain:

∑

n∈Z
e−πan

2+πbn =
1√
a

∑

n∈Z
e−

π
a (n+i b

2 )
2

, (A.37)

∑

n∈Z
n e−πan

2+πbn = − i√
a

∑

n∈Z

(
n+ i b

2

)

a
e−

π
a (n+i b

2 )
2

, (A.38)

∑

n∈Z
n2 e−πan

2+πbn =
1√
a

∑

n∈Z




1

2πa
−
(
n+ i b

2

)2

a2


 e−

π
a (n+i b

2)
2

. (A.39)

The multidimensional generalization is (repeated indices are summed over):

∑

mi∈Z
e−πmimjAij+πBimi = (det A)−

1
2

∑

mi∈Z
e−π(mk+iBk/2)(A−1)kl(ml+iBl/2) . (A.40)

Appendix B: Toroidal lattice sums

We will consider here asymmetric lattice sums corresponding to p left-moving bosons and

q right-moving ones. To have good modular properties p− q should be a multiple of eight.

We will consider here the case q−p = 16 relevant for the heterotic string. Other cases can

be easily worked out using the same methods.

We will write the genus-one action using p bosons and 16 complex right-moving fermions,

ψI(z̄), ψ̄I(z̄):

Sp,q =
1

4π

∫
d2σ

√
det ggabGαβ∂aX

α∂bX
β +

1

4π

∫
d2σεabBαβ∂aX

α∂bX
β + (B.1)

+
1

4π

∫
d2σ

√
det g

∑

I

ψI(∇̄+ Y I
α (∇̄Xα)ψ̄I ,

where the torus metric is given in (7.1). We will take the fermions to be all periodic or

antiperiodic. A direct evaluation of the torus path integral along the line of section 7.1

gives

Zp,p+16(G,B, Y ) =

√
det G

τ
p/2
2 ηpη̄p+16

×

×
∑

mα,nα∈Z
exp

[
− π
τ2

(G+B)αβ(mα + τnα)(mβ + τ̄ nβ)
]
×

×1

2

1∑

a,b=0

16∏

I=1

eiπ(mαY Iα Y
I
β n

β−b nαY Iα ) ϑ̄
[
a−2nαY Iα
b−2mβY I

β

]
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=

√
det G

τ
p/2
2 ηpη̄p+16

∑

mα,nα∈Z
exp

[
− π
τ2

(G+B)αβ(mα + τnα)(mβ + τ̄nβ)
]
×

× exp

[
−iπ

∑

I

nα
(
mβ + τ̄ nβ

)
Y I
αY

I
β

]
1

2

1∑

a,b=0

16∏

I=1

ϑ̄[ab ](Y
I
γ (mγ + τ̄ nγ)|τ̄ ) .

Under modular transformations

τ → τ + 1 , Zp,p+16 → e4πi/3 Zp,p+16 , (B.2)

while it is invariant under τ →−1/τ .

Performing a Poisson resummation in mα we can cast it in Hamiltonian form Zp,p+16 =

Γp,p+16/η
pη̄p+16 with

Γp,p+16(G,B, Y ) =
∑

mα ,nα,QI

qP
2
L/2 q̄P

2
R/2 , (B.3)

where mα, n
α take arbitrary integer values, whileQI take values in the even self-dual lattice

O(32)/Z2. To be concrete, the numbersQI are either all integer or all half-integer satisfying

in both cases the constraint
∑
I QI = even. We will introduce the (2p + 16) × (2p + 16)

symmetric matrix

M =




G−1 G−1C G−1Y t

C tG−1 G+ C tG−1C + Y tY C tG−1Y t + Y t

Y G−1 Y G−1C + Y 116 + Y G−1Y t


 , (B.4)

where 116 is the sixteen-dimensional unit matrix and

Cαβ = Bαβ −
1

2
Y I
αY

I
β . (B.5)

Introduce the O(p,p+16) invariant metric

L =




0 1p 0

1p 0 0

0 0 116


 . (B.6)

Then the matrix M satisfies:

MTLM = MLM = L , M−1 = LML . (B.7)

Thus, M ∈O(p,p+16). In terms of M the conformal weights are given by

1

2
P 2
L =

1

4
(mα, nα, QI) · (M − L) ·




mα

nα

QI


 , (B.8)

1

2
P 2
R =

1

4
(mα, nα, QI) · (M + L) ·




mα

nα

QI


 . (B.9)
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The spin
1

2
P 2
R −

1

2
P 2
L = mαnα −

1

2
QIQI (B.10)

is an integer. When Y = 0 the lattice sum factorizes

Γp,p+16(G,B, Y = 0) = Γp,p(G,B) Γ̄O(32)/Z2
. (B.11)

It can be shown [38] that for some special (non-zero) values Ỹ I
α the lattice sum factorizes

into the (p, p) toroidal sum and the lattice sum of E8 × E8

Γp,p+16(G,B, Y = Ỹ ) = Γp,p(G
′, B ′) Γ̄E8×E8 . (B.12)

Thus, we can continuously interpolate in Γp,p+16 between the O(32) and E8×E8 symmetric

points.

Finally, the duality group here is O(p,p+16,Z). An element of O(p,p+16,Z) is an

integer-valued O(p,p+16) matrix. Consider such a matrix Ω. It satisfies ΩT L Ω = L.

The lattice sum is invariant under the T -duality transformation




mα

nα

QI


→ Ω ·




mα

nα

QI


 , M → Ω M ΩT . (B.13)

In what follows, we will describe translation orbifold blocks for toroidal CFTs. Start

from the (d, d+ 16) lattice. We will use the notation λ = (mα, nα, QI) for a lattice vector

with its O(p,p+16) inner product, which gives the invariant square λ2 = 2mαnα−QIQI ∈
2Z. Perform a ZN translation by ε/N /∈ L, where ε is a lattice vector. The generalization

of one-dimensional orbifold blocks (7.6.27) is straightforward:

ZN
d,d+16(ε)[hg] =

Γp,p+16(ε)[hg]

ηpη̄p+16
=

∑
λ∈L+ε h

N
e

2πig ε·λ
N qp

2
L/2 q̄p

2
R/2

ηpη̄p+16
(B.14)

where h, g = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. It has the following properties

ZN(−ε)[hg ] = ZN (ε)[hg] , ZN(ε)[−h−g ] = ZN (ε)[hg] , (B.15)

ZN(ε)[h+1
g ] = exp

[
−iπgε

2

N

]
ZN(ε)[hg ] , ZN (ε)[hg+1] = ZN(ε)[hg ] , (B.16)

ZN(ε+Nε′)[hg ] = exp

[
2πi gh ε · ε′

N

]
ZN(ε)[hg ] . (B.17)

Under modular transformations

τ → τ + 1 : ZN (ε)[hg]→ exp

[
4πi

3
+
iπh2 ε2

N2

]
ZN (ε)[hh+g] , (B.18)

τ → −1

τ
: ZN (ε)[hg ]→ exp

[
−2πi hg ε2

N2

]
ZN(ε)[g−h] . (B.19)
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Under O(p,p+16,Z) duality transformations it transforms as

ZN (ε,ΩMΩT )[hg] = ZN(Ω · ε,M)[hg ] , (B.20)

where Ω ∈O(p,p+16,Z) and M is the moduli matrix (B.4). The unbroken duality group

consists of the subgroup of O(p,p+16,Z) transformations that preserve ε modulo N 2 times

a lattice vector.

Appendix C: Toroidal Kaluza-Klein reduction

In this appendix we will describe the Kaluza-Klein ansatz for toroidal dimensional reduc-

tion from 10 to D < 10 dimensions. A more detailed discussion can be found in [88].

Hatted fields will denote the (10 − D)-dimensional fields and similarly for the indices.

Greek indices from the beginning of the alphabet will denote the 10 − D internal (com-

pact) dimensions. Unhatted Greek indices from the middle of the alphabet will denote the

D non-compact dimensions.

The standard form for the 10-bein is

êr̂µ̂ =

(
erµ Aβ

µE
a
β

0 Ea
α

)
, êµ̂r̂ =

(
eµr −eνrAα

ν

0 Eα
a

)
. (C.1)

For the metric we have

Ĝµ̂ν̂ =

(
gµν +Aα

µGαβA
β
ν GαβA

β
µ

GαβA
β
ν Gαβ

)
, Ĝµ̂ν̂ =

(
gµν −Aµα

−Aνα Gαβ +Aα
ρA

β,ρ

)
. (C.2)

Then the part of the action containing the Hilbert term as well as the dilaton becomes

α′D−2Sheterotic
D =

∫
dDx

√
−det g e−φ

[
R+ ∂µφ∂

µφ+
1

4
∂µGαβ∂

µGαβ+

−1

4
GαβF

A
µν

α
F β,µν
A

]
, (C.3)

where

φ = Φ̂− 1

2
log(detGαβ) , (C.4)

FA
µν

α
= ∂µA

α
ν − ∂νAα

µ . (C.5)

We will now turn to the antisymmetric tensor part of the action:

− 1

12

∫
d10x

√
−det Ĝe−Φ̂Ĥ µ̂ν̂ ρ̂Ĥµ̂ν̂ ρ̂ =

= −
∫
dDx

√
−det g e−φ

[
1

4
HµαβH

µαβ +
1

4
HµναH

µνα +
1

12
HµνρH

µνρ
]
, (C.6)

where we have used Hαβγ = 0 and

Hµαβ = erµê
µ̂
r̂ Ĥµ̂αβ = Ĥµαβ , (C.7)
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Hµνα = erµe
s
ν ê
µ̂
r ê

ν̂
sĤµ̂ν̂α = Ĥµνα −Aβ

µĤναβ +Aβ
ν Ĥµαβ , (C.8)

Hµνρ = erµe
s
νe
t
ρê
µ̂
r ê

ν̂
s ê
ρ̂
t Ĥµ̂ν̂ρ̂ = Ĥµνρ +

[
−Aα

µĤανρ +Aα
µA

β
ν Ĥαβρ + cyclic

]
. (C.9)

Similarly,

∫
d10x

√
−det Ĝ e−Φ̂

16∑

I=1

F̂ I
µ̂ν̂F

I,µ̂ν̂ =

=
∫
dDx

√
−det g e−φ

16∑

I=1

[
F̃ I
µν F̃

I,µν + 2F̃ I
µαF̃

I,µα
]
, (C.10)

with

Y I
α = ÂI

α , AI
µ = ÂI

µ − Y I
αA

a
µ , F̃ I

µν = F I
µν + Y I

αF
A,α
µν (C.11)

F̃ I
µα = ∂µY

I
α , F I

µν = ∂µA
I
ν − ∂νAI

µ . (C.12)

We can now evaluate the D-dimensional antisymmetric tensor pieces using (C.7)-(C.9):

Ĥµαβ = ∂µB̂αβ +
1

2

∑

I

[
Y I
α ∂µY

I
β − Y I

β ∂µY
I
α

]
. (C.13)

Introducing

Cαβ ≡ B̂αβ −
1

2

∑

I

Y I
αY

J
β , (C.14)

we obtain from (C.6)

Hµαβ = ∂µCαβ +
∑

I

Y I
α ∂µY

I
β . (C.15)

Also

Ĥµνα = ∂µB̂να − ∂νB̂µα +
1

2

∑

I

[
ÂI
ν∂µY

I
α − ÂI

µ∂νY
I
α − Y I

α F̂
I
µν

]
. (C.16)

Define

Bµ,α ≡ B̂µα +BαβA
β
µ +

1

2

∑

I

Y I
αA

I
µ , (C.17)

FB
α,µν = ∂µBα,ν − ∂νBα,µ , (C.18)

we obtain from (C.7)

Hµνα = FB
αµν −CαβFA,β

µν −
∑

I

Y I
αF

I
µν . (C.19)

Finally,

Bµν = B̂µν +
1

2

[
Aα
µBνα +

∑

I

AI
µA

α
νY

I
α − (µ↔ ν)

]
−Aα

µA
β
νBαβ (C.20)

and

Hµνρ = ∂µBνρ −
1

2

[
BµαF

A,α
νρ +Aα

µF
B
a,νρ +

∑

I

AI
µF

I
νρ

]
+ cyclic (C.21)

≡ ∂µBνρ −
1

2
LijA

i
µF

j
νρ + cyclic
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where we combined the 36 − 2D gauge fields Aα
µ, Bα,µ, A

I
µ into the uniform notation Ai

µ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , 36− 2D and Lij is the O(10-D,26-D)-invariant metric (B.6). We can combine

the scalars Gαβ, Bαβ, Y
I
α into the matrix M given in (B.4). Putting everything together,

the D-dimensional action becomes

Sheterotic
D =

∫
dDx

√
−det ge−φ

[
R + ∂µφ∂µφ−

1

12
H̃µνρH̃µνρ− (C.22)

−1

4
(M−1)ijF

i
µνF

jµν +
1

8
Tr(∂µM∂µM−1)

]
.

We will also consider here the KK reduction of a three-index antisymmetric tensor

Cµνρ. Such a tensor appears in type-II string theory and eleven-dimensional supergravity.

The action for such a tensor is

SC = − 1

2 · 4!

∫
ddx
√
−G F̂ 2 , (C.23)

where

F̂µνρσ = ∂µĈνρσ − ∂σĈµνρ + ∂ρĈσµν − ∂νĈρσµ . (C.24)

We define the lower-dimensional components as

Cαβγ = Ĉαβγ , Cµαβ = Ĉµαβ − CαβγAγ
µ , (C.25)

Cµνα = Ĉµνα + ĈµαβA
β
ν − ĈναβAβ

µ + CαβγA
β
µA

γ
ν , (C.26)

Cµνρ = Ĉµνρ +
(
−ĈνραAα

µ + ĈαβρA
α
µA

β
ν + cyclic

)
− CαβγAα

µA
β
νA

γ
ρ . (C.27)

Then,

SC = − 1

2 · 4!

∫
dDx
√−g

√
detGαβ [FµνρσF

µνρσ + 4FµνραF
µνρα+

+6FµναβF
µναβ + 4FµαβγF

µαβγ
]
, (C.28)

where

Fµαβγ = ∂µCαβγ , Fµναβ = ∂µCναβ − ∂νCµαβ + CαβγF
γ
µν , (C.29)

Fµνρα = ∂µCνρα + CµαβF
β
νρ + cyclic , (C.30)

Fµνρσ = (∂µCνρσ + 3 perm.) + (CρσαF
α
µν + 5 perm.) . (C.31)

Appendix D: N=1,2,4, D=4 supergravity coupled to

matter

We will review here some facts about four-dimensional supergravity theories coupled to

matter.
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• N=1 supergravity. Apart from the supergravity multiplet, we can have vector multi-

plets containing the vectors and their Majorana gaugini, and chiral multiplets containing

a complex scalar and a Weyl spinor. There is also the linear multiplet containing an anti-

symmetric tensor, a scalar and a Weyl fermion. However, this can be dualized into a chiral

multiplet, but with an accompanying Peccei-Quinn symmetry. 28 The bosonic Lagrangian

can be written as follows

LN=1 = − 1

2κ2
R+Gij̄Dµφ

iDµφ̄j̄ + V (φ, φ̄) +
∑

a

1

4g2
a

[FµνF
µν ]a +

θa
4

[FµνF̃
µν ]a . (D.1)

The gauge group G =
∏
aGa is a product of simple or U(1) factors; φi are the complex

scalars of the chiral multiplets, which in general transform in some representation of the

gauge group; Dµ are the associated covariant derivatives.

Supersymmetry requires the manifold of scalars to be Kählerian,

Gij̄ = ∂i∂j̄K(φ, φ̄) . (D.2)

The gauge couplings and θ-angles must depend on the moduli via a holomorphic function

1

g2
a

= Re fa(φ) , θa = −Im fa(φ) . (D.3)

The holomorphic function fa must be gauge-invariant. The scalar potential V is also

determined by a holomorphic function.29 the superpotential W (φ):

V (φ, φ̄) = eκ
2 K

(
DiWGīiD̄īW̄ − 3κ2|W |2

)
, (D.4)

where

Di W =
∂W

∂φi
+ κ2∂K

∂φi
W . (D.5)

Note that the potential of N=1 supergravity is not positive-definite.

There is an overall redundancy in the data (K, fa,W ). The action is invariant under

Kähler transformations

K → K + Λ(φ) + Λ̄(φ̄) , W → W e−Λ , fa → fa . (D.6)

It seems that this redundancy allows one to get rid of the superpotential. This is true if

it has no singularities. Otherwise one obtains a singular metric for the scalars. Further

information can be found in [89].

• N=2 supergravity. Apart from the supergravity multiplet we will have a number

NV of abelian vector multiplets and a number NH of hypermultiplets. There is also an

extra gauge boson, the graviphoton residing in the supergravity multiplet. Picking the

gauge to be abelian is without loss of generality since any non-abelian gauge group can

28A Peccei-Quinn symmetry is a translational symmetry of a scalar field, φ→ φ+constant.
29 We will ignore D-terms.
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be broken to the maximal abelian subgroup by giving expectation values to the scalar

partners of the abelian gauge bosons. Denote the graviphoton by A0
µ, the rest of the

gauge bosons by Ai
µ, i = 1, 2, . . . , NV , and the scalar partners of Ai

µ as T i, T̄ i. Although

the graviphoton does does not have a scalar partner, it is convenient to introduce one.

The theory has a scaling symmetry, which allows us to set this scalar equal to 1. We

will introduce the complex coordinates Z I , I = 0, 1, 2, . . . , NV , which will parametrize the

vector moduli space (VMS),MV . The 4NH scalars of the hypermultiplets parametrize the

hypermultiplet moduli space MH and supersymmetry requires this to be a quaternionic

manifold. The geometry of the full scalar manifold is that of a product, MV ×MH.

N=2 supersymmetry implies that the VMS is not just a Kähler manifold, but that

it satisfies what is known as special geometry. Special geometry eventually leads to the

property that the full action of N=2 supergravity (we exclude hypermultiplets for the

moment) can be written in terms of one function, which is holomorphic in the VMS

coordinates. This function, which we will denote by F (Z), is called the prepotential.

It must be a homogeneous function of the coordinates of degree 2: Z I FI = 2, where

FI = ∂F
∂ZI

. For example, the Kähler potential is

K = − log
[
i(Z̄I FI − ZI F̄I)

]
, (D.7)

which determines the metric GIJ̄ = ∂I∂J̄K of the kinetic terms of the scalars. We can fix

the scaling freedom by setting Z0 = 1, and then ZI = T I are the physical moduli. The

Kähler potential becomes

K = − log
[
2
(
f(T i) + f̄ (T̄ i)

)
− (T i − T̄ i)(fi − f̄i)

]
, (D.8)

where f(T i) = −iF (Z0 = 1, Z i = T i). The Kähler metric Gij̄ has the following property

Rij̄kl̄ = Gij̄Gkl̄ +Gil̄Gkj̄ − e−2KWikmG
mm̄W̄m̄j̄l̄ , (D.9)

where Wijk = ∂i∂j∂kf . Since there is no potential, the only part of the bosonic action left

to be specified is the kinetic terms for the vectors:

Lvectors = −1

4
ΞIJF

I
µνF

J,µν − θIJ
4
F I
µν F̃

J,µν , (D.10)

where

ΞIJ =
i

4
[NIJ − N̄IJ ] , θIJ =

1

4
[NIJ + N̄IJ ] , (D.11)

NIJ = F̄IJ + 2i
Im FIK Im FJLZ

KZL

Im FMNZMZN
. (D.12)

Here we see that the gauge couplings, unlike the N=1 case, are not harmonic functions of

the moduli.

N=2 BPS states30 have masses of the form

M2
BPS =

|eI ZI + qI FI |2
Im(ZI F̄I)

, (D.13)

30You will find definitions and properties in Appendix E.
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where eI, q
I are the electric and magnetic charges of the state. Further reading can be

found in [90].

• N=4 supergravity. As we mentioned previously, in the supergravity multiplet there

is a complex scalar and six graviphotons. In general we can also have NV vector multiplets

containing six scalars and a vector each. The local geometry of the scalar manifold is

completely fixed to be SL(2)/U(1) ⊗O(6, 6 + NV)/O(6) × O(6 + NV). The first factor

is associated with the supergravity complex scalar S, while the second, with the vector

multiplet scalars. The bosonic action was given in (12.1.18). The BPS mass-formula is

M2
BPS =

1

4Im S
(αt + Sβt)M+(α+ S̄β) +

1

2

√
(αtM+α)(βtM+β)− (αtM+β)2 , (D.14)

where α, β are integer-valued, (12 + NV )-dimensional vectors of electric and magnetic

charges, M is the moduli matrix in (B.4) and M+ = M + L6,6+NV .

• 4 < N ≤ 8 supergravity. There are no massless matter multiplets, and the La-

grangian is completely fixed by supersymmetry. We will not discuss any further detail,

however.

Appendix E: BPS multiplets and

helicity supertrace formulae

BPS states are important probes of non-perturbative physics in theories with extended

(N ≥ 2) supersymmetry.

BPS states are special for the following reasons:

• Due to their relation with central charges, and although they are massive, they form

multiplets under extended SUSY which are shorter than the generic massive multiplet.

Their mass is given in terms of their charges and moduli expectation values.

• At generic points in moduli space they are stable because of energy and charge

conservation.

• Their mass-formula is supposed to be exact if one uses renormalized values for the

charges and moduli.31 The argument is that quantum corrections would spoil the relation

of mass and charges, and if we assume unbroken SUSY at the quantum level there would

be incompatibilities with the dimension of their representations.

In order to present the concept of BPS states we will briefly review the representation

theory of N -extended supersymmetry. A more complete treatment can be found in [91].

A general discussion of central charges in various dimensions can be found in [92]. We will

31In theories with N ≥ 4 supersymmetry there are no renormalizations.
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concentrate here to four dimensions. The anticommutation relations are

{QI
α, Q

J
β} = εαβZ

IJ , {Q̄I
α̇, Q

J
β̇
} = εα̇β̇Z̄

IJ , {QI
α, Q̄

J
α̇} = δIJ 2σµαα̇Pµ , (E.1)

where ZIJ is the antisymmetric central charge matrix.

The algebra is invariant under the U(N) R-symmetry that rotates Q, Q̄. We begin with

a description of the representations of the algebra. We will first assume that the central

charges are zero.

• Massive representations. We can go to the rest frame P ∼ (−M,~0). The relations

become

{QI
α, Q̄

J
α̇} = 2Mδαα̇δ

IJ , {QI
α, Q

J
β} = {Q̄I

α̇, Q̄
J
β̇
} = 0 . (E.2)

Define the 2N fermionic harmonic creation and annihilation operators

AI
α =

1√
2M

QI
α , A†Iα =

1√
2M

Q̄I
α̇ . (E.3)

Building the representation is now easy. We start with Clifford vacuum |Ω〉, which is

annihilated by the AI
α and we generate the representation by acting with the creation

operators. There are
(

2N
n

)
states at the n-th oscillator level. The total number of states is

∑2N
n=0

(
2N
n

)
, half of them being bosonic and half of them fermionic. The spin comes from

symmetrization over the spinorial indices. The maximal spin is the spin of the ground-

states plus N .

Example. Suppose N=1 and the ground-state transforms into the [j] representation

of SO(3). Here we have two creation operators. Then, the content of the massive repre-

sentation is [j]⊗ ([1/2] + 2[0]) = [j ± 1/2] + 2[j]. The two spin-zero states correspond to

the ground-state itself and to the state with two oscillators.

• Massless representations. In this case we can go to the frame P ∼ (−E, 0, 0, E). The

anticommutation relations now become

{QI
α, Q̄

J
α̇} = 2

(
2E 0

0 0

)
δIJ , (E.4)

the rest being zero. Since QI
2, Q̄

I
2̇

totally anticommute, they are represented by zero

in a unitary theory. We have N non-trivial creation and annihilation operators AI =

QI
1/2
√
E,A† I = Q̄I

1/2
√
E, and the representation is 2N -dimensional. It is much shorter

than the massive one.

• Non-zero central charges. In this case the representations are massive. The central

charge matrix can be brought by a U(N) transformation to block diagonal form as in

(11.18), and we will label the real positive eigenvalues by Zm. We assume that N is even

so that m = 1, 2, . . . , N/2. We will split the index I → (a,m): a = 1, 2 labels positions

inside the 2 × 2 blocks while m labels the blocks. Then

{Qam
α , Q̄bn

α̇ } = 2Mδαα̇δabδmn , {Qam
α , Qbn

β } = Znε
αβεabδmn . (E.5)
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Define the following fermionic oscillators

Am
α =

1√
2

[Q1m
α + εαβQ

2m
β ] , Bm

α =
1√
2

[Q1m
α − εαβQ2m

β ] , (E.6)

and similarly for the conjugate operators. The anticommutators become

{Am
α , A

n
β} = {Am

α , B
n
β} = {Bm

α , B
n
β} = 0 , (E.7)

{Am
α , A

†n
β } = δαβδ

mn(2M + Zn) , {Bm
α , B

†n
β } = δαβδ

mn(2M − Zn) . (E.8)

Unitarity requires that the right-hand sides in (E.8) be non-negative. This in turn implies

the Bogomolnyi bound

M ≥ max
[
Zn
2

]
. (E.9)

Consider 0 ≤ r ≤ N/2 of the Zn’s to be equal to 2M . Then 2r of the B-oscillators

vanish identically and we are left with 2N − 2r creation and annihilation operators. The

representation has 22N−2r states. The maximal case r = N/2 gives rise to the short BPS

multiplet whose number of states are the same as in the massless multiplet. The other

multiplets with 0 < r < N/2 are known as intermediate BPS multiplets.

Another ingredient that makes supersymmetry special is specific properties of super-

traces of powers of the helicity. Such supertraces appear in loop amplitudes and they will

be quite useful.32 They can also be used to distinguish BPS states [70, 96]. We will define

the helicity supertrace on a supersymmetry representation R as33

B2n(R) = TrR[(−1)2λλ2n] . (E.10)

It is useful to introduce the “helicity-generating function” of a given supermultiplet R

ZR(y) = str y2λ . (E.11)

For a particle of spin j we have

Z[j] =





(−)2j
(
y2j+1−y−2j−1

y−1/y

)
massive

(−)2j(y2j + y−2j) massless

. (E.12)

When tensoring representations the generating functionals get multiplied,

Zr⊗r̃ = ZrZr̃ . (E.13)

The supertrace of the n-th power of helicity can be extracted from the generating functional

through

Bn(R) = (y2 d

dy2
)n ZR(y)|y=1 . (E.14)

32The relation of loop corrections to supertraces was first observed in [93]. General supertraces were

computed in [94]. The relationaship between B2 and short multiplets of the N=2 algebra in four dimensions

was observed in [95]. It was generalized to different amounts of supersymmetry in [70].
33In higher dimensions, traces over various Casimirs of the little group have to be considered.
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For a supersymmetry representation constructed from a spin [j] ground-state by acting

with 2m oscillators we obtain

Zm(y) = Z[j](y)(1− y)m(1 − 1/y)m . (E.15)

We will now analyse in more detail N=2,4 supersymmetric representations

• N=2 supersymmetry. There is only one central charge eigenvalue Z. The long

massive representations have the following content:

Lj : [j]⊗ ([1] + 4[1/2] + 5[0]) . (E.16)

When M = Z/2 we obtain the short (BPS) massive multiplet

Sj : [j]⊗ (2[1/2] + 4[0]) . (E.17)

Finally the massless multiplets have the following content

M0
λ : ±(λ+ 1/2) + 2(±λ) +±(λ− 1/2) . (E.18)

λ = 0 corresponds to the hypermultiplet, λ = 1/2 to the vector multiplet and λ = 3/2 to

the supergravity multiplet.

We have the following helicity supertraces

B0(any rep) = 0 , (E.19)

B2(M0
λ) = (−1)2λ+1 , B2(Sj) = (−1)2j+1 Dj , B2(Lj) = 0 . (E.20)

• N=4 supersymmetry. Here we have two eigenvalues for the central charge matrix

Z1 ≥ Z2 ≥ 0. For the generic massive multiplet,M > Z1, and all eight raising operators act

non-trivially. The representation is long, containing 128 bosonic and 128 fermionic states.

The generic, long, massive multiplet can be generated by tensoring the representation [j]

of its ground-state with the long fermionic oscillator representation of the N=4 algebra:

Lj : [j]⊗ (42[0] + 48[1/2] + 27[1] + 8[3/2] + [2]) . (E.21)

It contains 128Dj bosonic degrees of freedom and 128Dj fermionic ones (Dj = 2j + 1).

The minimum-spin massive long (ML) multiplet has j = 0 and maximum spin 2 with the

following content:

s = 2 massive long : 42[0] + 48[1/2] + 27[1] + 8[3/2] + [2] . (E.22)

The generic representation saturating the mass bound, M = Z1 > Z2, leaves one

unbroken supersymmetry and is referred to as massive intermediate BPS multiplet. It can

be obtained as

Ij : [j]⊗ (14[0] + 14[1/2] + 6[1] + [3/2]) (E.23)
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and contains 32Dj bosonic and 32Dj fermionic states. The minimum spin multiplet (j=0)

has maximum spin 3/2 and content

I3/2 : 14[0] + 14[1/2] + 6[1] + [3/2] . (E.24)

Finally, when M = |Z1| = |Z2| the representation is a short BPS representation. It

breaks half of the supersymmetries. For massive such representations we have the content

Sj : [j]⊗ (5[0] + 4[1/2] + [1]) , (E.25)

with 8Dj bosonic and 8Dj fermionic states. The representation with minimum greatest

spin is the one with j = 0, and maximum spin 1:

S1 : 5[0] + 4[1/2] + [1] . (E.26)

Massless multiplets, which arise only when both central charges vanish, are thus always

short. They have the following O(2) helicity content:

M0
λ : [±(λ+ 1)] + 4[±(λ+ 1/2)] + 6[±(λ)] + 4[±(λ− 1/2)] + [±(λ− 1)] , (E.27)

with 16 bosonic and 16 fermionic states. There is also the CPT self-conjugate vector

representation (V 0) (corresponding to λ = 0) with content 6[0] + 4[±1/2] + [±1] and 8

bosonic and 8 fermionic states. For λ = 1 we obtain the spin-two massless supergravity

multiplet, which has the helicity content

M0
1 : [±2] + 4[±3/2] + 6[±1] + 4[±1/2] + 2[0] . (E.28)

Long representations can be decomposed into intermediate representations as

Lj → 2 Ij + Ij+1/2 + Ij−1/2 . (E.29)

When further, by varying the moduli, we can arrange that M = |Z1| = |Z2|, then the

massive intermediate representations can break into massive short representations as

Ij → 2Sj + Sj+1/2 + Sj−1/2 . (E.30)

Finally, when a short representation becomes massless, it decomposes as follows into mass-

less representations:

Sj →
j∑

λ=0

M0
λ , j − λ ∈ Z . (E.31)

By direct calculation we obtain the following helicity supertrace formulae:

Bn(any rep) = 0 for n = 0, 2 . (E.32)
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The non-renormalization of the two derivative effective actions in N=4 supersymmetry is

based on (E.32).

B4(Lj) = B4(Ij) = 0 , B4(Sj) = (−1)2j 3

2
Dj (E.33)

B4(M0
λ) = (−1)2λ 3 , B4(V 0) =

3

2
. (E.34)

These imply that only short multiplets contribute in the renormalization of some terms in

the four-derivative effective action in the presence of N=4 supersymmetry. It also strongly

suggests that such corrections come only from one order (usually one loop) in perturbation

theory.

The following helicity sums will be useful when counting intermediate multiplets in

string theory:

B6(Lj) = 0 , B6(Ij) = (−1)2j+1 45

4
Dj , B6(Sj) = (−1)2j 15

8
D3
j , (E.35)

B6(M0
λ) = (−1)2λ15

4
(1 + 12λ2) , B6(V 0) =

15

8
. (E.36)

Finally,

B8(Lj) = (−1)2j 315

4
Dj , B8(Ij) = (−1)2j+1 105

16
Dj(1 +D2

j ) , (E.37)

B8(Sj) = (−1)2j 21

64
Dj(1 + 2 D4

j ) , (E.38)

B8(M0
λ) = (−1)2λ21

16
(1 + 80λ2 + 160λ4) , B8(V

0) =
63

32
. (E.39)

The massive long N=4 representation is the same as the short massive N=8 representation,

which explains the result in (E.37).

Observe that the trace formulae above are in accord with the decompositions (E.29)-

(E.31).

•N=8 supersymmetry. The highest possible supersymmetry in four dimensions is N=8.

Massless representations (T λ0 ) have the following helicity content

(λ ± 2) + 8
(
λ ± 3

2

)
+ 28(λ ± 1) + 56

(
λ± 1

2

)
+ 70(λ) . (E.40)

Physical (CPT-invariant) representations are given by Mλ
0 = T λ0 + T−λ0 and contain 28

bosonic states and an equal number of fermionic ones with the exception of the supergravity

representation M0
0 = T 0

0 which is CPT-self-conjugate:

(±2) + 8
(
±3

2

)
+ 28(±1) + 56

(
±1

2

)
+ 70(0) , (E.41)

and contains 27 bosonic states.
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Massive short representations (Sj), are labeled by the SU(2) spin j of the ground-state

and have the following content

[j]⊗ ([2] + 8[3/2] + 27[1] + 48[1/2] + 42[0]) . (E.42)

They break four (half) of the supersymmetries and contain 27 · Dj bosonic states. Sj

decomposes to massless representations as

Sj →
j∑

λ=0

Mλ
0 , (E.43)

where the sum runs on integer values of λ if j is integer and on half-integer values if j is

half-integer.

There are three types of intermediate multiplets, which we list below:

Ij1 : [j]⊗ ([5/2] + 10[2] + 44[3/2] + 110[1] + 165[1/2] + 132[0]) , (E.44)

Ij2 : [j]⊗ ([3] + 12[5/2] + 65[2] + 208[3/2] + 429[1]+

+572[1/2] + 429[0]) , (E.45)

Ij3 : [j]⊗ ([7/2] + 14[3] + 90[5/2] + 350[2] + 910[3/2]+

+1638[1] + 2002[1/2] + 1430[0]) . (E.46)

They break respectively 5,6,7 supersymmetries. They contain 29 ·Dj (Ij1), 211 ·Dj (Ij2) and

213 ·Dj (Ij3) bosonic states.

Finally, the long representations (Lj) (which break all supersymmetries ) are given by

[j]⊗ ([4] + 16[7/2] + 119[3] + 544[5/2] + 1700[2]+

+3808[3/2] + 6188[1] + 7072[1/2] + 4862[0]) . (E.47)

Lj contains 215 ·Dj bosonic states.

We also have the following recursive decomposition formulae:

Lj → I
j+ 1

2
3 + 2Ij3 + I

j− 1
2

3 , (E.48)

Ij3 → I
j+ 1

2
2 + 2Ij2 + I

j− 1
2

2 , (E.49)

Ij2 → I
j+ 1

2
1 + 2Ij1 + I

j− 1
2

1 , (E.50)

Ij1 → Sj+
1
2 + 2Sj + Sj−

1
2 . (E.51)

All even helicity supertraces up to order six vanish for N=8 representations. For the

rest we obtain:

B8(Mλ
0 ) = (−1)2λ 315 , (E.52)
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B10(Mλ
0 ) = (−1)2λ 4725

2
(6λ2 + 1) , (E.53)

B12(M
λ
0 ) = (−1)2λ 10395

16
(240λ4 + 240λ2 + 19) , (E.54)

B14(Mλ
0 ) = (−1)2λ 45045

16
(336λ6 + 840λ4 + 399λ2 + 20) , (E.55)

B16(Mλ
0 ) = (−1)2λ 135135

256
(7680λ8 + 35840λ6 + 42560λ4 + 12800λ2 + 457) . (E.56)

The supertraces of the massless supergravity representation M 0
0 can be obtained from

the above by setting λ = 0 and dividing by a factor of 2 to account for the smaller

dimension of the representation.

B8(S
j) = (−1)2j · 315

2
Dj , (E.57)

B10(S
j) = (−1)2j · 4725

8
Dj(D

2
j + 1) , (E.58)

B12(S
j) = (−1)2j · 10395

32
Dj(3D

4
j + 10D2

j + 6) , (E.59)

B14(S
j) = (−1)2j · 45045

128
Dj(3D

6
j + 21D4

j + 42D2
j + 14) , (E.60)

B16(S
j) = (−1)2j · 45045

512
Dj(10D8

j + 120D6
j + 504D4

j + 560D2
j + 177) , (E.61)

B8(I
j
1) = 0 , (E.62)

B10(I
j
1) = (−1)2j+1 · 14175

4
Dj , (E.63)

B12(Ij1) = (−1)2j+1 · 155925

16
Dj(2D

2
j + 3) , (E.64)

B14(Ij1) = (−1)2j+1 · 2837835

64
Dj(D

2
j + 1)(D2

j + 4) , (E.65)

B16(Ij1) = (−1)2j+1 · 2027025

128
Dj(4D

6
j + 42D4

j + 112D2
j + 57) , (E.66)

B8(I
j
2) = B10(I

j
2) = 0 , (E.67)

B12(I
j
2) = (−1)2j · 467775

4
Dj , (E.68)

B14(I
j
2) = (−1)2j · 14189175

16
Dj(D

2
j + 2) , (E.69)

B16(I
j
2) = (−1)2j · 14189175

32
Dj(6D

4
j + 40D2

j + 41) , (E.70)

B8(Ij3) = B10(I
j
3) = B12(I

j
3) = 0 , (E.71)
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B14(I
j
3) = (−1)2j+1 · 42567525

8
Dj , (E.72)

B16(I
j
3) = (−1)2j+1 · 212837625

8
Dj(2D

2
j + 5) , (E.73)

B8(L
j) = B10(Lj) = B12(L

j) = B14(Lj) = 0 , (E.74)

B16(L
j) = (−1)2j · 638512875

2
Dj . (E.75)

A further check of the above formulae is provided by the fact that they respect the

decomposition formulae of the various representations (E.43) and (E.48)-E.51).

Appendix F: Modular forms

In this appendix we collect some formulae for modular forms, which are useful for analysing

the spectrum of BPS states and BPS-generated one-loop corrections to the effective su-

pergravity theories. A (holomorphic) modular form Fd(τ ) of weight d behaves as follows

under modular transformations:

Fd(−1/τ ) = τ dFd(τ ) Fd(τ + 1) = Fd(τ ) . (F.1)

We first list the Eisenstein series:

E2 =
12

iπ
∂τ log η = 1 − 24

∞∑

n=1

nqn

1 − qn , (F.2)

E4 =
1

2

(
ϑ8

2 + ϑ8
3 + ϑ8

4

)
= 1 + 240

∞∑

n=1

n3qn

1 − qn , (F.3)

E6 =
1

2

(
ϑ4

2 + ϑ4
3

) (
ϑ4

3 + ϑ4
4

) (
ϑ4

4 − ϑ4
2

)
= 1 − 504

∞∑

n=1

n5qn

1− qn . (F.4)

In counting BPS states in string theory the following combinations arise

H2 ≡
1− E2

24
=
∞∑

n=1

nqn

1 − qn ≡
∞∑

n=1

d2(n)qn , (F.5)

H4 ≡
E4 − 1

240
=
∞∑

n=1

n3qn

1 − qn ≡
∞∑

n=1

d4(n)qn , (F.6)

H6 ≡
1− E6

504
=
∞∑

n=1

n5qn

1 − qn ≡
∞∑

n=1

d6(n)qn . (F.7)

We have the following arithmetic formulae for d2k:

d2k(N) =
∑

n|N
n2k−1 , k = 1, 2, 3 . (F.8)
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The E4 and E6 modular forms have weight four and six, respectively. They generate

the ring of modular forms. However, E2 is not exactly a modular form, but

Ê2 = E2 −
3

πτ2
(F.9)

is a modular form of weight 2 but is not holomorphic any more. The (modular-invariant)

j function and η24 can be written as

j =
E3

4

η24
=

1

q
+ 744 + . . . , η24 =

1

26 · 33

[
E3

4 − E2
6

]
. (F.10)

We will also introduce the covariant derivative on modular forms:

Fd+2 =

(
i

π
∂τ +

d/2

πτ2

)
Fd ≡ Dd Fd . (F.11)

Fd+2 is a modular form of weight d + 2 if Fd has weight d. The covariant derivative

introduced above has the following distributive property:

Dd1+d2 (Fd1 Fd2) = Fd2(Dd1Fd1) + Fd1(Dd2Fd2) . (F.12)

The following relations and (F.12) allow the computation of any covariant derivative

D2 Ê2 =
1

6
E4 −

1

6
Ê2

2 , D4 E4 =
2

3
E6 −

2

3
Ê2 E4 , D6 E6 = E2

4 − Ê2 E6 . (F.13)

Here we will give some identities between derivatives of ϑ-functions and modular forms.

They are useful for trace computations in string theory:

ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

= −π2 E2 ,
ϑ

(5)
1

ϑ′1
= −π2 E2

(
4πi∂τ logE2 − π2E2

)
, (F.14)

− 3
ϑ

(5)
1

ϑ′1
+ 5

(
ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

)2

= 2π4E4 , (F.15)

− 15
ϑ

(7)
1

ϑ′1
− 350

3

(
ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

)3

+ 105
ϑ

(5)
1 ϑ′′′1
ϑ′21

=
80π6

3
E6 , (F.16)

1

2

4∑

i=2

ϑ′′i ϑ
7
i

(2πi)2
=

1

12
(E2E4 − E6) . (F.17)

The function ξ(v) that appears in string helicity-generating partition functions is de-

fined as

ξ(v) =
∞∏

n=1

(1 − qn)2

(1 − qne2πiv)(1− qne−2πiv)
=

sinπv

π

ϑ′1
ϑ1(v)

ξ(v) = ξ(−v) . (F.18)

It satisfies

ξ(0) = 1 , ξ(2)(0) = −1

3

(
π2 +

ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

)
= −π

2

3
(1 − E2) , (F.19)
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ξ(4)(0) =
π4

5
+

2π2

3

ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

+
2

3

(
ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

)2

− 1

5

ϑ
(5)
1

ϑ′1
=
π4

15
(3− 10E2 + 2E4 + 5E2

2) , (F.20)

ξ(6)(0) = −π
6

7
− π4ϑ

′′′
1

ϑ′1
− 10π2

3

(
ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

)2

+ π2ϑ
(5)
1

ϑ′1
+

−10

3

(
ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

)3

+ 2
ϑ

(5)
1 ϑ′′′1
ϑ′21

− 1

7

ϑ
(7)
1

ϑ′1

=
π6

63
(−9 + 63E2 − 105E2

2 − 42E4 + 16E6 +

+42E2E4 + 35E3
2) , (F.21)

where ξ(n)(0) stands for taking the n-th derivative with respect to v and then setting v = 0.

Appendix G: Helicity string partition functions

We have seen in section 14.2 that BPS states are important ingredients in non-perturbative

dualities. The reason is that their special properties, most of the time, guarantee that such

states survive at strong coupling. In this section we would like to analyze ways of counting

BPS states in string perturbation theory.

An important point that should be stressed from the beginning is the following: a

generic BPS state is not protected from quantum corrections. The reason is that sometimes

groups of short BPS multiplets can combine into long multiplets of supersymmetry. Such

long multiplets are not protected from non-renormalization theorems. We would thus like

to count BPS multiplicities in such a way that only “unpaired” multiplets contribute. As

explained in Appendix E, this can be done with the help of helicity supertrace formulae.

These have precisely the properties we need in order to count BPS multiplicities that

are protected from non-renormalization theorems. Moreover, multiplicities counted via

helicity supertraces are insensitive to moduli. They are the generalizations of the elliptic

genus, which is the stringy generalization of the Dirac index. In this sense, they are indices,

insensitive to the details of the physics. We will show here how we can compute helicity

supertraces in perturbative string ground-states, and we will work out some interesting

examples.

We will introduce the helicity-generating partition functions for D=4 string theories

with N≥ 1 spacetime supersymmetry. The physical helicity in closed string theory λ is a

sum of the left helicity λL coming from the left-movers and the right helicity λR coming

from the right-movers. Then, we can consider the following helicity-generating partition

function

Z(v, v̄) = Str[qL0 q̄L̄0e2πivλR−2πiv̄λL] . (G.1)
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We will first examine the heterotic string. Four-dimensional vacua with at least N=1

spacetime supersymmetry have the following partition function

Zheterotic
D=4 =

1

τ2η2η̄2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab ϑ[ab ]

η
C int[ab ] , (G.2)

where we have separated the (light-cone) bosonic and fermionic contributions of the four-

dimensional part. C[ab] is the partition function of the internal CFT with (c, c̄) = (9, 22)

and at least (2,0) superconformal symmetry. a = 0 corresponds to the NS sector, a = 1

to the R sector and b = 0, 1 indicates the presence of the projection (−1)FL, where FL is

the zero mode of the N=2, U(1) current.

The oscillators that would contribute to the left helicity are the left-moving light-

cone bosons ∂X± = ∂X3 ± i∂X4 contributing helicity ±1 respectively, and the light-cone

fermions ψ± contributing again ±1 to the left helicity. Only ∂̄X± contribute to the right-

moving helicity. Calculating (G.1) is straightforward, with the result

Zheterotic
D=4 (v, v̄) =

ξ(v)ξ̄(v̄)

τ2η2η̄2

1∑

a,b=0

(−1)a+b+ab ϑ[ab ](v)

η
C int[ab ] , (G.3)

where ξ(v) is given in (F.18). This can be simplified using spacetime supersymmetry to

Zheterotic
D=4 (v, v̄) =

ξ(v)ξ̄(v̄)

τ2η2η̄2

ϑ[11](v/2)

η
C int[11](v/2) , (G.4)

with

C int[11](v) = TrR[(−1)F
int

e2πiv J0 qL
int
0 −3/8 q̄L̄

int
0 −11/12] , (G.5)

where the trace is in the Ramond sector, and J0 is the zero mode of the U(1) current of

the N=2 superconformal algebra; C int[11](v) is the elliptic genus of the internal (2,0) theory

and is antiholomorphic. The leading term of C int[11](0) coincides with the Euler number in

CY compactifications.

If we define

Q =
1

2πi

∂

∂v
, Q̄ = − 1

2πi

∂

∂v̄
, (G.6)

then the helicity supertraces can be written as

B2n ≡ Str[λ2n] = (Q+ Q̄)2n Zheterotic
D=4 (v, v̄)

∣∣∣
v=v̄=0

. (G.7)

Consider as an example the heterotic string on T 6 with N=4, D=4 spacetime super-

symmetry. Its helicity partition function is

Zheterotic
N=4 (v, v̄) =

ϑ4
1(v/2)

η12η̄24
ξ(v)ξ̄(v̄)

Γ6,22

τ2
. (G.8)

It is obvious that we need at least four powers of Q in order to get a non-vanishing

contribution, implying B0 = B2 = 0, in agreement with the N=4 supertrace formulae
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derived in Appendix E. We will calculate B4 which, according to (E.33),(E.34) is sensitive

to short multiplets only:

B4 = 〈(Q+ Q̄)4〉 = 〈Q4〉 =
3

2

1

η̄24
. (G.9)

For the massless states the result agrees with (E.34), as it should. Moreover, from (E.33)

we observe that massive short multiplets with a bosonic ground-state give an opposite

contribution from multiplets with a fermionic ground-state. We learn that all such short

massive multiplets in the heterotic spectrum are “bosonic”, with multiplicities given by

the coefficients of the η−24.

Consider further

B6 = 〈(Q+ Q̄)6〉 = 〈Q6 + 15Q4Q̄2〉 =
15

8

2 − Ē2

η̄24
. (G.10)

Since there can be no intermediate multiplets in the perturbative heterotic spectrum we

get only contributions from the short multiplets. An explicit analysis at low levels confirms

the agreement between (E.33) and (G.10).

For type-II vacua, there are fermionic contributions to the helicity from both the left-

moving and the right-moving world-sheet fermions. We will consider as a first example the

type-II string, compactified on T 6 to four dimensions with maximal N=8 supersymmetry.

The light-cone helicity-generating partition function is

ZII
N=8(v, v̄) = Str[qL0 q̄L̄0e2πivλR−2πiv̄λL] =

=
1

4

1∑

α,β=0

1∑

ᾱ,β̄=0

(−1)α+β+αβϑ[αβ ](v)ϑ3[αβ](0)

η4
×

×(−1)ᾱ+β̄+ᾱβ̄
ϑ̄[ᾱ
β̄
]ϑ̄3[ᾱ

β̄
](0)

η̄4

ξ(v)ξ̄(v̄)

Imτ |η|4
Γ6,6

|η|12
=

=
Γ6,6

Imτ

ϑ4
1(v/2)

η12

ϑ̄4
1(v̄/2)

η̄12
ξ(v)ξ̄(v̄) . (G.11)

It is obvious that in order to obtain a non-zero result, we need at least a Q4 on the

left and a Q̄4 on the right. This is in agreement with our statement in appendix E:

B0 = B2 = B4 = B6 = 0 for an N = 8 theory. The first non-trivial case is B8 and by

straightforward computation we obtain

B8 = 〈(Q+ Q̄)8〉 = 70〈Q4Q̄4〉 =
315

2

Γ6,6

Imτ
. (G.12)

At the massless level, the only N=8 representation is the supergravity representa-

tion, which contributes 315/2, in accordance with (E.56). At the massive levels we have

seen in appendix E that only short representations Sj can contribute, each contributing
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315/2 (2j+1). We learn from (G.12) that all short massive multiplets have j = 0 and they

are left and right ground-states of the type-II CFT, thus breaking N=8 supersymmetry to

N=4. Since the mass for these states is

M2 =
1

4
p2
L , ~m · ~n = 0 , (G.13)

such multiplets exist for any (6,6) lattice vector satisfying the matching condition. The

multiplicity coming from the rest of the theory is 1.

We will now compute the next non-trivial supertrace34

B10 = 〈(Q+ Q̄)10〉 = 210〈Q6Q̄4 +Q4Q̄6〉 =

= −4725

8π2

Γ6,6

Imτ

(
ϑ′′′1
ϑ′1

+ 3ξ′′ + cc

)
=

4725

4

Γ6,6

Imτ
. (G.14)

In this trace, I1 intermediate representations can also in principle contribute. Com-

paring (G.14) with (E.53), (E.63) we learn that there are no I1 representations in the

perturbative string spectrum.

Moving further:

B12 = 〈495(Q4Q̄8 +Q8Q̄4) + 924Q6Q̄6〉 =

=
[
10395

2
+

31185

64
(E4 + Ē4)

]
Γ6,6

Imτ
=

=
[
10395 · 19

32
+

10395 · 45

4

(
E4 − 1

240
+ cc

)]
Γ6,6

Imτ
. (G.15)

Comparison with (E.59) indicates that the first term in the above formula contains the

contribution of the short multiplets. Here however, I2 multiplets can also contribute and

the second term in (G.15) precisely describes their contribution. These are string states

that are ground-states either on the left or on the right and comparing with (E.68) we

learn that their multiplicities are given by (E4 − 1)/240. More precisely, for a given mass

level with p2
L − p2

R = 4N > 0 the multiplicity of these representations at that mass level is

given by the sum of cubes of all divisors of N, d4(N) (see Appendix F):

Ij2 :
∑

j

(−1)2jDj = d4(N) . (G.16)

They break N=8 supersymmetry to N=2.

The last trace to which long multiplets do not contribute is

B14 = 〈(Q+ Q̄)14〉 = (G.17)

=
[
45045

32
20 +

14189175

16

(
2
E4 − 1

240
+

1− E6

504
+ cc

)]
Γ6,6

Imτ
.

34We use formulae from appendix F here.
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Although in this trace I3 representations can contribute, there are no such representations

in the perturbative string spectrum. The first term in (G.17) comes from short represen-

tations, the second from I2 representations. Taking into account (E.69) we can derive the

following sum rule

Ij2 :
∑

j

(−1)2jD3
j = d6(N) . (G.18)

The final example we will consider is also instructive because it shows that although

a string ground-state can contain many BPS multiplets, most of them are not protected

from renormalization. The relevant vacuum is the type-II string compactified on K3×T 2

down to four dimensions.

We will first start from the Z2 special point of the K3 moduli space. This is given by

a Z2 orbifold of the four-torus. We can write the one-loop vacuum amplitude as

ZII =
1

8

1∑

g,h=0

1∑

α,β=0

1∑

ᾱ,β̄=0

(−1)α+β+αβϑ
2[αβ]

η2

ϑ[α+h
β+g ]

η

ϑ[α−hβ−g ]

η
× (G.19)

×(−1)ᾱ+β̄+ᾱβ̄
ϑ̄2[ᾱβ̄]

η̄2

ϑ̄[ᾱ+h
β̄+g

]

η̄

ϑ̄[ᾱ−h
β̄−g ]

η̄

1

Imτ |η|4
Γ2,2

|η|4 Z4,4[hg ] ,

where

Z4,4[00] =
Γ4,4

|η|8 , Z4,4[
0
1] = 16

|η|4
|ϑ2|4

=
|ϑ3ϑ4|4
|η|8 , (G.20)

Z4,4[
1
0] = 16

|η|4
|ϑ4|4

=
|ϑ2ϑ3|4
|η|8 , Z4,4[11] = 16

|η|4
|ϑ3|4

=
|ϑ2ϑ4|4
|η|8 . (G.21)

We have N=4 supersymmetry in four dimensions. The mass formula of BPS states

depends only on the two-torus moduli. Moreover states that are ground-states both on

the left and the right will give short BPS multiplets that break half of the supersymmetry.

On the other hand, states that are ground-states on the left but otherwise arbitrary on the

right (and vice versa) will provide BPS states that are intermediate multiplets breaking

3/4 of the supersymmetry. Obviously there are many such states in the spectrum. Thus,

we naively expect many perturbative intermediate multiplets.

We will now evaluate the helicity supertrace formulae. We will first write the helicity-

generating function,

ZII(v, v̄) =
1

4

∑

αβᾱβ̄

(−1)α+β+αβ+ᾱ+β̄+ᾱβ̄ϑ[αβ](v)ϑ[αβ](0)

η6
×

×
ϑ̄[ᾱβ̄](v̄)ϑ̄[ᾱβ̄](0)

η̄6
ξ(v)ξ̄(v̄)C[α ᾱ

β β̄ ]
Γ2,2

τ2

=
ϑ2

1(v/2)ϑ̄2
1(v̄/2)

η6 η̄6
ξ(v)ξ̄(v̄)C[1 1

1 1](v/2, v̄/2)
Γ2,2

τ2
, (G.22)
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where we have used the Jacobi identity in the second line; C[α ᾱ
β β̄ ] is the partition func-

tion of the internal (4,4) superconformal field theory in the various sectors. Moreover

C[1 1
1 1](v/2, v̄/2) is an even function of v, v̄ due to the SU(2) symmetry and

C[1 1
1 1](v, 0) = 8

4∑

i=2

ϑ2
i (v)

ϑ2
i (0)

(G.23)

is the elliptic genus of the (4,4) internal theory on K3. Although we calculated the elliptic

genus in the Z2 orbifold limit, the calculation is valid on the whole of K3 since the elliptic

genus does not depend on the moduli.

Let us first compute the trace of the fourth power of the helicity:

〈λ4〉 =〉(Q+ Q̄)4〉 = 6〈Q2Q̄2 +Q2Q̄4〉 = 36
Γ2,2

τ2

. (G.24)

As expected, we obtain contributions from the the ground-states only, but with arbitrary

momentum and winding on the (2,2) lattice. At the massless level, we have the N=4 su-

pergravity multiplet contributing 3 and 22 vector multiplets contributing 3/2 each, making

a total of 36, in agreement with (G.24). There is a tower of massive short multiplets at

each mass level, with mass M 2 = p2
L, where pL is the (2,2) momentum. The matching

condition implies, ~m · ~n = 0.

We will further compute the trace of the sixth power of the helicity, to investigate the

presence of intermediate multiplets:

〈λ6〉 =〉(Q+ Q̄)6〉 = 15〈Q4Q̄2 +Q2Q̄4〉 = 90
Γ2,2

τ2

, (G.25)

where we have used

∂2
vC[1 1

1 1](v, 0)|v=0 = −16π2 E2 . (G.26)

The only contribution again comes from the short multiplets, as evidenced by (E.36),

since 22 · 15/8 + 13 · 15/4 = 90. We conclude that there are no contributions from inter-

mediate multiplets in (G.26), although there are many such states in the spectrum. The

reason is that such intermediate multiplets pair up into long multiplets.

We will finally comment on a problem where counting BPS multiplicities is important.

This is the problem of counting black-hole microscopic states in the case of maximal

supersymmetry in type-II string theory. For an introduction we refer the reader to [81].

The essential ingredient is that, states can be constructed at weak coupling, using various

D-branes. At strong coupling, these states have the interpretation of charged macroscopic

black holes. The number of states for given charges can be computed at weak coupling.

These are BPS states. Their multiplicity can then be extrapolated to strong coupling,

and gives an entropy that scales as the classical area of the black hole as postulated

by Bekenstein and Hawking. In view of our previous discussion, such an extrapolation is

naive. It is the number of unpaired multiplets that can be extrapolated at strong coupling.
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Here, however, the relevant states are the lowest spin vector multiplets, which as shown in

appendix E always have positive supertrace. Thus, the total supertrace is proportional to

the overall number of multiplets and justifies the naive extrapolation to strong coupling.

Appendix H: Electric-magnetic duality in D=4

In this appendix we will describe electric-magnetic duality transformations for free gauge

fields. We consider here a collection of abelian gauge fields in D = 4. In the presence of

supersymmetry we can write terms quadratic in the gauge fields as

Lgauge = −1

8
Im

∫
d4x

√
−detg Fi

µνNijF
j,µν , (H.1)

where

Fµν = Fµν + i?Fµν , ?Fµν =
1

2

εµν
ρσ

√−gFρσ , (H.2)

with the property (in Minkowski space) that ??F = −F and
?Fµν

?F µν = −FµνF µν. In components, the Lagrangian (H.1) becomes

Lgauge = −1

4

∫
d4x

[√−g F i
µνN

ij
2 F j,µν + F i

µνN
ij
1

?F j,µν
]
. (H.3)

Define now the tensor that gives the equations of motion

Gi
µν = NijF

j
µν = N1 F −N2

?F + i(N2 F +N1
?F ) , (H.4)

with N = N1 + iN2. The equations of motion can be written in the form Im∇µGi
µν = 0,

while the Bianchi identity is Im∇µFi
µν = 0, or

Im∇µ

(
Gi
µν

Fi
µν

)
=

(
0

0

)
. (H.5)

Obviously any Sp(2r,R) transformation of the form

(
G′µν

F′µν

)
=

(
A B

C D

)(
Gµν

Fµν

)
, (H.6)

where A,B,C,D are r × r matrices (CAt −AC t = 0, BtD −DtB = 0, AtD − C tB = 1),

preserves the collection of equations of motion and Bianchi identities. At the same time

N ′ = (AN +B)(CN +D)−1 . (H.7)

The duality transformations are

F ′ = C(N1 F −N2
?F ) +D F , ?F ′ = C(N2 F +N1

?F ) +D ?F . (H.8)
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In the simple case A = D = 0, −B = C = 1 they become

F ′ = N1 F −N2
?F , ?F ′ = N2 F +N1

?F , N ′ = − 1

N
. (H.9)

When we perform duality with respect to one of the gauge fields (we will call its component

0) we have
(
A B

C D

)
=

(
1− e −e
e 1− e

)
, e =




1 0 ...

0 0 ...

. .


 , . (H.10)

N ′00 = − 1

N00
, N ′0i =

N0i

N00
, N ′i0 =

Ni0

N00
, N ′ij = Nij −

Ni0N0j

N00
. (H.11)

Finally consider the duality generated by

(
A B

C D

)
=

(
1− e1 e2

−e2 1− e1

)
, (H.12)

e1 =




1 0 0 ...

0 1 0 ...

0 0 0 .

. . . .




, e2 =




0 1 0 ...

−1 0 0 ...

0 0 0 .

. . . .



. (H.13)

We will denote the indices in the two-dimensional subsector where the duality acts by

α, β, γ, ... Then

N ′αβ = − Nαβ

detNαβ

N ′αi = −Nαβε
βγNγi

detNαβ

, N ′iα =
Niβε

βγNαγ

detNαβ

, (H.14)

N ′ij = Nij +
Niαε

αβNβγε
γδNδj

detNαβ

. (H.15)

Consider now the N=4 heterotic string in D=4. The appropriate matrix N is

N = S1L+ iS2M
−1 , S = S1 + iS2 . (H.16)

Performing an overall duality as in (H.9) we obtain

N ′ = −N−1 = − S1

|S|2L+ i
S2

|S|2M = − S1

|S|2L + i
S2

|S|2LM
−1L . (H.17)

Thus, we observe that apart from an S →−1/S transformation on the S field it also affects

an O(6,22,Z) transformation by the matrix L, which interchanges windings and momenta

of the six-torus.

The duality transformation that acts only on S is given by A = D = 0, −B = C = L

under which

N ′ = −LN−1L = − S1

|S|2L+ i
S2

|S|2M
−1 . (H.18)
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The full SL(2,Z) group acting on S is generated by

(
A B

C D

)
=

(
a 128 b L

c L d 128

)
, ad− bc = 1 . (H.19)

Finally the duality transformation, which acts as an O(6,22,Z) transformation, is given

by A = Ω, D−1 = Ωt, B = C = 0.
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